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PREFACE

Àyurveda, represented by Caraka and Suøruta, stands first among the

sciences of Indian intellectual tradition. No other branch of learning is

subject to such an acute competition as Àyurveda is with modern medicine.

Yet, it has survived the challenges of time and has attained a new impetus

today. Intensive researches and studies are being carried out throughout the

world with the intention to answer some of the fundamental questions which

are yet to be answered in the domain of medical science. This is probably

due to the novelty of the fundamental principles of Àyurveda which is based

on a holistic approach. The fundamental principles are, in fact, built upon

philosophical concepts. Hence it is essential to remove the ambiguities in

philosophical abstractions for developing the consistency and authenticity

of the fundamental principles.  One of the possible ways is to make explicit

the philosophical speculations in which the fundamental principles of

Àyurveda are rooted.   CarakasaΔhit° deserves special mention in this

respect.

CarakasaΔhit° is recognized as a unique treatise on k°yacikits° and

fundamental principles. It is an encyclopaedia that discusses the inner and

outer world without leaving anything as irrelevant and taking into

consideration the prevailing knowledge systems.



CarakasaΔhit°, ascribed to the great celebrity Caraka, has got three

strata. The first stratum is the original work composed by Agniveøa, the

foremost of the six disciples of Punarvasu Àtreya. He accomplished the

work by collecting and codifying the teachings of his preceptor Punarvasu

Àtreya.  The second and the most prominent stratum is the redacted

(pratisaΔsk § ta)  form of  Agniveøatantra and this redaction is ascribed to

Caraka.The third and final layer is a reconstruction by D

§

∑habala,  son of

Kapilabala of the Punjab. He has incorporated the seventeen chapters of the

sixth section Cikits°sth°na as well as the last two sections Kalpasth°na

and Siddhisth°na into the CarakasaΔhit° and  completed it .  Thus,

CarakasaΔhit°, as it is available today, comprises 120 chapters (adhy°yas)

prearranged in eight sections (sth°nas):  ·lokasth°na   or S£trasth°na    (30

chapters) ,  Nid°nasth°na  (8  chapters) ,  Vim°nasth°na  (8chapters) ,

S°r¢rasth°na (8 chapters), Indriyasth°na  (12 chapters), Cikits°sth°na  (30

chapters), Kalpasth°na  (12 chapters), and Siddhisth°na (12 chapters).  The

most significant thing to be noted in this connection is that the book is now

known in the name of the redactor Caraka even though the f inal

reconstruction was done by D

§

∑habala,.

The present thesis is the result of my endeavor as a research student of

the Mahatma Gandhi University. The purpose of the attempt is to present a

comprehensive view of the philosophy of Caraka. The work primarily tries

to codify the philosophical abstractions strewn in different sth°n°s of the

compendium and, through a comparison with the concepts in other

philosophical systems, seeks to bring out the foundational ideas constituting

the creative matrix of Àyurveda.

vi



The thesis comprises nine chapters. The introductory chapter deals with

the relevance of the study by focusing on the relationship between philosophy

and the practical science of Àyurveda.  The second chapter gives an

explanation of the six categories enumerated by Caraka in comparison with

the six categories of Vaiøe¿ika philosophy. The third chapter is devoted to a

discussion of the important fundamental theories regarding the origin of

the universe, five physical elements (paμcabh£tas), and the three faults

(trido¿as), and reveals the allegiance of Caraka  to the pre-classical S°Δkya.

The next chapter describes the Self as the foundational cause of the Universe.

A detailed exposition of a human-being and his relation with the universe

based on philosophical abstractions is given in the fifth chapter.  In the

sixth chapter the means of knowledge are analyzed by making a comparison

with their concepts in Ny°ya philosophy. Similarly, the seventh chapter is

a comparative analysis of logic and dialectical terms.  The eighth chapter

discusses ethical conceptions and moral prescriptions.  The concluding

chapter evaluates the innovative contributions of Caraka  and determines

his philosophical vision.
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Chapter - I

INTRODUCTION

Àyurveda is a practical science and CarakasaΔhit° is a treatise on it.

So it is quite natural to have the question: ""What is the relevance of the

study of the philosophy of Caraka?'' or ""Is there any philosophical

speculation in CarakasaΔhit°?''

The question presupposes the notion that science is distinct from

philosophy. Philosophy does not provide us with the kind of knowledge that

science provides.  Science is a way of gaining knowledge by explaining

observed facts and the knowledge thus obtained is useful in the day to day

life of man. But philosophy is not so. It is attached to transcendental

principles. It is abstract in character, and has no direct involvement in human

life conditions.

So it is essential to give a reasonable or at least a satisfactory answer

to the above-mentioned queries, even though such questions are the outcome

of utilitarian thoughts. Such an answer would also prove the historicity of

CarakasaΔhit°.

A retrospective introspection of the evolution of human thought reveals

that ""man began by dealing wholesale with the world, indulging in
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speculations about the general nature and behaviour of the universe without

separating scientific and philosophic fields and methods of investigation

from one another''.1 Gradually persuaded by increasing human needs and

directed to different groups of events, the spirit of universal enquiry was

subdivided into specialized investigations. Thus, in the west, special

sciences like Astronomy, Medicine, and Logic slowly originated at a fairly

early date and steadily became independent and self supporting. 2   This shows

that the western sciences have their roots in the early philosophical thoughts,

but got isolated from them in course of time.

The distinction of knowledge in Indian tradition - higher and

lower knowledge (par° vidy° and apar° vidy°)

The Indian tradition of knowledge which began with emphasis on

intuition in the Vedic age flowered in the philosophies and sciences of the

classical age. 3  In the Upani¿ads, we find an important distinction between

par° vidy° and apar° vidy° or higher knowledge and lower knowledge,4  and

also avidy° and vidy° or false knowledge and true knowledge. 5 ""These

two types of  knowledge differ from each other in their objects, their

consequences as well as in methods of acquisition''.6  With regard to

acquisition, the higher knowledge is said to be direct and intuitive, while

the lower knowledge has different accredited means like perception, and

inference. 7  The knowledge of the immutable (ak¿ara) highest essence is

called higher knowledge (par° vidy°).8  It was valued, for it leads to

liberation. The Upani¿ads and Darøanas come under the purview of
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par° vidy°.  The empirical or phenomenal knowledge is called lower

knowledge (apar° vidy°). They are all discursive and the truth they aim at

is pragmatic (vy°vah°rika). Such pragmatic knowledge is rational and

corrigible. All sciences fall under apar° vidy°. It enables one to know the

objective world, means and ends, and virtues and vices, which can lead to

prosperity and heaven. ""This distinction between a spiritually liberating

transcendental knowledge and practically useful intellectual knowledge has

remained a permanently accepted distinction within the Indian tradition'' .9

Darøanas

The Darøanas are the philosophical speculations which sprang up in

continuation of the Upani¿ads with the aim of accomplishing the higher

knowledge of enlightenment culminating in ultimate freedom. The word

darøana literally and technically means either of two things: (1) literally

means sight and technically reflective knowledge 10 as well as (2) literally

sense organs and technically that by which the real nature of things is seen.11

According to the second technical meaning, it refers to the source of true

knowledge (tattvajμ°na) of the nature of reality. The name Darøana, thus,

is used in the second technical sense for the knowledge systems, which

present a reflective knowledge of man and the world in total. They are

recognized as various philosophical systems.12  Haribhadras£ri, the Jaina

philosopher, who introduced the term Darøana in the sense of philosophy,

mentions six philosophical systems: Bauddha, Ny°ya, S°Δkhya, Jaina,

Vaiøe¿ika, Jaimin¢ya and includes the non-Vedic C°rv°ka.13
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 The usual way of explaining the word Darøana is to point out that, in

the Vedas, there is a prescription for seeing the self, the threefold method

of hearing (ørava∏a), thinking (manana), and meditation (nididhy°sana).

But this explanation is not adequate, for all philosophical systems do not

prescribe methods for realizing the self. The Buddhists and the C°rv°kas

refute the existence of the self, yet they are not deprived of the name

Darøana.14

S°ya∏a M°dhava, who speaks of sixteen Darøanas, classifies them

into two groups namely Vedic (°stika) and Non-Vedic (n°stika).15  The

°stika Darøanas are those which accept the authority of the Vedas.16  They

prescribe methods for realizing the self and in that sense they are self-centric

philosophical schools. The present list of six systems, namely S°Δkhya,

Yoga, Ny°ya, Vaiøe¿ika, P£rvam¢m°Δs°, and Uttaram¢m°Δs° (Ved°nta)

form this group.

Though there are differences between  these systems, the basic factors

that impelled the philosophers to make such an enquiry are common. The

fundamental cause of the enquiry is the realization of the fact that the sum

total of everyone's life in this world is painful and that this pain is due to

attachment caused by ignorance. The endeavor of the philosophers was to

find out a way to root out pain eternally.17  In order to achieve the end, they

formulated a fourfold enquiry. The four common factors that became the

subject of their investigation are (1) attachment (bandha), (2) cause of

attachment (bandhak°ra∏a) (3) freedom (mok¿a) and (4) cause of freedom
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(mok¿ak°ra∏a).  Thus, the Indian Darøanas which focused on the above

mentioned aspects are really philosophical systems which made systematic

speculations on man and universe with the aim of realising the highest truth

for transforming and spiritualizing human life.

Indian sciences

The search for mundane happiness progressed on a par with the task of

realising the ultimate truth for the utmost freedom. Gradually, various

progressive sciences developed. ·ankar°c°rya, who is the author of

Prapaμcas°ra says that the Lord constructed eighteen such vidyas and

Darøanas. The eighteen disciplines (vidyas) are (1) Œg Veda, (2) Yajur Veda,

(3) S°ma Veda, (4) Atharva Veda, (5) ·ik¿° (a treatise for teaching the

proper tone in which the Vedas are to be recited), (6) Kalpa (a treatise for

teaching the rules of rituals), (7) Vy°kara∏a (grammar), (8) Nirukta

(e t imology) ,  (9)  Jyot i ø°s t ra  (as t ronomy and as t ro logy) ,

(10) Cchanda≈ø°stra (metrics), (11) Pur°∏a, (12) Ny°ya, (13) M¢m°Δs°,

(14) Dharmaø°stra,  (15) Àyurveda, (16) Dhanurveda, (17) Gandharva (a

treatise on music), and (18) Arthaø°stra .18  It should be noted in this context

that ·ankar°c°rya includes all the four Vedas within the lower knowledge

(apar° vidy°) while maintaining at the same time that the Upani¿ads, the

last part of the Vedas, impart knowledge of the Brahman. According to his

followers, the empirical knowledge (vi¿ayavidy°) or the ritualistic part of

the Vedas, which is not directly related to the knowledge of the Brahman, is

referred to by ·ankar°c°rya as lower knowledge.19  This shows that there
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developed philosophy on the one side and the sciences on the other side

distinctly in India.   The life science thus developed came to be called

Àyurveda.

Ill-fate of Àyurveda and other sciences

Àyurveda, being a scientific discipline distinct from the higher

knowledge, was overlooked even in the past.  So the neglect that Àyurveda

had undergone must not be looked upon in isolation. It is a part of the

disregard that the Indian sciences   confronted in general.

  One of the main reasons was that par° vidy° was considered as the

most celebrated knowledge in early days. ""From the view of the enlightened

person, knowledge of the phenomenal world is not merely lower (apar°),

but also linked with avidy° or root of ignorance''.20  Mu∏daka Upani¿ad

states that apar° vidy° is knowledge concerned with perishable things; while

par° vidy° is concerned with the imperishable (ak¿ara).21  Jayantabha∂∂a

also refers to the very same notion. He says that, there is no need of the

employment of ø°stras in empirical matters (d§¿∂avi¿aya). On the contrary,

they are intended for the transcendental knowledge.22  The undue importance

attached to spirituality has to a certain extend, undermined the Indian sciences

in the past. The condition of Àyurveda was also not different.

 In the later period, during the colonial rule, the direct presence of the

Europeans by and large influenced the science and technology in India as in

other Asian counties. The homogenizing impact of science and technology

of western origin continued in our country even when other countries like
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Japan and China have escaped the negative effects of colonial subjugation,

retaining their self identity. Another important reason is that English

education not only strengthened the hegemonic impact of the language on

all branches of learning but also pushed Sanskrit and Sanskrit education to

the background. The scientific knowledge in its cultural context could not

be acquired unless the classical language like Sanskrit could be studied in

depth.23  More over, ""the writings of the English educated historians of

science and of the scientists themselves show little or no notable sign of

their familiarity with the rich tradition or the development of science in

India''. 24

Even though projects are being carried out to free ourselves from this

intellectual bondage, at least some people believe that the theme of Àyurveda

is not completely tenable and is not in any way considered as an authentic

system of knowledge. This is because the knowledge imparted by the western

sciences is considered the most prestigious, for it is honoured for its

practical utility and its usefulness in our day-to-day life. This has led to the

belief that the theoretical explanations of western sciences are factual,

logical, and reliable while those of Indian sciences are illogical and dogmatic.

But such notions are false and have no relevance.

Methodological inadequacy of modern sciences

The notion that scientific knowledge is the best form of knowledge is

wrong for various reasons.25  The western sciences, which jerked away from

philosophy with its specialized investigations, got estranged themselves
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from the general nature and behaviour of the universe and from the

transcendental objectives of life. In the closing decade of the last century

the western scientists were persuaded to say that their theories were probable

explanations. They admit that a theory is simply a hypothesis26  that has

been tested often enough to convince scientists that it is probably correct.

They speak of the acceptance of a theory, confidence in a theory, and

probability of its correctness but never the proof of its correctness. If proof

means the establishment of an eternal and absolute truth, then proof has no

place in natural sciences. A theory is always open to disproof.27

In fact, the mechanical view of nature often creates crisis in science.

In 1910 Max Plank wrote, noting the existence of a crisis in physics:

""No physical theorem is at present beyond doubt, all and every physical

truth is considered disputable. It often seems almost as if theoretical physics

is about to be plunged again into chaos''.28

There is a conviction that progress of science depends upon the use of

mathematics.  This also is not tenable. ""Mathematical models rarely agree

exactly with physical reality....  All the "laws' of physics that we arrogantly

impose on the universe seem condemned to remain partial models,

approximate mental representations that we ceaselessly improve''.29

""Mathematicians generate an enormous amount of pure mathematics. Only

a small part of it  will  ever be useful in physics. There is thus an

overproduction of mathematical solutions from which physicists select those

that seem best adapted to their discipline''.30  In fact the credibility of
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mathematics itself is questionable. David Herbert holds that ""the existence

of the mathematical objects is meaningless. Mathematics is only a game in

which one manipulates symbols according to precise formal rules.

Mathematical objects such as numbers have no relation to reality; they are

defined merely as a set of symbols that satisfy certain axioms''.31

Another thing is that all sciences deal with different parts of Nature.

Some times the same thing is studied from two different points of view.

For instance, both physics and chemistry deal with matter. But the scientists

make a distinction between physical properties of matter and chemical

properties of matter. All these distinctions are abstract in the sense that

they are not so in reality.32

The greatest distortion of sciences is their spiritual inadequacy arising

from objectivism.33 ""Science strives to discover the laws of the

objective--its goal is to state the truth about the objective nature of the

universe.34  What happened is that they have failed to concentrate on human

subjectivity; human aspirations and hopes''.35

Subjectivity and objectivity are the two poles implicit in knowledge.

They are the ontological extremities into which almost every knowledge

situation is analysable.36  The basic assumption of science is that objective

knowledge is the only valid kind of knowledge, for it is definite, exact, and

unambiguous. Science tries to know the universe objectively and keeps out

of its consideration the elements that constitute subjectivity.37  Science like

physics, chemistry, and biology offer an objective materialistic explanation

of the empirical world by observation, analysis, experimentation, and
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proof.38  This empirical analytical approach does not give attention to human

consciousness or the mechanism of knowledge beyond trying to find out its

physiological correlates.  It is consciousness that causes happiness, pain,

interests, insights, and volitions which are the very sign of one's existence.

But these deeper human elements are neglected in science. That is, the

question of how physical process in the brain gives rise to subjective

experience remains unsolved.  Science has consistently overlooked the elan

of man.39

The extrinsic explanation of man without knowing the inner self fails

to  unders tand the real  nature  of  man and the universe  and their

interrelationship. Human science identifies man with his immediate physical

and physiological identity, forgetting his deeper and far reaching spiritual

identity.  These external institutional human sciences are methodologically

inadequate.40  Science deprives man of his inner being, his search for the

meaning of his life out there in the world.41

Modern medicine is also not an exception to what has been stated above.

Like any other science, modern medicine has the tendency to discard or reject

the whole notion of life force, and this is rooted in a philosophical perspective

of empiricism and analysis. Hence modern medicine seeks to reduce the art

of healing to the psychochemical manipulation of the body as directly as

possible.42

Comprehensiveness of philosophical consciousness

All this has been stated to show the methodological inadequacy of

sciences. The limitation is that science knows reality by one method that is,
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by observation and experiment, neglecting the method of critical reflection.

Critical reflection means understanding in depth to the level of knowledge

of reality, seeing the truth, enlightenment and the like. In the Indian context,

such knowledge can be called p°ram°rthikajμ°na or tattvajμ°na.43  This is

what philosophy or any Indian Darøanas aim at. ""Philosophical consciousness

is all comprehensive and concrete. Moreover, it is rational''.44  Philosophy

is a quest of knowledge. It concentrates on the ultimate or intrinsic process

of substances so as to arrive at the most general nature of the universe as a

whole. ""Philosophy is something like science and something like religion,

but it belongs to neither. It is, like science a critical enquiry, an impartial

enquiry, an enquiry that follows the rigor of logic. It is unlike science,

because its attempt is to scale the highest heights to the study of ultimate

substance and its significance and value''.45 ""Unlike science, philosophy

is satisfied with mere intellectual incorrigibility, even when verification in

experience is provided for in regard to its conclusions''.46  Conceptual

understanding as well as manipulation, conceptual mapping and remapping

are resorted to by philosophers.    They make use of their own mind as the

laboratory to carry out the researches and experiments with concepts.47

""Philosophical knowledge is self-validated in the sense that it develops its

own method of enquiry and criteria of justification. Philosophical

explanations are meant only for clarifying the meaning and coherence of the

philosophical truth rather than testing them in the world because of the fact

that philosophical knowledge, unlike scientific knowledge, is not accountable

from our experience of the world''.48
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""The distinguishing features of the methods of philosophy

are those of: (1) impartial and critical of beliefs (religious or

otherwise), propositions and conclusions (scientific or otherwise)

and speculations on all  the  fundamentals of enquiry (2)

application of logical rigor in relating to the fundamental process

of the world and the underlying assumptions of thought and

knowledge in an attempt to arrive at the most indubitable universal

and essential conclusions, which even though  not verifiable, may

be yet rationally incorrigible''.49

The philosophical illumination or wisdom thus achieved should be

distinguished from the knowledge in the form of information that we imbibe

from different scientific pursuits.

The task of philosophical reasoning is to decipher the essential

structures underlying the phenomena. Here one thing is to be remembered

as some thing important. That is, reason is not partial to the transcendental;

it is equally responsible to the empirical also, for there cannot be any

empirical without a corresponding trans-empirical. In essence philosophy

is the enquiry of the meaning and significance of human existence, temporal,

and supra-temporal.  Philosophy can argue for the compatibility of both the

phenomenal and the transcendental.

The importance of the philosophy of CarakasaΔhit°

Àyurveda, in its early days, was an unrefined science consisting of

etiology (hetu), symptomatology (li¥ga) and therapeutics (au¿adha).50  The
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all embracing categorial knowledge gained by intuition was synthesized with

its corpus later on.51  Thus, Àyurveda derived its theoretical sustenance from

the philosophical systems particularly of the S°Δkhya, Ny°ya, and Vaiøe¿ika

for the harmonious existence of the individual within and outside. It

vindicates that until the incorporation of the intuitive philosophical or

d°røanic knowledge it was a morbid science of treatment which contained

camouflaged ideas gathered from empirical observation.  The intuitive

knowledge had been incorporated in Àyurveda probably from the realization

of the essentiality of the knowledge of the ultimate reality behind the

phenomenal  ex is tence  of  man,  the  wor ld  around h im,  and  the i r

interrelationship in cherishing the purpose of eradication of diseases and

maintenance of positive health.

The synthesis of the intuitive knowledge of the trans-empirical realities

with the knowledge derived from empirical observations found in Caraka

marks a paradigm shift in the history of Indian intellectual tradition, since

it showed how spiritual knowledge can be applied to improve the life

conditions. The historicity of   Caraka lies in the fact that it is the only

monumental work which contains this synthesized knowledge.

SuørutasaΔhit° keeps a different outlook. Suøruta declares that, there

is no need of knowledge other than that of the physical world, for the

knowledge of the physical world is enough for therapeutics.52  What is

implied is that Suøruta places primacy on the external world. He sees man

more as a somatic being than as a spiritual being. In other words, the objective
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world is taken into consideration and the subject pole is eliminated. On the

contrary Caraka discusses the inner and outer world with out leaving anything

as irrelevant and taking into consideration the prevailing knowledge systems.

He himself has stated that ""What ever that is in the SaΔhit° is everywhere

and what ever that is not in it is in nowhere else''.53

CarakasaΔhit° has got a dual status. On the one hand, it constitutes a

corpus of logical and practical knowledge of health and longevity and on the

other hand, this knowledge traces its roots to an original and unchanging

vision and seeks to help the liberation of man. It deals with the physical and

the metaphysical. In it we see the harmonization of both the pragmatic and

transcendental knowledge.

The concept of puru¿a, paμcabh£tasiddh°nta, trido¿asiddh°nta, and the

symptomatic diagnosis principles are the fundamental aspects which make

Àyurveda an autonomous system of medicine.  Puru¿a is construed at the

evolutionary, empirical, and spiritual levels based on the vision that

subjectivity and objectivity are not independent realities, but they depend

upon each other. The trans-empirical elements are analysed in detail.  The

theorization of the paμcabh£tas, the trido¿as (v°ta, pitta, and kapha) that

constitute the body, and also the constituents of mind, namely sattva, rajas,

and tamas are based not merely on empirical generalizations but on the

intuitive insight of the holistic state of psychophysically conditioned human

being through its symptomatic manifestations. The do¿as can be known when

specially manifested in specific physiological and biochemical phenomena
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but cannot be identified with them. It may seem that the entities like matter,

mind, physical world, life, and consciousness, are very closer to the

empirical observations of the world. But, as has been pointed out by R. C.

Pradhan, none of them is an empirical concept because none of them is

product of our experimental encounter with the world.54

Caraka's endeavor was not limited to the inquiry of the origin of

diseases, the ways of their ascertainment, cure, and engendering health and

longevity, but aims at human perfection. In this great enterprise, he ensures

that reality is not fragmented.  He recognizes the invisible ground reality

which causes and governs the world of experience. Everything concerning

the phenomenal world is being interpreted in terms of the underlying unity

palpable in the concept of Brahman and dharma.   Even disease and health

are conceived as being abided by the cosmic law. Hence he conceived that

disease as a change of state called imbalance (vai¿amya) and health as a

return to the natural state called equipoise (s°mya). His theoretical

formulations on health and cure were built on the basic vision that all

phenomena arise from a common matrix and are governed by a common

universal law and this fact of their unity and order is reflected in life. Thus,

the lower level of statements of health and cure is made dependent upon the

higher level of trans-empirical concepts.

Caraka presents a categorial scheme and discusses in detail the

philosophical subject matters of the reality in human experience as whole

ultimate being, cosmology, various sources of knowledge, underlying
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assumptions of thought and knowledge, and human conduct and character

from the aspects and standpoint of health and moral values.

  The discussion of the methodology of thought and expression is also

significant. Caraka gives a precise and elaborate description of the different

ways of knowing   integrating observation, reasoning, testimony, and

intuition. He  himself patterns data by experience, reasoning , testimony,

and intuition without giving undue importance to any one of them which

may lead to  distortion of the quest for knowledge or which may be reduced

to empirical commonsense, abstract speculation, dogmatism or superstition.

Natural phenomena reached by both experience and intuitive speculative

thought are equally recognized as valid.

Thus, CarakasaΔhit° is not a treatise on an incoherent area of

unconnected discipline which deals with the morbid science of disease in

the western style.  On the other hand, it is a complete book which contains

deliberations and insightful knowledge of the complex man and his

environment for health and human perfection. Caraka construes man as a

somatic being and spiritual being. Philosophical abstractions and scientific

observations are found interlocked. In brief it is a synthesis of the subjective

and the objective, the two cornerstones of epistemology.  Hence the

philosophical speculations of CarakasaΔhit°   are of prime importance.
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Chapter - II

FUNDAMENTAL CATEGORIES

Placed in Nature and interrogated by forces of nature, man is objectively

obliged to look more and more into the secrets of both man and Nature.

Endowed with ""insatiable curiosity'',1  he tried to discover the final truth

of the experienced world. In order to systematize the sporadic knowledge,

he employed certain orders of inference like analogical reasoning, inductive

reasoning and deductive reasoning. On this basis, all the entities that

constitute the universe are classified into categories, so that all objects of

pure thought shall fall into a pattern as intelligible as possible, by

establishing the structural identity of the real world and the experienced

world. This enabled him to derive correct knowledge and, on the basis of it,

gave form and shape to human projects that would lead him to progress.

Without a categorial commitment expressed or implied, no systematic study

or philosophizing is possible. Thus, categories which are the outcome of

rational thinking form the foundation stone of all investigative sciences and

""categariology''2  its soul.

""Broadly speaking a category is a mode of being , a type or a kind of

being, a manner of existing, a way of having ontological status, an ultimate

demarcation of reality''.3  Categories may well be taken to be the nature of
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objects of pure objective thought forming the subject matter of philosophy

of the object, shorn of all empirical content.4  Thus, categorial5  commitment

became an essentiality for any systematic study, most particularly

philosophy. In philosophy, categorisation is a faultless classification which

involves a deeper probe into the ways and inner strata of being. However,

there  are  dif ferent  types  of  categoria l  schemes l ike  ontological ,

epistemological, and axiological in the philosophical domain.

In the West it was Aristotle who first used the word category and it

meant ""a mode of predication''. 6  He  saw a grammar governing correct

thinking, which the grammar of language follows and expresses.7  Based on

this, he puts forth ten categories. They are: ""substance, quantity, quality,

relation, place, time, action, being acted upon or affected, and state, and

position''.8   Immanuel Kant, who describes his philosophy as transcendental,

classifies everything that occurs in the sensible manifold into twelve

categories which constitute four trinities: quantity, quality, relations, and

conditions of existence or modality.9   Samuel Alexander gives a list of

e ight  ca tegor ies :  (1)  Ident i ty ,  d ivers i ty ,  and  exis tence .

(2)  Universal ,  Par t icular  and Individual .  (3)  Relat ion (4)  Order .

(5) Substance, Causality, Reciprocity. (6) Quantity and Intensity. (7) Whole

and Parts and Number. (8) Motion.10

It is unique that the Indian thinkers were sagacious enough to evolve

or owe allegiance to one or other of categorial schemes. The nearest

equivalent used in Indian philosophical systems (Darøanas) to mean category
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in its general sense of mode or being is the word pad°rtha or tattva.  The

word pad°rtha is a compound formed of two terms: pada and artha. The

term pada is defined by the grammarian P°∏ini as a word invariably

associated with a suffix sup or ti¥.11  The term artha means the object of

cognition. The word pad°rtha is generally taken as a yaugika12 type and so

the meaning signification of a word or denotation of a word is taken into

account by deriving the word as padasya artha≈.  The word tattva means

reality. The various systems of knowledge have prepared their own categories

for explaining their tenets.

Thus, the C°rv°k°s, who maintain that the limit of the reality of this

universe do not extent the limit of sense experience, enumerate four physical

elements (bh£tadravyas) as categories.13  The Jainas divide the whole reality

into two principles: souls (j¢va) and ""not-souls'' (aj¢va).14   The Buddhists,

who often starts with the four noble truths, namely life is suffering

(du≈kha); there is a cause for suffering (samudaya); there is also cessation

(nirodha), and there is a way for cessation (m°rga),15 divide all that are

into five assemblages of elements under the heading skandhas. These

skandhas are specific awareness (vijμ°naΔ), sensation (vedan°), idea

(saΔjμ°), tendencies (saΔsk°ra) and matter (r£pa).16  The S°Δkhyas, who

accept two final entities at the ground level speaks of twenty-five categories

and call them tattvas.17  Kanada the author of Vaiøe¿ika-sutra postulates six

fundamental categories of reality, namely, substance (dravya), attribute

(gu∏a), action (karma), universal (samanya), particularity (viøe¿a), and

inherence (samav°ya).18  Ak¿ap°da in his Ny°ya - s£tra enumerates sixteen
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categories.19  Later on interpreters of Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika syncretic school

made it seven by adding one more, that is, negation (ab°va),to the above

six.20  The Ved°ntins put forth two categories: cit and acit.21  The Bh°∂∂a

M¢m°Δsakas five, namely substance, universal quality, action, and negation,

and Pr°bh°kara M¢m°Δsakas  eight: substance, attribute, action, universal.

potency (øakti), similarity (s°d§øya), number, and inherence. Candra, a

sectarian Pr°bh°kara M¢m°Δsakas, accepted eleven by adding three more,

sequence (krama), benefit (upak°ra), and tendency (saΔsk°ra).22

Thus, based on certain matrices, the various philosophical systems of

both the West and the East have classified ""things that are'' that constitute

the universe, which forms the subject matter of philosophy into categories

in order to suit their particular way of analysis of  the universe.

Fundamentally, Caraka classifies reality into two namely being (sat)

and non-being (asat).23  In consonance with the philosophical methodology,

Caraka also opens his discussion with an enumeration of six categories.

These categories are (1) Universal  (s°m°nya) , (2) Particularity (viøe¿a),

(3) Attribute (gu∏a), (4) Substance (dravya), (5) Action(karma), and

(6) Inherence (samav°ya).24

It is something unusual for a medical treatise like CarakasaΔhit°,

which is expected to be confined to health and cure, to have a start with a

categorial scheme having ontological nature that usually forms the subject

matter of philosophy. Hence it is necessary to know the real source and

nature of the schemata of the CarakasaΔhit°. Nothing is told in the
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CarakasaΔhit°, with regard to its source, beyond saying that these categories

are visualised by sages by their intuitive power. The CarakasaΔhit° neither

calls them by a general term nor gives a general definition of them. In an

English translation of the book it is stated that these are various categories

enumerated in the Ny°ya system of philosophy.25 Actually there is no such

categorization in Ny°ya philosophy as we referred to earlier. But, to a certain

extent, they resemble the categories enumerated in the Vaiøe¿ika-sutras,

since the noun terms used and the total number of the categories enumerated

are the same. Certain scholars are also of the opinion that the categories

postulated are a reiteration of the Vaiøe¿ika categories. Quite different from

that, one of the remarkable opinions is that of Surendranath Dasgupta. He

opines that Caraka enumerates the Vaiøe¿ika categories though it often differs

from the Vaiøe¿ika view.26

In this connection it is to be noted that the CarakasaΔhit° in its

·°r¢rasth°na enumerates twenty-four principles which correspond the

categories of S°Δkhya system of philosophy. Taking account of these two

categorial schemes, scholars like G.C. Pande remarks that CarakasaΔhit°

presupposed the categories of both Vaiøe¿ika and S°Δkhya.27  A probe into

the CarakasaΔhit° reveals that it has utilised the concepts of other divergent

Darøanas of which each one claims that it makes more sense than the others.

Moreover ideas from almost all relevant sources including Dharmaø°stras

are also absorbed into it. It is something extraordinary that Caraka

categorises things at two different dimensions which mainly show

resemblances to the Vaiøe¿ika and S°Δkhya Darøanas.
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Another thing to be noted is that the categorial scheme enumerated

above is not found in any other Àyurvedic treaty. Hence it brings forth the

doubt as to whether the categories of Caraka are the real d°røanic entities

categorised by Kan°da. If so, it is not possible to accommodate the tenets

of other Darøanas like S°Δkhya which present different theoretical outlooks

regarding the truth and behaviour of the universe. It is a fact that theoretical

formulations cannot be made on the basis of contradictory views, even if it

is for practical usage. The problem becomes graver in the context of medicine

which aims at the preservation of life. This type of thought may bring about

ambiguity with regard to the basic concepts on which the whole of therapeutic

theory is built. If we want to digest the theory regarding therapeutics, if we

want to update the science, we ought to have a real understanding of the true

nature and position of the said categories which form the starting point.

As for as philosophy is concerned, it cannot be directly learned like

manual or technical skills; it cannot be directly applied or judged by its

usefulness in the manner of professional knowledge.28  It deals with

something uncommon to our habitual concern something alien to the

reductionist approach. It deals with the most fundamental of all questions.

""Philosophy always aims at the first and last ground of the "essent'29  with

particular emphasis on man himself and on the meaning and goals of human

being-there''.30  But, in this effort it breaks the paths and opens the

perspectives of the knowledge that sets norms and hierarchies, of the

knowledge which kindles all enquires.31  Thus, it shows that philosophy

stands in a different realm and order. It confines itself to no specialised
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investigation of any kind. Its main aim is to demonstrate what is real and

what is unreal.

At the same time, science of any sort is a result of the practical

curiosity spearheaded by general curiosity. Though such a curiosity has

allegiance to philosophy in one way or other, in course of time, it got

segregated from the metaphysical conceptions of philosophy, and became

independent and self supporting. The main aim of such specialised

investigations was to satisfy the needs of everyday human life. Their main

concern was to bring about immediate usefulness rather than trying to

discover the ultimate reality. In the case of Àyurveda also things are not

different.  It is confined to the special fields of health and cure, or equipoise

of the dh°tus and longevity in the technical sense. So, the real nature of the

categories can be discerned from the ensuing chapters.

Perhaps this may be a digression. But it is indispensable since it would

be helpful to familiarise ourselves with the problem by a gradual transition

from the things to which we are accustomed to. It should be on the basis of

this that the ambiguity regarding the fundamental problem of the categorial

scheme of Caraka is to be removed.

The purpose of the enumeration of the categories in the CarakasaΔhit°

and the Vaiøe¿ika - s£tra are different. In the Vaiøe¿ika - s£tra they are the

outcome of the enquiry of the ultimate reality. They consider that the world

is real (vastu) and not unreal (avastu). The world is real in the sense that it

is the content (vi¿aya) of true knowledge (prama) that can be verbalised. In
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other words, verbalisation is an encoded form of the cognition which has

content (vi¿aya). This content is the captured reality. The world consists of

such reals. Hence, they call these reals as referents of linguistic terms or

words (pad°rthas). Thus, for the Vaiøe¿ikas, knowledge implies that the

world exists (jμ°n°dh¢n° vastusatt°) and it can be verbalised (abhidheya).

Taking account of all these facts, Praøastap°da gives a comprehensive

definition of pad°rtha in his commentary. Accordingly, existence (astitva),

""namability'' (abhidheyatva) and ""knowability''  (jμeyatva) are the

common characteristics of pad°rtha  .32  Almost all the interpreters have

reiterated the definition deleting the term astitva.33  At the same time, a

quite different definition is given in Ny°ya - s£tra. There it is defined as

padrtha signifying individuality, form, and genus.34  Thus, the key point of

the Vaiøe¿ika school is that language maps reality. So if we analyse a word,

it reveals a content which has a structure. This structure consists of contained

(dharma ) ,  conta iner  (dharmi ) ,  and  conta iner -conta ined  re la t ion

(dharmadharmibh°va). Dharma is a class forming property or distinguishing

property. The entity or entities which are qualified by a dharma is called

dharmi, and the relation between the two is called dharmadharmibh°va.35

Ka∏°da analyses the whole world on the basis of this notion and thus

the above stated six categories follow as corollaries of this fundamental

concept. The most important thing that is to be remembered of this

classification is that it consists of both the entities of objective existence

and the entities having existence at the conceptual level. Substance, quality,

and action are construed as entities of objective existence.Hence, they are
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said to have the universal ""being-ness'' (satta) and are called by the general

term object (artha).36  Thus, pad°rtha includes all entities in general despite

of it being an entity of conceptual existence or objective existence, and refer

to the ultimate realities.

CarakasaΔhit° is a treaty on Àyurveda and as such the entities

enumerated in the CarakasaΔhit° reveal the idea of the fundamental

categories within the context of Àyurveda. From the terminological and

numerical similarity and the definition of some of the categories we can

conclude that it presupposes the categories of the Vaiøe¿ika - s£tras. But,

at the conceptual level, the categorial scheme of Caraka has got its own

identity and uniqueness. The change of order in the arrangement of the

categories is the prima facie evidence for that. One of the most important

things is that, instead of placing substance, attribute, and action as the first,

second, and third categories Caraka places universal, particularity, and

attribute as the first, second, and third in the hierarchy.37  In fact, the first

two categories, namely universal and particularity are most important in

Àyurveda, because they are responsible for the equipoise of the dh°tus by

means of increase and decrease.38  As far as Ka∏°da is concerned, these two

entities are postulated on the basis of logical necessity. Similarly attribute

is placed next, because in the scope of Àyurveda, attributes like taste and

not substance that count most in therapeutic measures.39  Second thing is

that Caraka himself has asserted that the main object of the treatise is the

maintenance of the equipoise of the dh°tus and that these categories have

been enumerated as the cause of dh°ts°myakriy°.40  While in  the Vaiøe¿ika
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- s£tra it is declared that the true knowledge of the resembling characteristics

and differential characteristics will lead to the supreme good that is,

liberation.41    Thus, the categories of Caraka are to be understood as having

direct involvement in the process of treatment and preservation of health

ensuring longevity of man. In this sense, they are to be understood as entities

that would serve the purpose of therapeutics.

It is true that the CarakasaΔhit° indiscriminately deals with the world

en masse, its general nature and behaviour and nature of occurrences of

particular events, without separating scientific and philosophical fields and

methods of investigation from one another. In that sense they are ontological

categories. But, the thing is that its metaphysical conceptions are based on

the speculations of the early monistic S°Δkhya and not on the pluralistic

Vaiøe¿ika. So the categories enumerated should not be confused with the

pad°rthas of Vaiøe¿ika - s£tra.42  The doctrinal thesis regarding ""being and

becoming'' are different.  However, we shall have occasion to know it in

detail again and again in the forthcoming chapters.  The six entities

enumerated by Caraka have their own signification and their scope co-exists

mainly with the empirical realities.

Thus, it can be concluded that the categories, though presuppose the

Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra, are in no way a reiteration, but they are the categories

fundamental to Àyurveda.
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Substance (dravya)

""Since the early days of Western Indology, in particular since

Colebrooke's pioneering studies in Indian philosophy, the Sanskrit word

dravya has usually been rendered as ""substance''43  In a recent critical review

of the problem of substance, it is stated that ""substance is the oldest topic

of philosophical enquiry and it is also one of the most entangled''.44  For

Aristotle ""substance is the fundamental category. Without it, without things

to have quality or relation or to act or to be acted upon - the others (other

categories) are meaningless''.45  A recent dictionary of philosophy says that

substance of a thing may be its essence or that which makes it what it is.

This will ensure that the substance of a thing is that which remains through

change in its properties.46  In an encyclopaedia of philosophy, six notions of

substance have been distinguished: ""(1) the concrete individual, (2) a core

of essential properties, (3) what is capable of independent existence, (4) a

centre of change, (5) a substratum, and (6) a logical subject''.47  Another

encyclopedia says: ""In MATAPHYSICS, substance is the unchanging

underlying reality of a thing; it is contrasted with those aspects of a thing

(its accidents) which change''.48  Wilhelm Halbfass says:

""In the history of European thought the concept of substance

covers, indeed, the entire semantic range from concrete empirical

things to bear particulars and basic substrates.  In applying the

word "substance' to the Indian philosophical tradition and in

using it as a translation of dravya, it is important to be aware of

the question and ambiguities with which it has associated''.49
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The word dravya is derived from the root ""dru'' by adding the suffix

""yat''.  Etymologically it means a qualified one to become the substratum

of quality, action and the like.50

Some of the earliest references concerning the semantic and categorial

concepts are seen documented in P°∏ini's A¿∂°dhy°y¢ and Vy°kara∏a

Mah°bh°¿hya of Pataμjali. There, in the s£tras of P°∏ini, the words like

sattva 51 (being) and adhikara∏a 52 (substratum) appear in the categorial sense

of dravya. Pataμjali further advances two questions: (1) ""What is dravya?,

and (2) What are qualities?'' He then replies that sound, touch, colour, taste

and smell are qualities and anyting else  different from qualities is dravya.53

One of the most significant descriptions of dravya found in Mah°bh°¿ya is

gu∏as°ndrava,54 which means a confluence of gu∏°s. He further considers

it as eternal, even if the forms which emanate from it are changing. However,

this explanation is ambiguous, since it suggests a mere aggregation of

qualities without any underlying substrate. At the same time it implies a

correspondence to the conception of substance in infancy   and also to the

S°Δkhyas who consider it as a confluence of the three gu∏as. Kaiya∂a uses

the term °øraya55 to paraphrase the idea of aggregation of qualities.

Uttar°dhyayana-s£tra, a pr°k§it work, which is considered to have been

written before the dawn of the Christian era, defines dravya as a substrate

of qualities, quality, as resident in one substance only, and mode as residence

in both substance and quality.56 Moreover, it gives a peculiar type of

classification. It classifies substances into merit, demrit, space, time, matter

and soul. 57
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The S°Δkhyas and the Yogins describe substance as a collective form

of gu∏as.58  The term gu∏a denotes the three intertwining ""strands''59,

namely (1) essence or the subtle matter of pure thought  (sattva), (2) the

kinetic matter of energy   (rajas),  and (3)  the ramified matter of inertia

(tamas) that constitute the primordial matter  (prak§iti) which is opposed

to the (puru¿a).  Vy°sa, in his Yogabh°¿ya, defines substance as an

aggregation of s°m°nya and viøe¿a.60  The Buddhists have denied substance

as an independent entity.61 The Ved°ntins, though accept the reality of

substance, call it indefinable (anirvacan¢ya) illusion (m°ya).62  According

to them Bra≈man is the ultimate reality.

It was Ka∏°da who gives a comprehensive definition of substance. He

defines it  as having qualit ies and actions and as inherent cause .63

He also classifies it into nine: earth (p§thiv¢), water (°p), fire (tejas), air

(v°yu), ether (°k°ø), time (k°la), space (dik) self (°tm°), and mind

(manas).64

Now it is evident that both the English term substance and the Sanskrit

term dravya are problematic. Various systems of thought have explained

dravya in different ways. Halbfass, after considering such differences, has

rightly remarked that the different approaches to the elusive notion of dravya

exemplify historically different levels of reflection as well as fundamental

distinctions in conceptual and soteriological orientation.65  So it should be

on the basis of this that the historical and scientific genuineness of the

concept of dravya in the CarakasaΔhita is to be assessed.
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In consonance with Ka∏°da, Caraka defines substance as that in which

quality and action exists and which is the inherent cause (samav°yik°ra∏a).66

Cakrap°∏i explains the definition in the following way. Existence

means existence by the relation of inherence.  Then only substance can

become the inherent cause of quality and action. As quality and action cannot

produce an effect in their own by the relation of inherence, they are not

inherent causes.  ""Having action'' in the definition is to exclude the other

five categories, namely quality, action, and the like, and not simultaneously

to exclude the dissimilar categories and to pervade the similar ones, because

the inherence of action does not exist in substances like ak°øa.67

The definitions given by Caraka and Ka∏°da have got a two-fold nature.

AnnaΔbha∂∂a invokes the first part of the definition, that is, substance is

the substratum of qualities, in his twofold definition.68  Then he points out

that it is defective. Accordingly, if we say that anything that serves as the

substratum of qualities as substance, then it will not apply to all the

substances. Substances at the moment of their production will be excluded

because  the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika  system holds that substances at the time of

their production are without any quality and action.69  The defect is remedied

by amplifying the definition thus: Substance is that in which inheres the

universal (j°ti) which is different from the universal existence (satt°).70

Although the products are devoid of qualities at the moment of production,

there resides the universal substance-ness (dravyatva) which co-exists with

qualities after production. It is to avoid the over applicability (ativy°pti)

of the definition in existence (satt°) that co-exist with qualities that
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""different from the universal existence'' (satt°bhinna) is inserted in the

definition. Though theoretically faulty, the definition is good for all practical

purpose.71

The second part of  Caraka's definition, ""substances are inherent

causes'', is technically correct. The uniqueness of this definition is that it

reveals a structure in which there is a substratum and super stratum. As

such substance is a cosmological substrate and the others like quality and

action are ontologically separable world constituents. It pinpoints to the

fact that substance, as substrate has the efficacy of becoming inherent or

substantial cause of qualities even though they are devoid of them at the

production moment. In other words substances are capable of initiating new

dependent entities. In that sense they are not featureless.  Thus the definition

implies a cosmological perspective of origination and change giving

sufficient scope for enumerating and describing the cosmological scheme

wherein the qualities and actions can be regarded as emanations of their

substrates. It is based on this fundamentally additive relationship of

substances with their qualities and actions that Caraka formulates his theory

of rasa, v¢rya, and vip°ka.

Inspite of the basic differences between Caraka and Suøruta with regard

to ""being'' and ""becoming'',  Suøruta who has been conversant with the

above mentioned nature of substance reiterates the same definition72 and

adds that substance is eternal and qualities are ephemeral.73  Thus, according

to him, substance is that which remains in and through all changes. Placing
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primacy on dravya, Bhadanta N°g°rjuna enumerates six entities as the basis

of disease and health, and conspicuously asserts that substance is the

substratum of the five.74  The other entities in the sequel are taste (rasa),

quality (gu∏a), potency (v¢rya), vip°ka and action (karma).75

Caraka enumerates nine substances namely, °k°øa, air (v°yu≈), fire

(agni), water (ap) earth (p§thiv¢), self (°tm°), mind (manas), time (k°la),

and space (dik).76  This classification is also akin to the classification in

the Vaiøe¿ika philosophy.77  Almost all except the Bh°∂∂am¢m°Δsakas do

accept this classification.78  These substances are heterogeneous in sense.

Among these  nine substances the first five namely, °k°øa, air, fire, water

and earth form one group and are called physical or material or physical

substances (bh£tas). The remaining four are non-material substances. The

material substances constitute the physical world. Among the non-material

substances mind and soul are differentiated from the rest and  and Caraka

calles them  spiritual substances (adhy°tmadravyas).79  Mind represents the

psychological world and self represents the spiritual world. Thus, the

schemata of substance reveal the physical, the psychological, and the spiritual

world in the space time continuum and the space time continuum itself.

Attribute (gu∏a)

The third among the categories enumerated in CarakasaΔhit° is

designated by the Sanskrit term gu∏a. Its categorial sense is attribute. Even

though attribute is the preferred expression, the word quality is also

intermittently employed, for it is in common usage.80
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The word gu∏a is mainly used in two senses: (1) strand   and (2)

attribute. One of the earliest books in which the word gu∏a appears in a

clear sense is the Taittir¢yasaΔhit° of K§¿∏a-Yajurveda. There it means a

strand.81  The S°Δkhya system of philosophy has almost retained the same

sense.82  Y°sk° is the earliest known author to use the word gu∏a in the

sense of attribute, quality, and property. He says that sound is the gu∏a of

°k°øa, and compared to °k°øa, air posseses two gu∏as including touch and

so on.83  P°∏ini has also used the word gu∏a in the sense of attribute.84

Pataμjali, who gives a detailed account of the various meanings of the term

gu∏a, enumerates attributes even if it is not in a systematic order.85

Definition

In the grammatical literature, it was Pataμjali to define gu∏a first in

the sense of attribute. He says that attribute is that which resides in

substance, perishes, is found in different classes, is a super stratum, is not

produced by action, and is distinct from substance.86  At the same time, as a

category, it was Ka∏°da who was the first to give a comprehensive

explanation of the characteristic features of attribute.  He says that it subsists

in substance; it is not endowed with a further quality, and it does not become

an independent cause in conjunction and disjunction.87  Further, it is stated

that one attribute originates another attribute.88  Different commentators

interpret this s£tra in different ways. Candr°nanda is of opinion that the

attribute like colour of the yarn produces colour of the cloth, for attributes

of the yarn and the cloth are not the same. ·ankaramiøra opines that the

attribute of the final aggregates (anty°vayavigu∏°s), duality (dvitva), the
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separateness of duals (dvip§thaktva), priority, and postriority should be

excluded from this characteristic of being originators.89  Some others argue

that this specification refers to those attributes that belong to the cause which

produce attributes homogeneous to them, and it does not refer to all attributes.

But, Sr¢dhara, who rejects this says that if a single attribute could not produce

an attribute, conjunction produced by conjunction would become absurd.90

Caraka defines attribute as that which exists in substance by the relation

of inherence (samav°yi), which is devoid of action (niøce¿∂a) and which

becomes a cause (k°ra∏aΔ).91  According to Cakrap°∏i, the expression

(samav°yi) has been included in the definition to exclude the all-pervading

motionless substances like °k°øa, for they never exist anywhere by the

relation of inherence. The term niøce¿∂a denotes one without motion as well

as the one different from motion.  So it serves to exclude motion as well as

the finite substances (m£rtadravyas) which become the substrate of motion.92

The expression ""being a cause'' serves to exclude universal,

particularity, and inherence, since they cannot become causes. Here it may

be argued that the definition is unconvincing as it does not pervade all

attributes like the dimension of the ubiquitous substances, and colour of

the final aggregate substances for they cannot be causes.93  So ""being a

cause'' is partly unproved.

Therefore its meaning should be to have universal which is invariable

in the causes (bh°var£pak°ra∏°vybhic°ri s°m°ny°m) as it is a positive

entity. This type of causality pervades all attributes and also excludes

universal as they cannot have any further universal.94
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Another explanation given by Cakrap°∏i for being a cause (k°ra∏aΔ)

is that all attributes other than the dimension of the ubiquitous substance

and colour of the final aggregate substances are cognized. Hence the efficiency

of being causes in the unseen cases is also to be admitted. Moreover the

dimension of the ubiquitous substances can be the cause of the yogic

perception, and so causality cannot be negated. Therefore, there is no chance

of being partly unproved of the causality of quality.  Even though such

causality exists in universal, they are excluded by the expression samav°yi.

Samav°yi means a substratum (°dh°ra) in which something exists by the

relation of inherence and also means the contained (°dheya) that resides in

somewhere by the relation of inherence. So the ubiquitous substances that

can only be the substrate in relation to inherence and the universal that can

only be the ""contained'' of the same relation are excluded as attributes.95

The M¢maΔsak°s are of the opinion that one attribute can exist in

another attribute.96  But, both Caraka and Vaiøe¿ikas reject this. It is true

that on certain occasions attributes are further ascribed to attributes like

taste.97 But, it should be understood that attributes are free of further

attributes.98  The attributes like conjunction which are often assigned to

taste actually belong to their substrates. The Vaiøe¿ikas also express the

same opinion in this matter.99

From the above description, it can be concluded that the definition of

attribute given by Caraka is akin to that of Ka∏°da. Even though the term

which means that, it does not become an independent cause in conjunction

and disjunction is not found in the definition of Caraka, the expression

niøce¿∂a serves the very same purpose with more perfection.100
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Later on, Praøastap°da defines attribute thus: qualities like colour are

those which are endowed with the universal attributeness (gu∏atva), exists

in substances, and are devoid of further attributes and motion.101 For

Siv°ditya, attribute is that which possesses attributeness.102 Again, it is said

that being endowed with the universal it is devoid of motion and is not a

substantial cause.103  Keøavamiøra who expresses more or less the same idea,

makes it clear that gu∏a is only an efficient cause (asamav°yik°ra∏a).104

AnnabhaΔbha∂∂a defines it thus: attribute is that which possesses universal

and at the same time different from substances and motion, or it is that

which possesses  a t t r ibuteness . 105  From the point  of  view of  the

M¢m°Δsakas, attribute is that which is distinct from motion, has sub-

genises and is excluded from the substantial causes (up°d°nak°ra∏a).106

Enumeration of attributes in Vaiøe¿ika system

Ka∏°da gives a list of seventeen attributes namely, (1) colour,

(2) taste, (3) smell, (4) touch, (5) number, (6) dimension, (7) separateness,

(8) conjunction,  (9) disjunction,  (10) priori ty,  (11)  posteriori ty,

(12) knowledge, (13) pleasure, (14) pain, (15) desire, (16) aversion, and

(17)volition.107   Praøastap°da elaborates the list to twenty-four by adding

seven more namely, (1) weight, (2) liquidity, (3) viscidity, (4) tendency,

(5) merit (6) demerit, and (7) sound.108  The Bh°∂∂a - M¢maΔsak°s also

speak of twenty- four attributes. But they exclude merit (dharma) and demerit

(adharma), and include manifestedness (pr°ka∂ya), and potency (øakti).109
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Enumeration of attributes in CarakasaΔhit°

It is significant to note that Caraka presents his list of attribute in a

peculiar way. Accordingly, attributes consist of sensible attributes (arthas)

along with the attributes beginning with heaviness (gurv°di), the attribute

knowledge (buddhi), attributes ending in volition (praytn°nt°), and

attributes beginning with priority or superiority (par°di).110

As the articulation appears, it does not give the complete list of

attributes. On the other hand, it alludes to some other articulation which

enumerates them. Hence there remains some sort of ambiguity.  One of the

main problems that arise in this context is whether it refers to some of the

Vaiøe¿ika-s£tras or it refers to the enumerations in the further articulations

of Caraka himself.

In this connection it may be relevant to note the observations made by

Dasgupta. He states that there is no such guv°di list in the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tras.

He, then, says that the list referred to as beginning with priority (par°di)

and ending wi th  vol i t ion  (prayat°nta )  i s  not  to  be  found in  the

CarakasaΔhit°. This may be a reference to the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra. If this is

so, it leaves out a number of gu∏as included in the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra which

were included there in the par°di list.111

Harsh Narain, referring to this problem, opines that, CarakasaΔhit°

took its present form at a time when Ka∏°da's list of seventeen attributes

was undergoing expansion, and heaviness (gurutva),  liquidity (dravatva),

viscidity (sneha), elasticity (samsk°ra), merit (dharma), and demerit

(adharma) have been included in the list.112  He further says that though

Caraka has used Vaiøe¿ika terms for his attributes, he has sought to give
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them therapeutic connotations with a view to assimilating them in the

medical tradition.113

It is a fact that the scheme of attributes put forth by Ka∏°da should

have influenced Caraka.  But, all the separate groups of attributes in the

above-mentioned articulation actually refer to the different tables of attribute

that appear in different articulations of Caraka himself. His list is altogether

too lengthy when compared to that of Ka∏°da.  The reason is that Àyurveda

has a vast utility to them. So the twenty four attributes which have been

mentioned in the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra appear in many ways inadequate from the

perspective of Àyurveda.114  The significant point is that the gurv°di list is

of prime importance in therapeutics and hence they are enumerated in almost

all important Àyurvedic treatises. This shows that Caraka has prepared his

own list of attributes by making use of the Vaiøe¿ika schemata as well as

the qualities of physical elements mentioned in the Mah°bh°rata.115

Cakrap°∏i classifies whole list of attributes into specific attributes

(vaiøe¿ikagu∏as), generic attributes (s°m°nygu∏anas), and spiritual

attributes (°tm°gu∏as).116  Of them, the generic attributes comprises of

the gurv°di-gu∏as and par°di-gu∏°s. When the par°digu∏as are common

to all substances irrespective of whether they are spiritual or physical, the

attributes in the gurv°di list are common to the physical substances only.

So the gurv°di gu∏°s can be treated as general physical qualities.

Specific attributes (vaiøe¿ika-gu∏as)

The five sensible attributes namely, sound , touch, colour, taste, and

smell are specific attributes.  Caraka calls them by the general term
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indriy°rthas which means objects of sense 117 or artha which means objects.118

In this context it should be noted that Ka∏°da uses the epithet artha to

designate the first three categories in the sense that they are things of

objective existence.119  The above-mentioned five attributes are recognized

as specific qualities (vaiøe¿ikagu∏°s), for each one of them predominate in

each one of the physical elements; that is sound is predominant in °k°øa,

touch is predominant in air, colour in fire, taste in water, and smell in earth.120

Moreover, these five attributes can only be cognized by their respective

external sense organs with which the Vaiøe¿ikas agree.121 The M¢m°Δsakas

also agree with this.122  The Vaiøe¿ikas include viscidity (sneha), natural

liquidity (saΔsiddhikadravata), and the attributes of the self, namely desire,

aversion, pleasure, pain, volition, knowledge, merit, demerit, and impression

in the group of specific qualities.123

Colour (r£pa)

Caraka does not give much attention to colour, smell, touch and sound

since they have lesser importance in Àyurvedic system. Colour aids the

sense of vision in perception. In Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika colour is the quality which

is cognized by eye alone. It is of seven types namely white, blue, yellow,

red, green, tawny, and variegated. They all belong to earth. Water has pale

white and fire has bright white.124

Taste (rasa)

Taste, the object of sense of taste, occupies an important position in

Àyurveda, for it plays a vital role in identifying drugs and in diagnosing

disease and prescribing curative measures. So Caraka is mainly concerned
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with rasa when compared to other specific attributes. The description of the

great conference held at caitraratha (CS.Su, I. 26) for the discussion of food

and taste stands as material evidence for how much importance was given

to taste in Àyurveda. In the conference, after examining the diverse opinions

of the sages, Atreya Punarvasu, who presided over the conference, concluded

that there were only six tastes: sweet (madhura), acid (amla), saline

(lava∏a),  pungent (ka∂u),  bitter ( t ikta),  and astringent  (ka¿°ya).125

Su¿ruta,126 V°gbha∂a,127 Vaiøe¿ikas,128 M¢m°Δsakas,129 and also  the

Mah°bh°rata130 agree with this.

 Caraka basically admits the successive accumulation of attributes in

physical substances.131  So, naturally, earth and water are considered as the

substrates of rasa. But, both are not given equal importance.132  Priority is

given to water. In fact water is regarded as the source of rasa.133  Suøruta is

also of the opinion that water is the source of rasa.134  Earth acquires taste

because of its uninterrupted relation with water.135  Even though earth and

water serve as the substrates of taste the other three physical elements are

also responsible for their manifestation.136  Since rasas reside in the objects

constituted by paμcamah°bh£t°s, they are conditioned by five factors,

namely (1) specific nature of the substance (prak§ti), (2) action of heat or

other agents (vik§ti), (3) combination (vic°ra), (4) location of production

(deøa),  and (5) time of production (k°la).137  In CarakasaΔit° and

Rasavaiøe¿ika - s£tra there is reference to someone who recognises alkali

(k¿°ra) as the seventh rasa.138  The alkali (kø°ra) is not a rasa, for it is

made up of more than one rasa and affects more than one sense organ. It has
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at least two important rasas namely pungent and saline. It is not a natural

substance, but it is produced through artificial process.139

Similarly, Caraka and N°g°rjuna refer to some others who regard

unmanifested taste (avyaktarasa) as the eighth rasa.140

But, Àtreya has clearly stated that, there is no independent rasa which

can be called the unmanifested (avyakta). Water is the source of all rasas.

So, all rasas are considered as existing in water in an unmanifested form.

Moreover, the anurasa or their co-inherence in a substance has the nature of

unmanifestation.141

According to the variation of components of the physical elements the

content of the rasas also will vary. Thus, sweet taste is dominant in

substances which have more water (soma) content; sour taste is predominant

in substances which abound with earth and fire; saline taste in substances

having more water and fire contents; pungent taste in substances which

abound with fire and air; bitter taste in substances having more content of

air and °k°øa, and astringent taste in substances with more air and earth.142

The predominanting physical element of a given medicine (dravya) can be

inferred on the basis of the predominance of rasas.

From the therapeutic point of view, the various kinds of rasas are being

construed as the cause of increase or decrease of the three do¿as. This subject

is outside the scope of the present study, and hence it is not discussed here.

The Vaiøe¿ikas consider that quality of water can be sensed by the sense

of taste and they ascribe all the six tastes to earth and sweet taste to water.143
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Smell (gandha), Touch (spar¿a), and Sound (¿abda)

Smell, touch, and sound are the qualities which are apprehended by

their respective senses. In Vaiøe¿ika, smell is of two types: fragrant

(surabhi) and noxious (asurabhi).144  Both of them belong to earth. The

M¢m°Δsakas add one more called ordinary (s°dh°ra∏a).145  Similarly, for

the Vaiøe¿ika, touch is of three kinds: cold (s¢ta), hot (u¿∏a) and tepid

(anu¿∏aø¢ta).146  Cold touch belongs to water, hot touch to fire, and tepid

which is neither cold nor hot to earth and air.147  M¢m°Δsakas also accept

these three divisions.148

One of the most important things to be noted in this connection is that

Caraka makes use of the theory of paka 149 but he does not postulate a theory

on it. It is in the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika that we meet with such a theory.

Accordingly, the specific qualities, namely, colour, taste, smell, and touch

inhering in earth are ephemeral and can sometimes be changed by the

application of heat. There is a sharp difference of view in this matter between

the Vaiøe¿ikas and the Naiy°yikas. The Vaiøe¿ikas, who hold the theory of

p¢lup°ka, believe that the change of qualities are affected in the param°∏us

which form the parts of the whole like a jar, in accordance with the application

of external heat. Naiy°yikas, who hold the theory of pi∂harap°ka, argue that

the change takes place in the whole, that is, in the jar itself.150

General physical attributes

Caraka gives a separate list of twenty general physical attributes.  They

are: (1) heavy (guru), (2) light (laghu), (3) cold (ø¢ta), (4) hot (u¿∏a),
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(5) viscous or unctuous (snigdha), (6) dry or non- unctuous (r£k¿a), (7)

inert or dull (manda), (8) sharp or penetrative (t¢k¿∏a), (9) stable (sthira),

(10) fluid (sara), (11) soft (m§du), (12) hard (ka∂hi∏a), (13) non-slimy or

clear (viøada), (14) slimy (picchila ) (15) smooth (ølak¿∏a), (16) rough

(khara), (17) subtle (s£k¿ma), (18) coarse (sth£la), (19) dense (s°ndra),

and (20) liquid (drava).151  V°gbha∂a also enumerates the same,152 while

N°g°rjuna enumerates only ten, namely ø¢ta, u¿∏a, snigdha, r£k¿a, viøada,

picchila, guru, laghu, m§du, and t¢k¿∏a.153

Dasgupta has suggested that Caraka has not enumerated these gu∏as

as belonging to substances, but only to food and drink that we take.154  This

is not credible because Caraka has clearly classified these twenty attributes

into five groups and each group is shared by a particular physical element.155

Moreover, he again gives a sub classification in accordance with their

distribution among the three do¿as. In Rasavaiøe¿ikas£tra, it is stated that

ø¢ta, u¿∏a, guru, laghu, m§du, ka∂hi∏a, karkaøa, and ølak¿∏a are tactile.156

Among the twenty attributes guru, ø¢ta, u¿∏a, snigdha, and  drava are

the only attributes found included in the  Vaiøe¿ika's table. Accordingly,

gurutva is used in the sense of weight. It is explained as the cause of motion

for falling down of earthly and watery objects.157  Gurutva is neutralised by

conjunction, volition, and faculty (saΔsk°ra). For instance, a person does

not fall from a swing because of his conjunction with it. The body of a person

does not fall because the weight is counteracted by his volition. Similarly,

the arrow shot does not drop, since its weight is neutralized by velocity.158

·¢ta and u¿∏a are included in the specific quality of touch. Sneha is the
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specific quality of water which causes the thickening of powder159  in such a

way that its particles are held together.160

Dravatva is the attribute which causes the motion of flowing.161  It is

of two types: natural (s°Δsiddhika) and artificial (naimittika) Natural is

the specific quality of water and artificial is the general quality of earth.162

AnnaΔbha∂∂a refers to laghutva and argues that it is nothing but

negation of gurutva .  Similarly, m§dutva  and ka∂hinatva  are said as

determining the relative compactness associated with conjunction of the

component parts of the effect.163

General attributes (s°m°nyagu∏as)

(1) Superiority (paratva), (2) inferiority (aparatve), (3)  propriety

(yukti), (4) number (saΔkhy°), (5)  conjunction ( saΔyoga), (6) disjunction

(vibh°ga) ,  (7) separateness (p§thakatva) ,  (8)  measure (parim°∏a) ,

(9) tendency (saΔsk°ra), and (10) exercise (abhy°sa).164 With the exception

of yukti and abhy°sa all other attributes are found defined in both Vaiøe¿ika

and Caraka with subtle differences. Caraka construes them taking into

consideration their applicability in curative purpose.

Superiority (paratva) and Inferiority (aparatva)

The two attributes,  paratva and aparatva , are dealt with together

because they are mutually dependent, and serve the purpose of brevity.  In

Caraka, paratva and aparatva denote superiority or importance and inferiority

or unimportance respectively with regard to place, time, age, measure, p°ka,

potency (v¢rya), and taste (rasa).165  For instance, a dry place is called para
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and a marshy place is called apara with regard to place. The rainy season

(visarga) of early autumn (øarat and hemanta) is para and draught season

(°d°na) is called apara with regard to time. In the case of age, taru∏a is

para whereas others are called apara. In the case of p°ka, v¢rya and rasa,

para and apara mean suitability and unsuitability, that is, the thing suitable

for a person is called para and the unsuitable is called apara.166  Actually

paratva and aparatva regarding age come under time. It is separately

mentioned because it has specific importance in Àyurveda.

In Vaiøe¿ika system, paratva and aparatva are conceived as posteriority

and priority. Praøastap°da defines them as the   basis of the notions of

posterior and prior.167  The later thinkers also do not materially differ from

this view.168  Both the attributes reside in earth, water, fire, air, and mind.169

They are present only in finite objects.170 They have a two fold division,

caused by space (dikk§ta) and caused by time (k°lak§ta) .  Of them,

posteriority and priority, which are due to space, afford notions of a

particular direction, and those which are due to time afford notions of age.

For instance, when two things exist in the same direction, due to the varied

conjunctions, there arises the cognition in the seer regarding one in the form

of ""it is distant'', when compared to the nearer.  Thus, there arises the idea

of posteriority. Similarly, there arises the cognition in the form of ""it is

near'' when a thing is compared to a distant object. Thus, there occurs the

notion of priority. Similarly, in the elder there arises the apprehension of

posteriority and in the younger there occurs the apprehension of priority
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due to comparison in time.171  If paratva and aparatva   connote posteriority

and priority due to time and space in Vaiøe¿ika, they refer to superiority

and inferiority in Caraka.

Reason (yukti)

Yukti means reasonable selection of medicines with reference to certain

diseases.172

Number (saΔkhy°)

SaΔkhy° means number (ga∏itaΔ).173 In Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika,  it is

conceived as the basis of expressions such as of one, two.174 Number is

cognized by the sense of vision or sense of touch, and it resides in all

substances.175  The number one inhering in one eternal substance is eternal

and is ephemeral in ephemeral substances.176  The plural numbers which

begin with two and end with par°rtha (100,000,000,000,000,000) are products

of our enumerative cognition (apek¿°buddhi) which operates in the form of

this is one, this is one.177

Conjunction (saΔyoga)

In Caraka, saΔyoga means conjunction. It is an ephemeral relation

arising from the action of one, two or more substances to be united.178

The Vaiøe¿ikas also express more or less the same view.179  For them,

it is conjunction which is instrumental for the notion of two or more things

being united.180  A more simple definition given is that it is a contact of two

things which remained separate.181  It is regarded as a cause in relation to

substance, attribute, and actions,182 and   is divided into three kinds:
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(1) conjunction caused by the action of one of the two objects to be united

(anyatarakarmaja), (2) conjunction due to the action of both the things to be

united (ubhayakarmaja) ,  and (3) conjunction arising from another

conjunction. (saΔyogajasaΔyoga).183  Mutual conjunction of all-pervading

substances (vibhudravy°s) is not accepted, because they have no separate

existence.184 It is also told that conjunction is destroyed by disjunction and

also by the destruction of the substance.185

Disjunction (vibh°ga)

Caraka describes vibh°ga as division, separation or disjunction.186  In

Vaiøe¿ika it is defined as that which is instrumental for the notion of two

things being disunited.187 It is also divided into three as in the case of

conjunction.188

Severalty (p § thaktva)

P

§

thaktva is described by the synonyms non-conjunction (asaΔyoga),

distinction (vailak¿a∏yaΔ), and severalty (anekat°).189  Cakrap°∏i says that

this explanation connotes three types of separateness; They are (1) special

difference (2) difference of character, and (3) difference of identity due to

numerical distinction.190  In Vaiøe¿ika, p§thaktva is described as the basis

of dealing with the separateness of objects.191  It resides in all substances.192

Quantity (parim°∏a)

Parim°∏a means measure.193  In CarakasaΔhit° it includes not only

magnitude but also weight. Vaiøe¿ikas also define it as the basis of all
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measurements.194 It resides in all substances.  It is divided into four: minute

(a∏u), large (mahat), long (d¢rgha) and short (hrasva).195  However, this

kind of division given by the Vaiøe¿ikas shows that parim°∏a is limited to

magnitude and hence it makes a difference to Caraka because there it includes

weight also.

SaΔsk°ra

SaΔsk°ra refers to the processing for the transformation of attributes

by applying water or heat, by cleaning, beating, nurturing and the like.196  In

Vaiøe¿ika philosophy saΔsk°ra means faculty or impulse and it is of three

kinds: velocity (vega), mental impression (bh°van°), and elasticity

(sthitisth°paka).197 Velocity resides in all the five finite substances. It causes

a series of motions in a particular direction.198

Mental impression is a specific attribute of the self that causes memory

and recognition. It is generated in the self by a forcible knowledge

(pa∂upratyaya), repeated knowledge (abhy°sapratya), and impressive

knowledge (°darapratyaya). It is counteracted by contrary cognitions,

intoxication, and the like.199  Sthitisth°paka is the characteristic of a

substance to regain the natural shape when the force applied to them

ceases.200  The M¢m°Δsakas divide saΔsk°ra into two: worldly (laukika)

and scriptural (vaidika). The worldly consist of the above-mentioned.

Scriptural are those produced by shaping (tak¿∏a), purifying (utpavana),

sprinkling (prok¿a∏a), beating (avahanana), and the like.201  Probably it might

be the notion of saΔsk°ra in the M¢m°Δs° that had influenced Caraka in

framing his concept of saΔsk°ra.
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Abhy°sa

Abhy°sa means habit due to constant practice.202  SaΔsk°ra and

abhy°sa are mutually related and they have high pharmacological value.

Spiritual attributes (°tmagu∏as)

A separate  group of ten  attributes namely, desire (icch°), aversion

(dve¿a), pleasure (sukha), pain (dukha), volition (prayatna), consciousness

(cetan°), fortitude (dh§ti), knowledge (buddhi), memory (sm§ti) and ""I

consciousness''  (ahaΔk°ra), are described as the absolute marks for

inferring the existence of the self. 203  These attributes are again described

(in a different order) as being produced in the foetus by the self.204    If

prayatna appears in the middle of the first articulation, it appears only at

the end of all attributes in the second.   So, it leads to confusion as to which

group Caraka refer to as ""the attributes ending with volition''. Cakrap°∏i

takes into consideration the first articulation and   recognizes the first five,

namely desire, aversion, pleasure, pain, and volition as the intended attributes

in the group ending with volition (prayatn°ntas). He states that the last five

attributes told in the articulation are the varieties of buddhi itself.205

Accordingly, the spiritual attributes which belong to the self are only five

and they are desire,206 aversion,207 pleasure,208 pain,209  volition,210  and

knowledge. In addition to these, merit (dharma), demerit (adharma), and

impression (bh°vana) are regarded as the attributes of the self by the Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas.211  Even though Caraka speaks of merit and demerit, he does not

categorically say that they are attributes.  More over, he does not make any

mention of mental impression.
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Thus, Caraka's list of attributes is a large one which contains forty-

one attributes. From the above description it is clear that though the majority

of terms used are those used by Ka∏°da, they are mostly different in sense.

In fact, Caraka has given his own schemata in order to suit the purpose of

Àyurveda.

The knowledge of the attributes, particularly the general physical

attributes and rasa have a vital role in determining the physical, chemico-

physical and pharmacological properties of substances and in ascertaining

etiology, symptomatology and treatment of diseases. The essential knowledge

in this respect is that v¢rya, vip°ka, and prabh°va. The theory of rasa has

deeper reaches in Àyurveda and it is not possible to describe them in detail

here since it is beyond the scope of the present study.

Action (karma)

The word karma is used to denote both motion and action. Caraka

primarily defines it in the sense of bodily actions.212  Accordingly, karma is

defined as action prompted by volition.213  Comprehending both the above-

mentioned meanings, he also defines it as that which causes conjunction

and disjunction by inhering in substances and as  action for something that

is to be accomplished and it depends on no other entity.214

   Even though karma is defined in the sense of motion, he does not go

further into the details giving its general divisions or the laws governing it.

On the contrary, his further explanation is mainly centered on actions of the

five physical elements which are relevant in the therapeutic context. The

five peculiar types of actions are: (1) emesis (vamana), (2) purgation
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(virecana), (3) corrective enemata (°sth°pana/nir£habasti) , (4) unctuous

enema (anuv°sana-basti), and (5) head-purging (ø¢¿a-virecana ).215  This is

nothing but a classification of the therapeutic actions done by physicians

with drugs. He also classifies human actions into two: (i) positive actions

(prav§tti) and negative actions (niv

§

tti).216

In the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school, the category karma refers to motion

rather than action.217  The earliest definition of karma is found in the

Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra. There, it is defined as residing in one substance only, not

possessing quality, being an independent cause of conjunction and

disjunction .218   He classifies karma  into five: (1) upward motion

(utk¿epa∏a) ,  (2) downward motion (apak¿epa∏a) ,   (3) contraction

(°kuμcana), (4) expansion (pras°ra∏a), and (5) motion in general (gamana).

Here the last one called  is meant to include any motion not designated by

the other four.219  This classification has been admitted by all the later

thinkers of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school.220

 Praøastap°da comprehending all the five divisions gives a generic

definition: All the five kinds of action beginning  with utsk¿epa∏a belong

to a class of karmatva (the universal of karma). He elaborates it in the

following way: action belongs to a single substance, is momentary, inheres

in corporeal substances, is devoid of qualities, is caused by weight, volition,

and conjunction or disjunction and is destroyed by its effect.  It is an

independent cause of conjunction and disjunction and is conceived as an

intimate cause (asamav°yik°ra∏a). It produces effects in its substratum and

other substrates. It does not bring forth actions of the same class and does
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not create substance.221  One significant thing to be noted in this connection

is that he differentiates volitional acts from other kinds of motion. He calls

all the five types of actions related to the body and the things connected

with the body as conscious (satpratyaya) and all other motions as unconscious

(asatpratyaya).222

Now it is very clear that the motif of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika is motion and

that of Caraka is action. Probably Caraka has sought to give therapeutic

connotation for the category karma, presumably with a view to assimilating

them in the medical tradition.

Universal (s°m°nya) and Particularity (viøe¿a)

Even though the CarakasaΔhit° presupposes the categorial schema of

Ka∏°da it has got its own purpose, consistency, and uniqueness. Naturally,

the two categories namely, s°m°nya and viøe¿a included in the schemata

have got their own differences. The prima fascie evidence that reveals their

importance in Àyurveda is that Caraka places s°m°nya and viøe¿a instead

of substance and qualities as the first and second categories.

The terms s°m°nya and viøe¿a  appear in a wide variety of translations

in English in both the Western and the Eastern presentations of Vaiøe¿ika

system of philosophy. The various terms used by different writers to denote

s°m°nya are community, genus, commonness, commonality, generality,

similar constituents, similar characteristics, invariable concomitance, and

universal. Particular, particularity, difference, differential, dissimilar

constituents, dissimilar characteristics, and variant factor are the terms used
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to signify viøe¿a.223  However, the terms universal and particularity are used

in this paper to denote s°m°nya and viøe¿a respectively, for they are the

most commonly used terms in modern times.

The experienced world of ours consists in name and form,224 and so

naturally there arises the problem of the relationship between sense objects,

thought and language.225 Thought and language work closely together in

building up sense perceptions. Though they present themselves fragmentarily

they are grouped together and structured according to a form which makes

them intelligible. It is this form which makes us possible the recognition

or identification of an object with something previously known or thought.

This fact being admitted, our general cognitions like ""this is a cow'', ""this

is a pot'' imply the existence of a generic property ""cow-ness'' and ""pot-

ness''. These cognitions of unity being distinct from the individuals, their

objects must also be distinct from the individuals. The individuals as such

cannot explain unity or identity. Thus there evolved the class concept of

unity or identity. In Sanskrit it is called s°m°nya.

The concept of the universal and the problems arising from it forms

one of the most fundamental and crucial topics of discussion. It is a common

subtle and difficult topic which has been debated for a long time in both the

West and the East. But still it remains a matter of philosophical controversy.

There is not much space to explain them in detail with all its implications

and differences. However, it would be relevant to cite some of the basic

differences in theory in this regard. There are mainly three major positions.
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They are:

1. Nominalistic

2. Conceptualistic

3. Realistic.

According to nominalism, individual things in nature and individual

ideas in mind alone are real. They have nothing in common but the name or

sign given to them for the sake of reference. The generality of the name or

sign consists in the representative function of the word. That is, universal

is neither conceptual nor real but nominal.226  It is fictitious. ""According

to conceptualism, individual things are the only reals in nature. But there

are also ideas and concepts which are based on reality and not on mere

fiction''.227 This shows that universal is absolutely conceptual.  It is neither

fictitious nor real. According to realism, there are not only general names

and general ideas or concepts expressed by them but also universals in nature

to which general names and concepts correspond and which, existing outside

time and space, pervade in and inform the things in time and space.228  To be

precise, universal exists both in mind and nature for the realists.

In the Indian intellectual tradition all these various positions are being

discussed with nuances. In the philosophical domain, the Buddhists represent

the nominalists. They refuse to accept the reality of the universal.229  The

universe, according to them, is in a flux of momentary particulars. There is

nothing identical or similar in the momentary particulars. Identity and

similarity are nothing but fancies of our imagination.230 There is no
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recurrence in reality,  for the momentary particulars (svalak¿a∏as)

constituting it are non-repetitive.231  The Jaina thinkers accept s°m°nya.

But, according to them, nothing is known as purely universal or pure

particularity. In their conception the object of valid knowledge is of the

nature of both universal and particular.232  They are also of the opinion that

it is multiform, non-eternal, and limited.233  The M¢m°Δsakas, both the

Bh°∂∂as and the Pr°bhakaras, opine that universal is eternal. It subsists in

individuals by the relation of ""identity in difference'' (bhed°bheda).234  The

Advaita -Ved°ntins hold that universals are categories of existence generated

by primordial nescience lending unity to our-knowledge of particulars. They

are not mere concepts or fabrications of our mind. They are forms of

existence apprehended in empirical experience. Thus, for the Advaidins,

universals are, empirically real though ultimately illusory.235

The S°Δkhy°s also admit the existence of universals. But, for them,

universals are not eternal even though they have a certain consistency. A

universal, in the S°Δkhy°'s view, is a positive apprehension of inclusion,

and is not an apprehension of exclusion.236  Recognition is based on

universals. Even though the individuals are ephemeral there arises a

consistency in the recognition of the individual. The entity that forms the

basis of the consistency in recognition is the universal.237   They also hold

that the notion of similarity (s°d§øya) is a kind of universal and is not a

separate principle as the M¢m°Δsakas and some Buddhists assert.  One

understands similarity by perceiving sameness in a greater number of parts

of two things. In other words, similarity is the cognition of an innate

characteristic, which is the same in two things.238
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In the present context, we are mainly concerned with the concept of

s°m°nya and viøe¿a in the CarakasaΔhit° which shows close affinity with

Vaiøe¿ika system of philosophy and which is in sharp contradistinction with

the Buddhists. A critical reading does not ask ""What does the statement

mean?'' but, ""Where is it being made from?'' ""What does it presuppose?''

""Are its presuppositions compatible with, independent of or anterior to

it?'' So it is a primary need to have an idea of the concept of universal and

particularity in the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra from which the SaΔhit° is supposed to

have received its idea of the six fundamental categories.

The initial doctrine of philosophical controversy about universal and

particularity was provided by Ka∏°da. The term s°m°nya is derived from

the word  sam°na (meaning / similar / equal) by adding the suffix ¿yaμ and

it occurs in various s£tras of Ka∏°da with different shades of meaning.

Primarily the word is used in the sense of similarity or resemblance

(s°dharmya).239  The word appears in its categorial sense in the s£tra-

""s°m°nyam viøe¿a iti buddhyapek¿aΔ'',240 which means s°m°nya and viøe¿a

depend on cognition. However, it cannot be treated as the definition of

universal and particularity. In fact, Ka∏°da does not introduce universal

with a definition.241  We shall come to the s£tra later on.

He further states that, that which brings about the notion of ""is'' (sat)

in substance, quality, and action is ""being'' (satt°)242 and it is different

from them.243  Substance-ness (dravyatva), quality-ness (gu∏atva) and

motion-ness (karmatava) are universals as well as particularities.244  He also

makes the following observations: the cognition of substance, quality, and
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action occurs through and in relation to universal,245 while universal and

particularity are known independent of their further relation since both are

devoid of further universal and particularity.246   Existence or being (bh°va/

satta) is absolute universal, because it causes the notion of inclusiveness

only.247   Though these observations are elusive and problematic, the entire

section suggests a hierarchy of more or less inclusive universals with being

as the most inclusive one and hence the highest of all universals. Of these

observations the last one deserves special attention because it opens a way

to understand Ka∏°da's position.

Accordingly, the first universal to be deduced is ""being'' (sat). The

sign by which the cognition of ""being'' is inferred is the cognition of ""is''

(sat).248  That is, along with the cognition of substance, quality, and motion,

we have the cognition that they do exist. The entity that leads to this

cognition of existence cannot be a substance, quality or motion because it is

different from them.240   Substances, as a matter of fact, are of two types.

Of them the first are those things having two or more substances as

substrates (anekadravyavat). A jar, for example, is a product of many atoms.

The second are those which do not have any other substance as substrates

(adravyavat). For instance, the atoms of physical elements, time or space.

But ""existence'' which we apprehend is an uninterrupted whole in each single

substance (ekadravyavat.) So ""being'' cannot be a substance. In the same

way, ""being'' can neither be a  quality nor motion because it exists in both

quality and motion. But, by definition a quality cannot inhere in another

quality and a motion cannot exist in another motion.
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Since the cognition of ""is'' is not fragmented by any differential sign,

Ka∏°da arrives at the conclusion that ""being'' is one and the same

everywhere. It is the ""absolute universal'', for ""being'' causes only the

notion of inclusiveness.250   It is on the ground that the cognition of

"" is'' (asti) is apprehended in substance, quality, and action without

fragmenting. So they are called by the common term artha.251

In the same way Ka∏°da deduces the existence of substanceness

(dravyatva) ,  quality-ness (gu∏atva) ,  and motion-ness (karamatva) .

Naturally such entities like substance-ness thus deduced can be counted as

lower or inferior universals. Taking account of this fact, his commentator

Praøastap°da calls the absolute universal par°  which means the superior

and all others apar° , inferior. It is in relation to the inferior universals that

Ka∏°da makes the statement: s°m°nya and viøe¿a depend on cognition. Here

the term viøe¿a is not used in the categorial sense of viøe¿a. On the contrary,

it is used to denote the universal itself. What is intended is that the inferior

universals like substanceness can be treated as either universal or

particularity depending on our cognition.252   For instance, in the case of

substanceness, if we take into consideration inclusive function leading to

the apprehension of a substance,   then   it can be called a universal. And if

the same substanceness does the exclusive function giving raise to the

differentiating knowledge that substance is not quality then it can be called

particularity. Since the inferior universals function as both universal and

particularity, Ka∏°da calls them ""universal particularities''.253   Thus

Ka∏°da construes universal on the basis of cognition.  Accordingly,

Ka∏°da's position can be concluded as conceptualistic. This is further
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accepted by his followers like Praøastap°da254  and Sr¢dhar°c°rya.255   Taking

account of this fact, modern scholars like Harsh Narain opines   that the

notions of the universal and the particularity are relative notions and

represent notional or logical categories rather than ontological ones.256

In the Ka∏°da-s£tra, the category viøe¿a 257  denotes ""ultimate

particularity'' (antya-viøe¿a). They are the ultimate factors of individual

identity.  In comparison with ""being'', substance-ness'' is particularity.

At the same time, it is a universal when compared to earth-ness. Similarly,

in comparison with substance-ness, the universal earth-ness is a particularity.

In comparison with jar-ness, it is universal. In this way Ka∏°da finally

arrives at the lowest strata of the hierarchy and   calls it ultimate particularity

(antya-viøe¿a) which gives rise to the cognition of distinction or exclusion

only. Praøastap°da says that the ultimate particularities are entities residing

in ultimate eternal substances, namely the atoms of the first four elements

(earth, water, fire, and air), °k°øa, time, space,  self (°tm°), and mind

giving raise to the cognition of differentiation of each one. 258  Thus the

ultimate particularity forms   the contrasting borderline cases which occur

in eternal individual substances differentiating each one of them. They reside

exclusively in the eternal, non-composite substances and account for the

irreducible identity of each one of them.

Universal and particularity in CarakasaΔhit°

Now le t  us  come to  CarakasaΔhi t° .  I t  i s  t rue  tha t  Caraka

indiscriminately deals with the world en masse, its general nature and
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behaviour, and the nature of occurrences of particular events without

separating scientific and philosophical fields and methods of investigation

from one another. Its main purpose is not to fulfill the purpose of

philosophy, to unveil the first and last ground of "existents', but to kindle

the practical business of maintaining humane health. So it is essential to

discern how universals and particularities are being construed in such a

treatise on a practical science.

The most important articulations that explain the universal and

particularity are two in number.259  Some scholars like P.V. Sharma opines

that s°m°nya and viøe¿a, in Àyurveda, differs from Vaiøe¿ika in the sense

that the latter uses the terms of s°m°nya and viøe¿a for class (j°ti) and

individual (vyakti) respectively, but in the former they denote similarity

(tuly°rthata) and dissimilarity (viparyaya).260   This creates some confusion.

So, in order to know the real concept we must primarily know whether the

terms, s°m°nya and viøe¿a, are used in the literal sense of similarity and

difference or in their technical sense of universal and ultimate particularity.

There is a difference between similarity and universal. Similarity can

exist in objects belonging to different categories such as substance, quality,

and action. Universals, on the other hand, reside only in objects of the same

class or category. They are class essences as told earlier.261 Caraka describes

s°m°nya  as  an ent i ty  which br ings about  unif icat ion or  oneness

(ekatvakaraΔ s°m°nyaΔ) and as that which recurs in similar things

( tu ly°r thata  h i  s°m°nyaΔ) .  Comment ing on the  f i rs t  exposi t ion

Cakrap°∏idatta says that universal is that which brings about the notion of
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oneness (ekatvabuddhikaraΔ). Referring to the second articulation he says

that tuly°rthata means a single entity that subsists in many individuals by a

single relation, and there by brings about the cognition of identity though

the individuals are different.262  Thus, for him universal is an entity which

is instrumental in cognition.  Actually speaking, Caraka does not say that

the unification is only at the conceptual level. On the contrary, what he intends

is the unification at the conceptual level as well as at the objective level.263

Thus universal is a recurring generic property inherent in numerically

different individuals and brings about the unification of individuals at the

cognitive level and objective level. So it is very clear that the term s°m°nya

is used not in a mere literal sense of similarity. It is in the sense of universal.

Similarly, in the case of viøe¿a also if it is in the sense of difference it

can exist in any individual object. If it is in the sense of ultimate

particularity, as told in Vaiøe¿ika, it can exist only in eternal substances.

Caraka defines particularity as that which generates differentiation

(viøe¿astu  p§thaktvak§t) and  as such it is  antagonistic (viøe¿astu

viparyaya≈). So particularity is the cause of differentiating knowledge

(vy°v§ttabuddhik§t). According to Cakrap°∏i, viøe¿a of Caraka does not

refer  to  the  ul t imate  par t icular i t ies  but  refers  to  the  ""universal

particularity'' when they generate relative sense of distinction. For instance,

when the universal cow-ness causes distinction of cow with other objects

like horses it can be called particularity depending upon the cognition.  Thus,

s°m°nya and viøe¿a of Caraka refer to one and the same entity which brings

about the sense of identity with the objects of the same class and which is

also responsible for the sense of difference from the objects belonging to
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other classes.  So the enti ty construed here recalls  the ""universal

particularity'' of the Vaiøe¿ikas which keeps conformity with the genus

(j°ti) of the Ny°ya-s£tra.264  On the basis this, it can be concluded that

ultimate particularity (antyaviøe¿a) of Vaiøe¿ika has no place in the

CarakasaΔhit°.

Though Caraka presupposes the categorial schema of Ka∏°da, he makes

a shift from the Vaiøe¿ika theory of the universals and particularities.  The

most important improvement is the alteration from the conceptualistic

position to the realistic position.  Moreover he is neither concerned with

the superior universal ""being'' (paras°m°nya/satta) nor the ultimate

par t icu lar i ty  (antya-v i øe¿a ) ,  bu t  the  ""universa l  par t icu lar i ty ''

(s°m°nyaviøe¿a).

 It is on the basis of this paradigm shift that Caraka gives a pragmatic

orientation to the philosophical concept of the universal construed by

Ka∏°da. Dasgupta has remarked:

""In the Vaiøe¿ika system the word s°m°nya means a class

concept; but here it means the concrete things which have similar

constituents or characteristics; and viøe¿a  which means in

Vaiøe¿ika, ultimate specific properties differentiating one atom

from another, means in Caraka concrete things dissimilar and

opposite constituents or characteristics''.265

Though the statement is confusing, the point that s°m°nya and viøe¿a

are not conceptual is quiet evident. Vinayaka Jayananda Thakkar also

expresses the very same idea. He says that ekatvakara means not only the
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unification at the conceptual level but also at the practical level in such a

way that, universals brings about the equipoise of the dh°tus from the point

of view of treatment.266  Unless they have an ontological existence, they

would not have a practical relevance.

The crux of the paradigm shift is that Caraka assumes a dichotomic

function of the said property at the objective level which in turn gives a

more logical and scientific orientation to Àyurveda. It is on the basis of

this dichotomic function of the ""universal particularities'' that he evolves

the theory of increase (v§ddhi) and decrease (hr°sa) of the entities of the

physical world. In other words, it is the final determinant of the equilibrium

of man and nature. In Àyurvedic context it is applied as the cardinal principle

of treatment.

We know that if the delicate balance between øle¿ma, pitta, and v°ta

is disturbed, the body is visited by some or other disease; therefore freedom

from illness is contingent upon by two types of balance  internal and

external. This equipoise can be made possible by increasing dh°tus which

have fallen and by decreasing dh°tus that exceeds the normal state.

Caraka construes universal and particularity as the cause of increase

and decrease respectively. He says that s°m°nya always is the cause of

increase and viøe¿a is the cause of decrease of everything provided the two

are  in  conjo ined  ac t ion . 267 The  c lass ica l  example  i s  tha t  meat -

ness' (maΔstva) while functioning as a universal will be the cause of

increase of the flesh, and it will be a cause of decrease of v°ta while

functioning as a particularity. One of the most important things that
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Cakrap°∏i points out in this connection is that an entity will cause decrease

only if the universal particularity of the thing that ""nourishes'' and the

""nourished'' are extremely antagonistic. If it is not so, it will not cause

decrease. For example, meat-ness, the universal of meat, is a particularity

when compared to blood-ness of blood. But it is not an extremely

antagonistic particularity. So meat will not cause the decrease of blood. On

the other hand, because of the presence of the identical nature of the universal

in their qualities, it will lead to augmentation of blood. This explanation is

aimed at making the point clear in the Àyurvedic context viøe¿a means an

""antagonistic particular'' (viruddhaviøe¿a).

The articulation is somewhat difficult to discern and so has given rise

to controversial interpretations. However the main points to be noted in

this articulation is that increase and decrease take place when the two are in

action. A.Comba, by citing the interpretation of the Cakrap°∏i, suggests

that it can be interpreted in two ways.   Of them the first is that prav§tti of

the universal and particularity is their connection (abhisambandha). Such

prav§tti of the universals and particularities with the body constituents is

the cause of increase and of decrease. In the second, prav§tti means the balance

of the bodily constituents (dh°tus°mya); this balance is an effect  both of

the universals and of the particularities.268

Now, the question is what is the real sense it of the part ""but the action

of the both (prav§ttirubhayasya tu)'' in the articulation. The doubt is whether

they refer to the action of the universal and particularity or to some other

entities. As a matter of fact, s°m°nya and viøe¿a have no independent action
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of their own. It is substance that has action. So what is implied is that when

two substances are in conjoined action, increase and decrease in the

substances, their inhering qualities, and also actions will take place due to

the presence of ""universal and particularity''. Thus, it is clear that the action

referred to as the cause of increase and decrease is the action of substances

and not of universal and particularity. This has been well clarified by

Cakrap°∏i. He quotes Praøastap°da-bh°¿ya and point out that universal is

neither a cause (substantial cause) nor a non-substantial cause of increase.

If so eternally present fleshness in the flesh of the body would increase the

body flesh itself even of the vegetarians. So he concludes that universal

serves only as an indicator of the actual cause of increase, which is a

substance-ness, quality-ness or action-ness.269   Thus, what is implied is

that universal and particularity only refer to a property or characteristic

which functions as the causal determinant (prayojaka) of increase and

decrease.270  That is though the substance quality and action are the real

causes of increase and decrease of their corresponding entities, there resides

in them a property which functions as a ""causal determinant''.

I t  is to be remembered in this connection that,  universal and

particularity are not different entities, but to the ""universal particularity''.

S°m°nya and viøe¿a are not independent and equal entities. On the other

hand they are two terms given to signify one and the same property based on

the function it does.  The term viøe¿a refer to a negative version of the

universal at the functional level. If an entity functions as ""causal

determinant'' of increase it is called universal and if the very same entity
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functions as ""causal determinant'' of decrease it is called particularity. That

is, according to Caraka, the properties that reside in substances, qualities

and actions have a dicotomical function of determining both increase and

decrease. Dasgupta, while dealing with growth and disease brings out this

idea. He remarks that, what ever that leads to increase of a particular dh°tu

automatically leads the decrease of other dh°tus.271  In fact, Caraka himself

has emphatically explained this double edged function as simultaneous. He

says that a thing that increases a particular dh°tu is also responsible for the

simultaneous decrease of other dh°tus which are extremely antagonistic in

nature.272

Now the question arises as to how the simultaneity of augmentation

and diminution can be justified. Cakrap°∏i says that this simultaneity is

just like simultaneous production of many sounds from a single sound or

like the simultaneous production of light and heat by fire.273   In fact, Caraka

has made it explicit when he says that proper administration of drugs will

simultaneously cause increase of the reduced dh°tus and decrease of the

increased dh°tus and thereby maintain the equipoise.274   It is relevant to

note that he applies the very same principle in psychic therapy also. Caraka

when  declares that emotions like desire (k°ma), anger (krodha), fear

(bhaya), and the like can be conveniently directed at one another to counter

the ill-effects on the individual, he was actually applying the principle that

viøe¿a diminishes the antagonistic in psychic therapy also.275

Thus, it is evident that Caraka's metaphysical doctrine does not consist

of bare particulars or simple entities as causes. On the contrary, it must
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have a definite characteristic feature which is uniform in all things. Such

things will fall into a class and behave in the same way. This characteristic

content is the ""causal determinant'' of increase and decrease. As such, the

characteristic which is of the widest or smallest extension cannot be a causal

determinant. That is, ""absolute universal'' (satt°/bh°va) and "ultimate

particularity' (antya-viøe¿a) are neither causal determinants of increase nor

a causal determinant of decrease. Hence it is the universal particularities

which reside in substances, qualities, and actions that serve as the causal

determinants of increase and decrease. Probably it was Caraka who was the

first to construe ""universal particularities'' as causal determinants.

Various interpretations of the universal and particularity of

Caraka

Universal and particularity construed by Caraka are interpreted

variously. Some of them are quoted and refuted by Cakrap°∏i. One such

interpretation is that there are three types of universals and particularites

namely, dravyagocara, gu∏agocara and karmagocara.276  Accordingly, the

first, that is, dravyagocara is referred to by the 44th verse of S£trasth°na.277

The first part of the 45th verse of s£trasth°na refers to the second, and the

second part of the same verse refers to the third.  Bha∂∂arahariøcandra rejects

this classification because, according to him, all the three were implied by

the 44th verse.278  Cakrap°∏i points out that this has been already refuted by

Bha∂∂arahariøcandra. If it is accepted that all the three are mentioned by the

first verse then, the verse forty-five would become futile.279  Actually

speaking, universals inhere only in substance, quality, and action. The
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categories, namely universal, particularity, and inherence have no universal

and particularity.  So there is no need of such a classification because it

would be misleading. But, in order to avoid this anomaly some others give

another three types of classification, namely (1) the absolute universal

(atyanta-s°m°nya) referred to by the verse 44, (2) middle universal

(madhyama-s°m°nya) denoted by the first half of the verse 45 and partial

universal (ekadeøa-s°m°nya) denoted by the second half of the verse 45.

But this classification is also rejected by Cakrap°∏i on the basis that such a

classification is not consistent and is of no use.280

But still, there is given two other types of divisions. Of them the first

one is universal existing in both objects (ubhayav§tti-s°m°nya)for example,

meatness(m°Δsatva). Meatness exists in both meat and flesh of the body,

and thereby its consumption increases the flesh of the body.  The second

one is the universal existing in single object (ekav§tti-s°m°nya) for example,

gheeness (gh§tatva). Though gheeness is only in ghee, it augments the

dissimilar organic fire of the body. Here, gheeness is counted as the cause

of increase and so it is called partial universal. Cakrap°∏i, however, rejects

this theory because it is against the concept of universal that it is a class

essence. If so, the instances like the above-mentioned will remain as

exceptions to the general rule that universal is the cause of increase.

According to Cakrap°∏i, augmentation has no invariable relation with

universa l .  On the  o ther  hand,  universa l  i s  invar iably  re la ted  to

augmentation.281  In other words, universal is not the only cause of increase.

Other entities can also become the causal determinant of increase.
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He attributes a new cause called ""specific power'' (prabh°va) for

increase in places where increase is caused by a different thing. Accordingly,

one thing can increase another thing even when they are not identical, because

of the presence of specific power. So there is nothing wrong in maintaining

that dissimilar things can also cause increase.282   Thus, it is clear that the

general rule that universal is the cause of increase is not without exceptions.

But this anomaly is solved by attributing prabh°va to the cause.

Similarly, it is an established fact that bodily exercises will increase

v°ta.  For example running increases the v°ta but they have nothing in

common. So there arises the difficulty to explain how action increases bodily

elements. Even though Caraka illustrates universals inherent in substance

and quality, he has consciously refrained from illustrating the casualty of

physical activity. Cakrap°∏i says that, in the case of physical activity it is

the ""specific power'' that causes increase. This does not mean that Caraka

does not admit the universal of motion. Caraka says that v°ta which is

naturally qualified by motion will be augmented by actions like physical

exercise and will be decreased by inaction.283  Dream is not a direct cause of

the augmentation of kapha.   But it causes increase of kapha through

decreasing the motion. What is implied is that whenever there occurs a lapse

in the invariable relation between universal and increase prabh°va should

be inferred as the cause of increase.284

If the above-mentioned cases are instances of the lapse of ""negative

invariable relation'' (vyatireka-sahac°ra) of universal and increase, there

are also instances of the lapse of the affirmative ""invariable relation''
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(anvaya-sahac°ra). In certain cases even if the universal is found to exist in

both ""the thing that nourishes'' and ""the nourished'', augmentation is not

seen to be caused.  For example, even if an old man who is wearing out gets

nourished by food which has the same qualitiy as his body, that nourishment

will not make him fatter. Similarly, even if sweet things are consumed in

gr¢¿ma it would not augment kapha. Cakrap°∏i settles this anomaly by

saying that it is due to the presence of the obstructions, old age and the heat

of gr¢¿ma.285   The same is the case with particularity also. It also will cause

decrease only in the absence of an obstruction. For example, substances like

the mandaka286  the nikuca287 which are unctuous even though they are

antagonistic of v°ta and of other pathogenic elements do not alleviate them,

because of the presence of noxious prabh°va of these substances. Thus it is

concluded that, universal is capable of causing increase in the absence of an

obstruction288.  Actually, this explanation is put forth on the basis of the

theory formulated in the later period in the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system and

not based on the CarakasaΔhit°. Udayana (AD 991),289  one of the greatest

exponents of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika, in his book Ny°yakusum°μjal¢ says that

""the production of an effect does not happen only by the presence of the

three causes''.290  But the absence of an obstruction is also essential for the

production. However it is a fact that the general rule that the universal causes

increase is not without exception.

Even though Caraka formulates the definition of the universals and of

the particularities in a way which differs from Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra by metony

and ellipses and construes universal as the causal determinant of increase
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and decrease, the other fundamental medical texts do not use them at all.

SuørutasaΔhit° mentions neither universals nor particularities. He does not

speak of even similarities or differences in the first chapter of s£trasth°na

where it is expected to appear. While discussing the remedy for pathological

conditions Suøruta says that, diseases due to the diminution of do¿as can be

cured by applying drugs which have same origin of the do¿as.291  Thus, it is

clear that they are not used in the technical sense of universals and

particularities as explained in the CarakasaΔhit°. Probably this may be

because Suøruta being a surgeon, the fundamental were not his main concern.

When we come to A¿∂°¥gasaΔgra≈a and A¿∂°¥gah§daya the subject

of increase and decrease is discussed with great importance in the first

chapter of s£trasth°na itself.  But there is a difference.  Both the texts place

""similar'' (sam°na) and ""dissmilar'' (vipar¢ta) respectively for universals

and particularity. Thus, the increase of all things is caused by the similar

and decrease is caused by the dissimilar.292  However, this innovation may

be because of the reconciliation attitude adopted by these thinkers towards

the predecessors or it may be an attempt for a more empirical perspective

as pointed out by A. Comba.293

In this context, it would not be improper to recall the impact of the

concept of universal and particularity in the CarakasaΔhit°, in the later

development of the causation theory. It would help us to understand the cross

currents between philosophy and science in Indian intellectual tradition in

their development which have been lost at certain point of history.
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A survey of the later classical Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika philosophy bears

witness to the fact that its causation theory has been highly influenced by

the concept of universal and particularity of CarakasaΔhit°. The modern

exponents of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school lay emphasis on the logical necessity

of accepting the existence of universals at the objective level rather than

their cognitive nature in perception. They are of the opinion that the causality

of a thing cannot be undermined and the determinant of causality must be a

universal.294  Later followers of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika describe universals as

indispensable  condi t ions  for  the  regula t ion  of  causa l  l inkages

(kara∏atavacchedaka and  k°ryatavacchedaka).295

Udayana argues for the very existence of universal on the basis of the

principle of causality. His chief argument is that causal relation being

necessary and uniform, it cannot be said to exist between particulars as such

but between particulars having a class nature (j°ti). A denial of this will be

contrary to the nature of things as discovered by us.296 ""If causal relation

is supposed to hold between bare particulars or then we cannot explain the

notion of the potential (svar£pa yogya) cause. We search for the specific

material which has the potentiality for the desired effect. This potentiality

or causal efficiency (kara∏atva) is possessed by a thing by virtue of its

class nature (j°ti)''.297

Viswanatha, the author of Ny°ya Siddhanta Mukt°val¢, proves the very

existence of the universal substanceness (dravyatva) on the basis that it is

inevitable as a causal delimiter (kara∏atavacchedaka) of the inherent

causality of an effect (k°rya) or of conjunction (saΔyoga) and distinction
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(vibh°ga). Thus it is clear that the idea of causality as a consistent and

essential relation between things necessarily implies the existence of

universal.298

Another significant development in the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school is that

they  do  not  conceive  a l l  un iversa ls  as  " causa l  de l imi ters '

(karaatavacchedaka). Only eternal class essences like cow-ness (gotva),

red-ness (raktatva) are conceived as causal delimiters. Such universals are

called genus (j°ti). Other general adventitious characteristics such as

cookness (p°cakatva) are called imposed property (up°dhis).299

Udayana enumerates six impediments called j°tib°dhakas. They are

(1) Unity of the object (vyakterabheda).  Example: the °k°øa being one all-

pervading thing, there is no j°ti as °k°øatva. (2) Identity of objects (tulytva).

Example: kha∂atva and kalaøatva are not different j°tis as both words denote

the same thing.  (3) Cross-division (sa¥kara). Example: bh£tatva and

m£rtatva are not j°tis since they constitute cross division. (4) Want of

finality or regresses in infinitum (anavasthiti). Example: j°tis like manhood

(manu¿yatva) itself cannot have further j°ti, for in that case, there being

j°ti over jati ad infinitum, there will be no finality. (5) Violation of nature

(r£pah°ni). Example: even though particularities (viøe¿as) are innumerable

they cannot have the j°ti viøe¿atva, because such an assumption is essentially

opposed to the very conception of  j°ti , and (6) want of connection

(asambandha). Example: samav°yatva cannot be accepted as the j°ti of

samav°ya because samyatva cannot have any connection with its substratum

inherence.300
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Now, from the facts furnished above we can conclude that what Caraka

has done is a critique of the then existing concept of the universal. It is a

critique in the sense that it is designed to generate a better pragmatic concept,

so that it can be applied for human projects of health and cure. It is an

analysis which focused on the betterment of removing the imperfections

and flaws of the then existed curative system which was confined to etiology

(hetu), symptomatology (li¥ga) and medicine (au¿adha).

Ka∏°da provided the initial doctrine of the ultimate universal, universal

particularity and ultimate particularity in a conceptualistic way. Caraka has

sorted out the "universal particularity' after excluding the ultimate universal

""being'' (satt°) which is of the widest extension and the ultimate

particularity (antyaviøe¿a) which is of the smallest extension.  Further, they

are recognized as intrinsic, non-accidental entities inhering in substances,

qualities and motions functioning as causal determinants or causal delimiters

of increase and decrease. In essence, it is construed as the causal determinant

of equipoise.

This was actually a shift in perspective. It was a shift which made

possible the actualization of a philosophical abstraction to a pragmatic

orientation which gave Àyurveda a scientific temper and made it move. But

it was not without exceptions. Certain lapses are found to affect the negative

and positive invariable relation between increase and universal. Cakrap°∏i,

by attributing specific power (prabh°va) and absence of obstruction, has

tried to remove such imperfections taking into consideration some of the

later developments in the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika system of philosophy.
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Inherence (samav°ya)

Now let us recall the peculiar function of inherence (samav°ya), the

sixth and final category. The word samav°ya is derived from the root ay by

prefixing ""sam'' and ""av'' and by suffixing ghaμ. It is found to be used in

P°∏ini's A¿∂°dhy°y¢301 and M¢m°Δs°-S£tra302  in the sense of aggregation.

In Vy°kara∏a-Mah°bh°¿ya it is juxtaposed with vyavaya. There vyav°ya

signifies separateness and samav°ya, coming together. One of the examples

cited by Pataμjali is that Ministers are not free as far as their relation of

samav°ya is concerned and are free as far as their vyav°ya is concerned.303

Based on similar observations, Harsh Narain states that aggregation is both

external, that is, caused by external pressure and internal, that is caused by

internal necessity. Their phenomenon of external aggregation gave rise to

the concept of conjunction as a quality, while that of internal aggregation,

to the concept of inherence.304

In the present context, as has been discerned through the doctrine of

categories to know things as a conglomeration of various entities, there arises

a question as to what holds the categories together and connects them to a

unit. It is not possible to consider conjunction (saΔyoga) as the relation,

for it is a quality which has been defined as a union of things not formerly

united.305

""It had been recognized that conjunction originates only

through movement of things which connects themselves with one

another and is abrogated again through the separation of things.
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But this does not hold true in the case of categories. There is,

therefore, no union of earlier separated things, for they only occur

together''.306

It is, therefore, assumed that there is an indwelling connection or

aggregation different from conjunction which binds the categories to a unit.

It is called inherence (samav°ya).

The Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra refers to samav°ya on several occasions, while

the main s£tra in which it appears in the categorial sense defines inherence

as that which brings about the comprehension of "this is here' (iha idam

iti) - something resides in a locus with regard to cause and effect.307  It

implies that inherence is a relation of cause and effect which have "container

contained' relation. ·a¥karamiøra clarifies that the cause and effect are

devoid of conjunction and disjunction being non-separables.308  Ka∏°da does

not say whether inherence is eternal or not in clear terms. But we can infer

that inherence as posited by him is eternal in spite of the transient nature of

its related entites because, for him, that which exists and is without a cause

is eternal.309  This is further attested by the fact that there is no cause or

source of knowledge to establish it with to it's ephemerality.310  On the basis

of this concept of inherence, Ka∏°da recognizes two causes: (1) inherent

cause (samav°yi k°ra∏a)311 and (2) non-inherent cause (asamav°yi

k°ra∏a).312 However, he also speaks of the inherence of attribute and action

with substance,313  the inherence of many entities in the same locus

(ek°r thasamav°yasaΔbandha ) , 314  and  inherence  in  the  conjunct

(saΔyuktasamav°ya).315
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In CarakasaΔhit°, inherence is being described as an inseparable

connection of substances with their qualities. He adds that it is eternal where

there is the substance not devoid of its distinctive qualities.316    Accordingly,

inherence is a relation different from conjunction which always presupposes

the separatability of its related. It pinpoints the relation of "identity in

difference' (bedh°bedha).  As has been pointed out by Cakrap°∏idatta, the

given  examples  a re  sugges t ive  of  the  conta iner  (°dh°ra )  and

contained(°dheya); the two related entities of inherence.317    Thus , according

to Caraka, "inherence is an eternal relation of the related entities'  which

are not capable of existing separately, because they involve a relation of the

container and the contained.  In particular he refers this association only

to substances with their qualities. The significant thing to be noted in this

connection is that it was Caraka who was the first make it explicit that

inherence is eternal.

Cakrap°∏idatta, taking into consideration the later innovations in the

classical Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika thought, states that inherence is the relation of

part and whole, the substrates with their qualities, motion, and universal.318

But he consciously omits the relation of eternal substance with their ultimate

particularities because of the fact that Caraka himself has not referred to

such ultimate particularities. However, it is doubtful whether Caraka has

envisaged the inherence of all these relatas. His main purpose has been to

reveal the binding relationship of substances with their qualities which have

a high significance in the maintenance of health and the treatment of diseases.

At the same time the definition is worthy enough to accommodate them all

within its purview.
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In this context it may be of great relevance to recall the opinion of the

later Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ikas. A probe into the later Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system

shows that the explanation given by Caraka has a high influence on them.

The very definition given by Praøastap°da is vindictive of this fact. He

defines it as a relationship between inseparable things having a ""container-

contained'' relation.319  He, further defines inherence in clearer terms

removing the mist and veil of Ka∏°da's notion of " this is here' .320

Accordingly, Praøastap°da describes the nature of inherence as the

relationship of substance, quality, action, universal, and particularity;

whether it can be in the form of effect and cause or vice-versa; is one in

which they are inseparably united and they exist in the form of the substrated

and the substratum, by which the notion arises ""this resides here'' and by

which there is the interdependence of the separate things of limited extension.

This is called inherence.321  Keøavamiøra defines it as the relationship of

inseparables.322 Almost all later Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika thinkers emphasizes the

eternity of inherence.323

Candrak°ntaTark°la¥k°ra defines inherence as complete combination

(saΔyogavapti). 324  He recalls the definition given by Caraka325 and says

that inherence is the counter opposite of separateness just like disjunction

is the counter opposite of conjunction.326  He further states that it is a peculiar

type of conjunction of the soul with ap£rva, body, sense organs, and feelings

called birth. The puru¿a  thus constituted by inherence of the body,

senseorgans, and mind experiences all kinds of sufferings and the cessation

of this state of affairs constitutes the ultimate liberation from all kinds of
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sufferings.   This type of conjunction is particular type of quality and so it

is treated as a separate entity.327 But this view is not tenable because

inherence is eternal for Caraka. Moreover, if it had been a quality, Caraka

would have included inherence in the group of qualities along with p§thaktva

and would not have given a categorial status. Above all, a relation of quality

to its substrate cannot be a quality.

The S°Δkhyas , the Bha∂∂am¢m°Δsakas, and the Ved°ntins do not

accept inherence as a separate category. The Pr°bh°karas and the modern

Naiy°yikas  consider inherence as eternal and varied.328

It was Caraka who was the first to construe inherence as an ontological

category just as universal. As far as Ka∏°da is concerned, only substance,

quality, and action have ontological existence. That is why he called them

by the name artha. In addition to that it was Caraka who first gave a definition

distinguishing it from saΔyoga. It is saΔyoga that represent individual

instances of conjunction. He has clearly stated that it is eternal and will not

be destroyed by the behaviour of the related tentities. So it was Caraka who

was the first construe inherence as eternal.
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p. 1.

59 Vijμ°nabhikøu uses the word gu∏a  in the sense of "" strand '' :

""gu∏aøabda≈ puru¿opakara∏atv°t puru¿apaøubandhakatrigu∏°tm-

akamahad°dirajjunirm°t§tv°cca prayujyate''.  SSV,  p. 38. It is also

des ignated  by  the  Sanskr i t  t e rms  "m°y° '  and  prak§t i .

""m°y° abdena ca prakr≈tirevocyate. m°y°Δ tu prakr≈tiΔ vidy°diti

(øve. U. 2/10) ørutau, .......kiμc°vidy°y° dravyatve øabdam°trabhedo,

gu∏atve ca tad°dh°ratay° prak§tisiddhi≈''. Ibid (on S. Su. I. 69),  pp.

47-48.

60 s°m°nyaviøe¿amud°yo'tra dravyaΔ, YD, pp. 365-66.

61 ""In the Buddhists view, the mango is nothing but an aggragate of qualia

and actions (gu∏akarmasamud°ya)''.  CIPM, p. 81; Notes,TSA, 78.

62 Ibid.

63 kriy°gu∏av°n samav°yik°ra∏aΔiti dravyalak¿a∏aΔ, VS, I. i. 15.
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64 VS, I . i .5.

65 BWT, p. 90.

66 yatr°ørit°≈ karmagu∏°≈ k°ra∏aΔ samav°yi yat tat dravyaΔ. CS, Su,

I. 50.

67 See Cakr°pa∏i on ibid.,  p. 13.

68 dravyatvaj°timatvaΔ gu∏avatvaΔ v° dravyalak¿a∏aΔ, TSA, p. 4.  The

term kriy°vatva can also be added to it.

69 utpannaΔ dravyaΔ k¿a∏amagu∏amakriyaΔ ca ti¿∂ati is an axiom of

the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika .  They hold this axiom because if the qualities

are supposed to be produced simultaneously with production of the

substances then all distinctions between qualities and actions with

substance will disappear.

70 gu∏asam°n°dhikara∏asatt°bhinnaj°timatvasya vivak¿tatv°t. TSA,

p.4. k°ryasamav°yik°ra∏at°vacchedakatay°, saΔyogasya, vibh°gasya,

v° samav°yik°ra∏at°vacchedakatay°, dravyatvaj°tisiddi≈. NSMK, p.

34. see also Cakr°pa∏i on CS, Su, I. 40.

71 TSA, notes, p. 77.

72 dravyalak¿a∏aΔ tu "kriy°gu∏avat samav°yik°ra∏aΔ iti. SS, Su,

40, 3.

73 Ibid.

74 dravyam°ørayal°k¿a∏aΔ paμc°n°Δ, RVS, I.166, p. 60.
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75 dravyarasagu∏av¢ryavip°kakarm°∏yanayorm£laΔ . Ibid., I. 4. p. 8.

Even though rasa is a ramification of quality, it is because of its specific

importance in therapeutics it is treated as a separate division.

76 kh°d¢ny°tma mana≈ k°lo diøaøca dravyasaΔgraha≈,  CS, Su, I. 48.

°k°øa is sometimes translated as ether. But the latter was introduced

by some physicists as the medium of light.  The translation as ether is

avoided since °k°øa is not a medium of light.

77 VS, I. i. 5.

78 The Bh°∂∂am¢Δ°Δsakas accept darkness as an additional substance.

Madhav°c°rya , the author of SarvadarøanaΔgraha mentions that   a

section of Pr°bh°karam¢m°Δsakas and Sr¢dhar°c°rya , the author of

Ny°yakandal¢  also accept this view, TSA, notes, p. 79.

79 CS, Su, VIII. 13.

80 Attribute, quality, characteristics, and property are synonyms, See

Webster's Encyclpedic Unabridged Dictionay of the English Language,

New York,  p. 96, 1175. The term quality narrows down the scope of

gu∏a.  ""A quality denotes what a thing really is in some one respect;

an attribute is what we conceive a thing to be in one respect; while

attribute may, quality must express something of the real nature of

that to which it is ascribed''.   Standard Comprehensive International

Dict ionary,  I l l inois ,  1973,   p .  94.  See a lso ""EIPK, Vol .  I I ,

p. 112;  ENVC, pp. 132-133.

81 yadh° gu∏o gu∏amanvasyati, evameva talloke lokamanvasyati, dh§ty°,

aøithilaΔbh°v°ya. Taittir¢ya- K§ø∏a-Yaju≈-SaΔhit°, with M°dhava's

Ved°rthaprak°øa, Bibliolitheca Indica, Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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Culcutta,  1899, VII, ii. 4. 2, Vol. VI, p. 247.  Pataμjali also refer to

the meaning of strand for gu∏a.

82. Loc, cit., F. Note, 59, p. 91.

83 "" °k°øagu∏a≈ øabda≈  °k°ø°dv°yurdvigu∏a≈ sparøena

v°yorjyotistrigu∏aΔ r£pe∏a  jyoti¿a °paøaturgu∏° rasen°dbhya≈

p§thiv¢ paμcagu∏° gandhena  p§thivy°≈ bh£tagr°masth°vara-

ja∏gam°≈...'' Nirukta, ""Pariøi¿∂a'', 2,  p. 148.

84 ""voto gu∏avacan°t, PS, IV. i. 44;  sattvaΔ dravyaΔ samav°yik°ra∏aΔ

tatraiva niveøite samavaiti ya≈ sa gu∏a ityanvaya≈''.  B°lamanoram°

on ibid., Str¢pratyayaprakara∏a, VSK,Vol. I, p. 559.

85 gu∏aøabdo'yaΔ bahvartha≈. Astyeva same¿vavayave¿u vartate.

tadyatha-dvigu∏° rajju≈, trigu∏° rajjuriti........... asti saΔsk°ro

vartate. Tadyath° - saΔsk§tamannaΔ gu∏avadityucyate.  M. Bh, Vol.

IV,  V. i. 2, p. 299; ""ke punargu∏°≈? øabdasparøar£parasagandh°

gu∏°'',  see also Ibid.,  p. 297. Ibid., Vol. II, I. ii. 3,   pp. 98-99.

86 sa tve  n iveø i te "pai t i  p§thagj°t i ¿u  d§øyate  °dheyaøc°kr iyaøca

so' sattvaprak§tirgu∏a≈. M. Bh, Vol. IV, IV. i. 2, p. 62.

87 dravy°ørayyagu∏av°n saΔyogavibh°ge¿vak°ra∏amanapek¿a iti

gu∏alakøa∏aΔ. VS, I. i. 16.

88 "".....gu∏°øca gu∏°ntaraΔ'',  Ibid., I. i. 10.

89 See ·a¥karamiøra on ibid, VU, p. 47.

90 saΔyogasyaikasya saΔyogajanakatve gu∏°øca gu∏°ntaram°rabhanta

i t i  s£t rav i rodha≈? na  s£t r°r th°par i jμ°n°t  gu∏°n°mapi . . . .
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tadaørutavy°khy°t§∏°Δ prak§¿∂adh¢y°meva nirvahati n°sm°kaΔ,

Ny°yakandali, PBNK, p. 352.

91 samav°y¢ tu nøceø∂a≈ k°ra∏aΔ gu∏a≈.  CS, Su, I. 51.

92 See Cakrap°∏i on Ibid.

93 This interpretation is in consonance with the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika.

Viøwan°tha has pointed out that dimension of param°∏us  and

ubiquitous substances, unperceivable universal and particularity as

entities devoid of causality.  (""a∏uparim°∏aΔtu na kasy°pi k°ra∏aΔ....

evaΔ paramamahatpar im°∏amat¢ndr iyas°m°nyaΔ viøeø°ca

bodhy°≈'' . ) NSMK, pp. 74 - 76.  It  has been pointed out by

·a¥karamiøra that attributes of final aggregates are not causes. See

VU, p. 47.

94 See Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, I. 51.

95 Ibid.

96 MM, p. 268.

97 For instance see CS, Su, XXVI. 73-79.

98 gu∏° guaøray° nokt°stasm°drasagu∏°n bhi¿ak vidy°dravyagu∏°n

karturabhipr°y°≈ p§thgvidh°≈. CS, Su, XXVI. 36.

99 ""bhr°ntaΔ tat'', VS, VII, ii. 4.  5. see also ·a¥karamiøra on ibid., VU,

pp. 400 - 401 ek°rthasamav°y°deva t°d§øavyavah°ropapattau gu∏e

gu¥°na¥g¢k°r°t.  TSA, p. 4. Thus, the idea implied in Caraka's

articulation recalls the expression "agu∏aΔ' in  Ka∏°das definition.

100 Ka∏°da had set the condition ""saΔyogavibh°ge¿va-k°ra∏amanapek¿a''

to exclude motion which becomes an independent cause to conjunction
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and disjunction. For details see HSPCIC, Vol. II, 4, p.30. Similarly

Carak has set the condition ""one without motion'' (niøceø∂a) to exclude

motion. see infra Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

101 r£p°d¢n°Δ gu∏°n°Δ sarve¿°Δ gu∏tv°bhisaΔbandho

dravy°øritatvaΔ nitgu∏atvaΔ niøkriyatvaΔ.  PBNK, p. 227.

102 gu∏atvaj°tiyog¢ gu∏a≈, SP,  p. 48.

103 j°timatve acalan°tmakatve sati samav°yik°ra∏arahitaøceti, ibid.

104 s°m°nyav°n asamav°yik°ra∏aΔ aspand°tm° gu∏a≈,  T.Bh., p. 191.

In the text, instead of aspand°tm° it is printed spand°tm°. However

it is a discrepancy.

105 dravyakarmabhinnatve sati s°m°nyav°n gu∏a≈  gu∏atvaj°tim°n v°.

TSA, p. 5.

106 karma∏o vyatiriktatve saty°v°ntaraj°tim°n up°d°natvanirmukto gu∏o

gu∏avid°Δ mata≈. MM, p. 244.

107 r£parasagandhasparø°≈ saΔkh° par im°∏°ni  p§ thaktvaΔ

saΔyogavibh°gau paratv°paratve buddhaya≈ sukhadukhe icch°dve¿au

praytn°øca gu∏°≈. VS, I. i. 6.

108 caøabdasamuccitaøca gurutvadravatvasnehasaΔsk°r°d§¿∂aøabd°≈

saptaivetyevaΔ caturviΔtigu∏°≈.  PBNK, p. 27. The word ad§¿∂a  in

this articulation which literally means the invisible implies ""merit''

(dharma) and ""demerit'' (adharma).   Actually these attributes are found

mentioned in the various Vaiøe¿ika - s£tras. For instance he refers to

them in the following s£tras gurutva - V.S, I. i. 29; V. i. 7; V. i. 18 ;

V. ii. 3. dravatva - II. i. 6, 7;  V. ii. 4. sneha:  II. i. 2. saΔsk°ra: V. i.
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17, 18; IX. ii. 6,10; ad§¿∂a: V. i. 15; V. ii. 2, 7,13, 17; VI. i. 12; VI. ii.

1,2, 14; IX. ii. 9, 13.

109 The Bh°∂∂a - M¢maΔsak°s also speaks of twenty- four attributes. But

they exclude merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) and include

manifestedness (pr°ka∂ya) and potency (øakti), MM, p. 244.

110 ""s°rth° gurv°dayo buddhi≈ prayatn°nt°≈  paradaya≈ gu∏°≈ prokt°;

CS, Su, I, 49.

111 HIPS, Vol. II, P. 369.

112 ENVC, p. 109.

113 Ibid., 110.

114 HSPCIC, Vol. II,  Part - 4,  p. 421.

115 Mah°bh°rata mentions qualities of physical elements quiet similar to

that of Caraka, though there are some additional ones in Caraka which

are absent in Mah°bh°rata or vice versa. The Mah°bh°rata mentions

nine types of smells in earth: i¿∂a, aniø∂a, madhura ka∂u, nirh°rin,

saΔhata, snigdha, r£k¿a and viøada.  There are six tastes in water:

madhura, lava∏a, tikta, ka¿°ya, amla and ka∂u. Fire has got sixteen

colours: hrasva, d¢rgha, sth£la, caturaøra, and anuv§ttavat, øukla, k§¿∏a,

rakta, p¢ta, n¢la, aru∏a, ka∂hina, cikka∏a, ølak¿∏a, picchala, m§du, and

d°ru∏a. Air has got twelve types of touch: u¿∏a, ø¢ta, sukha, du≈kha,

snigdha, viøada, khara, m§du, r£k¿a, laghu, guru and gurutara. M. Bh.

Mok¿a, 184. 28,33. 4, 36. 7.  cf. HSPCIC, Vol. II, Part--4, p. 423.

116 ""anena trividh° api vaiøe¿ik°≈ s°m°ny° °tmaviøe¿agu∏°øco-

ddi¿∂°≈''.  Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, I. 49.
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117 Ibid, VIII. 11.

118 ""arth°≈ øabd°dayo jμey°≈ gocar°≈ vi¿ay°≈ gu∏a≈''.  CS, Sa, I.

119 ""artha iti dravyagu∏akarmasu'',  VS, VIII. ii. 3. For details see CSP,

p. 37.

120 ete ca vaiøe¿ik°≈; yata≈ °kaøasyaiva øabda≈ pr°dh°nyena, v°yoreva

sparøa≈ pr°dh°nyena evamagny°di¿u r£p°day≈, Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su,

I. 49.

121 ""øabdasparøar£parasagandh° b°hyekaikendriyagr°hyagu∏°≈'', PBNK,

p. 231.

122 MM, pp. 245-46.

123 PBNK, p. 230; budhy°di¿a∑akΔ..... am¢  vaiøe¿iko gu∏°≈, NSMK,

p. 370

124 TSA, p. 14; T. Bh, pp. 191-92.

125 ¿a∑eva ras° ityuv°ca bhagav°n°treya≈ punarvasu≈ madhr°mlalava∏a-

ka∂utiktaka¿°y°≈, CS, SU, XXVI. 9.

126 SS, Su, xlii, 3.

127 AH, Su, I. 14.

128 PBNK, p. 254; SP. 26. MM, p. 245.

129 MM, P. 245.

130 madhuro lava∏astikta≈ ka¿°yo'mla≈ katutath°

e¿a ¿advidhavist°ro  v°rimaya≈ sm§ta≈, MB, Mok¿a, 177, 30.
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131 see infra p. 122. gandhr£pasparøaøabdagu∏°≈ p§thivyaptejov°yv°k°-

ø°n°Δ, p£rva≈ p£rvo pak§¿yate , RVS, II. 40.  gu∏°≈ p£rvasya

p£rvasya pr°pnuvantyuttarottaram. MB, Mok¿a, 224. 39.

132 rasan°rtho rasastasya dravyam°pa≈ k¿tistath°, CS, Su, I. 64.

133 te¿°Δ ¿a∏∏°Δ ras°n°Δ yonirudakaΔ, CS , Su, XXVI. 9.

134 "".....tasm°d°pyo rasa≈'',  SS, Su, xlii. 3.

135 k¿itistvap°meva  rasena nity°nu¿aktena rasvat¢tyucyate, Cakrap°∏i on

CS , Su, I. 64.

136 Loc. cit. F. Note 54.

137 paμcamah°bh£tavikarastv°øray°≈ prak§tivik§tivic°radeøak°lavaø°≈,

CS, Su, XXVI. 9.

138 k¿°rameke saptamaΔ, RVS, III. 3.

139 k¿ara∏°t k¿°ra≈, n°sau rasa≈, . CS, Su, XXVI. 9.

140 avyaktama¿tamamityeke, RVS, III, 4.

141 avyakt¢bh°vas tu  khalu  ras°n°Δ prak§ tau  bhavatyanurase

anurasasamanvaye v° dravye, CS, Su, XXVI, 9.

142 CS,  Su,  XXVI,  40;  SS,  Su ,  x l i i .  3 ;  RVS,  I I I .  38  -  43 .

""k¿m°Δbhognik¿m°Δbuteja≈..... bh£tairmadhur°dirasodbhava≈''.

AH, Su, X.1.

143 PBNK,  p. 254; TSA, p.15; Siv°dityaya adds one more: citrarasa. SP,

p. 46.

144 PBNK, p. 255, TSA, p. 16.
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145 MM, p. 245.

146 PBNK, p. 256; SP, 27; TSA, p. 16.

147 TSA,  p. 16.

148 MM, p. 246.

149 P°ka is the application of external heat which effects a change of

colour ,  tas te ,  smel l  and  touch in  ear th .  "" p°ko n°ma

vij°t¢yatejasaΔyoga≈'', TSA, p. 17.

150 For details see PBNK, pp. 257-260; TSA, p. 16-18; see also the  notes

on it, pp.156 - 159.

151 ""..........viΔøatigu∏°≈, guru - laghu - ø¢to - ¿∏a - snigdha - r£k¿a -

manda - t¢kø∏a - sthira - sara - m§du - ka∂hina - viøada - picchala -

øl°¿∏a - khara - s£k¿ma - sth£la - s°ndra - drav°nugam°t'';  CS, Su,

XXV. 36.

152 AH, Su, I. 18. See also AS, Su, I. p. 9.

153  ø¢to¿∏asnigdhar£k¿aviøadapicchalagurulaghum§du t¢kø∏a gu∏°≈

karma∏y°≈, RVS, III.   111.

154 HIPS, Vol. II. p. 369.

155 See Infra, p. 135.

156 RVS, II. 57.

157 ""gurutvaΔ jalabh£myo≈ patanakarmak°ra∏aΔ''.  PBNK, p. 640; See

also VS, V. i. 7, 18; V. ii. 3.

158 Ny°yakandal¢,  PBNK, p. 642.
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159 PBNK, p. 645.

160 TSA, p. 20.

161 ""dravatvaΔ syantanakarmak°ra∏aΔ'', PBNK, p. 641.

162 Ibid, p. 641 - 42.

163 TSA, p. 5.

164 para tv°pra tve ,  yukt iøa  saΔkhy° saΔyoga  eva  cavibh°gaøa

p§≈thaktvaΔ ca parim°∏amth°pi ca saΔsk°ro bhy°sa ityete gu∏°

jμey°≈ par°daya≈.  CS, Su , XXVI. 29 - 30.

165 Ibid, 31.

166 See Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

167 paratvamaparatvaΔ ca par°pr°bhidh°napratyayanimittaΔ. PBNK,

p. 393.

168 TSA, p. 19; T.Bh, p. 203.

169 TSA, p. 19.

170 NSMK, p. 367.

171 ekadikk°bhy°Δ ekak°l°bhy°Δ sannik§¿∂aviprak§ø∂°bhy°Δ

paramaparaμca.  VS, VII. Ii. 21;  ""k°ra∏paratv°t k°ra∏°paratv°cca''.

Ibid, 22; see also PBNK, pp. 393 - 398.

172 "" . . . . . .yukt i øca  yojana  y°  tu  yujya te '' ,  CS,  Su ,  XXVI.  31 .

"" yukt iøce ty°dau yojana  do¿°dyapek¿ay° bhe¿a jasya

sam¢c¢nakalpan°'',  Cakrap°∏i on ibid.  Yukti referred to here is quite

different from the source of knowledge yukti.
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173 Ibid.

174 PBNK, p. 267; TSA. 18.

175 TSA, p. 18.

176 Ibid.

177 dvitv°daya≈ par°rthaparyant° apek¿°buddhij° mat°. NSMK, p. 400;

SP, p. 27.

178 "".......yoga≈ sa≈ saΔyoga ucyate dravy°∏°Δ dvantvasarvaikakarmajo-

'nitya eva ca. CS, Su, XXVI. 32.

179 M.S. Valiat°n says that there is a difference between Vaiøe¿ika and

CS for the former meant joining things which had remained apart and

which could come apart again, while the latter takes it as compounding

of substances.  LC, p. 6.

180 ""saΔyoga≈ saΔuktapratyayanimittaΔ'',  PBNK, p. 335; T.Bh, 201.

181 ""apr°ptayo≈ pr°pti≈ saΔyoga≈''.  Ibid., 347; NSMK, 413.

182 VS, I. i. 27-30; V. i. 1, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15; X. ii. 2, 5, 6.

183 VS, VII. ii. 9; PBNK, p. 347; T.Bh, 201.

184 ""vibh£n°Δ tu parasparata≈ saΔyogo n°sti'',  PBNK, p. 360.

185 CSP, p. 122.

186 ""vibh°gastu vibhakti≈ sy°dviyogo bh°gaøo gra≈a≈'', CS, S u, XXVI.

33.

187 ""vibh°gastu vibhaktapratyayanimittaΔ''. PBNK, p. 363.

188 ""etena vibh°go vy°khy°ta≈'',  VS,  VII. ii. 10; PBNK, p. 364.
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189 CS, Su, XXVI. 33.

190 See Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

191 p§thaktvamapoddh°ravyavah°rak°ra∏aΔ. PBNK, p. 332; TSA, p. 18.

192 TSA, p. 18.

193 parim°∏aΔ punarm°naΔ, CS, Su, XXVI. 34.

194 VS, IV. i. 11, 12; ""parim°∏aΔ m°navyavah°rak°ra∏aΔ''.  PBNK,

p. 394.

195 Ibid; TSA, p. 19;  SP, p. 27.

196 CS, Vi, I. 21 (2)

197 PBNK, p. 646; TSA, p. 59. SP, p. 37.

198 PBNK, p. 647.

199 Ibid., p. 647.

200 Ibid., p. 658;  anyath° k§tasya punastadavath°p°daka≈ sthitisth°paka≈

ka∂°dip§thiv¢dravyav§tti, TSA, p. 51.

201 MM, p. 258 - 59.

202 bh°v°bhyasanamabhy°sa≈ ø¢lanaΔ satatakriy°, CS, Su, XXVI.  34.

203 icch° dve¿a≈ sukhaΔ dukhaΔ prayatnaøcetn°  dh§ti≈ buddhi≈

sm§tirahaΔk°ro li¥g°ni param°tmana≈. CS,  Sa, I. 72.

204 "".......sukhaΔdukhe icch°dve¿au cetn°  dh§tirbuddhi≈ sm§tirahaΔk°r≈

prayatn°øa (°tmaj°ni)'' CS, Sa, III, 10.

205 see Cakrapani on CS, Sa, I.72.
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206 Desire is yearning -- ""icc° k°ma≈'', TSA, p. 58.

207 Aversion is irritation - ""krodha≈ dve¿a≈'', ibid.

208 The experience of all with agreeable feelings is called pleasure, Ibid.,

p. 57.

209 The experience of all with disagreeable feelings is called pain, Ibid.,

p. 58.

210 Praøastap°da divides action into two: (1) caused by vital energy

( j ¢vanap£rvaka )  and  (2)  due  to  des i re  and  avers ion

(icch°dveøap£rvaka).

211 buddhy°dayo bh°van°nt° °tmagu∏a≈, Ny°yakandal¢ on PBNK, p. 229.

212 The words prav§tti, ce¿∂°,  kriya, yatna≈, and k°ryasam°raΔbha are

also used  in the sense of bodily actions along with the word  karma.

see CS, Vi, VIII. 77.

213 prayatn°di karma ce¿∂itamucyate CS, Su, I. 49.  Volition (prayatna) is

the quality of the self. So the expression "prayatn°di' in the dictum is

to be understood as ""prompted by volition'' and not as ""volition and

the like''.

214 saΔyoge, vibh°ge ca kara∏aΔ dravyam°øritaΔ kartavyasya kriy°

karma karma nanyadapek¿ate, CS, Su, I. 52.

215 CS, Su, II. 5-16; Ibid, XXVI. 10

216 see infra, pp. 359 - 60.

217 calan°tmakaΔ karma. TSA, p. 60 ;  T.Bh, p. 213.

218 ekadravyamagu∏m saΔyogavbh°ge¿vanapek¿ak°ra∏ami t i

karmalak¿a∏aΔ, VS, I. i. 17.

219 Ibid., 7.
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Chapter - III

FUNDAMENTAL THEORIES

Cosmology, the theory of five physical elements (paμcabh£tasiddh°nta),

and the theory of ""three faults''1 (trido¿asiddh°nta) are the most important

fundamental theories of Àyurveda.

A real understanding of man and the world presupposes the knowledge

of the world constituents. Without ascertaining their nature, their role in

world construction, and also the recurrent events of origin and destruction,

it is not possible to arrive at a true or at least satisfactory conclusion

regarding their role in human existence. This is most essential in Àyurveda

because the coceptualisation and practice of therapeutics solely depend on

theoretical concepts of world constitution.  Àyurveda is scientifically

established on the foundation of the theory of five physical elements,2  the

edifice being the theory of three faults.   Àyurveda explains the physiological

and psychological aspects of human existence and formulates the theories

for the protection and promotion of health on their basis. It is with this

view that Caraka describes how the world is constructed and by what being

it is peopled. The paμcabh£ta theory essentially explains the structure of

things, on which the particular qualities and properties are based.3   Àyurveda

tries to understand the pharmacology, pathology, human physiology, medicine
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and therapeutics on the basis of the paμcabh£ta doctrine.4 The theory of the

three faults (trido¿asiddh°nta) is a biological interpretation of the

paμcabh£tasiddh°nta. So, it is essential to have a thorough knowledge of

the fundamental theories of cosmology, the five physical elements

(paμcabh£tas), and the three faults (trido¿a). Time and and spce, the two

substances, also share importance in therapeutucs. So they are also discussed

in this chapter.

Cosmology

In the philosophical realm,   it is mainly the S°Δkhyas and the Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas  who exemplify two different  models  of  cosmological

enumerations in Indian philosophic tradition. Though Caraka enumerates

and defines substance in coherence with the Vaiøe¿ikas  he gives an

evolutionary model of origin of the world which is similar to that of the

S°Δkhyas. This has brought about some sort of contradiction and hence the

difficulty remains unsolved.5 So,  before going into the details  in

Car°k°saΔhit°,   it would be better to know what is said about world

construction in Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika and classical S°Δkhya to know the real

metaphysical stand of Caraka.

We hear little about world construction in the Vaiøe¿ika -s£tra and in

the Ny°ya-s£tra. But, it is seen to be described in Praøastap°dabh°¿ya and

in other later Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika books. However their view point can be

summed up as follows.  They consider all the nine substances as world

constituents.6 Primarily the nine substances are divided into two groups:
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eternal and ephemeral. Atoms (param°∏us) of earth water fire and air and

also the remaining five, namely °k°øa, time, space, self, and mind are eternal

substances.7  These irreducible (an°ørita)8  and imperceptible substances

form the ultimate cosmic substrates. They never merge with one another

nor do they emerge from one common ground.  These atomic forms of earth,

water, fire and air are called bh£tas and the effects (k°ryas) produced by

them are non-eternal substances.  When the respective atoms of each one of

these bh£tas combine together in a particular proportion the gross physical

elements are produced.  Motion is generated in the atoms by the will (iccha)

of the God in such a way that two atoms unite together to form a binary

atom (dva∏uka). Three such binary atoms combine together to form a triune.

Thus gradually the gross forms of earth, water, fire, and air are created.

Since they acquire mahatva (perceptual dimension) they are called

mah°bh£tas.  Thus the gross elements which are the products of the

respective atoms of air, fire, water, and earth together with °k°øa constitute

the physical world in the space time continuum.9  One significant thing to

be noted in this connection is that °k°øa is neither created nor destroyed. It

is an eternal and ubiquitous substance.10The mah°bh£tas further combine

together to form concrete empirical objects which we cognize and interact.

In fact, it is the atoms of the four elements that take part in the creation of

the physical world, since the eternal °k°øa  is also a constituent. The Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas call the ephemeral substances of our daily acquaintance as whole

(avayav¢) and their inherent cause as parts (avayava). Whole is conceived

as extremely different from its parts though they are its products. This
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precarious ontological status is being explained on the basis of their cause

and effect theory called ""°satk°ryav°da''.11

The classical S°Δkhya12 philosophy, on the other hand gives an

extremely different model of world construction. The system posits two

entities at the ground level: (1) unchanging self (puru¿a) and (2) changing

(pari∏°mi) primordial material (prak§ti) as the ultimate ground of world

occurrence, and elaborates a list of twenty-five world constituents in its

schematic presentation.13  Both puru¿a and prak§ti are permanent entities.

At the same time the self is accepted as the counter opposite of primordial

material. The self is characterised as that which is the condition of neutrality

or in otherwords the condition of being separate from all specific experiences

as well as that which is the condition of non-agency.14 It is determinating,

subjective, specific, consciousness and non-product. On the contrary,

primordial materiality is non-determinating (aviveki), general s°m°nya),

non-conscious (acetana), and productive (prasavadharmi).15  It is otherwise

called the root principle (m£laprak§ti),  the rootless root (am£laΔ m£laΔ),

the chief (pradh°na) and the unmanifest (avyakta).16 Primordial materiality

(prak§ti) is constituted by three interwining  strands or constituents (gu∏as)

namely (1) the light (laghu) and illuminating (pr°k°øa) subtle matter of

pure thought (sattva), (2) the prop giving (upa¿Δambhak) mobile (cala)

kinetic matter of energy (rajas), and (3) the  heavy (guru) and hindering

(vara∏akaΔ) matter of inertia (tamas).17 All these three are contradictory

equiforms bound with one another in a state of equilibrium.  It is the

unlimited, unconditioned, and all-pervading ultimate cause of the manifold

world.
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The genisis of the world is not a creation and distruction, but it is an

evolution and involution.18It is the conversion (pari∏°ma) of the primordial

materiality. The change is self-becoming and it is explained by the causation

theory of satk°ryav°da. 19

The Classical S°Δkhya theory of world occurrence is based on the

notion of the conjunction (samyoga) of prak§ti with puru¿a. The conjunction

of prak§ti with puru¿a is for contemplation (darøana) and puru¿a with prak§ti

is for liberation (kaivalya). Hence the relative conjunction is effective in

lending spirituality to prak§ti and prak§ti its efficiency to the self .  20

Consequently the equilibrium of three strands (gu∏as) is disturbed and thus

gradually evolves the world. The first evolute to emerge from prak§ti is

intellect (buddhi/mahat) which is characterised by reflective reasoning

(adhyavas°ya).21  When sattva predominates it attains basic dispositions of

virtue, (dharma), discriminative knowledge (jμ°na), non-attachment

(vair°gya), and control (aiøvarya). Similarly when tamas predominates it

is characterized by their opposite predispositions such as sin (adharma)

ignorance (ajμ°na), attachment (r°ga), and impotence (anaiøvarya).22 From

buddhi which contains these predispositions and conditions which provide

the frame work of man's fundamental strivings, there arises ego or ""I

conciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra). Often one of the three gu∏as predominates the

other two in a state of subordination. Hence the second evolute, that is, ""I

consciousness'' appears in a three fold form. The first one predominated

by sattva is called ""the modified'' (vaik§ta). The second one predominated

by rajas is called ""the fiery'' (taijasa) and the third one preponderated by
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tamas is called ""the source of elements'' (bh£t°di). This distinction is very

important because it is through this distinction that the ensuing two-fold

manifestation takes place. Thus, there comes forth the thinking mind (manas),

the five sense capacities of cognition (paμcajμ°nendriyas) 23  and five action

capacities (paμcakarmendriyas)24 from the vaik§t°haΔk°ra. Similarly the

subtle elements (paμcatanm°tras)25 emanate from the bh£t°dyahaΔk°ra.

Both these two aggregates are able to manifest because of the capacity for

activity provided by the kinetic energy constituent taijasa. Finally the five

gross physical elements (mah°bh£tas) come  from the five subtle elements.26

Now let us see how the unfolding of the manifold phenomenal world

is  described in CarakasaΔhit°.  I t  appears  in  the f i rs t  chapter  of

·°r¢rasth°na.   There,  in connection with the description of the Self,  he

speaks of twenty-four principles consisting of two groups. Of them the first

group consists of eight entities. They are the five physical elements namely,

°k°øa ,  a i r  (v°yu) ,  f i re  (agni) ,  water  (ap ) ,  earth  (prthivi) ,  the "" I

consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra), empirical consciousness. (buddhi), and the

unmanifest (avyakta). These eight entities are designated as nature of beings

bh£taprak§tis. 27  The second group consists of sixteen evolutes (vik°ras)

namely the mind, the five cognitive sense capacities, five sense capacities

of action,  and five objects of senses.28

Even though the first mentioned eight entities (a¿∂aprak§tis) are

conceived  as  the  bas ic  en t i t ies  of  a l l  be ings  in  genera l ,  the

unmanifest (avyakta) is counted as the ultimate ground which provides the
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source of everything. All the other entities evolve from the unmanifest in a

vertical way through successive stages. 29

The unmanifest is considered as the field knower (k¿etrajμa) and the

remainig twenty-four entities as its field (k¿etra).30 Due to the complexity

of the unmanifest31 it sometimes manifests and at other times becomes latent

as a real possibility .32 Thus, when manifestation begins, the first evolute

that arises from unmanifest is the empirical consciousness (buddhi).33 From

the  empir ica l  consc iousness  there  emerges  ego  or  "" I

consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra). The ""I consciousness'' gives rise to the five

gross physical elements (paμcamah°bh£tas). Further proceeds all the other

sixteen evolutes (vik°ras) namely, the mind, the ten sense organs, and the

objects of five senses. 34

The peculiarity of the emanation of the gross elements is that they

evolve in a vertical successive manner which has certain structure of

dependence and subordination.35 Accordingly, first comes °k°øa from ""I

consciousness''.  From °k°øa there evolves air and from air fire takes place.

Fire gives rise to water and from water there evolves earth. The theory of

successive evolution of the gross physical elements can be traced back to

the early S°Δkhyas. It also invokes the utterance in the Taittir¢ya Upani¿ad36

and Manusm§ti.37 The only difference is that, in the Taittir¢ya the first

evolute °k°øa comes out directly from the Self while in CarakasaΔhit° and

in early S°Δkhyas it is described as springing out from the unmanifest.
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Consequent to this successive emanation their possession of qualities

is also explained by the accumulation theory. That is, the °k°øa,  the first

evolute, has only sound.  Air, the second, possesses sound and touch.

Similarly fire has sound, touch and colour; water has sound, touch, colour,

and taste, and earth has all the five qualities: sound, touch, colour, taste,

and smell.38  The very same idea is repeated in A¿∂°¥gah§daya 39and

A¿∂°¥gasa¥graha40 and Ved°nta . 41

The process of the genesis of  the world is nothing but the manifestation

of the unmanifest and dissolution is its return to the previous natural state

of  the unmanifest.42   The periodic evolution is called appearance (udaya)

and the latter merging is called dissolution or involution (pralya).43 Origin

and dissolution are   recurrent events. It is without a beginning and so it is

without an end. It is a cyclical process and so there is no question of a first

beginning.  At the end of each cycle, the empirical world of diversity returns

to the unmanifest, but re-emerges from it again. The visible world thus

emerges is called the manifest (vyakta).  Each succeeding universe is

determined in its character by the preceding one by a kind of casual linkage.

Now it clear that even though Caraka  keeps conformity with Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas in defining and classifying substance, his cosmological and

metaphysical thesis is  radically different.  Caraka does not give a

classification of substance into eternal and non-eternal substances or finite

and infinite substances as we see in Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system.  There, in the

Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika, the static, non evolutionary, irreducible non-derivative

atoms of earth, water, fire, air and the eternal °k°øa are conceived as the
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constituents of the physical world. But Caraka never considers such eternal

atomic forms as the ultimate ground of this physical world.44 For him, the

physical elements are only evolutes. The Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ikas consider the

world as a creation. The created objects are entirely different from its

substantial cause. But Caraka never considers the world as a creation. For

him it is a change and the change is self-becoming. As such all objects of

our experience are only transformations of the substantial cause. In the

Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika theory the ultimate constituents never merge with one

another nor do they emerge from a common ground as we see in the

CarakasaΔhit°.

The cosmological speculation in the CarakasaΔhit° is similar to that

in the classical S°Δkhya in the sense that it enlists world constituents in

successive stages in a scheme of evolution with certain structures of

dependence and subordination. Inspite of this similarity, there also exist

some major basic differences. The differences can be summed up as follows.

1. The classical S°Δkhya enumerates twenty five world constituents.

Caraka enumerates only twenty four constituents. Instead of

puru¿a and prak§ti, Caraka envisages the non-dual unmanfest  as

the ultimate cosmological substrate. So when the classical

S°Δkhya is dualistic, Caraka is monistic in approach.

2. The conception of avyakta as the field knower (k¿etrajμa) and all

others excepting it as field (k¿etra) is also a fundamental difference

with the classical S°Δkhya.
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3. The classical S°Δkhya recognizes plurality of puru¿as. It is

against the monistic conception of Caraka.

4. In classical S°Δkhya, the underlying reality from which the visible

world emerges and to which it returns is prak§ti constituted by

the three gu∏as. But there is no such conception of prak§ti as the

basic stuff of the world in the CarakasaΔhit°. In CarakasaΔhit°

it is the unmanifest that forms the foundational source of this

visible world. Rajas and tamas are conceived   as its adjuncts which

lead to evolution. In addition to that he recognizes all the three

gu∏as as constituents of mind.

5. The classical S°Δkhya speaks of a three-fold division of ""I

consciousness''?  But Caraka gives no such division.

6. Classical S°Δkhya describes five subtle elements (tanm°tra) from

which the five gross elements (mahabh£tas). But there is no idea

of such subtle elements in the CarakasaΔhit°.  The physical

elements are construed as direct evolutes of the ""I consciousness''.

Caraka's cosmological enumeration which comprises of the

twenty-four entities includes objects (arthas) also. But they are

not found included in the classical S°Δkhya.

7. The sense organs are conceived as evolutes of modified ""I

consciousness '' in the classical  S°Δkhya while they are

considered as the evolutes of their respective gross elements

(bhautika).
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It may be useful to offer the charts of both the classical S°Δkhya and

CarakasaΔhit° which would give an apparent view of the materials

presented to make a comparison.

Self (puru¿a)        Primodial materiality (prak § ti)

Intellect (buddhi)

""I consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra)

vaik°rika/sattvik°haΔk°ra taijasa/r°jas°haΔk°ra bhut°di/t°masahaΔk°ra

Eleven sense capacities five subtle elements of:
(ekadaøendriy°∏i) (paμcatanm°tr°∏i)

1. hearing (ørotra) 1. sound (øabda)
2. touch (tvak) 2. touch (sparøa)
3. seeing (cak¿u) 3. colour (r£pa)
4. tasting (rasana) 4. taste (rasa)
5. smelling (ghr°∏a) 5. smell (gandha)

6. Mind (both sense capacity Five Gross Elements
and action capacity) (paμcamah°bh£tas)

7. speaking (v°k) 1. °k°øa
8. grasping (p°∏i) 2. air (v°yu)
9. walking (p°da) 3. fire (agni)
10. excretion (p°yu) 4. water (ap)
11. reproduction (upastha) 5. earth (p

§

thiv¢)

World Construction according to Classical  S°Δkhya

Five sense
capacities of
cognition
(buddh¢ndriy°s)

Five action
capacities
(karmendriy°s)

(Fig. 1)
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The unmanifest (avyakta)

Empirical Consciousness (buddhi)

""I consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra)

°k°øa

air (v°yu)

fire (agni)

water (ap)

earth (p§thiv¢)

Ten sense capacities Mind Five objects of sense
(daøendriy°∏i) (manas)

1. hearing (ørotra) 1. sound (øabda)
2. touching (tvak) 2. touch (sparøa)
3. seeing (cak¿u) 3. colour (r£pa)
4. tasting (rasana) 4. taste (rasa)
5. smelling (ghr°∏a) 5. smell (gandha)

1. speaking (v°k)
2. handling (p°∏i)
3. walking (p°da)
4. excretion (p°yu)
5. reproduction (upastha)

World Construction according to CarakasaΔhit°

Five sense
capacities of

cognition
(jμ°nendriy°∏i)

Five sense
capacities of a

action
(karmendriy°∏i)

(Fig. 2)
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 It may not be improper to recall the cosmological speculations found

in SuørutasaΔhit° in this context. There the cosmological speculation

corresponds to the classical S°Δkhya dualism.45 In coherence with the

classical S°Δkhya, Suøruta draws certain clear identical characteristics and

differentiating characteristics of the self (puru¿a) and primordial materiality

(prak§ti). The identical characteristics are the following.  Both the self and

the primordial materiality are without a beginning (an°di) andwithout an

end (ananta). They are non-mergent (ali¥ga), eternal (nitya), without another

one beyond (anapara), and allpervadig (sarvagata).46 The differentiating

characteristics are the following.  Prak§ti is only one (eka), non-conscious

(acetana), constituted by the three gu∏as (trigu∏¢) that has the properties

of seed (b¢jadharmi), productive (prasavadharmi), and afflicted by pleasure

and pain (amadhyastha). On the contrary, puru¿a is numerous (ananta),

conscious (cetana), beyond tripartite process (trigu∏°t¢ta), devoid of the

properties of seed (ab¢jadharmi), unproductive (aprasavadharmi), and

unafflicted by pleasure and pain (madhyastha).47  One notable difference

that Suøruta makes with the classical S°Δkhya is the conception of sense

organs as physical.48 However it stands as an anomaly in his theory since

they are being conceived as direct evolutes of ""I consciousness''.

 From what has been said above, i t  is  beyond doubt that the

cosmological speculation in CarakasaΔhit° is a pre-classical one. Now the

problem is whether it originally belongs to CarakasaΔhit° or it has been

incorporated into it from some other pre-classical source. The problem is

something crucial because pre-classical S°Δkhya tradition itself is
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extremely complicated and diverse.49 It is something significant that Caraka

speaks of the S°Δkyas in several contexts.

The first verse says that Agniveøa presented some of his doubts

regarding the well-being before Punarvasu who was sitting with the

S°Δkhyas and S°Δkhy°tas°Δkhy°s.50 Here two terms namely, S°Δkhya

and S°Δkhy°tas°Δkhy° are seen consecutively used and they cause some

sort of confusion. If the two epithets are used in the very same literal

meaning then one of them being a repetition will become meaningless. So

the first epithet is to be taken to refer to the S°Δkhya philosophers and the

second one to mean the teachers of Àyurveda who were proficient in

S°Δkhya philosophy. The second verse says that  the early S°Δkhyas  were

conversant of  the  fact that  the human-being is the constitution of six dh°tus

and   that diseases are caused by the same six dh°tus.51 The third one suggests

that the S°Δkhya system is like the all illuminating Sun.52  The last two

couplets further make a significant remark about liberation.  Reminding us

of the Bhagavat G¢ta verse53 it is said that the Yogins promulgate discipline

(yoga) and the S°Δkhyas and the S°Δkhyat°dharmins disseminate

discriminative knowledge as the way of liberation54  and further asserts that

one has to attain perfect knowledge and practice yoga  to attain mok¿a.55 An

intimate observation of all these verses reveals that the CarakasaΔhit°

presupposes the existence of S°Δkhya thought (different from the Yoga

philosophy) prior to Punarvasu Àtreya  and after acquiring its perfect

knowledge   it was taught by Punarvasu to his disciples.

""The Marxist thinker Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya''56  mentions Àtreya-

tantra as an ancient text in support of his thesis that the origin of S°Δkhya
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philosophy goes back to  the pre-Vedic Tantra.57 The t°ntric origin of

S°Δkhya may be an open question. Scholars like Erich Frauwallner consider

that the S°Δkhya in Caraka has only limited value because they represent

opinions of outsiders or opponents of the system.58Dale Riepe opines that

the earliest fairly lengthy account of  S°Δkhya  is to be found in Caraka's

Àtreyatantra (78B.C.) and he places Caraka before  Kapila and after

Pataμjali.59   Nonetheless the chronological position is not tenable since

Kapila is considered as the real propounder of the S°Δkhya philosophy.

Dasgupta who makes a penetrating analysis of the origin and

significance of the S°Δkhya tradition suggests that Caraka and Paμcaøika60

represent the earliest available exposition. S°Δkhya propounded by

Paμcaøikha (who is said to be the direct disciple of Àsuri) is found  in

Mah°bh°rat. It would be enough to say that both Caraka and Paμcaøikha

accept twenty-four principles. He points out that puru¿a is the state of

avyakta for both of them.  Both Caraka and Paμcaøikha argue for the doctrine

of the foundational Self because of the need  for a basis of moral

responsibility. They also asserts that suffering occurs because of the mistaken

identity of the conglomerations of the physical body mind and cetana. Both

of them refer to the final state of salvation as ali¥ga.61

Another notable aspect of the Caraka-S°Δkhya is that it shows

considerable similarity with the S°Δkhya speculation found in the twelfth

canto of the Buddhacarita of Aøvagho¿a where Ar°da the former teacher of

the Buddha is to offer it. Suffice to say that both Caraka and Aøvagho¿a

classify all the twenty-four entities into two groups. The first group
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comprises of avyakta, mahat, ahaΔk°ra and the five gross elements under

the name prak§ti and the second group consists of ten sense organs, the mind

and the five objects of senses.62 Similar to that of Caraka, the Buddhacarita

also does not include the doctrine of gu∏as in the classical sense. Avyakta

is accepted as the ultimate ground of everything. The tanm°tras are also not

mentioned in the Buddhacarita. The plurality of puru¿a also is not accepted.

Both of them speak of the field (k¿etra) and field knower (k¿etrajμa).63  With

slight variations both of them enumerate and define the cause of miseries in

the same way. Accordingly, delusion (moha), desire (iccha), hatred (dve¿a),

and volition (karma) as the root cause of each and every action result in

miseries by way of generating ""I consciousness''  (ahaΔk°ra), attachment

(sa¥ga ) ,  doubt  (saΔøaya ) ,  vani ty  (abhisaΔplava ) ,  se l f i sh

dispositions(abhyavap°dta), eroneous knowledge  (vipratyaya)  lack of

discrimination (aviøe¿a) and adherence to rituals, priesthood, and begging.

All these eight factors obstruct one to transcend his worldly existence.64

Taking this into consideration, Larson states that all the three, that is, Caraka,

Paμcaøikha and Aøvagho¿a, are influenced by a common S°Δkhya-yoga

tradition.65

Anyway there can be no doubt that the Carakas°Δkhya represents one

of the earliest available expositions of S°Δkhya. What Caraka gives in his

exposit ion is of natural  cosmological-psychological character.  I ts

centerpiece is the conception of the inner self as the field knower (k¿etrajμa)

and the psycho-somatic complex as the field (k¿etra) for the whole of

therapeutics hinges on it.
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The theory of five physical substances (paμcabh£ta-siddh°nta)

According to Caraka the elements common to external physical world

and human physical existence at the bottom are the five physical elements

(bh£tas). They are °k°øa, air (v°yu) fire (agni), water (ap), and earth k¿iti).

Sound, touch, colour,  taste,  and smell  are their  specific quali t ies

(viøe¿agu∏as)  respectively.66

We know this physical world through the external cognitive senses.

The sense organs of cognition are limited to five and the specific qualities

(viøe¿agu∏as) known through these senses are also limited to the five

mentioned above. Moreover it is peculiar to the sense organs that each one

of them is capable of grasping a particular quality among the five. Based on

this conception, it is inferred that there are five physical elements which

serve as the substrate of each one of these specific qualities and they are

called by the common term bh£ta. Accordingly bh£tas are defined as those

inherent with the specific qualities that can be known by the external sense

organs. 67 That is, all physical substances have a specific quality that is

externally perceivable and all that have an externally perceivable specific

quali ty is  physical .   This  defini t ion is  rather  based on empirical

generalization amply confirmed by   innumerable observation reports and

not challenged by any counter examples.68 But it should not be thought as a

priori, necessary truth. There are examples of physical objects which may

not have externally perceivable specific qualities.69 So what they claim is

that a physical substance is the causal substratum (samav°yik°ra∏a) of

externally perceivable qualities like smell.70  However, this would not
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distract from the reliable empirical generalization which has been admitted

by almost all systems of Indian thought. Thus, the causal substratum of

smell is called earth or earth is that which the causal substratum of the

specific quality smell. Similarly water is that of taste, fire is that of colour,

air is that of touch, and °k°øa of sound. Thus, we have five physical elements

(bh£tas) having five specific qualities which can be known by their

corresponding sense organs. Consequently the specific quality becomes the

distinguishing property of a physical substance.71

According to Caraka, each and every object of the physical world is a

combination of the five physical substances 72 and it has been accepted by

all in Àyurveda.73 As such each and every substance is composed of all the

five gross elements (mah°bh£tas); but they differ according to the

preponderance of a particular mah°bh£ta in composition.  For instance,

when a substance is called p§thiv¢  it implies that, though it is composed

of five mah°bh£tas, the p§thiv¢-bh£ta is predominant there. Similar is the

case of all other gross elements. This is due to the successive emanation of

the gross elements. 74

  In Suøruta the evolution of gross elements (mah°bh£tas) is described

in a quiet different way. There the gross physical elements are  described as

occurring through the combination of the subtle elements called tanm°tras.

The particular principle by which they combine togather is called ""mutual

involvement''  ("anyony°nupraveøa/bh£tanupraveøa'). 75 In Suøruta also the

gross elements are known by specific names as earth, water, fire, air and
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°k°øa on the basis of the predominance of the subtle element in the gross

element.76

The Ved°ntins proposes an arithmetical formula in the process of

mutual  involvement  of  the  "" s imple  subt le  phys ica l  e lements ''

(apancikkrtabh£ta/tanmatra).77 According to them gross elements are

produced by the combination of the subtle elements particularly possesed

of the ingredient  tamas. The process by which they evolve is also called

paμc¢kara∏a.78  The theory of paμc¢kara∏a presuposes the idea that, the

preponderant mah°bh£ta gets 50% share in the composition while the

remaining four 12½% each.79 Referring to this, Dr. B. N. Seal says:

""Like the Ved°ntists, Caraka held that each of the gross

bh£tas (mah°bh£tas) is a particular ultra chemical compound of

five original subtle bh£tas. In this sense, every substance is penta-

bhautic, but for purposes of chemical anaysis and synthesis, that

is considered with reference to the mah°bh£tas, all substancess

in their chemical constitution belong to one or other of the

fo l lowing c lasses :  monobhaut ic ,  b ibhaut ic ,  t r ibhaut ic ,

tetrabhautic, and pentabatic. Further these compounds combine

to form more complex substances gradually giving rise to organic

substances and products.''80

 Taking account of this fact, P.V. Sarma remarks that this theory brings

Àyurveda very close to Ved°nta.81  But this is not admissible in the case of

Caraka, because in CarakasaΔhit°, the gross elements are construed as direct
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evolutes from the ""I consciousness'' and not from the subtle elements as

we see in Suøruta, Classical S°Δkhya  or Ved°nta.

Suøruta says that °k°øa is predominantly s°ttvik, v°yu is primarily

rajastic, fire is s°ttvic  and r°jasic, water is primaly tamasic and sattvic,

and earth is tamasic.82 But there is no such notion in Caraka.

Keeping in mind the pharmacological point of view, Caraka asserts

that all  empirical substances83  are constitutions of the five physical

elements84  and gives a classification in that direction.  Thus substances are

divided into two: sentient (cetanaΔ) and insentient (acetanaΔ). Things

having sense organs are called sentient while those which are devoid of them

are called insentient.85  Actually the sentient substances are those which are

const i tuted by the f ive physical  e lements  and the self .  Al though

consciousness belongs to the self, it gets manifested only when it is conjoined

with the mind and body. So the soul, in combination with the mind and body,

is said as sentient. The sentient includes even the vegetable kingdom for

they also posses  consciousness. For instance s£ryabhakta (helianthus annus

Linn) moving according to the position of the sun.86  The insentient are those

constituted by the physical elements only.

Caraka further gives two different types of three fold classification

based on the specific action (prabh°va) of drugs.  Of them, the first type of

classification is based on its causal efficacy in the maintenance of health.

Accordingly, the  three types coming under the first  group are   drugs capable

of alleviating do¿as, vitiating dh°tus, and those good for the maintenance

of positive health.87 The  three types  coming under the second group are
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based on  their origin. Thus, there are drugs of animal origin (j°¥gama),

vegetable origin (audbhija) and  earthly (p°rthiva)origin. 88  However  these

divisions have  their further ramifications.

The theory of paμcabh£tika composition of empirical substances is

found denied in the Vaiøe¿ika system89 as well as   the Ny°ya system.90   It

is technical of their attitude that only one mah°bh£ta may be the inherent

cause of the empirical substance though other bh£tas may participate in its

composition as efficient cause.

With regard to the classification also there is difference in the Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ika system. There, the classification is given in relation to the

description of earth. Accordingly, ephemeral effects produced by the atoms

of earth are classified into body, sense organs and objects.91  Then, the bodies

are subdivided into two: embryonic (yonja) and non-embryonic (ayonija).92

Embrionic is born by the union of the semen and the ovule. It is of two

kinds: viviparous (jar°yuja) and oviparous (a∏a∑ja). The bodies of human-

beings and dometic and wild animals are examples of the former. The bodies

of birds and reptiles belong to the latter.  The bodies of gods and sages are

born independently of the semen and  so they are non-embryonic.93  One

thing to be noted in this context is that, Viswan°tha gives a different

description of non-embrionic bodies. He classifies it into two: those

springing up from moisture and those shooting out of earth. The former are

represented by worms, gnats; the latter by plants and shrubs. The bodies of

denizens are also considered as non-embryonic.94

Another striking point to be noted in this connection is that Caraka

regards the following as earthy substances: gold, the five metals (copper,
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silver, lead, iron, and tin) and their ""rust'' (different types of bitumen),

arsenic, precious stones, salts, red chalk, and collirium.95  This is further

attested by Susruta.96  But Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika philosophy includes metals like

gold in the group of minerals (°karaja) which is a division of the fiery

objects (taijasavi¿aya). They divide the fiery objects into four namely,

earthy (bhauma), heavenly (divya), gastric (udarya), and minerals (°karaja).

Metals like gold is included in the division of minerals. 97   Not only that

but they also take special strain to establish it. They argue that gold is not

earthy because the fluidity of melted gold is not destroyed even by the

application of extreme heat, while the fluidity of earthly things like clarified

butter is generally found to vanish at certain temperature in the absence of

obstruction. But the fluidity of gold remains in tact even if the obstruction

is absent. Gold cannot be water like because its fluidity is occasional and

not inherent by nature; nor can it be air as it has no colour. So gold is fiery.

Heat and brilliancy natural to fire is concealed in gold by the obstruction of

earthy colour and touch.98

Caraka, in conformity with others, recognizes sound, touch, colour,

taste and smell as specific qualities of °k°øa, air, fire, water and earth

respectively. Beyond that, from the   pharmacological angle, he identifies

five specific physical qualities   sensible to touch and   they are recognized

as impeccable identifying marks or definitions of the five physical elements

and their isomeric forms. The identifying physical qualities thus accepted

are hardness or roughness of earth, liquidity of water, impelling or moving

force of air, heat of fire and non-resistance (or penetrability)  of °k°øa

respectively.99
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Further he enumerates twenty physical qualities beginning with

heaviness (gurv°di) and five actions beginning with vamana which have high

pharmacological value. These qualities are called "s°m°nyagu∏as' since

they are common to physical substances.  Such qualities of each element are

as follows.

Earth:  Heavy (guru), rough (khara), hard (kamhina), inert (manda),

stable (sthira), clear or non-slimy (viøada) dense (s°ndra), coarse (sth£la),

and  smell (gandha).

Water:  Liquid (drava), viscous (snigdha), cold (ø¢ta), dull (manda),

soft (m§du), slimy (picchala), taste (rasa).

Fire:  Hot (u¿∏°), penetrative (t¢k¿∏°), subtle (s£k¿ma), light (laghu),

dry (r£k¿°), clear (viøada), and  colour (r£pa).

Air:  Light (laghu), cold (ø¢ta), dry (r£k¿a), rough (khara), non-slimy

(viøada) and subtle (s£¿ma), and touch (sparøa).

 Àk°øa:  Imponderable (m§du), light (laghu), subtle (s£k¿ma), smooth

(øla¿∏a), and sound.100

This enumeration is reiterated by Suøruta101  and V°gbha∂a.102

The paμcabh£ta siddh°nta of Caraka has got its own originality and in

no way it can be equated with the concepts in other systems of thought. The

idea of the successive emanation of the gross elements, the enumeration of

the specific qualities sensible to touch and also the general physical qualities

and the conception of the minerals like gold as earthly substance instead of

fiery are some of the important salient features which add to the novelty.
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The theory of  three faults  (trido¿asiddh°ta)

Ayurveda applies the theory of five physical elements to the whole

living body, whether do¿a, gu∏a, dh°tu, or mala.103 The body, similar to

that of the external objects, is a conglomeration of five elements and is

sustained by a three-fold function: (1) the disintegrating function, (2) the

integrating function, and (3) the regulating function or the nerve function.

In Àyurveda each one of these functions is ascribed mainly to three primal

constituents of the body generally called trido¿a. They are v°ta, pitta, and

kapha.104 Kapha integrates, pitta disintegrates and v°ta controls.105 In fact

the very existence of life is determined by these three functions attributed

to the three do¿as.  Suøruta is of opinion that the human body is sustained

by the three basic elements; like a dwelling house is supported by the

supporting stays.106  These three do¿as have two aspects called natural

(prak§ti) and morbid (vaik§ti). Pitta in its natural state, promotes digestion

and metabolism and causes disease in the morbid state. Kapha props up

strength in the form of ojas in the normal condition and in the morbid state

it takes the form of excreta and causes diseases. V°ta is responsible for all

the activities of the body in its natural state and causes disease and death in

morbid condition. 107

In the Atharva Veda there is a reference of three kinds of diseases, the

airy, (v°taja), the dry (s£k¿ma), and the wet (abhraja).108 Similarly, in the

Chandogyopanisad earth, water, and fire are told as principles world of

contruction. In many of the Upani¿ads vayu is regarded as the principle of

life.109  Y°ska states that sle¿ma oribinates from semen (retas) and from
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øle¿ma the seven dh°tus originate in a successive manner.110   Suøruta also

refers to some early conception that the body is physical (bhautika),  and

the three elements that constitute body are air, water and fire.111    All this

show that before the systematization of Àtreyatantra there had been a

continuous efforts to explain the physiological functions of the body.

However, what we see in CarakasaΔhit°  is the  earliest systematized form

of  the trido¿asiddh°nta and there it is construed as a biological adaptation

of the paμcabh£ta-siddh°nta.

The three factors namely, v°ta, pitta, and kapha  are counted as

constituents responsible for both sustaining and degenerating the body. They

are called dh°tus because their equilibrium, form the foundation of the body.

They are called do¿as since they form the intrinsic cause of diseases.112 It is

to be noted, in this connection that there are other basic elements in the

body called saptadh°tus113  and waste products called  malas which makes

the body foul.114

Augmentation (v§ddhi), normalcy (s°mya), and diminution (k¿aya) are

the three characteristics of the do¿as.115 All of them together can be called

the constant internal environment in modern physiology.116

The digested food is transformed into two, namely essence (pras°da

or rasa) and waste products (ki∂∂a or mala).117 Ki∂∂a nourishes sweat, urine,

stool, vata, pitta, kapha, and the execreta of the ear, eye, nose, mouth hair

follicles, genital organs and also hair of the head, beard, small hair of the

body, and nails. Similarly the essence of the food nourishes the rasa, rakta,
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maΔsa, medas majja, asthi, sukra, ojas  and the material constituents of the

sense organs, that is, the five physical elements. In total it is the do¿as,

dh°tus,  and malas that constitute the body and determine the integrity of

the body. When the do¿as, dh°tus, and malas continue in their proper measure

they do not pollute or weaken the body or produce diseases. They all in their

proper measure co-operate together in sustaining the body118 and in that sense

all are called dh°tus. Still, v°yu, pitta, and kaph are regarded as the most

important, or they are recognized as the root of all growth and decay of the

body, health and disease. Suøruta attributes the same status of v°ta, pitta

and øle¿ma to blood also because its impurities play a vital role in producing

disturbance to wounds and so has got a special importance in surgery. Thus,

he says that the three do¿as, together with blood (øonita) determine the

origin, preservation, and dissolution of the living being.119   Health is being

conceived as the equilibrium, resulting from the coordinated normal

functions of the dh°tus. The loss of this equilibrium due to their disturbed

or abnormal function is called disease. 120

The special feature of the definition of health and disease given by

Caraka is that it keeps harmony with the causation theory of evolution which

he followed in his description of world construction. Thus disease is only a

change of the dh°tus and not a new creation. But this is in no way admissible

in the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika thought, for their causation theory suggests that

each and every effect is different from the cause. Referring to this,  Dasgupta

cites Vivara∏asiddh°ntacint°ma∏i of NarasiΔha Kavir°ja and states that

the Naiy°yikas, however, hold that disease is a separate entity which is
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produced by doøa, but which is not itself a do¿a. (dravyatve sati do¿abhinna

do¿ajanyatvaΔ rogatvaΔ).121

From the time of conception itself, in certain individuals, all the three

do¿as are in equilibrium; some are predominated by v°ta, some by pitta and

some by kapha. According to Cakrap°∏i, there are also people dominated

by two do¿as, that is by v°tapitta, v°takapha and pittakaph. Normally the

first category, by nature, maintains normal health while those belonging to

the other categories are always susceptible to bodily diseases. This is due

to imbalance of the do¿as brought about by the domination of one or the

other of the do¿as.122

When v°ta, pitta and kapha become deficient or excess in quantity

(prakupita) they become do¿as and they afflict the body with different types

of diseases.123   Based on the comparative strength  of the various components

of the do¿as and the relative strength and proportions of each do¿a among

themselves, innumerable combinations are formed and so the diseases

proceeding from them are also innumerable.  Caraka points out that there

are sixty-two such commonly manifested combinations.124

We know that the do¿a are mutually contradictory in character.

Normally, when two contradictory elements combine, they generally get

destroyed as in the case of fire and water. Cakrap°∏i, pointing out this

example, suggests that there is the possibility for the question as to how

the do¿as with contradictory character can combine and then he himself

settles the query.  He says that mutual contradiction is to be determined by
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their own action and not merely by citing other illustrations. Even in the

cited example itself, though water and fire are contradictory to each other

they do no obstruct the combination of the five mah°bh£tas. Similarly, the

sour taste is found to be caused by the domination of the combined qualities

of water and fire. This would not be possible if   the mutually contradictory

elements do not combine together. Finally he ascertains that it is because of

the presence of the specific characteristic of prabh°va, the do¿as with

contradictory nature combine together. As for as the specific characteristic

of prabh°va is concerned, he says that it is caused by ad§¿∂a125 for ad§¿∂a is

capable of causing miseries.126

Another thing to be noted in this connection is that when there is a

disease due to the predominance of a do¿a (caused by extraneous factors)

corresponding to the predominant do¿a in one's constitution from his birth,

the newly collected do¿a produces morbidity in accordance with the working

of the   predominating do¿a of his constitution. But his original constitutional

do¿a (pr°k§ti) is never increased or decreased due to the predominance of a

do¿a by any kind of disease. They always remain the same operating in their

physiological functions.  The constitutional do¿a (pr°k§ti)  and the

accumulated do¿a due to extraneous factors (vaik§ti) are different. The

increase and decrease of do¿as have a separate course of action in diseases

and there is no interchange between the latter collections or deficiency of

do¿as and constitutional do¿as.127 The actual fact regarding the relation of

the constitutional do¿a and the accrued or deficient do¿a has been further

pointed out by Cakrap°∏i. That is a do¿a will be aggravated in a system in
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which the corresponding constitutional do¿a is predominant and a do¿a will

lose its strength to a great extend in a system in which the corresponding

constitutional do¿a is not predominant.128

The locations, qualities, and the functions of the do¿as

1. V°yu:- Caraka differentiates the all pervasive (viøvaΔ) v°yu into

two: external and internal. The external air that moves about in the world

sustains the earth, kindles fire and brings about compactness and movements

in the sun, moon, stars, and planets, creates clouds; causes showering of

rain, flowing of rivers, maturity of flowers and fruits, and sprouting of

plants ans it differentiates seasons (§tus) and mah°bh£tas; causes the

manifestation of the shape and size of objects, brings about the potency for

germination in seeds and growth in plants; causes dryness and hardness in

grains. In brief v°yu functions as the cause of change.129 Taking into

consideration its prominent role the normal and natural functions of vayu

are described. Vayu is matephorically described as life (ayu), the strength

(balaΔ), the sustainer (dh°ta), all pervasive (viøvaΔ) and controller

(dh°t°).130

The three do¿as function throughout the body.131 At the same time they

have got certain main sites. The locations of v°ta are   urinary bladder,

rectum, waist, thighs, bones, and colon (pakv°øaya). Of them the most

important center is colon.132 Though these parts of the body are cited as

locations of vayu the specific locations of each one of its ramification is
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given further.133  It is rough (r£k¿a),  cool, (ø¢ta), light (laghu),  subtle

(s£k¿ma),  mobile (cala) non-slimy (viøada),  and  coarse.134

V°yu is identified with life since its main function is to sustain the

harmony of the body, sense, and mind and self that constitutes life.  The

whole body is animated by the conscious self in accordance with the function

of v°yu. Hence it is conceived as the basis of bala. It co-ordinates and

regulates all the functions of body, mind and sense organs. It holds together

the various elements of the body and maintains its cohesion.  It forms the

basis of speech, hearing and touch and forms the root cause of the organs of

hearing and touch. It determines joy and enthusiasm and it is the indicator

of the continuity of the span of life. The corporeal v°yu, when gets vitiated,

afflicts the body affecting the strength, complexion, happiness and the span

of life. It perturbs the mind and sense organs and deforms or detains the

embryo also. More over the vitiated v°yu cause fear, anxiety, bewilderment,

and even causes death.135

Here the description of v°yu as the root cause of øabda and sparøa

pinpoints to the fact that the basic elements of v°yu are mainly ak°øa and

v°yu. In Vaiøe¿ika philosophy, the specific quality of v°yu is conceived as

anu¿∏°ø¢ta.136 ·¢ta  is conceived as the specific quality of water.137   But

Caraka attributes s¢ta  to v°ta instead of anu¿∏°ø¢ta. This is because v°ta

is seen to be augmented by s¢ta and diminished by its loss. More over when

disease is caused by the mere vitiation of v°ta then s¢ta is manifested.138

The corporial v°yu is divided into five namely, pr°∏a, ud°na, sam°na,

vy°na, and ap°na. Their sites and functions are as follows. Pr°na is located
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in the chest, throat, tongue and nose. It is the principle that functions as the

means to animate the living-being. Ud°na is located in the umbilicus, chest,

and throat. Its function determines the manifestation of speech, effort,

enthusiasm, strength and complexion. Sam°na pervading the channels,

carries sweat, and aqueous materials and it  has its location beside the seat

of digestive fire (je∂haragni).  Vy°na, which pervades the whole body moves

very swiftly. It is responsible for motion, extention, vik¿epa, winking of

the eye and such similar functions. Ap°na is located in the  testicles, urinary

bladder, phallus, umbilicus, thighs, groins, anus and colon. Its functions

are the ejaculation of semen, voiding of urine and stool, elimination of

menstrual blood and parturition of foetus.  In normal state, all of them reside

in their respective locations performing their proper functions which help

the sustenance and maintenance of health.139  Elsewhere Suøruta designates

agni,  soma, vayu, sattva, rajas, tamas,  five sense organs, and inner self

(bh£t°tma) as pr°∏a for they nourish and  sustain the body.140

Pitta-  The main sites of pitta are sweat, rasa, lymph (lasik°), blood

(rakta) and small intestine  (lower part of °m°øaya).  Among them the lower

part of °m°øaya is the most important.141  Its qualities are unctuous (sneha),

hot (u¿∏a), sharp (tik¿∏a), liquid (drava), sour (amla), fluid (sara) and

pungent (ka∂u).142

The corporeal fire distinct from the external fire is called  pitta.143 All

are unanimous in their opinion that the fundamental substance of pitta is

fire.  As far as the function of  pitta is concerned, it is balancing and

transformative in nature. Digestion or indigestion, vision or loss of vision,
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normalcy or otherwise of the body heat, normalcy or otherwise of luster,

valour, fear, anger and joy, confusion, and lucidity are produced in accordance

with the abnormal (kupita) or normal (akupita)  state of  its function.144

Kapha-  The  structure of  kaph  is water  and earth.145 It is located in

chest, head, neck, joint, stomach (or upper part of am°øaya) and fat. The

most important location is chest.146  It is heavy (guru) cool (s¢ta), soft

(m§du), unctuous (snigdha), sweet (madhura),   immobile (sthira), and slimy

(picchala).147  Kapha is the determining cause of such aspects like robustness

and looseness, tubbiness and leanness, enthusiasm and laziness, potency and

impotency, and wisdom and ignorance.148

One of the significant things to be noted in connection with the qualities

of the do¿as is that the imbalance of a do¿a does not necessarily imply that

all its qualities will get vitiated. There is the possibility for one or more

qualities of a do¿a to be vitiated when others are in tact. For instance, in

certain case, when s¢ta of v°ta gets vitiated, its other qualities may remain

undisturbed. So the physician must be particular in diagnosing not only the

do¿a that has been disturbed, but also must identify the particular quality or

qualities which have been increased or decreased. It is possible that a do¿a

in its disturbed condition will remain a do¿a. Yet some of its qualities will

be increased and others will be decreased. So, the nature of the disturbance

of the do¿a is to be assessed by the nature of the qualities involved.149

The do¿as are aggravated by substances having three tastes (rasas)

which are homologous and are alleviated by substances having the other three

tastes (rasas) which are contradistinctive in the following manner.
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Aggravating tastes Alleviating tastes

V°ta pungent, bitter and astringent. sweet, sour  and saline.

Pittha pungent, sour and   saline. sweet, bitter and astringent.

Kapha sweet, sour and  saline. pungent, bitter and astringent.150

S.K. Ramachandra suggests that v°ta, pitta, and kapha are charectarised

by the three modes: rajas, sattva, and tamas.151 Similarly Dwarakanath says

that, at the functional level, v°ta is primarily rajastic, pitta is predominently

s°ttvic and kapha is mainly t°masic.152 All these  reflect the attempts to

associate the trido¿asiddh°nta  with the trigu∏a theory. But such a

correspondence of the thrido¿a to the trigu∏a, cannot be explained on the

basis of the CarakasaΔhit° because Caraka does not postulate such a trigu∏a

theory as we see in SuørutasaΔhit° or in classical S°Δkhya. Probably such

an attempt must have been due to the idea in SuørutasaΔhit° that °kaøa is

predominantly s°ttvik vayu is primarily rajastic fire is s°ttvic  as well as

rajastic, water is primaly both t°masic and s°ttvic and earth is t°masic.153

"Somehow, the  reference  of such a correspondence is seen to occur  first in

the Dalha∏a's commentary on the SuørutasaΔhit°' .154 However, it is

misleading, since, on Samkhya terms kapha, vata and pitta are primarily

related to the functioning of the gross , material  body. Hence they are the

products of gross physical elements. This would make all the three

predominantly tamasic in nature'.155  The state of affairs becomes more

intricate, since, according to classical S°Δkhya the divine realm is mainly

sattvic, the human realm is predominantly rajastic and plant realm or the
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immobile beings is primarily tamasic.156  So the subject matter of Àyurveda,

that is health and harmony, is always working within a system that is

predominantly rajastic in nature. ""Nevertheless, as an internal system of

differentiation working with the broader cosmological scheme of Samkhya

school, pitta does not correspond to sattva as v°ta to rajas and kapha to

tamas''.157

All these have been stated  only to inform that the theory of the three

do¿as  has been formulated on the concrete basis of the concept of

paμcabh£tas .  In  fac t ,  i t  i s  a  b io logica l  in te rpre ta t ion  of  the

paμcabh£tasiddh°nta. However, the description of the physiological and

pathological aspects of trido¿a in detail is beyond the scope of this work.

Time and space

Time and space are infinite and continuous.   They have no perceivable

specific quality. So they are not physical insofar as being physical is to be

understood in terms of having some externally perceivable specific quality.

They are nevertheless inferred as two of the common (s°dh°ra∏a) causal

conditions without which nothing ephemeral can come into being.158

Time

S°Δkhy° conceive time and space under the elemental evolute,

ak°øa.159  In  Ny°ya - Viøe¿ika philosophy, time and space are ultimate and

objective realities and they are conceived as empty containers.160  Time is

defined as    that which is the basis of  notions like  priority and posteriority,

simultaneity, and also of  late and soon.161
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AnnaΔbha∂∂a says that time is the cause of the usages like   past, present

and future.162  It is infinite, eternal and one only.163 Viøwan°tha says that

time is the cause of products and he considers it as the substratum of the

universe.164  Siv°ditya divides time into three namely, the time of production,

existence and destruction.165  Pur°nic writers two aspects of time: indivisible

(akha∏da) and divisible (kha∏da) Eventhough it is  infinite, eternal, and

single entity in ultimate analysis,  it is for practical purpose that these

divisions and subdivisions are made. Its manifold conception in usage is

only  in a secondary sense .166

Quiet different from the Vaiøe¿ikas, Caraka places time as the eighth

in the schemata of substances167 and describes it in terms of therapeutics.

Accordingly, time is primarily classified into two: nityaga and avasthitika.

Nityaga refers to determination of wholesomeness  to different types of

seasons while avasthitika refers to the states of the individual which is

relevant to the manifestations of diseases.168 Nityaga consists of years. Each

year is sub-divided into two three, six, and  twelve from different

dimensions. Thus the two divisions of a  year is dak¿i∏°yana and uttar°yana

The  three divisions of a year  are ø¢ta, u¿∏a and var¿a . The six divisions

refer to the seasons: øarat, hemanta øiøira, vasanta and gr¢¿ma,  var¿a,   and

the twelve divisions refers to caitra, vaiø°kha, jye¿∂ha, °¿°∑ha, ør°va∏a,

bh°drapada, °øvina, k°rtika, margaø¢r¿a, pau¿a, m°gha, and bh°lguna.169

In this connection,  it is to be noted that Ayurveda has again postulated

the concept of §tu-sandhi representing the period of transition between the
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outgoing and incoming seasons- seven days on either side, and fourteen days

in all required by the organisms for gradually adapting themselves  to the

stress of incoming season.170  With regard to the stages of the evolution of

diseases (avasthikak°la)   from the time of their inception to the time of its

manifestation and subsidence,  Caraka gives a three broad-based consecutive

steps: caya, prakopa and praøama. Suøruta, at the same time,  gives six

distinct stages namely, saμcaya, prakopa praøara, sth°nasaΔøraya,  vyakti

and bheda.171

Space

Space,  in Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika,  is construed as the cause of the notions

such as east and west.172    In Caraka,  dik refers to  deøa  or  habitate which

determines the characteristics of substances due to procreation and extend

of  drugs or their acclimatization to the region.173 For instance drugs which

grow in the Himalayas are very efficatious and those in deserts are light .

Such habitats are classified into three: (i) j°¥gala ,  (2)  an£pa and

(3) sadh°ra∏a.174 Carak gives a vast description for identifying these three

habitates. Aø∂°¥gah§daya, it is stated that j°¥gala habitates are those which

are predominated by v°ta.  An£pa habitats are those predominated by  kapha,

and the s°dh°ra∏a are those which have thee equipoise of the do¿°s.175 The

description of time and space thus made is purely for the  treatment and

maintenance of health  and  not from the point of view of metaphysical

enquiry.
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TSA, p. 6.
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8 an°øritatvanityatve ca anyatra avayavidravyebhya≈,  PBNK, p. 56.

9 For details see PBNK, pp.127-129; D¢pik°, TSA, p. 9.

10 taccaikaΔ vibhu nityaΔ ca, TSA, p. 11.

11 The asatk°ryavadins view that the effect is not pre-xistent in the cause.

On the contrary  It is a new creation.VS, I. i. 10, see ·a¥karamiøra on

ibid., VU, pp. 46- 47;  NSMK pp.114-117; KHP,  pp. 111-114.

12 The earliest classical text on S°Δkhya philosophy is S°Δkhyakarik°

of Ãøwarak§¿∏a.  ""The Classical form has found its final formulation

in the S°Δkhyak°rik°, and has never been surpassed and it has

remained authoritative for the entire future''.  EFW, Vol. I, p. 274;

FIC, Vol. I, p. 84.

13 SK, 3., vide supra, p. 87.

14 SK, 19.

15 SK, 11.

16 Sir M. Monier- Williams, Indian Wisdom, George Allen, London, 1875,

p. 62; NTIT, p.193.

17 sattvaΔ laghu prak°øakami¿tamupa¿taΔbhakaΔ calaμca raja≈ guru

vara∏akameva tama≈ prad¢p°cc°rthato v§tti≈, SK, 13. ""It is an

undifferentiated manifold, an indeterminate continuum of infinitesimal

Reals. These Reals, termed Gu∏°s, may by another abstraction be

classed under  three  heads  (1)  Sat tva . . . . . ,  (2)  Rajas . . . . .   and

(3)Tamas......,''  PSAH, p. 3.

18 Satk°ryav°da of the S°Δkhya's is just the opposite of Vaiøe¿ika's

asatk°ryav°da.   The ninth k°rik°  of Ãswarak§¿∏a constitute a locus
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classicus for arguments defending satk°ryav°da .  The  k°rik° is

translated by Karl H. Potter in the following way. ""The effect exists

[in the cause] because (1) there is no causing of what is non-existent

in the cause, (2) because [when one wants a particular effect] there is

grasping of [its] material cause, (3) because everything is not possible,

(4) because something which has capacity causes that only of which it

is capable, (5) because the cause [of the particular kind] exists.''  KHP,

p. 107.

19 The term evolution used here must not be confused with the evolution

meant when one speaks of Darwinian or some other forms of biological

evolution for the following reasons. ""(1) prak§ti does not evolve like

the forms of life that biological evolution speaks about, since it is

unlike anything dicussed in the biological theory (e.g, the amoeba etc.);

(2) prak§ti can scarcely struggle and evolve in any environment, since

it itself is the environment; (3) in comparing the evolutes of the

S°Δkhya with those in the biological theory, there appears to be no

greater coherence in the later evolutes of S°Δkhyas whereas there does

appear to be in the Darwanian scheme''.    T. M. P. Mahadevan, S°Δkhya

Philosophy, unpublished lectures delivered at the Graduate school of

Madras University, October, 1951, cited in NTIT, p. 198.

20 SK, 21; The relation of puru¿a and prak§ti  is an appearance, but not

either of the two.

21 For details see vide infra, p.

22 SK, 23.

23 The five cognitive sense capacities are sense of seeing (cak¿u≈), hearing

(ørotraΔ), smell (ghr°∏aΔ), taste (rasana), and  touch (tvak).
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24 The five action capacities are those of speaking (v°k),  handling (p°∏i),

walking (p°da),  excreting (p°yu), and  procreation (upastha).

25 The five subtle elements are named sound (øabda), touch (sparøa), colour

(r£pa), taste (rasa) and smell (gandha). Even though they are names

usually used to designate the specific qualities, they refer to the essence

of the mah°bh£tas in the evolutionary series.

26. SK, 25; see also V°caspati Miøra on ibid., STK, p. 187.

27 "kh°d¢ni buddhiravyaktamahaΔk°rastath°'¿∂ama≈

bh£taprak§tiruddi¿∂° vik°raøcaiva ¿o∑aøa. CS, Sa, I. 63.

28 buddh¢ndriy°∏i paμcaiva paμcakarmendriy°∏i

ca samanask°øca paμc°rth° vik°ra iti saΔjμit°≈. Ibid., 64. Suøruta also

accepts this twofold classification. But he calls the first group by the

term °¿taprak§tis  and includes sutle elements (tanm°tras) instead of

the five physical elements (bh£tas). The scond group is identical with

that of Caraka. SS, Sa, I. 6.

29 In Manusm§ti avyakta is described as the universal ""Self'' which is

beyond thought and sense perception and is construed as the source

from which the universe evolves. See MS, I. 7, p. 6.

30 "".......iti køetraΔ samuddi§∂am sarvamavktavarjitaΔ.

avyaktamasya k¿etrasya k¿etrajμaΔ§sao vidu≈.'', CS, Sa, I. 65.

31 The complexity is due to the presence of the adjuncts namely, rajas

and tamas  in  the  unmanifes t .  ra jas tamobhy°m°vi¿ ta -

øcakravatparivartate. Ibid., 68. avyakta and cetana are one and the same

entity. HIPS, Vol. I, p. 214.
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32 vide infra, pp. 178 - 79.

33 In classical S°Δkhya, buddhi is conceived as a purely material evolute.

But in CarakasaΔhit° it is not so.  Hence the evolute buddhi described

in Caraka is translated as empirical consciousness while the usual

translation intellect is used for buddhi in classical S°Δkhya.

34 j°yate buddhiravyakt°dbuddhya'hamiti manyate paraΔ kh°d¢inyahaΔ-

k°r°dutpadyante yath°kramaΔ tata≈ saΔp£r∏asarv°¥go j°to'bhyudita

ucyate.', CS, Sa, I. 66.

35 Ibid., the vertical order is implied by the word ""yath°kramaΔ'' in the

articulation.

36 ""....... tasm°t va etasm°d°tmana≈ °k°øa≈ saΔbh£ta≈. ak°øadv°yu≈.

v°yoragni≈. agner°pa≈. adbhya≈ p§thiv¢  p§thivy° o¿adhaya≈......'',

Ta. u., Brahmavalli, ii, 1.

37 MS, I. 75-78, pp. 24-25

38 te¿°mekagu∏a≈ p£rvo gu∏av§ddhi≈ pare pare

purvaΔ p£rvagu∏aøcaiva kramaøo gu∏i¿u sm§ta≈,  CS, Sa, I.28.

39 AH, Sa, III. 2.

40 AS, Sa, III, 5.

41 VP, pp. 157-58;VSS, p. 60.

42 avyakt°d vyaktat°Δ y°ti vyakt°davyaktat°m puna≈, CS, Sa, I, 67.

43 Ibid., 69.
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44 Caraka uses the word ""param°∏u''.  But it is not in the sense of ultimate

particular as we see in the Vaiøe¿ika. For instance while discussing

the organs of the body he says that the smallest unit of the body is

param°∏u which cannot be counted. They are extremely numerous and

subtle, Ca, Sa,VII. 17. This is actually the smallest unit of the gross

physical element.

45 For details see SS, Sa, I. 3- 5.

46 Ibid., 9.

47 Ibid., 13

48 bhautik°ni cendriy°∏y°yurvede var∏yante...., SS, Sa, I. 14.

49 The pre-classical S°Δkhya can be seen in the middle  and younger

Upani¿ads ,  tha t  i s ,  Ka∂ha ,  ·e t°svatara ,  Mai t r°ya∏i ,  and the

philosophical portions of the Mah°bh°rata like. Bhagavat G¢ta,

Mok¿adharma which developed over a long period of time, JJL

p. 27.

50 s°Δkhyai≈ saΔkhy°tas°Δkhyeyai≈ sah°s¢naΔ punarvasuΔ

jagaddhit°rthaΔ papraccha vahniveøa≈ svasaΔøayaΔ, CS, Su, XIII.3.

51 ¿a∑dh°tujastu puru¿o rog°≈ sa∑dh°tuj°stath° r°øi≈

sa∑dh°tujo hye¿ah s°Δkhyair°dyai≈ prak¢rtita≈. Ibid.,  XXV. 15.

52 yath°  °ditya≈  pr°k°øastath° s°Δkyajμ°naΔ pr°k°øakamiti. CS, Vi,

VIII. 38.

53 loke'smin dvidh° ni¿∂° pur° prokt° may°nagha

jμ°nayogena s°Δkhy°n°Δ  karmayogena yogin°m, BG, III. 3.
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54 ayanaΔ punar°khy°tametadyogasya yogibhi≈ saΔkhy°tadharmai≈

s°Δkhyaiøca  muktairmok¿asya c°yanaΔ', CS, Sa, I. 151.

55 sarvabh°vasvabh°vajμo yay° bhavati ni≈sp§ha≈.

yogaΔ yay° s°dhayate s°Δkhya≈ sampadyate yay°, Ibid, V, 17.

56 JJL, p. 63.

57 Ibid.., p. 65.

58 Ibid., p. 48.

59 NTIT, p. 179; JJL, p. 139.

60 According to V°caspatimiøra, Paμcaøikha is referred to in Vy°sa's

Yoga-s£tra-bh°¿ya (I.4, I.25, I.36, II.5, II.6, II.13, III.13 and III, 41)

in S°Δkhyapravacanabh°¿ya (V.32, IV.68). Johnston has suggested that

the S°Δkhyayoga suggested in Buddhacarita XII can be ascribed to

Pancaøikha  amoung others., E. H. Johnston, Early S°Δkhya, Price

Publication Fund, Vol. XV. Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1937, p.152.

61 HIPS, Vol. I, pp. 216-217.

62 BCA, XII. 18-19.

63 asya k¿etrasya vijμ°n°t k¿etrajμa iti saΔjμi ca k¿etrajμa iti c°tm°naΔ

kathayanty°tmacintaka≈, ibid., 20.

64 (i) ajμ°naΔ karma t§¿∏° ca jμeya≈ øar¢raΔ s°rahetava≈

....................................................................................

vipratyay°dahaΔk°rat sandeh°dabhisamplav°t

aviøe¿anup°y°bhy°Δ sa¥g°dabhyavap°ta≈.

....................................................................................
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      vijμeyo'bhyavap°ta≈ sa saΔs°re yena p°tyate.Ibid., 23-32;

( i i )  ""mohecch°dve¿akarmam£l° prav§t t i≈......................

...............sattvaøar¢rado¿am£l°n°Δ sarvadu≈kh°n°mΔ bhavati''.CS, Su,

V. 10.  There is a slight difference in the sequence and definitions.

65 JJL, p.107.

66 mah°bh£tni kham v°yuragnir°pa≈ k¿itistath° øabda≈ sparøaøca  r£paΔ

ca raso gandhaøca tadgu∏°≈., CS, Sa, I. 27.

67 p§thivy°∑¢n°Δ paμc°n°mapi bh£tatvendiyaprak§t i tvab°hyai-

kekendriya gr°hyaviøe¿agu∏avatv°ni PBNK, p. 51; Bhutatva does not

refer to univeral  bh£tatva.  The word bh£tatva means to be designated

by the  word  bh£ta :  "" bh£ta tvaΔ bh£taøabdav°cyatvaΔ ,  see

Ny°yakanda¢ on ib id ;  bh£ta tvaΔ ca  ° tm°nyatve  sa t i

viøe¿agu∏avatvaΔ na tu j°ti≈.....'', V°caspatyaΔ, Vol. VI, p. 4684;

bh£tatvaΔ [ka] "bahirindriyagr°hyaviøe¿agu∏avatvaΔ', NK, p. 629,

see also NSMK,  p. 96.

68 CIPM, p. 20.

69 According to the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ikas, substances including the physical

ones do not have any quality at the moment of its production and

destruction., see notes,  TSA, p.104, Vide, supra substance, catagories.

70 It is with this idea that Athalye points out that the definition of earth

""as having odour'' (gandhavat¢) is to be understood as the intimate

cause of odour (gandhasamav°yik°ra∏aΔ), Notes, TSA, p. 103 ;

gandhaheturiti. gandhasamav°ikara∏amityartha≈, NSMK, p. 106.

71 gu∏°≈ øar¢re gu∏in°Δ nirdi¿∂aøcihnameva ca CS, Sa, I. 31.
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72 sarvam dravyaΔ p°μcabhautikaΔ.......  CS, Su, XXVI. 10.

73 tatra p§thivy°patejov°yuv°k°ø°n°Δ samud°y°t dravy°bhiniv§tti≈,

SS, Su, XI. 3. iha hi dravyaΔ paμcabh£t°tmakaΔ, AS, Su, XVII.

p. 235.

74 Loc. cit, p. 121.

75 anyony°nupraviø∂°ni sarv°∏yet°ni nirdiøet  SS, Sa, I. 21; The very

same idea is seen expressed in an interpolated verse in Manusm§ti:

paraspar°nupraveø°ddh°rayanti parasparaΔ gu∏aΔ

p£rvasya p£rvasya dh°rayantyuttarottaraΔ., MS, p. 25.

76 "".......utkar¿atv°bhivyaμjako bhavati idaΔ-p°rthivamidam°pyamidaΔ

tai jasamidaΔ v°yavyamidam°k°ø¢yamit i '' .   SS,  Su,  Xl i .  3 ;

bh£totkar¿°pakar¿asanniveøaviøe¿°t dravyavai¿amyaΔ, RVS, II. 98

77 tatra °k°ø°d¢ni paμcabh£t°nyapaμc¢k§t°ni tanm°tr°pratip°dy°nyut-

padyante. VP, p.157. In Vedanta the subtle physical elements are

conceived as  the products of cosmic illusion (m°ya) constituted by

sattva ,  rajas ,  and tamas :  "" im°ni bh£t°ni trigu∏am°y°k°ry°∏i

trigu∏°ni'', Ibid., 159.

78 sth£labh£t°ni tu paμc¢k§t°ni, VSA, 58.

79 dvidh° v idh°ya  ca ika ikaΔ ca tur th° pradhamaΔ puna≈

svasvetaradvi t¢y°Δøai ryojan°t  paμa paμca  te .  Pμcadaø¢ ,

""Tattvavivekaprakara∏aΔ'',  27; VSA, p. 58; VP, p. 162.

80 PSAH, p. 57.
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81 PVS, p. 167.

82 SS, Sa, I, 20.

83 The word dravya is also used in the special sense of drugs in the

Àyurvedic literature.  ""dravy°∏i punaro¿adhaya≈''; SS, Su, I. 28.

84 supra,  p.  115,  ta t ra ,  p§thivyaptejov°yv°k°ø°n°Δ samud°y°t

dravy°bhiniv§tti≈, SS, Su, 41. 3.

85 sendriyam cetanaΔ, nir¢ndriyamacetanaΔ.  CS, Su, I. 48.

86 atra sendriyatvena v§k¿°d¢n°mapi cetanatvaΔ bodhavyaΔ; tath° hi

s£ryabhakt°y° ya th°  ya th°  s£ryo  bhramat i  ta th°  ta th°

bhrama∏ad§ganum¢yate,  Cakrap°∏i on Ibid.

87 CS, Su, I. 67.

88 CS, Su, I. 68.

89 VS, IV, ii. 2-4; For details see VU, pp. 285-287.

90 NS, III, I. 28. See also V°tsy°yana on ibid., pp. 244 - 45.

91 PBNK, pp, 78-81.

92 VS, IV, ii. 5.

93 PBNK, p. 82.

94 NSMK, p. 120.

95 ""suvar∏aΔ samal°≈ paμca loh°≈ sasikat°≈ suddh° bhaumaΔ.......

...................bhaumamau¿adhamuddi¿taΔ.....'', CS, Su, I. 70.

96 p°rthiv°≈, suvar∏arajatama∏imukt°mana≈øil°m§tkap°l°daya≈, SS,

Su, I. 32.
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97 vi¿ayascaturvidhaΔ --   bhaumadivyamudaryamakarajaμca. . . .

akarajamΔ suvar∏°di≈, PBNK, P.100-101; TSA, p. 8; T.Bh,178. SP,

p. 18

98 "suvar∏aΔ taijasaΔ asatipratibandhake 'atyant°gni saΔyoge ' -

pyapyanucchidyam°na - janyadravatv°t yannaivaΔ tannaivaΔ yath°

p§th iv¢ t i ' ,   NSMK ,  pp .  140-141;  D¢pik°,  TSA,  p .  8 ;   a l so

Jinavardhanas£ri's commentary, SP, p.18; PBNK, 101-102.

99 kharadravacalo¿∏atvaΔ bh£jal°nilatejas°Δ

°k°øasyaprat¢gh°to d§¿∂am li¥gameth°kramaΔ.

lak¿a∏aΔ sarvamevaitat sparøanendriyagocaraΔ, CS, Sa, I. 29-30.

100 CS, Su, XXVI. 11.

101 SS, Su, xIi. 4 (1 - 5).

102 AS, XVII. p. 238

103 ""Introduction'', RVS, p. xii. v°ta , pitta and kapha are usually referred

to as wind, bile and phlegm in English. But they are not able to convey

their intended meaning.

104 v°yu≈ pittaΔ kaphaøcokt°≈ ø°r¢ro do¿asaΔgraha≈, CS, Su, I. 57; SS,

Su, XXI. 3; AH, Su, I, 6 AS, p.7; SAS, I. V. 23.

105 K. Raghavan Thirumulpad, ""Basic Principles of Ayurveda'', SHI, p.13

106 v°tapittaslÆ¿m°∏a eva dehasaΔbhavahetava≈, tairev°vy°pannaira-

dhomadhyordhvasannivi¿∂ai≈ sar¢ramidaΔ dh°ryate'g°ramiva

sth£∏°bhistis§bhirataøca tristh£∏am°hureke,  SS, Su, XXI. 3
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107 gatiøca dvividh° d§¿∂° pr°k§t¢ vaik§t¢ ca y° ............tenaiva rog°

j°yante tena caivoparudhyate. CS, Su, XVII. 115 - 118.

108 Atharvaveda, I, 12, 3.

109 HIPS,  Vol.II, p.333.

110 ølÆ¿m° retasa≈  saΔbhavati, ølÆ¿ma∏o raso ras°ccho∏itaΔ ....taditaΔ

yonau reta≈ sriktaΔ puru¿a≈ saΔbhavati ., ""Pariøi¿∂a'' , Nirukta,

p. 148.

111 prak§timiha nar°∏°Δ bhautik¢Δ kecid°hu≈ pavanadahanatoyai≈

k¢rtit°st°stu tisra≈, SS, Sa, IV. 70.

112 øar¢radh°rakavas t£ni .  t adya th°.  kapha≈.  v°ta≈.  p i t ta≈.

ør¢rad£¿a∏°ddo¿°≈ mal in¢kara∏°nmal°≈ dh°r∏°ddh°tavas te

syurv°tapittakaph°straya≈, ·abdakalpadrumaΔ, Vol. II, p. 790;

vik§t°vik§t° dehaΔ ghnanti te vartayanti ca, AH, Su, I. 7; AS, p. 7.

113 ras°s§¥m°Δsamed°stimajj°øuk§°∏i dh°tava≈. AH, Su, I. 13; AS,

p. 10; SAS, I. V. II

114 tatra malabh£t°ste ye øar¢rasya  b°dhakar°≈. CS, Sa, VI. 11.

115 do¿°prak§tivai¿amyaΔ niyataΔ v§ddhilak¿a∏aΔ,

do¿°∏°Δ prak§tirh°nirv§ddhiøcaivaΔ par¢k¿yate. CS,  Su, XVIII.  53.

do¿°∏°Δ v§ddhis°myak¿ayalak¿a∏°ni, Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XVII.

62.

116 LC, p. Ivi.
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117 The qualities of the body are briefly of two types: those which make

the system polluted (malas), and those which purify and sustain the

body,  (pras°da ) :  "" sar¢ragu∏°≈ punardvividh°≈ sa¥grahe∏a-

malabh£t°≈ pras°dabh£t°øca'', CS, Sa, VI. 17.

118 tatr°h°rapras°d°khyo rasa≈ ki∂∂aΔ ca mal°khyamabhinirvartate.

kitt°t... samadh°tordh°tus°myamanuvartayata≈. Ibid., Su, XXVIII. 4.

119 ta eva ca vy°pnn°≈ pralayahetava≈. tadebhireva øo∏itacaturthai≈

saΔbhava-sthiti-pralaye¿vapyavirahitaΔ sar¢raΔ bhavati. SS, Su, XXI,

3;  See also  Dalha∏a on ibid.

120 vik°ro dh°tuvai¿amyaΔ s°myaΔ prak§tirucyate

sukhasaΔμjaka-m°rogyaΔ, vik°ro dukhameva ca. CS, Su, IX, 4;

rogastu do¿vai¿amyaΔ do¿as°myamarogat°, AS, p. 14; AH, Su, I. 20.

121 see foot-notes, HIPS, Vol. II, p. 329.

122 CS, Su, VII. 39-40. see also Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

123 v°tapitta ølÆ¿ma∏astu khalu s°r¢r° do¿°≈. te¿°mapi ca vik°r°≈

jvar°tis°raøopha øo¿aøv°sa mehaku¿∂°daya≈. CS, Vi, VI. 5.

124 CS, Su, XVII. 6.

125 ad§¿∂a  re fers  to  mer i t  (dharma )  and  demer i t  (adharma )  see

Ny°yakanda¢, PBNK, p. 28.

126 See Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XVII. 62.

127 prk§tisam°narogtpatau na prakrtibh£tasya v§ddhi≈, kiΔ tarhi

hetvantarajanitasya v°tadestatra vikarakaritvaΔ prak§itib≈£tastu

do¿astatatropadarøako bhavati......, Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, VII, 39-40.

128 sam°naΔ hi prak§tiΔ pr°pya do¿a≈ prav§ddhabalo bhavati, asam°naΔ

tu pr°pya tath° tath° balav°n na sy°t, Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XVII, 62.
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129 prak§tibhutasya khalvasya loke carata≈ karma∏¢m°ni bhavanti;

tadyadh° - dhar∏¢ dh°ra∏aΔ.... avaik°rikavik°racøeti, CS, Su, XII. 8.

130 v°yur°yurbalaΔ v°yurvayurdh°t° sar¢ri∏°Δ

vayu≈ viøvamidaΔ sarvaΔ prabhurv°yuøca k¢r t i ta≈,  CS,  Ci ,

XXVIII. 3.

131 sarvaøar¢racar°stu v°tapittaøle¿ma∏a≈......; CS, Su, XX, 9. See also

Aru∏adatta on  AH. Su, I. 7.

132 basti≈ puri¿adh°∏aΔ ka∂i≈ sakth¢ni p°d°vasth¢ni pakv°øayaøca

v°tasth°n°ni, tatr°pi pakv°øayo viøe¿e∏a v°tasth°naΔ, CS, Su,

XX. 8.

133 Vide infra same 36

134 r£k¿a≈ ø¢to laghu≈ s£k¿maøalo'tha visada≈ khara≈        vipar¢tagunai≈

dravyairm°ruta≈ saΔpraø°myati, CS, Su, I. 59. see AH, Su, I. 11.

135 v°yus tant rayant radhara≈...... ayu¿o  anuv§t t ipra tyayabh£to

bhavatyakupita≈. kupitastu khlu sar¢re..... pr°∏°Δøcoparu∏addhi, CS,

Su, XII. 8.

136 PBNK, pp. 111-12; TSA, p. 16,

137 PBNK, p. 92; TSA, p. 7.  T. Bh, p.192

138 "yadyapi  vaiøe¿ike anu¿∏°ø¢to v°y≈ tath°p¢ha ø¢tena v§ddhidar-

øan°du¿∏ena ca praøamanadarøan°ttath° kevalav°t°rabdhe roge

ø¢tadarøan°ca ø¢ta eva vayu≈',  Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, I. 61.  nanu

anu¿n°ø¢to v°yu≈ k°∏°dai≈ pa∂≈it≈.....  ""pavane yogav°hitv°cch¢taΔ

ølÆ¿mayute bhavet'', Aru∏adatta on AH, Su, I. 11.

139 pr°∏od°na sam°n°khya vyan°panai≈ s° paμcadh°
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.........................................................................

svakarma kurvate deho dh°ryate tairan°maya≈, CS, Ci, XXVIII. 5-11.

140 Cf. SS, Sa, IV.3.
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Chapter - IV

SELF  (puru¿a)

It has been stated, ""With out question, the best reason for studying

biology is the admonition inscribed on the ancient temple of Apollo at

Delphi: "Know thyself'.  To know ourselves well, especially in the brilliant

season of advance in the science of biology, we must examine all of life and

life itself.''1  This assertion is true not only of the biological science but

also of every branch of learning which aims at the well-being of man. But

the query still remains as to whether the science of biology or any other

sciences of western origin, with their external methods of knowing, were

able to discern the real nature of man.

The history of science shows that it has tried to identity man with his

physical and physiological identity, rather ignoring his deeper and far

reaching spiritual identity. Science hasn't yet succeeded in giving a

""satisfactory if not true explanation''2  of human-being in his totality. That

is, science has failed to give an explanation taking into account not only the

immediate physical and physiological aspects, but also their dialectical

interactions with reference to the spiritual entity underlying it. This is an

error that the scientists have committed due to their adherence to an alien

objective method.3  The normal method of Science is such that its dealings
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with the visible world and the process of life were not wholly adapted to

the physical, the artistic, the spiritual and other elements of the invisible

world. Life does not consist entirely of what we see and hear and feel. The

visible world which is undergoing change in time and space is continually

touching an invisible world, possibly more stable or equally changeable

elements which can in no way be ignored.

The basic reason is that science does not undertake the study of the

complete man.  Another thing is that science itself is compartmentalized

into separate disciplines, and hence all the aspects of enquiry do not come

within the purview of a single faculty. On the contrary, they are treated as

topics of specialized investigation of special sciences. However, the

biologists, who are expected to give a comprehensive definition of the life

principle or the spiritual entity that animates, eventually have tried to explain

the life principle in terms of ""mechanism'', ""vitalism'', and ""finalism''4

but ultimately have confessed that many a biological phenomenon is still

without explanation.5

This confession discloses the inadequacy of not only biology but also

of all sciences. Sciences like physics and chemistry reduce man to physical

and chemical constituents to a determinable pattern of materiality and explain

the inner man in terms of physical and chemical laws. The assumption of

even the behavioural scientists is that human beings are complexes of

behavioral process, conglomeration of definite hereditary, and environmental

factors  and,  therefore,  ful ly accountable by means of  science of

behavior adopting the strategy of physics and biology.6  Like physics,
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biology, and chemistry, the social sciences promise to provide a complete

model of man-as-a-machine, ignoring what we call the transcendental or

spiritual at its core.7 They have also overlooked the Ølan of man.

Natural sciences do not try to understand the human mechanism in

terms of knowing and the laws of knowledge except by way of finding out

physiological correlates. For them, to explain the "why' and "how' of

knowledge is to determine  the mechanics of the humane brain, which,

according to them, is nothing more than a highly complex configuration of

material constituents.8

The basic shortcoming of science is that it is extrinsic and not intrinsic.

With its empirical, analytical method, it is objective anchored.  It hasn't

yet strived to analyse and   determine human events with reference to

""subjectivity'',9  for the reality of man is deeply rooted in subjectivity.

Science has also neglected the purpose and goal of life in their investigation.

So the explanation of human being given by science, referring to the physical

biological, and psychological phenomena, confining to the material causes

would be incomplete unless and until the dialectical interaction of these

phenomena and the spiritual entity underlying it are introspected with out

isolating anyone of them. But it is not possible in science, because the non-

material aspects of thinking, reasoning and the like are not testable

experimentally.10

Another important problem is that science explains man alienating him

from nature with out exploring the inter relationship of man and nature.
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D.P. Chattopadhyaya has rightly remarked that,  ""Man's situation in the

world is such that the scientists cannot grasp the former's true identity,

ignoring his place in the world. Nor can the scientist adequately understand

the world leaving man totally out of the picture''.11   Thus, it implies that

the external institutional methods of western sciences are insufficient and

distortive and substantively frustrative of human projects that aim at our

well being. Hence it is inevitable to know the real relationship between man

and nature. Beyond physical, biological and psychological interpretation,

an interpretation in relation to epistemology is indispensable to know the

reality of man. It necessitates a philosophical consciousness. In fact, it is a

philosophical enterprise.  The uniqueness of the explication of the ""Self''12

in CarakasaΔhit° lies here, for it has a philosophical genealogy. On

epistemological basis, Caraka uncovers the reality of man; discusses the

physical, biological, and psychological aspects and their dialectical

interactions; goes beyond the limits of empirical content. He analyses the

rapport between man and the world beyond his nerve endings and finally

describes the foundational being of "everything'.  The whole thing is unveiled

in the context of the explication of the ""Self'' (puru¿a).

The entity that transforms matter into life has been many things for

many people. In the west, it was called psyche, life principle, the soul, anima,

Èlan vital, entelechy, or mystery of life.13 In India, the Sanskrit terms

Brahman, °tm°, and puru¿a dominate the whole philosophical development

from the Œgveda to the classical systems of philosophy. The word Brahman

which occurs more than two hundred times in the Œg Veda in the sense of
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prayer,14 in course of time, has become the most usual name to denote the

creative principle of the world and beings. Brahman15 has become the ultimate

reality from which all worlds proceed, in which all worlds subsist, and into

which they finally return. The term °tm° has also become the most regularly

used name in the Upani¿ads to designate the creative principle and is often

identified with Brahman.16 Similarly the term puru¿a,17 which normally

means mortal man or male, is an ancient one, going back to the Œg Veda and

the Atharva Veda. In the Œg Veda, the word is used as a term for mortal

man as well as the cosmic man.18

""In the Upani¿ads the term puru¿a is often used synonymously with

Brahman or °tm°''.19   The B§had°ra∏yaka Upani¿ad says that there was

only the °tm° in the form of puru¿a in the beginning.20 In the Mah°bh°rata

the word puru¿a is used in the sense of self along with other terms like

°tm°, puru¿a, bh£t°tm°, aja, ak¿ara, avyaya and k¿etrajna,21 while in

classical S°Δkhya it became the chief designator of the individual self.

According to Caraka's cosmology, the universe is a living organism

animated through out by life- monad, and this life-monad contained within

and constituting the universe, is imperishable. It is something unusual that

almost all significant epithets for the ""Self''  in pre-classical and classical

philosophical systems are seen to be collected in Caraka.22 Perhaps this may

lead to the assumption that his concept of Self is only a fabrication on the

concepts of diverce philosophical systems. The idea as such is camouflaged,

for these designators have specific signification in each philosophical

system.
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But the fact is not so. Caraka has got his own vision of the Self. He

chooses his own way of presentation of the vision in order to satisfy his

pragmatic purpose. All the terms actually and essentially unveil the various

dimensions at which the soul is conceived with out contradiction. At the

same time, puru¿a is the most perfect and perhaps the best name that Caraka

has found in the language to designate the life principle or the creative

principle. The term gives him enough flexibility to construe "being' and

""beings''.23 Ultimately, for him, puru¿a means that which remains if we

take away from our physical existence all that comes and passes away., On

the one hand, it means the eternal essence of man, but on the other it signifies

the ""Self'' of the whole world that is, the Ur-ground. So, it vindicates that

he has been circumspect of the fact that every attempt to explain man and

the universe must proceed from the word puru¿a. He has found a more clear

cut expression for "Self' in the word puru¿a.

Caraka's philosophy distinguishes three entities: (1) the foundational

being, (2) the empirical world, and (3) the empirical subject. Comprehending

all these three factors, he gives a three- fold division of ""Self'',24    namely

(1) cetan°dh°tupuru¿a,(2) caturviΔøatikapuru¿a and (3) ¿a∑h°tujapuru¿a.

The Foundational ""Self'' (cetan°dh°tu)

Caraka does not regard individual selves and the world as self

supporting. On the contrary, he conceives a transcendental entity as their

foundational cause. This foundational ""Self'' is called cetan°dh°tupuru¿a .

The word cetan°dh°tu,  as it signifies, is not consciousness but the

conscious.25 Consciousness is its inherent quality or content in the

unmanifested form.
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Cakrap°∏i,  while  commending on "" øloka '' I .1 .48,  says that

consciousness does not belong to the inner self in itself. It is attained only

by its contact with the senses.26 He is also of the opinion that in final

renunciation, there happens a total irradiation of all kinds of knowledge

including the ultimate knowledge leading to liberation.27 Keeping in

conformity with Cakrap°∏i, Dasgupta reiterates the same opinion.28

Elsewhere he states that though the self is eternal, yet the rise of

consciousness is occasional.29 Referring to such  remarks Debiprasad

Cattopadhyaya opines that  in modern terminology this can only mean that

the spirit is a product of matter, for prak§ti simply means primeval matter.30

Accordingly, both the scholars agree to the point that the ""Self'' is not

consciousness. But they differ in the second point that the ""Self'' is

conscious. S.K. Ramachandra Rao also reiterates the same opinion.31 But P.

V. Sharma disagrees with Dasgupta. He makes the  unique opinion that

Dasgupta might have been mislead by the commentary of Cakrap°∏i and

expresses the view that the Self is conscious and it manifests by its contact

with the sense.32

The Self construed by Caraka is not without consciousness for the

following reasons:

(1) ""Self'' is a spiritual substance (adhy°tmadravya)33 which means

that it is an inherent cause of consciousness (cetana), but in the unmanifested

form. It is this unmanifested consciousness   that gets manifested in what

we call  buddhi,  the empirical consciousness.  If  this unmanifested

consciousness is denied to exist in the "Self', there won't be any logical
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explanation for the way in which the buddhi stems up from a basic stuff

which is devoid of spirituality.  Perhaps the conception buddhi as the first

evolute of the unmanifest (avyakta) may make us tend to think that there is

no consciousness at all in the unmanifest before the emergence of the

buddhi. But it is not true. The evolute "buddhi' is not to be understood as

pure consciousness (cetana). On the contrary, it is an emanation radiant with

manifes ted  consc iousness  capable  of  g iv ing  r i se  to  ego  or  "" I

cosciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra) from which the five physical elements

(paμcamah°bh£tas)  evolve. So we have to admit that there exists

consciousness (cetana) different from empirical consciousness. That is why

he distinguishes between consciousness (cetana) and "buddhi' on several

occasions.34 As far as Caraka is concerned, buddhi is conceived as an

instrumental cause of cognition35 as well as determinate cognition of the

empirical self that is the knower.36 Determinate cognition is the modification

of buddhi by which the inner self becomes aware of the objective world.37

(2)    The ""Self'' (°tm°), is described as a conscious agent of every

creation. The Self, in particular, is being recognized as an efficient cause or

agent of the creation of the body.  On the basis of this, it has been concluded

that there must be a conscious agent essential for the creation, in the same

way as an agent is needed for the construction of a pot or a house. Caraka

calls them ignorant persons devoid of rational outlook and scriptural

knowledge and who deny the existence of such a conscious agent.38

(3)  Even if, for the sake of argument, the first assertion of Cakrap°∏i

is admitted to have been made of the empirical self, then also it is not true.
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The empirical self is not with out the mind at any time and hence there is

always consciousness in the empirical self.39 Even the self in the subtle

body that transmigrates is transcendental and is not with out consciousness.40

It is a fact that there disappears consciousness in the final freedom as has

been pointed out by Cakrap°∏i. But it is not a total eradication. On the

contrary, it is the disappearance of the transient, empirical consciousness

having subjectivity  (savi¿ayakajμ°na) .  The formless consciousness

(nirvi¿ayakajμ°na) inherent in the ""Self'' still remains there. Caraka says

that in the final freedom all ephemeral experiences; determinate and

differential cognitions having name gets eradicated and attain the state of

Brahman.41  But the important thing to be noted in this context is that the

knowledge specified is the knowledge having a name (sasaΔjμ°jμ°na). It

connotes only the empirical knowledge or awareness having name and form

(s°k°rajμ°na)  and not  the  formless  and nameless  consciousness

(nir°k°rajμ°na).

(4)  If the consciousness is denied to exist in the ""Self'', as has been

asserted by Cakrap°∏i, then the ""Self'' would become a bare substance

which makes it nothing different from the physical substances.  Moreover

the consciousness that is being told of (in 1.1.56) as emerging by the contact

of the ""Self'' with the mind, sense capacities, and objects of senses refer

only to the determinate cognition; the cognition having objectivity

(savi¿ayakajμ°na) that arises in the empirical subject.

(5) Caraka himself has clearly stated that the self is jμa≈  (processing

consciousness) and the consciousness of the self is manifested in empirical
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consciousness when the self is in contact with the instruments of knowledge.

If the instruments of cognition are impeded, cognition will be generated in

the same way as a mirror or water covered with impurities is unable to reflect

an image.42What is implied is that that there is always consciousness in the

""Self'' which is formless (nir°k°ra). This formless consciousness, at the

empirical level, attains form and name when objects are presented to it by

the contact of instruments of knowledge.

(6) The interpretation of øloka 1.1.6 given by Cakrap°∏i is not tenable.

The intended meaning of the øloka is that the unchanging eternal ""Self'',

which is the substantial cause of consciousness, observes all actions when

it is in contact with mind and sense organs chareterised by the qualities of

the physical elements. Accordingly, the ""Self'' is the soul cause of

consciousness and nothing else. Matter cannot develop life or consciousness

as the materialists hold, unless it has those potentialities. As far as the

sense capacities are concerned, they take part as instruments in cognition.

Thus, the ""Self'' being the substantial cause of consciousness, we have to

admit that there inheres in the Self, consciousness in the unmanifested form,

that is, nir°k°rajμ°na which gives rise to the empirical consciousness.

(7) Caraka has specifically and purposefully used the epithet

sagu∏aøcetana for the inner self, which means that the self, which is

naturally conscious, is further stated as endowed with empirical qualities

(like pleasure and pain). 43

(8) Above all he emphatically declares that the ""Self'' (°tman) is

conscious (jμa≈) and the primordial cause (prak§ti).44 That is, the ""Self''
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(Brahman/°tm°) is the agent of all creations, and so he is the one who

knows because one who is devoid of knowledge cannot become an agent.

To conclude, the ""Self'', being conscious, is the efficient cause-

(nimit tak°ra∏a)  and being prak§t i ,  i s  a lso the substant ia l  cause-

(samav°yik°ra∏a). To be precise, ""Self'' is the "conscious foundational

being' (sat) and is with out a beginning. All other things are not with out a

cause and so they are ephemeral.45   It is the ultimate eternal "being' beyond

thought and cognition upon which all things are based.46 It is static

(nirvik°ra) and ubiquitous (vibhu).

Now it is quite natural to have the question as to how the unchanging

eternal ""Self'' can become the substantial cause of the transient world. It

is to explain this with out contradiction that Caraka often calls the ""Self'' by

the unique epithets ""unmanifest'' (avyakta) and the indistructible.47 This

concept of the "Self' provides the key to understand the real sense of the

conception of the foundational ""Self''.  The ""unmanifest'' represents the

conscious ""Self'' enveloped by the two adjuncts, rajas and tamas.48 Because

of the presence of these adjuncts, the ultimate reality is simultaneously static

and dynamic, It is this unmanifest that forms the ultimate ground of the

whole universe. At the same time, it itself is self-existent and self revealing,

for there is no other element from which it could be derived or by which it

could be made known. The empirical world and the individual selves,

according to this view, emerge from this unmanifest and therefore

necessarily partake of its character of reality. The presence of the adjuncts,
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namely "rajas' and "tamas' make the ""Self'' complex, and thus becomes

the foundational cause of the universe. Due to the complexity it sometimes

manifests and at other times becomes latent as a real possibility.49 This

periodic evolution is called appearance- udaya and the later dissolution is

called disappearance (pralya).50 The process of udaya and pralaya is with

out a beginning and so an endless one. At the end of each cycle, the empirical

world of diversity returns to the ""unmanifest'', but re-emerges from it again.

The world of appearance thus emerges is called the ""manifest''.  Each

succeeding universe is determined in its character by the preceding one by a

kind of casual linkage.

Thus, it is the avyakta that accounts for the whole world and individual

selves. The unique aspect of this conviction is that the world of diversity is

real and that there is a unity underlying this diversity. The unitary principle

underlying the unity is the foundational being (cetan°dh°tu).It is this non-

dual, all-pervading conscious ""Self'' (cetan°dh°tu) that is immanent in all

beings as their inner ground.  There is no distinction between the

foundational and the inner self. That is why he consciously calls it

simultaneously by the terms Brahman and jiva or antar°tm°.51 It is the

essence of the world and our own essence. It is the foundation, the ultimate

reality (sat). The logical idea of cause cannot be sundered from the ethical

concept of purpose. The process of nature and the well-being of man can be

explained only as the self-actualization of the divine will. The supreme

""Self'' as the sat is unique and wills the many. The sat becomes the manifold
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visible world. The purpose of the cosmic process is to provide opportunity

for the "jiva' to realize it's divine destiny.

Caraka's metaphysical conception becomes more transparent in his

refutation of the atheists.

Caraka, who is not accustomed to refuting the other systems of thought,

is found to have reacted strongly against the C°rv°kas and the Buddhists,

who go against the theory of the existence of the eternal ""Self''. Referring

to C°rv°kas he says that there are the atheist (n°stikas) who do not trust in

verification or verifiability of objects; who do not believe in the existence

of a substantial or material cause, gods, sages, spiritually perfected persons

(siddhas), action and its results, and soul; who consider that origination is

accidental. Such atheists will be caught hold of by sins worse than that of

the sin resulting from violence.52

Similarly he rebuts the Buddhists who do not believe in the existence

of an eternal soul. Instead of difference and diversity and instead of

eternalism and annihilationism the Buddha uses depended origination in the

sense of causal dependence.53 According to the theory all elements of

saΔs°ra exist in some or other causal conditions. Everything is in a flux,

for if the cause is permanent so will be the effect.54 ""Existence for the

Buddhist is momentary (k¿a∏ika), thing in itself (svalak¿a∏a) and unitary

(dharmam°tra)''.55  Consequently, the putative self occurs as a result of the

coming together of causal conditions. And so it could not be unchanging.

Thus, there is no immutable, inner self which is conscious or consciousness.
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Consciousness is nothing but the flow of sensory experience.56    Moreover,

through out life there is constant change in accordance with the causal law

and process. The relation between the different stages of a person's is neither

identity nor difference.57

Caraka invokes this momentary theory58 and repudiates it. He says that

if the theory is admitted then we would be forced to accept that the fruits of

action of one person will be enjoyed by some other person.59

Though Caraka endorses the self in the enumeration of substance and

consider it as conscious in consonance with the Vaiøe¿ika scheme of

substance, his concept of ""Self'' is entirely different from the Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas. Neither Ka∏°da nor Ak¿ap°da60 recognizes a supreme Self

(param°tm° or Brahman).61 However, later thinkers construe a supreme Self.

But this supreme ""Self'' is different from the individual selves. The first

work in the Ny°ya sytem which contains a description of a divine soul called

(God) is Ny°yabh°¿ya. There it is stated that God is a special ""Self'' in

whom there is no demerit (adharma), no error (mithy°jμ°na) and no

negligence (pram°da). The notable characteristic feature of God is that it

possesses knowledge, concentration (sam°dhi), merit (dharma) and

omnipotence (aiøvariya).62 Praøastap°da clearly attributes the creation of

the world to the will of God63 and it  has been acknowledged by almost all

later thinkers of Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school.   They consider the self as the

substratum of consciousness and distinguish between the supreme ""Self''

(param°tm° )  and  indiv idual  se l f  ( j ¢v°tm° ) . 64 The  Supreme
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""Self'' (param°tm°) is God who is entirely different from the individual

self and is only an efficient cause or creator of the world.65 The God is in no

way the foundational cause of the world.

Another important thing is that  the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika thinkers  define

self as a substance comprised having the universal °tmatva66and consider

the individual selves as many,67 eternal, and all-pervading.68 Even though

the individual selves are told as ubiquitous, the very disparity in the

circumstances charecterising the lives of beings is regarded as an index to

the fundamental distinction between the individual selves.69

There is no contradiction in describing selves as all-pervading and yet

exclusive, since they are not physical entities. But the most striking point

is that the difference of the individual selves, being intrinsic, continues even

in the state of release. Though all other differences between any two selves

disappear when both have released, there will be the viøe¿a then, as in the

case of atoms, to distinguish them from each other.70 This conception of

innumerable individual self different from the higher Self (param°tm°) is

also against the conception of the empirical self in Caraka.

In classical S°Δkhya, the self is referred to by the word puru¿a. Unlike

Caraka puru¿a construed here refers to the individual self only. These

individual selves are innumerable in number.71 Each individual self is

conceived as an unrelated, featureless, eternal, ubiquitous being and is

identical with consciousness.   Beyond the individual selves they do not

admit a divine non-dual ""Self'' as a substantial cause or as an efficient cause
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for the manifestation of the empirical world. As stated earlier, the world is

a manifestation of the primordial matter (prak§ti) which is extremely

different from the selves (puru¿as). To be precise the concept of puru¿a in

CarakasaΔhit° is different from that of classical S°Δkhya . At the same

time, it should be noted that the pre-classical S°Δkhya conceived Brahman

as the foundational cause of the universe. Scholars like Durg°øa¥kara

·°str¢ and Jotiøcandra Saraswat¢ are of the  opinion that the nature of

""Self'' as expounded by Caraka identifying it with the unmanifest is

undoubtedly Upanicadic in significance.72 It is non other than the Vedantins

and the pre-classical S°Δkhya who strongly speak of Brahman as the

foundational Self. But it does not mean that Caraka's conception of

""being'' fully agrees with the teachings of the Upani¿ads or the Advaita-

Ved°nta. The Upani¿ads, though speak of the unity of "being', sometimes

distinguish Brahman from the individual self on the one hand and the physical

universe on the other.73 Another significant thing is that Brahman as in the

Upani¿ads is pure consciousness.74

Puru¿a or Brahman, as construed by Caraka, is the all pervading

essence, that is, the essence which permeated the object in all its form and

changes.  Accordingly, the omniscient and omnipotent Brahman is the source

or the foundational cause from which occur the birth, continuance, growth,

transformation, decay, and death. But it should not be equated with the

concept of Brahman in  Advaita-Ved°nta,  for it considers this world as

illusion (maya).75 For Caraka, the world is not an illusion (m°ya) but a

reality. Puru¿a is the ultimate ""being''. It is the prime substance (sat) of
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everything as well as the creator who wills the world into existence. In the

Ved°ntic terminology puru¿a is simultaneously the substantial and the

efficient cause or "abhinnanimittopadanakara∏a' of the world. The origin

of the world is a result of  evolution ( pari∏°ma) and not vivarta as has

been postulated by the Advaita-Ved°ntins. The basic difference between

evolution and vivarta is that the former is a real transition while the latter

is an unreal one.76 Accordingly, for Caraka the relation between the universal

""Self'' and the world can be "identity in difference' (bhed°bheda).77

Thus Caraka, though agrees with the Ved°ntins who call it Brahman,

says that the foundational principle of unity differs in his vision regarding

its real nature.   According to him, cetan°dh°tu-puru¿a or Brahman is the

fundamental principle of unity.  It is not pure consciousness nor without

consciousness, but conscious.  The peculiar way of  the description of the

conscious puru¿a as the foundation of the world of diversity and the  origin

of the world as a real manifestation of the ""unmanifest'' differentiates

Caraka's concept of ""Self''   from the conceptions of Self in  other

philosophical systems.
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Chapter - V

THE COMPLETE MAN

Composite man (r°øi puru¿a)

""Conceptual   scrutiny   and experimental findings reveal that man

simultaneously belongs to at least three worlds -- Physical World,

Psychological World, and Ideational or Spiritual World''.1   It is significant

that Caraka uncovers this idea when he says that Man is a composite form

of physical, mental and spiritual factors.2 It also reminds us that they are

not autonomous. On the contrary, there is a causal nexus which binds them

together. It is with this view point that Caraka construes a composite man

(r°øi puru¿a)  in contradistinction to the foundational ""Self''.  Pataμjali

presumes that the word r°øi is derived from the root ""r°ø'', though it is not

found in the dh°tup°∂ha. It means a compound or that in which several things

are bound together.3  The term r°øipuru¿a, thus, literally means composite-

person. Though it refers to all living-beings, it connotes the empirical

subject, man. So, what we call man is a conglomeration, a gestalt, a

configuration -- a pattern composed of discrete but interrelated items.4 The

constituents that go to make up the configuration are twenty-four in number

and so it is called caturviΔøatikapuruøa .5 They fall into two groups

comprising of eight primary entities called (a¿∂aprak§ti) and sixteen
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secondary elements called evolutes (vik°ras). Of them, the first group

consists of the unmanifest (avyakta), empirical consciousness (buddhi), ""I

Consc iousness '' (aha .
mk°ra ) ,  and  f ive  phys ica l  e lements

(paμcamah°bh£tas).6  The second group includes mind, five sense capacities

of cognition, five sense organs of action, and five objects of senses.7 It is

the body-mind complex in which the self partaking of the nature of spirit is

conceived as an inner co-ordinator and controller.8 Thus the conscious inner

self is the  ""spiritual world''.  The psychological world comprises of the

awareness, ""I Consciousness'', and mind. The physical world is constituted

by the body which is a make up of five physical elements, ten sense

capacities, and the five objects of senses.  Accordingly, human-being is a

unique phenomenon in which all the entities are organized meaningfully and

purposefully. It is this empirical subject that knows, performs actions, and

feels pleasure and pain.

Pulinbihari Chakravarti opines that it is better to treat composite man

(r°øipuru¿a) as a dead body which is also devoid of consciousnesses.9

However, it is absurd. Even though Caraka speaks of the different dimensions

of puru¿a, the centerpiece of all his discussions is human constitution,

because it is the frame of reference of all medical speculations and object

of treatment.10 The object of treatment, in fact, is man who is sentient and

not a dead body. Even the other two divisions of puru¿a construed are also

with the intention of bringing about a complete exposition of the living man

-- his essence or the Ølan vital, his internal and external environment, and

their interrelationship. He was fully conscious of the fact that theories
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regarding therapeutics based on biological and psychological explanations

would be distortive with out referring to the permanent entity that sustains

the continuity and identity of the psycho-somatic complex which is in an

incessant flux. It is in this composite man   that the actions, the fruits of

actions, knowledge, delusion, pleasure, pain, life, death, and ownership

occur.11 Caraka declares that one who is conversant with the human

constitution with all its implications knows treatment.12  So, r°øipuru¿a

does not refer to a dead body, but to the living man.  Truly speaking, the

inner self that animates man is implicit in the unmaifest which forms the

first among the twenty-four constituents. Caraka emphatically says that if

we deny the inner self, then the sentient would remain with out the divine

(¢øa).13

The inner self (antar°tm°), as has been stated earlier, is conscious.

The empirical  consciousness or knowledge is called buddhi .  This

consciousness becomes active when there is the contact with the instruments

of knowledge.14 The self renders the other constituents organised, integrated,

and sentient. It is the supreme upholder or the one who bears all the entities

that constitute the r°øipuru¿a to form a phenomenological unity making it

enlivened.15 The body and the instruments of knowledge are in a fleeting

flux. So there should be a permanent entity to act and enjoy the fruit of its

actions. Otherwise the doer won't enjoy the fruits of their actions.16  This

substantial cause is nothing but the inner self. Being eternal, it is able to

unite itself with its past and future experiences. If the self were not static

and eternal, it could not unite itself with all its past experiences. Though
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ubiquitous, apprehension of the objective world is restricted to the objects

with which the sense organs can establish tactile contact.17 This is due to

the limitation caused by the adjuncts, namely body and sense organs. The

individual self is called by a peculiar term ""field knower'' (k¿etrajμa) and

the  psycho-somat ic  complex  inc luding  the  objec ts  of  senses  as

""field'' (k¿etra).18 In fact, everything other than the self is a field wherein

the body, mind, ""I consciousness'', senses, and the elements operate as

forces. All dimensions of experience are to be located in this field and are

explained as due to the operation of the field forces.19  While the continuity

and uniqueness of the field which is in a ceaseless change is retained until

the inner self is involved in it.

The inner self is not different in distinct individual organisms. But it

is one and the same unchanging higher ""Self'' (param°tm°). The difference

is due the peculiarities of the stationed adjunct (up°dhi), that is, the psycho-

somatic complex. The actions and experiences like pleasure and pain also

differ according to this difference.20 The experiences are owned by the inner

self.  Since the body- mind- sense complex is illumined by the consciousness

of the inner self (antar°tm°), they serve as sites of all experiences, desire,

and the like.21 Pleasure, pain and all their ramifications arise only when

there occurs the self-mind - sense - object contact.22The entire body-mind

complex becomes aglow with consciousness of the inner self. Thus, the

phenomenal self becomes aware of the world outside and feelings within,

because of the involvements of sense organs and mind.23
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Proof for the existence of the inner self

If the foundational ""Self'' is beyond thought and cognition, Caraka

holds that the empirical self can be inferred on the basis of the following

proofs. It can be inferred on the ground that there must be an entity apart

f rom the  ephemera l  phys ica l  modif ica t ions  respons ib le  for  "" I

consciousness'', action,  enjoyment of fruit of action, transmigration, and

memory.

Caraka, further, gives a long list of signs as proofs for the existence

of self: (1) The ascending and the descending life breath (pr°∏°p°nau),

(2) twinkling of the eye (nime¿°dy°≈), (3) life (j¢vanaΔ), (4) movement

of the  mind (manaso gati≈), (5) shift from sense to sense in cognition and

action (indriy°ntarasanc°ra≈), (6) mobility and stability (prera∏aΔ

dh°ranaΔ) (7) journey to the other world in dream (deø°ntaragati≈ svapne),

(8) anticipation of death (paμcatvagraha∏aΔ) (9) recognition of an object

by the left eye that has been perceived by the right eye (d§¿∂asya

dak¿i∏en°k¿∏° savyen°vagama), and  (10) desire (icch°), avertion (dveøa≈),

pleasure (sukha), pain (du≈kha), volition (prayatna), consciousness (cetana),

stability (dh§ti), knowledge (buddhi), memory (sm§ti) as well as ""I

consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra).24

The most striking point in this respect is that the indicators mentioned

above are employed by both Ka∏°da in his Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra25 and Ak¿ap°da

in his Ny°ya-s£tra26 to establish the existence of the inner self with certain

minor differences. Both of them mainly avoid the indicators of the journey
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to the other world and anticipation of death. However, things like the journey

to the otherworld and anticipation of death cannot be taken into consideration

as proofs for the existence of the self, for such things are to be established

by further reasoning. Signs like desire, aversion, volition, pleasure, and pain

are the commonly accepted proofs.

Man as a constitution of six elements (¿a∑dh°tjapuru¿a)

It is something peculiar that Caraka construes a third division of puru¿a

called  ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a. In no other philosophical systems or sciences, we

come across such a third division. So it is quite natural to have the question,

what does it actually refer to?

‚a∑dh°tujapuru¿a is a constitution of six elements, namely the self

and the five physical elements27. As a matter of fact, ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a is

the very same r°øipuru¿a. The constituents other than the six mentioned

above as the constituents of r°øipuru¿a are only further emanations from

the physical elements.  Suøruta also describes man in a similar manner.

Accordingly, human being, the object of therapeutics, is a constitution of

the very same six elements. Suøruta calls it by the name karmapuru¿a.28

Taking into account of the similarity of both ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a of Caraka

and karmapuru¿a of Suø§uta S.K. Ramachandra Rao makes the following

observations:

""The individual person, who is essentially dynamic and is a

product of transaction, is known in Àyurveda by two expressions:

karmapuru¿a (Suøruta) and saΔyogipuru¿a (Caraka). The former
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word emphasizes the activity aspect, while the latter, the

integrational aspect. Both words bring out the phenomenological,

transactional, and dynamic characters of the individual''. 29

Now the problem becomes crucial. If r°øipuru¿a and ¿a∑dharujapuru¿a

refer to one and the same entity, particularly man, then it is essential to

make clear the purpose behind considering it as one among the three

div is ions  of  puru¿a .  In  th is  connect ion  Cakrap°∏i ,  says  tha t

¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a is construed in conformity with Vaiøe¿ikadarøana30 and

r°øipuru¿a  in conformity with S°Δkhyadarøana.31 He arrives at this

conclusion because Caraka himself has stated that ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a is the

very same r°øipuru¿a described by the early S°Δkhyas.  But it is not true

because of the following reasons.

(1) Caraka nowhere else speaks of his concept of self or of the

empirical subject as belonging to that of  Vaiøe¿ikadarøana.

(2) It has been conspicuously declared by Caraka that the concept  of

¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a goes back to the early S°Δkhya teachers.32

(3) Theoretically, both Vaiøe¿ika and Caraka differ in their outlook

regarding ""being'' and ""becoming''.  Also the concept of inner

self and body are entirely different. Hence it is not logical to think

tha t  Caraka  subs tant ia tes  two d i f ferent  sys tems wi th

contradictory view points.

(4) Caraka is philosophizing not for the sake of philosophy, but for

formulating the scientific principles regarding health and
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therapeutics. If he is said to incorporate two contradictory

concepts so as to formulate a medical treaty which calls for a

high rationale, then the treaty itself would become unscientific

and absurd.

All these things lead to the conclusion that there is a particular intention

behind the description of ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a.  Unless and until the mist and

veil that envelops the concept of puru¿a in this regard is removed, it is not

possible to arrive at a conclusion regarding the philosophy of Caraka. In

other words a precise understanding of ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a will provide us

with the key to discern the philosophical concept of Caraka and how it has

been utilized as foundation for formulating a pragmatic science. Caraka,

who places primacy on ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a while classifying, emphatically

declares that the conglomeration of six elements in general, constitute the

entire universe.33 That is ¿a∑dh°tujapuru¿a, on the one hand refers to man

and on the other hand the world beyond his nerve endings. Thus, his intention

is very clear. It is to unfold the secrets of the two fold micro-macro

relationship of man and nature that he construes ¿a∑dh°tjapuru¿a.34

Both man and universe are a constitution of the aforesaid six elements

and as such they are microcosm and macrocosm. Man is an epitome of the

universe.35 Whatever that is present in the universe are also present in man,

and vice versa.36 The constituents, which the man and the universe share are

innumerable. The three do¿as namely v°ta, pitta and kapha uphold and

sustain, and also destroy the body in the same way as the moon, the sun, and

air uphold and sustain, and destroy the world.37 The individual's form
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corresponds to earth, wetness to water, heat to fire, vital breath to air, the

innumerable openings to °k°øa, and the inner self to the universal Self or

Brahman. Just as the grandeur Brahman in the universe, so is the inner self

in man. Similarly, the various universal phenomena correspond to the

phenomena in man. Thus, Praj°pati in the universe is represented by the

splendorous mind, Indra by ""I consciousness'', Àditya by the process of

°d°na, Rudra by anger, Soma by happiness, Vasus by pleasure, Aøvins by

brilliance, Maruts by zest, Viøvedevas by sense organs and their objects,

darkness by ignorance, light by knowledge, manifestation of the universe

by the formation of embryo, k§ta age by childhood, treta age by youthhood,

dv°para age by old age, kali age by illness, and deluge by death. In the same

way the one to one correspondence of all other phenomena can be inferred.38

The epithets used here for the entities  present in the universe are Vedic in

nature and they are symbolic representations of various kinds of natural

phenomena.

The external world has the same features of man. It  also has

consciousness and a psychosomatic complex in which all happiness, pain

and the like appears. It is not easy for an ordinary person to know them.

Only such persons who have sharpened their intellect by intuitive power

can grasp them.

The repeated questions about the nature of Puru¿a and the answers to

them have given a distinctive vision of man. What Caraka uncovers is that

man is not simply an object among others. Man is not a mere material

constitution but a constitution of the immortal divine and the mortal physical
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elements. The never dying self that indwells in the perishing body as the

principle of life is further identified as the foundation of the universe.

Man is conceived as a totality of realities. Man is the medium of all

values, and a  symbol of good and world sanctity. He is not an instrument in

shaping the worldly realities, but an ideal medium to transform the world

ensuring the well-being of all beings.

Thus, the knowledge promulgated by Caraka is capable of releasing

man from his objective centered behaviourism. He is circumspect of the

fact that the knowledge will not be complete without knowing what is divine

in him. Human nature has the tendency of turning the self to lower and

ephemeral exterior objects. So, Caraka redirects our attention from what is

human to what is divine also. He advises us to know man by taking into

consideration the deeply felt inner need of human nature. He analyses man

taking into consideration every aspect of human nature, his intentions, and

purpose of life which science does not tell us.

Above all, the concept of micro-macro relationship of man and the

universe lies in the fact that it forms the basis of all tenets regarding

treatment and management of health. It is on the basis of the discovered

identical nature of the world and man and the laws governing them that the

material things are applied to the biological field. When the extrinsic world

comes into contact with man externally or internally, the equipoise of the

dh°tus are caused by their increase or decrease.  Hence the therapeutic

approach essentially becomes holistic and it contributes to the medical

science.
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Body (øar¢raΔ)

The three main synonyms frequently used in CarakasaΔhit° to

designate the body are: øar¢ra, k°ya and deha. The term øar¢ra is derived

from the root ""s§''.  Its meaning is that which gets destroyed by the passage

of time.39 The word k°ya is derived from the root ""ciμ'' and it means ""to

collect''. The term ""to collect'' here refers to the collection from food. The

word k°ya is also explained as a configuration of parts.40 ""By implication,

it follows that k°ya takes in food, digests, absorbs and metabolizes it. In

other words, the term k°ya means the building up of the body with food''.41

The term deha is derived from the root ""di≈'' which means to grow or to

develop.42 By implication, the term deha conveys the idea of underlying

anabolic processes. It will be seen from the foregoing descriptions that all

these three terms are expressive of the various aspects of the body  its

transient nature, the constitutional aspect, and also the destructive and

constructive process of metabolism that occurs with in the body.

Caraka says that the body is the site of the conscious self, which is

formed by the transformation of the conglomeration of five gross physical

elements.43   With the exception of the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas, almost all are of

the same opinion. Suøruta also admits this.44 At the same time we see a

modified definition of the body in both Suøruta and A¿∂°¥gah§daya.

Accordingly, the body is a constitution of the basic elements such as do¿a,

dh°tu, and mala.45 Actually these constituents refer to the physical elements

transformed basically.   The body and the mind together constitute the
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substrata of pain or diseases and pleasure or health46 which are in turn

determined by the utilization of time, mental faculties, and objects of

senses.47

Ka∏°da classify the ephemeral physical world into three, namely body,

sense organs, and objects. But he does not give a comprehensive definition

of the body. At the same time Ak¿ap°da places the body second in his

enumeration of prameyas and defines it as the site of actions (ceø∂a), sense

capacities, and objects.48 AnnaΔbha∂∂a defines the body as the field of the

soul's experience.49 Sr¢dhara Bha∂∂a also considers the body as the receptacle

of the experiences of the self50 The M¢m°Δsakas also agree with this

definition.51

The conspicuous difference between Caraka and the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika

is that Caraka construes the body as a composition of all the five physical

elements while the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ikas do not accept it. The Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas not only decline to admit the p°μcabhautika nature of the body

but also strongly refute the concept that the body is a combination of five

physical elements. Ka∏°da argues that we will have to admit the fact  that

the body  is imperceptible if the body is said to have been made up of five

elements.52  He also denies further the possibility of the body as a product

of three perceptible elements (earth, water and fire) which may, perhaps, be

posited in order to avoid the imperceptibility.53 Another important thing to

be noted in this connection is that Ka∏°da, even though refutes the

p°μcabhautika nature of the body, does not make explicit the particular
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element with which the human body is made of. At the same time, the Ny°ya-

S£tra and its commentator V°tsy°yana unambiguously affirm that the human

body is a product of the earth, because it posseses the specific quality (smell)

of the earth54. Even though the penta-bhautic nature of the body is denied,

they consider the earth as the substantial cause of the  human body and the

other  four elements are regarded as instrumental causes (nimittak°ra∏a). 55

In support of the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika's argument, there are certain Vedic

utterances which hold that human body is a constitution of the earth

alone.56

The salient feature of Caraka's conception of the p°μcabhautika nature

of the body is that it follows a sequence as in the case of the manifestation

of the five physical elements in the cosmic evolution. That is, the soul which

is invariably associated with the mind first unites with °k°øa. Then it

combines with air. In the same way, it further unites with fire, water, and

earth one by one in that order  and thus develops the embryo. All this happens

in a very short time.157

The gross body comes into existence at the time of conception and goes

out of existence at the time of death. The sentient body is the site and channel

of the sense organs and mind.58 When alive, the body, mind, and the sense

organs together form the receptacle of all experiences of the self.59 Though

the body is spoken of as a conglomeration of the five physical elements, it

implies all factors such as the seven dh°tus that derive from it.   When the

dh°tus like blood and flesh which are derived from the five physical elements
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are normal, the body remains healthy and when they lose their normalcy

disturbed by augmentation and diminution, it will result in the ill-health or

destruction of the body.60 The chief determinant of health or ill-health is

the ingested food for it is also constituted by the five physical elements.

The body is after all an outcome of food ingested in a fourfold manner,

namely eaten, drunk, licked up, and masticated. Health and disease arise as

a result of wholesome and unwholesome diet respectively.61  The gross body

comprises of innumerable atomic parts.62 These atomic forms are not to be

understood as the param°∏us construed in the Vaiøe¿ika philosophy, for

there in the Vaiøe¿ika philosophy they are eternal ultimate particles of each

one of the physical elements. The atomic parts mentioned in Caraka refer

only to the biological units formed of the five elements. These atoms are in

a flux. Every moment they are destroyed, and new ones are produced in their

place. Thus,  it seems that the body is stable and intact whch is not real.  It

is constantly changing. Food is the material with which the reconstitution

is done.

Subtle body

Caraka speaks of a persistent detachable subtle body (°tiv°hikaøar¢ra)

constituted by four elements (air, fire, water and earth). The self, invariably

associated with the mind and the subtle body, is capable of transmigration

and rebirth. Being associated with the past actions, the self transmigrates

from body to body due to the motion of the mind.63  Àk°øa is not referred to

here in this group that constitutes the transmigrating subtle body because it
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is immobile.64  Though the subtle body transmigrates, the physical elements

of the subtle body do not contribute to the essential features of the gross

body.65 The factors that are responsible for the general features are (1) the

mother's part-blood, (2) the father's part- semen, (3) the actions of the

individual.  The part played by the assimilated food juice of the mother

need not be counted separately, as it is determined by the karma of the

individual.66  The mental traits are determined by the state of the mind of

the individual in the previous birth.67  When one dies, the self which is

invariably associated with the mind and the subtle body invisibly enters

into the womb due to its karma, and when it  comes into contact with the

combined semen and blood of father and mother, the foetus develops.

Even though semen and blood are the cause of the production of the

body, they are able to operate only when they come into contact with the

subtle body.68  But in the SuørutasaΔhita the concept of the subtle body  is

somewhat different and confusing. There it is stated that consciousness

manifes ts  i t se l f  when semen and blood combine wi th  the  subt le

consciousness.69 Elsewhere, it is stated that the self comes into contact with

the combined semen and blood along with the subtle body.70 In another place,

it is further stated that the materials that contribute to the life of the

developing foetus are agni, soma, sattva, rajas, and tamas, the five sense

organs, and the bh£t°tma. They are also called life (pr°∏a).71  Thus, the

first articulation seems to indicate that life is manifested due to the

combination of semen and blood. The second articulation regards the contact

of the self with its subtle body as something essential for evolving the
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semen-blood into life. The third one adds the five senses sattva, rajas, and

tamas, and holds that the place of semen-blood is taken up by the origin of

agni, and v°yu .  The reason for these three different views cannot

satisfactorily be explained, except for the supposition that Suøruta's work

underwent three different revisions at three different times.72 However, the

second statement is more reasonable and it shows close affinity with

Caraka's account.

The reason for admitting that a subtle body exists is to explain the

phenomenon of birth and death on the basis of the karma theory. We infer

from the ""lived life''  that life is not accidental but a continuation of a

previous one and so,  we arrive at the conclusion that birth and death is a

cyclical process. Each one of the successive life is determined by the actions

of the preceding life.  Each one takes new birth to enjoy the fruit of the

actions of the previous birth. But this is not possible unless a subtle body is

admitted to exist, for the self, though eternal, is untainted.  The untainted

self that presides over the subtle body is invariably associated with the mind.

One undergoes rebirth in accordance with the connection of the impressions

of virtue, vice, and other defects and accomplishments which the mind

carries. The coupling of the mind and the self is not possible without a

supporting body.  Thus, in the cycle of rebirth it is essential for the mind to

have a supporting subtle body in the interval between one death and

subsequent birth.   The subtle body accompanies the self along with the

mind and undergoes the cyclical process of transmigration till the final

redemption (mok¿a) is attained.
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The S°Δkhyas also describe two types of bodies: (1) persistent and

detacable subtle body capable of transmigration (li¥gaøar¢ra) and (2) a one

time only gross body (sth£laøar¢ra).  The gross body, as in the case of the

CarakasaΔhit°, comes into existence at the time of conception and gets

destroyed by death.  The subtle body is made up of consciousness, ""I -

consciousness'', eleven sense organs, and five subtle elements (tanm°tras).73

Taking account of this,  Cakrap°∏i says that this doctrine of  a subtle body

(°tiv°hikaøar¢ra)  is described in the agama and it implies S°Δkhya °gama.74

The Yoga view is that there is no need of such an intermediate subtle body.

For the yogins, each self has a separate all pervading mind (citta). Each

mind associates itself with a particular body by virtue of the fact that its

manifestations (v§tti) are seen in that body. So the manifestations of the

all-pervading mind cease to appear in its dying body and become operative

in a new body that is born. Thus, there is no need of admitting a subtle

body.75 The Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ikas also do not accept such a subtle body. The

Ved°ntins also speak of a subtle body. Accordingly, the transmigrating subtle

body (li¥gaøar¢ra) is constituted by the five sense capacities of  action, the

five sense capacities of cogntion, the fine particles of the five physical

elements (apaμc¢k§tabh£tas), the five divisions of the internal air (pr°∏a,

ap°na, ud°na, vy°na, and sam°na), intellect,  ignorance (avid°), desire, and

action.76  Vijμ°nabhik¿u says that  the subtle body is a tapering like thing

no bigger than a thumb and that it pervades the whole body just like a flame

that pervades the whole room.77
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Though the classical S°Δkhyas and the Ved°ntins accept a subtle body

as Caraka, there is a difference in their conceptions. In CarakasaΔhit°,

consciousness, ""I - consciousness'', and the ten sense capacities are not

recognized as constituents of the subtle body. But in the S°Δkhya and the

Ved°nta philosophy they are also recognized as the constituents of the subtle

body.

Mind

Mind, the inner instrument in the empirical subject or r°ø¢puru¿a, is

responsible for deliberation.78  Mind and its objects are conceived as spiritual

substances.79  The words employed in CarakasaΔhit°  to denote mind are

manas80 and sattva81. It is something significant to note that Caraka does not

use the word citta that is found used in other systems. It has been pointed

out by Caraka that the word cetas82  has been used by some others to denote

mind, but he restricts its further usage. The Ved°ntins   also look upon citta

as an additional inner instrument (anta≈kara∏a). 83

Mind as a sense organ

Caraka does not distinctly say that mind is a sense organ. But it is

considered as one among the twelve instruments of cognition, action, and

feelings.84  It presides over sense organs of both cognition and action. It

motivates and coordinates various sensory and motor activities. In

consonance with the main stream thought, mind is regarded as an instrument

of the self in CarakasaΔhit°. It is devoid of consciousness.  But, being

illuminated by the consciousness of the self, it is   activated.85  Consequently,
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mind becomes instrumental in all psychic functions.  The Jainas also do not

consider mind as a sense organ.86 Suøruta87 and the S°Δkhya philosophy88

recognize mind as a sense organ with dual function. In other words, for

them, it is both a sense organ of cognition and a sense organ of action for it

elaborates the functions of both intellectually.89 In the view of the Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas also mind is a sense organ.90 They define mind as a sense organ

which is instrumental in acquiring the knowledge of the specific qualities

of the self like pleasure and pain.91

The M¢m°Δsak°s also define mind as a sense organ instrumental in

the direct cognition of pleasure and the like.92 The schools of Ved°nta

expresses differing opinions in this regard. The proponents of the indriya

thought cite the verse from Paμcadaøi93  while others cite the verse from the

Bhagavat G¢ta94 in defense of their versions.95

Origin and nature of mind

There remains ambiguity in a CarakasaΔhit°   with regard to the origin

of mind. Caraka, after giving a vertical evolutionary enumeration starting

with avyakta and ending with the physical elements (kh°d¢ni), states that

everything is further   emanated without making explicit its sequence in the

cosmological discription.96 So it is not possible to say strictly whether mind

is a derivative of ""I-consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra) or a product of the physical

elements (bhautika).  It is significant to note that Caraka, who keeps a

mysterious silence about the three gu∏as, namely sattva, rajas, and tamas

in his cosmological description, consider that mind is constituted by sattva,
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rajas, and tamas.97 Again, rajas and tamas are being described as the two

main pathogenic factors of mind.98  This conception of mind leads to the

conclusion that Caraka's conception of mind is physical. But this is quite

contrary to his conception of mind as a spiritual substance. So what is to be

understood is that the spirituality of mind is nothing but the acquired

spirituality due to contact with the conscious self. Mind is atomic and

unitary in each empirical subject.99

Caraka not only states that there is only one mind in each individual;

he also denies the multiple nature of mind.  Caraka affirms that mind in the

same individual appears to be multiple in nature due to variation in the

perception of its own objects (sv°rthas), motivation and perception of sense-

objects (indriy°rthas), intellectual elaboration (saΔkalpa). Similarly, it

takes different forms in accordance with its constituents, namely sattva,

rajas, and tamas.  Mind is unitary and so it cannot motivate or establish

contact with many senses simultaneously. So, by no means, there occurs the

simultaneous function of sense capacities. 100

Based on the notion of the non-simultaneity of volition and action,

K°øyapasaΔhit° also expresses the view that mind is unitary.101   Another

important nature of mind referred to by Caraka is its fickle nature. While

advising physicians about the importance of concentration in diagnosis, he

reminds them to control the fickle nature (caμcalatva) of mind.102 In the

Bhagavat G¢ta also mind is described as very fickle, which is extremely

difficult to control.103
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In the classical S°Δkhya,  mind is regarded as a modification of ""I-

consciousness''  and hence it is  non-physical (abautika)104 They admit

neither the atomicity (a∏utva) nor the ubiquitous nature (vibhutva) of mind.

Vijμ°nabhik¿u attributes a medium dimension (madhyamaparim°∏a) to

mind.105 Mind is ephemeral like other sense organs because all sense organs

are manifestations.106

The Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas regard mind as a   substance. But, for them it is

not a physical substance, for it has no externally perceivable specific

quality.107 It is to be remembered here that Raghun°tha ·iroma∏i regards

mind as bhautika.108  But he does not make clear about the kind of physical

element mind it is made of. As far as the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas are concerned,

mind is not °haΔk°rika . It is also not spiritual since there is absolute

absence of consciousness. It is an inner sense like the external senses. So

the inner sense is not a knower or a thinker that provides the ground our

personal identity.109 For them mind is not a product. It is an eternal.110 On

the basis of the non-simultaneity of cognitions it is concluded that the mind

is atomic111 and unitary.112  It resides in the heart.113  M¢m°Δsakas say that

mind is all-pervasive (vibhu)  and motionless114   They establish its all-

pervasiveness based  on inference.115  The Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ikas refute this on

the ground that the self also being vibhu the conjunction of mind with the

self  should be eternal. Again, if the of self-mind conjunction is accepted as

eternal,  there is no possibility to account for sleep.116  The Ved°ntins consider

that mind is  not conscious (acit). It is  like matter.117 Elsewhere, ·a¥kara

states that "it is bhautika on the basis of the Upani¿adic words'.118
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Location of mind

The heart (h

§

daya ) is the vital centre of mind. It coexists with buddhi,

indriya, °tm°,  ojas and the channels of circulation. 119   The heart is the

vital centre of all physical and mental functions and so it is called

mahadartha.120 An injury to heart will lead to fainting or even death.121 Caraka

further states that when the psychical do¿as of sattva and rajas predominate

mind, permeate the heart, get aggravated by emotions like passion, anger,

fear causing epilepsy (apasm°ra).122 It may be relevant to note in this context

the concept of mind postulated in the BhelasaΔhit°. Bhela considers manas

and citta as two different entities. Mind is said to preside over all the sense

organs  and i s  loca ted  be tween the  head  and the  pa la te

(øirastalvantargat°Δ).123  For him, citta is a derivative of manas. It resides

in the heart and causes cognitions, motivations and all other psychic states.

Accordingly, citta captures that which is apprehended by manas  and thereby

gives rise to determinate cognition ascertaining  virtues and faults.124   Bhela

keeps this distinction throughout. While discussing the pathogenesis of

unm°da, he concedes that the do¿as vitiate manas positioned between the

head and the palate first and then only they vitiate citta.125 Suøruta also

admits that mind co-exists with the self and consciousness in the heart.126

Dalha∏a,127 Cakrap°∏i,128 and V°gbha∂a129 also recognize the heart as the

site of mind.

The S°Δkhyas do not accept a particular location of mind.130 Mind

pervades the whole body and has a medium dimension. So it cannot be
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accommodated in a small space, like heart. But Pataμjali  say that the mind

is located in the heart.131  The Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas also agree to the point that

mind is located in the heart.132 They are also of the view that sleep occurs

when the atomic mind enters into the vein called purtat.133  This is something

different from the view of Caraka. According to Caraka , sleep occurs when

the mind, sensory organs, and motor organs get exhausted and disassociate

themselves from their objects.134 But the space  where the mind resides during

sleep is not specified.  In both cases there remains some difficulty in

accounting for sleeping condition. Evenif the atomicity of mind is accepted,

the continuity of its contact with the self remains unobstructed.  The reason

is that the self being all-pervading must be present wherever the mind

resides. However, the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ikas sought to remove this difficulty

by the assumption that the contact of mind with the sense of touch is a

general condition for all cognitions. But this is arbitrary. The phenomena

of sleep and wakefulness can be sufficiently accounted for by the conjunction

and severance of mind with the sense organs as has been described by Caraka.

Functions of Mind

According to Caraka mind has five objects, namely thinking (cintya),

consideration (vic°rya), cogitation (£hya), meditation (dhyeya), and

determination (saΔkalpa), 135  and four kinds of specific functions called

control or direction of senses (indriy°bhigraha), self-restraint (svavi¿aya

nigraha) ,  cogi ta t ion (£ha ) ,  and considerat ion (vic°ra) . 136   Things

apprehended by mind   independent of the sense organs, even if the sensory
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faculty is involved, are called cintya.137  It is a thought process of

determining   whether something is obligatory or not.138 Object that is

subjected to reflection by reason on its fitness to be acquired or rejected is

vic°rya.139 Cogitation or speculation is nothing but the indeterminate

knowledge.140  That is, a hypothesis is made about the things in the form of

""this may happen'' in a given situation.141 The destination focused by

abstract concentration is called dhyeya.142 The object about which a mental

resolve is  made after ascertaining i ts  merit  and demerit  is  called

saΔkalpa.143

In perception, the function of mind is to apprehend the object through

the external senses by directing them or controlling them. When the external

sense organs give immediate impressions of their objects, mind intervenes

in those discrete impressions. It discriminates between the advantageous

and disadvantageous through ratiocination.144 Further they are presented to

the ""I-consciousness''. The ""I-consciousness'' causes an attachment in the

synthesized knowledge in the form of ""this is mine or so''.145 Finally

determinate cognition (buddhi) arises impelling the individual to speak or

act.146

It is due to the association of the conscious self  the mind conceive the

external world. Mind has the capacity of being affected through the mediation

of the sense object contact. Awareness of the objects occurs in the

witnessing self. Thus, mind performs the synthesizing and objectifying

function.
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Regarding the function of mind, the S°Δkhya system does not make

much difference either. In their view, the specific function (v§tti) of mind

is saΔkalpa. The mind intervenes in the discrete sense impressions or

sensations, discriminates between the qualifier and the qualified, synthesizes

it through logical processes or reasoning and presents them to the ""I-

consciousness'' and thereby to the intellect (buddhi).147 Mind not only does

the preliminary function of coordinating the various sense-data, but also

makes preliminary decisions about the actions necessitated by perception.

It organizes perception and the ideas generated by it and the desires and

intentions of the individual.148  One of the main differences of the S°Δkhyas

with Caraka is that they do not agree with the non-simultaneity of cognition.

The S°Δkhyas say that perception occurs simultaneously or gradually. It

occurs simultaneously when there is a direct cognition.149

In Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school, the inner sense is not a knower or  a thinker

that provides the ground of our personal identity.150 It is an indispensable

inner instrument (kara∏a) responsible for all kinds of cognition . Sense

organs cannot perceive objects in the absence of mind. Knowledge of external

objects arises when there is a conjunction of the mind with the self, the

sense organs, and the object.  Similarly mind is instrumental in the cognition

of pleasure, pain, desire, aversion and the like.151 In the Ved°ntic view mind

has a three-fold function, namely decision (adhyavas°ya), self-love

(abhim°na), and reflection (cint°). It reveals to the self the inner states of
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pleasure and pain and with the assistance of external instruments corresponds

with the outer states.152

Proof for the existence of mind

Caraka gives, as proof, the absence and presence of cognition. Even if

there exists the contact of the self, sense capacities and object, cognition

won't take place if the mind is not operating. Cognition is produced in

accordance with the conjunction of mind.153

This stands very close to the proof put forward by Ka∏°da and

Ak¿ap°da who posit the non-simultaneity of cognition as evidence for the

existence of mind. The proof adduced by Ka∏°da is the fact that knowledge

is produced or not according to the conjunction of mind with the self, sense

capacities, and objects. That is, cognition won't arise in the absence of the

concurrence of mind with the self and sense capacities.154  Praøastap°da

argues there must be an instrument to perceive pleasure and pain which are

not perceived through the external senses. That instrument  is mind.155

Ak¿ap°da says that cognitions  are always successive and never

simultaneous. He also favours a linear succession of internal states with

the self as the abiding owner.156 The proof is that the self cannot cognize

more than one sensation at a time, because mind can establish only one

relation between the self and the sense organ at a time.157 So mind, the

principal auxiliary of the self, responsible for the generation of internal

states must be counted as unifunctional. Almost all others also accept the

unifunctional nature of mind. Although the inner sense is unifunctional, it
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can move at  breakneck and appear to be multifunctional.158 Though scholars

like Raghun°tha øiroma∏i  do not favour the idea that the presence of mind

is the cause of non-simultanity of cognitions.159  Almost all other thinkers

of the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika  school reiterate the above mentioned proofs adduced

by Ka∏°da and Ak¿ap°da for establishing the existence and atomicity of

mind.

Body - mind interaction

It is a fact that every mental state influences the bodily condition,

which in turn will influence the mental state. For instance, It is our experience

that every act of exhaling and inhaling and every act of digestion or secretion,

demand a corresponding mental state.  Similarly, when the body is worn

out, one may not be able to concentrate.  So the serious problem to be

discussed in relation to the theoretical conception of mind in CarakasaΔhit°

is the body-mind interaction, for the whole concept of maintenance of health

hinges on the psychosomatic interaction.

But, as a matter of fact, there is no difficulty in explaining the

interaction between the bodily states and the internal states because the

conscious self, the radiated mind, and the body are in contact with each other

and together they  form the body-mind self complex. Actually, in final

analysis, mind is not spiritual. It is a unity of sattva, rajas and tamas which

are subject to change. Self is the real unchanging spiritual substance for it

is the substratum of consciousness. Mind is called spiritual in the sense

that it is being radiated by the self. Above all, Caraka does not consider
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mind and matter as ontologically different and irreducible. On the contrary,

he accepts a unity at the ontological level for both mind and body are the

manifestations of the unmanifest. Both the mind and the body emerge from

the unmanifest and merge into the same. So there is no problem in assuming

the psycho-somatic interaction.

The account of mind given by Caraka is mainly based on the analysis

in the light of his metaphysical as well as anatomical and physiological

conceptions. If we look at the above description, it can be seen that his

theoretical conception of mind contains some of the ideas found in other

systems. For instance, he agrees with the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika with regard to

the atomic and unifunctional nature of mind. But he does not accept their

psychophysical  dual ism according to which mind and matter  are

ontologically different. Similarly, in consonance with the S°Δkhyas, he

conceives mind as a thinker providing ground for one's personal identity.

But he does not accept the medium dimension proposed by the S°Δkhyas.

In addition to that Caraka do not accept the simultaneity of cognition. It is

also significant to note that the assumption in no way agrees with that of

the M¢m°Δsakas. The main contradiction is that Caraka considers mind as

atomic and mobile or fickle, while it is static and all-pervading for the

M¢m°Δsakas.  However, the assumption of the M¢m°Δsakas are not

reliable, for if we accept an all-pervading static mind, then we will  be forced

to admit  the contact of the mind with all  the sense organs at a time and

there  would be a variety of simultaneous perceptions. Also, such a contact

will continue uninterrupted and there would be no sleep.
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Sense capacities

One of the outstanding features of CarakasaΔhit°  is its great concern

for the sense capacities.  Caraka classifies the sense capacities into two

groups, namely the five cognitive sense capacities and the five action

capacities. The five sense capacities of cognition are (1) the sense of vision

(cak¿u), (2) the sense of hearing (ørotra), (3) the sense of smell (ghr°∏a),

(4) the sense of taste (rasana), and (5) the sense of touch (tvak).160 The five

action capacities are those of (1) handling (p°∏i), (2) walking-(p°da),

(3) excretion (p°yu), (4) reproduction (upastha), and  (5) speech (v°k).161

Of these five the sense capacities of action the sense capacity of speech is

the noblest in so far as the articulation of truth is concerned. The articulation

of truth represents light and that of untruth stands for darkness.162 Caraka

holds that mind, intellect (buddhi), five action capacities (karmendriyas),

and five sense capacities of cognition (budhh¢ndriyas) are the instruments

of the self for action, sensation, and cognition. In the absence anyone of

these instruments, one cannot act or enjoy the fruit the actions.163 The sense

capacities of cognition receive impressions by establishing direct contact

with the external objects and the action capacities act upon the objects

perceived.

    The S°Δkhyas164 and the Ved°ntins165 also construe the action

capacities as external sense organs. But the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika system does

not recognize them as sense capacities. They recognize only the five external

instruments of apprehension as sense capacities. Jayantabha∂∂a even argues
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that if the action capacities are regarded as sense capacities then many other

bodily organs should be considered because the throat has the function of

swallowing food, the breasts have the function of embracing, the shoulders

have the function of carrying and so on. More over, if different parts of the

body are treated as sense organs, there will remain no body other than the

sense organs. So they must not be treated as sense-organs.166

Sense capacities of cognition

The theories of the sense capacities of cognition evolved in India are

completely different from those of the west, because they are based on

metaphysical speculations rather than the Western scientific methods of

observation and experiment.167 Western philosophy, by and large, identify

the cognitive sense organs with different bodily parts like the sense organs

of vision, that is to say the eye is identified with the eye balls. But Indian

thought, with the exception of the materialists, has never identified the sense

capacities with the bodily locations. They are conceived as imperceptible

capacities.168 Caraka is also no exception to this. In relation to the cognitive

sense capacities, he says that there are five sense capacities, five material

substances  that constitute the sense capacities, five seats of the senses,

five sense objects and five sense perceptions.169 Accordingly,  eyes (ak¿¢∏i),

tongue (jihv°), ears (kar∏au), nostrils (n°sike), and skin (tvak) are the end

organs which serve as the  locations (adhi¿∂°nas)170 of the respective sense

capacities  of vision (cak¿u), hearing (ørota), smell (ghr°∏a),  taste (rasana),

and touch (sparøana). The objects of the five sense capacities are colour,
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sound, smell, taste, and touch.171 The sense perceptions are visual, auditory,

olfactory, gustatory and tactile perceptions. It is very clear from this

description that the sense capacities of cognition are different from

physiological sites or end organs. It is conceived that the sense capacities

are centered in the heart along with the two upper limbs, two lower limbs,

trunk and the head, consciousness, the self with all its attributes, and the

mind.172 But quite different to this view, elsewhere,  in Siddhisth°na, it is

stated   that the sense capacities are centered in the head along with their

channels like the rays of the Sun.173  This difference may be because the

articulation in the Siddhisth°na is that of D§∑habala and not of Caraka.

Caraka had a clear conception of the sensory nerves relating to the cognitive

senses and motor nerves relating to the action capacities.174

Caraka does not give a formal definition to the sense capacities. Neither

the Ny°ya-s£tra nor the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra makes a difference in this respect.

·r¢dhar°c°rya gives a general definition taking into account the five

cognit ive sense capacit ies .  Accordingly,  sense capacit ies  are the

instrumental substances in the body which brings about direct perception.175

Udyodak°ra defines them as the instruments of perception of their respective

objects.176 According to AnnaΔbha∂∂a and Viøwan°tha, sense capacities are

those which  unite with the mind in order that there may be perception and,

at the same time, they  do not possess the perceptible or developed specific

qualities (udbh£taviøe¿agu∏a) with the exception of sound.177

In CarakasaΔhit°, the sense capacities are inferred to have been

constituted by physical elements. The special feature of this constitution is
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that each sense organ is partcularised by a physical element. Thus, the sense

of hearing is predominated by °k°øa, the sense of touch by air, sense of

vision by fire, sense of taste by water, and the sense of smell by earth.

Consequently, a sense capacity which is predominated by a particular

material element is able to receive the specific quality of that particular

element and, therefore, the five specific qualities of the five material

elements are received by their respective sense capacities only.178 The sense

capacities acquire this special feature due to the peculiar nature of successive

emanation of the physical elements resulting in the accumulation of their

qualities in a sequence.  Both the body and the sense capacities are formed

of the five physical elements. So sense capacities have a relation with the

gross physical body which makes possible their mutual transaction.179 This

concept of the sense capacities of cognition is quite different from the

concepts that we find in Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika,  M¢m°Δs°, classical ·°Δkhya,

Suøruta and Ved°nta.

In the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system the sense capacities are construed as

material (bhautika) and not as ahaΔk°rika.180 In that sense Caraka is in

consonance with them.  But the difference in Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika is that each

one of the sense faculties is formed of a particular pure physical element

and is restricted to its particular object. Thus, the visual organ is formed

purely by fire,181 auditory capacity by °k°øa,182 tactile by air,183 gustatory

by water,184 and olfactory by earth.185 They arrive at this conclusion on the

grounds that a particular quality is known by a particular sense faculty. The

olfactory capacity, for example, apprehends smell alone which is the specific
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quality of earth because it is made up of earth alone. If more elements were

present in the sense faculty, then it would sense the other qualities also.186

The M¢m°Δsakas also share the very same view of the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas.187

In classical S°Δkhya philosophy, the sense faculties exist and operate as

direct modifications of the ""I-consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra) and not of the

physical elements.188 Their  main contention against the physical nature of

sense capacity is that the elemental substances can pervade only those things

which are of the same magnitude. On the contrary things which are not so

made up are all pervading, and, as such can operate upon all things of

different magnitude.189  What they mean is that the sense capacities of

cognition are the determinate sensory psychophysical impulses which go to

the external objects  and receive impressions from them , and the sense

capacities  of action are the determinate motor psychophysical impulses

which react upon the objects perceived.190 However, this conception of the

sense capacities as direct evolutes of the ""I consciousness'' makes it

difficult to prove the specificity of the senses.191  The cognitive sense

capacities are regarded as having the same nature of the  physical elements

because the specific qualities of the substances are perceived.192 Suøruta, in

consonance with the S°Δkhyas, holds that all the eleven sense capacities

(including mind) evolve from vaik°rik°haΔk°ra  under the influence of

rajas.193

Similar to that of Caraka, the Ved°ntins also regard the sense capacities

as material. But the difference is that in the Ved°nta the cognitive sense

capacities are produced from the five subtle elements called tanm°tras
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particularly possessed of the ingredient of sattva in order.194 Similarly, the

five senses of action are produced from the five subtle elements (taken

singly) which  particularly the rajastic ingredients.195

According to Carak, firstly,    the  cognitive sense capacities are capable

of producing perceptual knowledge when they are motivated by the mind

which controls it.196 Secondly, they can perceive a specific quality only if

the specific quality that predominates the object and the sense capacity are

the same.  The third and the most significant feature of the sense capacities

is that they are capable of producing perception through contact with the

objects having identical specific qualities by their peculiar characteristic

of vibhutva.197  For instance, the sense of vision grasps the object at its

place. Here, vibhutva should not be understood as the all pervading or

ubiquitous in nature like that of the self. If so, there will be the perception

of all things at all times. It only implies the ability of the sense capacities

for contraction and dilation according to the object, smaller or bigger, they

come into contact with, like a flame that pervades a whole room.   Since the

sense capacities are different from the end organs (adhi¿∂°nas), there is no

difficulty for Caraka in holding that the visual sense capacities reach out to

objects, instead of stimuli from objects coming to the sensory nerves.    Thus,

perception is conceived as a psychophysical process in CarakasaΔhit°. It

follows that medicines  applied to the end organs would make corresponding

effects in those which inhere in them.198

The  peculiarity of the description of sense capacities as having both

the nature of the physical nature and pervasive nature (vibhutva) reveals
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that it is a synthesis of the concepts of  the S°Δkhyas who hold that the

sense capacities are evolutes of ""I-consciousness'' and pervasive, and of

the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas who hold  that sense capacities are physical.  The

synthesis has enabled Caraka to account for the pr°pyak°ritva nature of the

sense capacities. Pr°pyak°ritva is the characteristic of  the sense capacities

to apprehend the object by coming into direct contact with them,199  The

Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas agree with the S°Δkhyas in holding that the sense

capacities are pr°pyak°ritva. But they refuse to accept them as the evolutes

of ""I-consciousness'' and their pervasive nature.200     However, the Jainas

and the Buddhists do not consider all the sense capacities as pr°pyak°ri.

The Buddhists regard the sense capacities of smell, taste, and touch as

pr°pyak°ri and the sense capacities of vision and hearing as apr°pyak°ri.

They apprehend their objects at a distance with out reaching them.201 The

Jainas regard the visual sense capacity as apr°pyak°ri and all other capacities

as pr°pyak°ri. The visual organ perceives its objects at a distance with the

help of light with out getting at it.202

Caraka holds that the organ of touch pervades all the sense capacities

and also the mind.203 No sensation is possible with out the contact of the

sense organ of touch. So perception is possible only if objects fall with in

the range of touch. Thus, the sense of touch is conterminous with all the

senses.  The most conspicuous aspect of this theory is that the sense of

touch is in perpetual relation with the mind while the mind in turn pervades

and governs the sense of touch. So, even though the sense of touch pervades

all the senses, there is no chance of simultaneous perception because it
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occurs only where the atomic mind is active.204    Skin is only the end organ

of touch and  consists of six layers.205 Ak¿ap°da refers to a similar theory

which considers that the sense of touch is the only sense organ and refutes

it.206  This is further reiterated by Jayantabha∂∂a.207    At the same time, the

later Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ikas believe that the sense of touch  pervades the whole

body.208  They also consider that the contact mind with the sense of touch as

a general condition  for cognition.209  The sense perceptions are all

determinate and at the same time momentary in nature. 210   However, we

cannot set aside the view point of Caraka that the sense capacities  are

physical as well as pervading because it is not a mere hypothesis but an

inferential knowledge based on empirical analysis.
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Chapter - VI

SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE (pram°∏as )

The Sanskrit word pram°∏a, as indicated by its constituents, denotes

source of knowledge. It is derived from the root ""ma''1  which means to

measure by prefixing ""pra'' and dissolving the instrumental infix ""lyu∂''.

The word has three different but closely connected meanings: (1) a source

of knowledge with out referring to its being either true or false, (2) a source

of valid knowledge or (3) a means of scrutiny.2 Thus, pram°∏a basically

deals with the moot epistemological question ""How do we know?'' Probably

it is one of the toughest problems that the human thought has ever confronted.

It dwells on various types of knowledge from sensory experience to

transcendental perception of ultimate reality. CarakasaΔhit° includes a

comprehensive treatment of the various sources of knowledge from an

epistemologist's point of view.

Caraka was circumspect of the fact that a person who wants to become

a successful physician must know the reality of human constitution and the

world beyond his nerve endings, their relations, and the universal principle

which co-ordinates and governs them. Also, he was aware of the fact that

the knowledge gained must open to view what is hidden and must have the

competence to lead to fruitful efforts. So a proper understanding of the

sources of knowledge is essential, since the knowledge that derives from it
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manifests objects by removing the mist and veil. It is with this view that

Caraka, the extreme realist, incorporates the sources of knowledge in which

both rational and practical aspects are found complementary. It finally gives

his compendium a philosophical as well as scientific temper.

Classification and general definition

A number of definitions have been given by the various system makers

for pram°∏as. But Caraka does not give a general definition. Caraka starts

the description of the sources of knowledge with the categorization of all

entities as the existent and the-consequent non-existent revealing that he is

an extreme realist. For him the external world is a reality and is accessible

to reason. Thus, he classifies reality into two namely  things that exist (sat)

and things that do not exist (asat).  He further classifies the sources of valid

knowledge into verbal testimony (°ptavacana), perception (pratyak¿a),

inference (anum°na), and heuristic (continuous) reasoning (yukti) and they

are collectively called examination (par¢k¿a).3 On certain occasions, he

speaks of three divisions of the sources of knowledge only.4  Cakrap°∏i

says that yukti is not stated separately in this context because it is implied

by inference.5 In addition to the above mentioned four pram°nas, he also

refers to other three pram°nas namely analogy (aupamya,), presumption

(arth°pr°pti) and inclusion or probability (saΔbhava).6  Among them,

aupamya and arthapr°pti, correspond to upam°na and arth°patti. However,

the sources of knowledge which Caraka recognizes as the most important

are verbal testimony (°ptavacana), perception (pratyak¿a), inference
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(anum°na), and heuristic reasoning (yukti). They are designated by the

common term par¢k¿a. Others are  not raised to such a rank.

The use of the term par¢k¿a for the sources of knowledge, in general,

is peculiar to CarakasaΔhit° and it primarily pinpoints to the fact that they

are being conceived as a means of verification leading to right cognition or

true judgment. Thus, what is real is of the nature that it submits to the

scrutiny of reason and naturally the word par¢k¿a is used in the third sense

of the word pram°∏a cited above. This shows his rationalistic and pragmatic

approach to knowledge. It was inevitable for Caraka to employ and explain

the source of true judgment. Elsewhere he himself says that specific features

of diseases can be determined by the three different sources of valid

knowledge namely, perception (pratyak¿a), inference (anum°na), and verbal

testimony (øabda).7

The word par¢k¿a signifies scrutiny and so it is the most accurate word

for the source of reflective knowledge described by Caraka.  Caraka has

significantly stated that in order to arrive at infallible knowledge of diseases

one should acquire verbal knowledge first and then proceed to examine by

direct observation (pratyak¿a) and inference (anum°na).8 Quite similar to

that, in Ny°yabh°¿ya, inference is being treated as the final source of true

judgment of things that are known by perception and verbal testimony. It is

in this sense that inference is called °nv¢k¿a and the Ny°ya system which

works by it is °nv¢k¿ik¢9. If Caraka recognizes perception and inference as

sources of examination for true judgment, V°tsy°yana declares that

inference is the final source of judgmental knowledge10.This shows the
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development in the concept of par¢k¿a expressed by Caraka in the later period

in Ny°ya philosophy.

Ka∏°da does not give a general definition of pram°∏as. Instead of that,

he defines valid knowledge as the knowledge free from all faults11. The

Ny°ya-s£tra also gives no general definition of the source of knowledge.

But his commentators V°tsy°yana12 and Udyotak°ra13 define it as the cause

of cognition. Bh°sarvajμa defines pram°∏a as the source of right cognition.14

Jayantabha∂∂a defines it as the collection of all the conditions of true

judgment which are other than illusory or doubtful.15

Quite similar to the Naiy°yikas, the Bh°∂∂as define it as the instrument

of knowledge which brings about the valid cognition of an object which is

not previously comprehended.16 Experience which is other than recollection

is pram°∏a for the Pr°bh°karas.17   The Buddhists consider the knowledge

which is not contradicted by experience as valid knowledge (avisaΔv°dakaΔ

jμ°naΔ samyakjμ°naΔ).18 The Buddhist logician Dinn°ga defines it as that

which brings about the cognition of an object which is not previously

comprehended.19 The Ved°nta-s£tra does not pay more attention to the

pram°∏as, the source and authority of knowledge, than the other systems20.

Even though various thinkers have given their own definitions, all of

them agree to the point that pram°∏as are sources of valid knowledge leading

to effective activity21. The pram°∏as accepted by the different schools of

thought are as follows: The C°rv°kas admit only perception as a source of

valid knowledge.22 The Buddhists23  and Vaiøe¿ikas,24  admit two, perception
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and inference; the S°Δkhyas25 three: perception, inference, and verbal

testimony; the Naiy°yikas26 four: perception, inference, analogy,and verbal

testimony as sources of valid knowledge; the Pr°bh°karas27 recognize a fifth

one also, namely presumption (arth°patti) ; the Bh°∂∂as28 and the Ved°ntins29

admit one more, non-apprehension (abh°va); the Paur°∏ikas30again adds two

more, probability (saΔbhava) and historical tradition (aitihya).

As far as Àyurveda is concerned, it has got a high pragmatic value. It

makes use of the pram°∏as in diagnosis of diseases and applying therapeutic

measures as has been exemplified in CarakasaΔhit°. After grasping the

characteristic features of the disease from scriptural testimony, the physician

examines the diseased by direct observation and inference and arrives at a

conclusion regarding the disease .One who is skillful in operating this

procedure seldom fails to act properly as a physician.31

Verbal Testimony (øabda)

In the theory on the source of knowledge, perception occupies the

undisputed place because it is immediate cognition. Moreover, it is the

foundation on which all other pram°∏as operate. So perception is discussed

first in all most all philosophical systems. Quite contrary to that, Caraka

places primacy on verbal testimony because in Àyurveda scriptural

knowledge is an essential prerequisite for a physician. It is only after

attaining competency in scriptural testimony that a physician becomes

proficient in making use of the other sources of knowledge for diagnosis.

In Indian tradition, it is a conventional belief that truth reveals itself to a
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man with pure heart and chaste mind when he engages in sincere and deep

meditation, with a view to providing social welfare and without the slightest

trace of selfish interest. Such is the belief in the ultimate revelatory nature

of knowledge.32

Caraka defines verbal testimony as the authoritative instructions of

reliable persons (°pta).33 Trustworthy persons (°ptas) are authoritative and

enlightened persons who are freed from rajas and tamas by spiritual

endeavour and knowledge. Such persons have a clear and untainted vision of

things belonging to the present, the past, and the future. The teachings of

such trustworthy persons are regarded as authentic.34 Their words are

regarded as authentic because they have an unimpaired memory and complete

knowledge free from doubts, attachment, and affliction.35   Further øabda is

seen to be included in the table of logical terms. There it is said that a word

(øabda) is a collection of letters and that it is of four kinds, namely perceived

purport (dr¿∂°rtha), unperceived purport (adr¿∂°rtha), truth (satya) and

untruth (an§ta).36 According to this definition and division, øabda refers to

articulations of all types without considering whether they are authoritative

or not. It brings about some ambiguity due to the inclusion of untruth as

one of its divisions.  It may mislead to the conclusion that statements of

any person can be treated as a source of valid cognition. But according to

the CarakasaΔhit° itself, all sentences, particularly of untruth, in no way,

can be treated as the source of valid cognition. Caraka has not only explained

in clear terms the specific qualities essential for a man to be recognized as

a trustworthy person, but he has also cautioned that the intoxicated, mad,
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the illiterate persons and persons having attachment should not be treated

as bona fide37.

Caraka primarily accepts Vedas as authoritative scriptures (°pt°gama).

He includes the knowledge of moral rule, spiritual goals and practices

derived from the Vedic scriptures in verbal testimony. At the same time,

the duly verified and established doctrines by critical thinkers in other secular

disciplines which do not contradict the objects of Veda and are aimed at the

well-being of the universe were also treated with greater importance38. This

shows his unbiased synthesizing attitude. Referring to this, P.V. Sarma

points out that Caraka was a dai¿∂ika who accepted both °stika and n°stika

views as logic permitted. Di¿ta is a term which P°∏ini puts in between asti

and n°sti. The last two are at opposite poles while the first one (di¿∂a)

balances the two. The dai¿∂ikas, choose one of the two after critically

examining the facts and circumstances39. However we cannot deny the fact

that Caraka was an °stika even though he adopted a neutral approach.

Ak¿ap°da describes verbal testimony as the assertion of a worthy

person (°pta) which is further followed by the later thinkers.40 With regard

to the question as to who an °pta is, V°tsy°yana says that he is one who

operates through the direct and intuitive knowledge of things. Quite different

from the M¢m°Δsakas, the Naiy°yikas consider that the knowledge derived

from the Vedas is valid, since they are the utterances of ¢øvara. He adds

that °ptas need not be sages. Even foreigners (mlecchas) can be °ptas.41 It

is relevant to note that the Ny°ya-s£tra refers to only the first two divisions,
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namely d§¿∂°rtha and ad§¿∂°rtha.42 This is certainly because he is fully aware

of the fact that articulations of the truth will only come under the purview

of øabda and as such the divisions are enough. Thus, he excludes untruth

from øabda. The Bh°∂∂a M¢m°Δsakas describe verbal testimony in the

following way: When the words of a sentence are heard there arises the

recollection of the meaning of the words. The recollection gives rise to sense

of the sentence, which is not in contact.43 They give a different division of

verbal testimony namely human (pauru¿eya) and superhuman (apauru¿eya).

The first is the words of reliable persons and the second is the Vedic

scriptures.44  The Pr°bh°kara M¢m°Δsakas, at the same time, recognize

only the Vedic scriptures as verbal cognition.45 The reason is that though

the words of a man lead to the inference of the intention of the speaker they

do not convey themselves the meaning of the sentence because their capacity

is made blunt by doubt.46 Ka∏°da asserts that the cognition derived from

verbal testimony is a variety of inference and it is attested by his followers.

In classical S°Δkhya, reliable authority (°pt°gama) is verbal testimony.47

The Ved°ntins and Pr°bh°kara M¢m°Δsakas consider only the Vedic

scriptures as authority. At the same time, Caraka, S°Δkhya, Ny°ya, and

some other systems consider the articulations of trustworthy persons as

authority.

Perception (pratyak¿a)

Sense perception is the natural and direct way of cognizing external

things. 1t leads to immediate cognition. In common with other living

creatures, man has the capacity for sensory experience. It is the principal
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means of once knowledge of the physical world.48 When a thing is directly

perceived, there is no desire for further cognition. For instance, when an

ordinary person hears from a reliable that there is fire in a certain place,

then he has the verbal knowledge of fire from his words. If he desires for

further definite cognition, he proceeds to the spot. There, on seeing the

smoke, he infers that there is the fire. If he again proceeds to have a

determinate cognition, he apprehends it when fire is presented before his

eyes. The cognition of fire attained by this direct sense-object contact is

perception. It is final and there ends his desire for further cognition of that

fire. So perception is placed as the first in the hierarchy of pram°∏as in all

other systems.

The Buddhist logician Dinn°ga defines perception as a kind of

knowledge which is devoid of determination.49 Dharmak¢rti, who improves

upon the definition, says that perception is a cognition that is generated by

the objects not associated with names, and which is not erroneous.50 Here,

the absence of association of names is denoted by the expression

kalpan°po∑ha.51  According to Dharmottara the cognition which is associated

with a name is determinate (savikalpaka).52  Thus, perception is non-

erroneous indeterminate cognition (nirvikalpaka).53

In Ny°ya philosophy, Ak¿ap°da defines perception as the cognition

which arises from the connection between the sense organ and the object,

which is devoid of the association with verbal cognition, which is not

erroneous, and which is of the nature of certainty.54 Accordingly, if a
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perceptual judgment generated by the contact of sense with the object is to

be true it must satisfy three conditions, namely (1) it must not be associated

with verbal cognition (avyapadeøyaΔ) (2) it must not be erroneous

(avyabhic°ri), and (3) it must be determinate (vyavas°y°tmakaΔ). Of them

the first condition implies that when the perception of an object takes place,

it must not be associated with a word or a name heard from a person uttering

it just at the time the object is perceived. For instance, when one sees a pot

and another says that ""here is a pot'' the knowledge derived from the

articulation is not to be taken as perception but as verbal. The second

condition is that it must not be erroneous. Erroneous cognition is the

cognition of a thing as what it is not. Sometimes there may be erroneous

cognitions from the contact of sense with the object. For example, when the

flickering at a distance comes into contact with the eye, it is often recognised

as water. This misapprehension is erroneous and hence it is not counted as

perception.55 As defined by Gangeøa Up°dhy°ya perceptual cognition is the

knowledge in which no other knowledge is instrumental.56  Ka∏°da does not

give a direct and independent definition of perception.  But it is implied by

certain s£tras57 which indicate that the contact of self, mind, sense, and object

is the source of perceptual knowledge. Praøastap°da, who classifies valid

knowledge into four (perceptive knowledge, inferential knowledge,

recollection, and knowledge of sages)58, defines perception as the knowledge

that which proceeds from the contacts of each sense-organ with its objects59.

Further he makes it clear that the immediate cause is the sense object contact

though the contact of the four namely self, mind, sense, and object is essential
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for perception, the immediate cause is sense-object contact. So it is taken

into consideration for the definition. The contact of the mind and self is a

general condition for all cognitions. Ka∏°da says that merits and demerits

of the perceiver, as well as time and space are also causal factors. Perception

of cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and volition are caused by the

contact between the self and the internal sense organ, mind.60

Jaimini, in his M¢m°Δsa-s£tra defines perception as cognition that is

produced when there is the contact of human sense organs61. The Bh°∂∂as

define it as valid knowledge generated by the contact of the senses with

their objects.62 The Pr°bh°karas say that perception is immediate cognition63.

In Advaita Ved°nta, mind is not an instrument of internal perception as an

organ. So they   do not accept the definition given by the Naiy°yikas, which

does not include internal perception, unless mind (antakara∏a) is considered

as its instrument  (indriya.).64 On the contrary, they accept the definition

given by the Pr°bh°karas.65 The Ved°ntins say that the immediacy of

knowledge, referred to here, does not rest on its being caused by the sense

organs, but it rests on the intrinsic characteristic of immediate presence of

the consciousness.66

Perception, according to classical S°Δkhya, is the determinate

cognition (adhyavas°ya) of each individual object67 by means of sense organs.

Though it is conceived as the function of buddhi, 68 ahaΔk°ra, and manas

are also involved in it.
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Caraka defines perception as the manifestation of the intellectual

faculty (buddhi) as a result of the contact of the soul, mind, sense organ,

and the object.69 As far as the perception of the external world is concerned,

the contact of external sense organs with the object is the immediate cause.

The contact of the self with the mind is, after all, a common condition for

all cognitions as has been stated in the case of the Naiy°yik°s. But it is

included in the definition of perception to bring the cognition of pleasure,

pain, desire, and aversion with in the purview of perception.70 The perception

of  these  qual i t ies  by  the  contac t  of  the  se l f  and mind i s  ca l led

°tmapratyak¿°71 and by the external sense organs is called sense perception

(indriya pratyak¿°). Cakrap°∏i speaks of five kinds of sense-object relation

based on the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system, which are not mentioned in

CarakasaΔhit°. The five relations thus stated are (1) saΔyoga, the relation

of sense organ with the substances like pot, (2) samyukta-samav°ya, the

relation with the quality (gu∏a) like colour of the pot through the thing in

which they inhere, (3) samyukta- samaveta-samav°ya,  the relation with the

universals of the those qualities like colourness (r£patva) of the pot which

inheres in the colour by samav°ya (4) samav°ya, the relation of the auditory

sense with the sound generating sound perception, (5) samavetasamav°ya,

the relation of the auditory sense with the universal of sound (øabdatva)

crea t ing  i t s  percept ion . 72 Cakrap°∏i  omi ts  the  s ix th  re la t ion

(viøe¿a∏aviøe¿yabh°va) which is construed as the cause of the perception

of non-existence. This explanation of perception given by Caraka is

something peculiar when compared to that of the other systems particularly
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S°Δkhya and Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika. It is a fact that all of them agree to the

point that sense-object proximity is the immediate cause of perceptive

knowledge. Still there exists a great difference between the cognising

processes among them.

   The S°Δkhyas descr ibe  the  knowing process  in  terms of

consciousness, ""I consciousness'', mind, and sense organs with out the

involvement of puru¿a which is unaffected, immutable pure consciousness.

The untainted and pure buddhi reaches out to the object and assumes the

form of the object as a pot or a cloth.73 When the sense-organs come into

contact with the object, the inertia (tamas) of the buddhi is overcome, and

the essence (sattva) springs forth from it, in consequence of which a definite

and determinate cognition of the object is produced.74 The process of

perception is further illustrated in the following way. Just like  the head

man of a village collects taxes from the villagers and hands them over to

the governor of the province; the governor to the  minister, and minister to

the King,  the external sense organs75 communicate the immediate discrete

impressions, and the mind ratiocinates them and gives them  to the ""I

consciousness'' (ahaΔk°ra) which appropriates them by its unity of

apperception and gives these self appropriated apperceived impressions to

the buddhi for the experience of the self (puru¿a).76 One of the important

points to be noted in this connection is the following.  The S°Δkhy°s

consider that puru¿a is distinct from the buddhi. At the same time they argue

that the manifestation of ahaΔk°ra in the form of ""I know'' is due to the

non-apprehension of the distinctness of puru¿a (pure consciousness) from
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the cognition present in the buddhi and so it is called abhim°na.77 The Ny°ya-

Vaiøe¿ikas do not admit this.78 For them buddhi is a specific quality of the

self .  Contradict ing the  S°Δkhya thesis ,  Udyotak°ra  says  that  i f

consciousness and soul were separate entities then the soul could not

apprehend thing presented in the buddhi, for the reason that apprehensions

of one conscious entity can never be cognized by another conscious entity.79

Supporting the view, ·ankaramiøra says that properties like cognition can

exist only as the properties of an agent. Manifestation of ahaΔk°ra in the

form of ""I know'' , ""I cognize'' and ""I intuit'' takes place only in

communion with the Self which is the substratum.80

Even though the Naiy°yikas overcome the constraints of dualism of

buddhi and puru¿a by regarding the former as quality of the self and lay

down the general condition of mind-self contact and special condition of

sense-object contact, they do not explain the specific functions of the

different factors involved in perception. Nor do they explain relations

between the self and the object and the correspondence between knowledge

forms and object forms.81

It is in this context that the Caraka's thesis of perception reveals its

uniqueness. Caraka describes the knowing process in terms of self, intellect,

""I consciousness'', mind, and sense organs. The perceptual faculty or buddhi

assumes the various forms as it enters the channels of different sense organs.

Thus, seeing becomes the colour seen; hearing assumes or becomes the sound

heard and so forth in accordance with the contact .  Similarly,  the

consciousness that enters the channels of mental faculty manifests itself
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into the forms of anxiety, sorrow, and so forth.82 This prima-facie evidence

may lead to the conclusion that the perceptual process construed by Caraka

is the very same process described in classical S°Δkhyas83 who consider

sense faculties as egoistic (°haΔk°rikas) giving room for the above

mentioned contradiction. But Caraka obviates this contradiction of dualism.

In Caraka's thesis, puru¿a is the ultimate substantial cause and at the same

time the agent of cognition, which is against the basic concept of classical

S°Δkhya who hold that puru¿a is an untainted indifferent spectator and has

no involvement in cognition. As far as Caraka is concerned, puru¿a is not an

indifferent spectator, but he is the real knower (jμa≈). The manifestation of

ahaΔk°ra in the form of ""I cognize'' is not because of the non-apprehension

of the distinctness of puru¿a by cognition present in the buddhi but because

of the truth that the self becomes the owner of cognition. With out admitting

such a fact, it is not possible to recognize puru¿a as the agent (karta) of all

actions and enjoyer (bhokta) of the fruit of all his actions. Another thing is

that just like the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika realists, Caraka, on the one hand, construes

sense capacities as physical and includes buddhi in the class of qualities.

On the other side, quite similar to that of the S°Δkhyas, buddhi is conceived

as the first evolute and determinate cognition as its modification. That is,

determinate cognition is the modification of the evolute buddhi which is

actually the material medium radiated by quality consciousness of the self.

So naturally, when objects are presented to the buddhi it becomes the

cognition of the self. So there does not arise the problem of cognising the

cognitions of conscious entity by another conscious entity as in the S°Δkhya
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philosophy. Thus, by accepting the involvement of self in the process of

cognition and by conceiving consciousness as the quality of the self, he has

successfully solved the basic constrain that the dualistic S°Δkhya faced

with. It is something unique of Caraka that it is not by confrontation with

the other systems but by accepting what is found reasonable in the Ny°ya,

Vaiøe¿ika, and S°Δkhya systems that he has formulated his thesis.

Caraka conceives the perceptual process as psychophysical from a

realistic point of view. But he does not maintain that the object perceived is

directly apprehended by one's sense capacities or mind. In cognizing an object

all that is directly known by the senses is its qualities. Though the five

sense-organs are constituted by all the five proto - physical elements, each

sense-organ is predominated by a particular element. Thus the sense of sight

is preponderated by fire, the sense of hearing by °k°øa, sense of smell by

earth, sense of taste by water, and the sense of touch by air. The contact of

the sense organs with the object is made possible by the identical nature

(tat svabh°v°t) of the proto-physical element in the sense organ and the

object, and also the pervasive nature (vibhutva) which is typical of the sense

organs84. The conditions namely  the identical nature of the predominating

element of the sense-organ and the object, and the pervasive nature of the

sense organ, which are described as the pre-requisites for perception are

some thing peculiar to Caraka. The objects are immediately presented to the

senses.  They form the ""sense-data''. Sensations mean the awareness of

sense-data.
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Apprehension of truth or the fact arises when all the necessary

conditions are fulfilled. Otherwise, invalid cognition in the form of an error,

doubt or disbelief results.85 For correct sense perception the sense organs

must be free from obstructions. It may be significant to note that the

CarakasaΔhit°, quite similar to that of the S°Δkhyas, refers to certain

obstacles to perception. They are over proximity, over distance, barrier,

inadequate functioning of sense organs, lack of attention, confusion with

other similar objects, overcome by stronger luminaries, and subtleness86.

Inference (anum°na)

The word anum°na is constituted by adding the prefix ""anu'' (after) to

the stem ""m°na'' (measuring) and it literally means measuring after. Keeping

in conformity with the etymological sense, V°tsy°yana defines inference

thus: Inference consists in subsequent measurement of an object (artha) by

the measuring sign.87 Thus, it means the source by which knowledge is

derived from knowledge. Anum°na is a logical process of acquiring

knowledge which consists in an ordered series of cognitive episodes. The

knowledge thus gained is called anumiti in Sanskrit which literally means

the consequent knowledge.

Before going to CarakasaΔhit°, let us see the explanations of anum°na

given in the various systems of philosophy. With the exception of the

C°rv°kas, all the philosophical systems admit inference as a mode of

knowing the world. The classical S°Δkhyas define inference as the cognition

based on the prior knowledge of the ""characteristic mark'' (li¥ga) and that
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which bears the mark (li¥gi).88 Iøvarak§¿∏a classifies inference into three

types89. But he does not further explain them. His commentators who name

them widely differ in their interpretation. Param°rtha's Chinese version on

S°Δkhya K°rik° calls them as p£rvavat, øeøavat and samanyato d§¿∂a90 and

interprets thus: (1) inference from the cause or a-priori, for example from

rain clouds the rain; (2) inference from the effect or a-posteriori, for example

it must have rained because the river is flowing; and (3) inference by

anology.   ln  Gaudap°da ' s  S°Δkhyak°r ikabh°¿ya ,  p£rvavat  and

samanyatod§¿∂a are the same as above while øeøavat is interpreted  in terms

of inference from a part to its whole. For instance, the saltiness of the whole

waters is inferred from its salty drop. V°caspatimiøra discusses all these

three inferences on the basis of a two fold division namely affirmative (vita)

and negative (avita). Vita  includes p£rvavat and s°m°nyatod§¿∂a as

affirmative. ·eøavat is negative (avita).91

Akøap°da who attaches much importance to the ways of knowing

states that inference preceded from  perception and that   it is of three kinds:

a-pr ior i  (p£rvavat ) ,  a -pos ter io i  ( øe¿avat )  and commonly  seen

(s°m°nyatod§¿∂a).92 V°tsy°yana explains that the perception mentioned

refers to the knowledge, the antecedents of which are the observation of the

invariable relation of the middle term (hetu) with the major term (s°dhya).

Thus by means of recollection of the  invariable relation and observation of

the middle term (hetu), the unknown object or the major term (s°dhya) is

inferred93. He further interprets the three kinds of inference in two ways.
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1. P£rvavat

(a) When the effect is inferred from a cause it is called p£rvavat94. For

instance, on seeing clouds we infer that there will be rain.

(b)The inference of an object from the perception of another thing

based on the prior perception of their invariable connection95. For example,

inferring of fire from smoke.

2. ·e¿avat

(a) It is the inference of the cause from the perception of the effect.96

For example, when one sees that the river is full and the current is swifter,

he infers that there has been rain.

 (b) Secondly the word øeøavat is interpreted as ""that which remains''

(pariøe¿a). Hence, øe¿avat amum°na (inference of exclusion) is that in which

with regard to an object some of the likely properties being denied, we infer

that remain. For example, sound is an entity and is transient, and these two

properties are common to substances, qualities, and actions. Then we

eliminate substancehood of sound, because sound inheres in a single

substance. Then we find that sound is not an action, because it is the

originator of another sound. Thus, through this elimination reasoning, we

arrive at the conclusion that sound must be a quality.97

3. S°Δ°nyatod § ¿∂a.

(a) It is an inference based on general observation. For instance, we

have observed a thing in a place different from where we have seen it before,
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only when it has moved. From this observed general fact we infer that the

sun must be moving even though we cannot perceive it.98

(b) Even when the relation of the middle term and the major term is

not perceptible, the major term is inferred from the similarity of the middle

term to something else99. For instance, the soul is inferred from the qualities

such as desire. Here the relation of desire and the like is not perceived. But

it is inferred that desire being a quality must inhere in a substance. And the

substance thus inferred is confirmed as soul.

Ka∏°da and Praøastap°da use the term lai¥gika for inference and define

it as valid knowledge derived from the comprehension of a sign (li¥ga).100

Li¥ga means the sign or middle term possessing pervasion or invariable

concomitance (vy°pti) with the major term (s°dhya). A middle term (li¥ga)

proper is expected to fulfill three conditions for a correct inferential

knowledge. They are: (1) It must be present in the locus or minor term

(pak¿a) where the major term (s°dhya) is to be inferred. (2) It must have

invariable concomitance with the major term in all other known inferential

loci (sapak¿a or positive example) (3) It must be absent in all such loci

which is devoid of s°dhya  (negative example or vipak¿a).101 Here the first

condition refers to the resident of sign or middle term (pak¿adharmata) while

the last two refer invariable concomitance. The sign which is devoid of either

one or two of the characteristics mentioned is called fallacious sign

(ali¥ga).102 The Bh°∂∂a M¢m°Δsakas define inference as the cognition of

what is not proximate resulting from the perception of what is pervaded103.

Infer r ing  for  onese l f  (sv°r th°num°na )  and  in fer r ing  for  o thers
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(par°rth°num°na) are the two types of inferences recognised by the later

Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika school104. Among the two, the latter is syllogism which

consists in a five step presentation (paμc°vayava or ny°ya)105 for the purpose

of generating a veridical cognition in another person.

Caraka was fully aware of the fact that the scope of perception is very

limited. Things beyond perception are unlimited. Even the things known

through sense faculties are themselves not really the objects of perception.

Moreover the assumption that things known through perception are the only

realities and that there exists nothing beyond is absurd. So Caraka says that

one has to rely on other sources of knowledge also for a complete

knowledge.106

Caraka defines anum°na as inferential process (tarka) based on

reasoning.107 Caraka accepts yukti that functions as a conjecture which helps

to arrive at true judgment in respect of the unknown object by the

elimination of contrary suppositions. Cakrap°∏i interprets the term yukti

in the articulation as invariable relation.108 Caraka asserts three things

regarding inference. They are: (1) Inference is a distinct source of knowledge

based on a prior perception. (2) There are three kinds of inference. (3)

Inferences have access to objects of three times109. Of them the first assertion

is that perception is the cause of inference. It implies that if one is to have

an inferential knowledge one must have an actual perceived knowledge of

the invariable concomitance between the middle term (li¥ga) and the the

major term (s°dhya) and must remember it at the time when one perceives

that particular sign.110 This knowledge of invariable concomitance is called
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"vy°ptijμ°na'111 and is considered as the instrumental cause of inference in

Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika. It must be noted Caraka has not mentioned the invariable

relation in its technical sense.

Though Caraka speaks of three different kinds of inferences, he neither

calls them by specific names nor defines them. Instead, he only exemplifies

them. The examples suggested are (1) the inference of fire from smoke, (2)

the inference of sexual intercourse from pregnancy, and (3) production of

fruit from the seed respectively.112 Cakrap°∏i, commenting on the dictum

in conformity with the divisions in the Ny°ya-s£tra, says that, the first one

represents the inference based on general correlation, second one the

inference of the cause from the effect, and the third one the effect from the

cause.  They are also interpreted in relation to time as stated by Caraka

himself. Thus, the example for the inference based on general correlation

(inference of fire from smoke) it is also related to the present.  Sexual

intercourse from pregnancy, the example of inference of the cause from

effect, is  related to the past. The production of fruit from seed which is an

example of the inference of the effect from the cause is related to the

future.113

In the therapeutic context,  five kinds of signs (li¥gas) are suggested

for inferring diseases which are beyond perception. They are hetu, p£rvar£pa,

r£pa, upaøaya, and saΔpr°pti. A physician must be conversant with the

concomitance of these five types of signs with the diseases prior to the

diagnosis of a disease in order to arrive at right judgements.114 Similarly, a

long list  of inferences that have greater value in determining the
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psychosomatic conditions is also given. The inference of digestive fire from

the power of digestion, strength from the capacity for exercise, conditions

of senses from their capacity to perceive, existence of mind from the

perception of specific objects in the presence of all other senses and their

respective objects, and rajogu∏a from attachment to woman are some of

them. Caraka does not conspicuously differentiate sv°rth°naum°na and

par°rth°num°na as we see in the later Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system. Yet he

categorically explains par°th°num°na under the name sthapana.115

Heuristic reasoning (yukti)

One of the most striking features of CarakasaΔhit° in the matter of

the description of the source of knowledge is the introduction of yukti. In

no other systems of knowledge yukti is found to be accepted as a distinct

source of knowledge.116 The description of yukti along with the other sources

of knowledge is the original contribution of Caraka. It is a way of arriving

at right judgment of things by an intellectual exercise which involves the

right combination of manifold causes or reasons. Such right judgements are

practically effective in all the three times and subserves in accomplishing

the three ends of life (trivarga- dharma, artha, and k°ma).117 Caraka cites

several examples to illustrate yukti. One of them is the ascertainment of

the sprouting of the plant from the combination of the causative factors,

ploughed wet land, seed, and seasons118. Cakrap°∏i says that yukti is not a

separate pram°∏a. Since it subserves a pram°∏a in the form of £ha in

discovering the truth, it is being treated as a pram°∏a.   It is because of this

reason, he says, that Caraka speaks of only three pram°∏°s elsewhere. He
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does not see any difference between yukti and anum°na. He points out that

cases like this, where a conclusion is reached by reasoning, are properly

called £ha. It is an inference of a future effect from the plurality of causes.

So it will not generate an inference of a present thing. As such it has no

access to all the three times (trik°la).119 P.V Sarma points out that ""this is

an attempt to undermine its importance due to misunderstanding of its real

nature. Both anum°na and yukti are trik°la and are quite independent of

each other. Their access to trik°la is because of their having been established

on cause and effect relationship. Anum°na operates with single cause while

yukti deals with plurality of causes. More over anum°na itself is dependent

on yukti''.120

Cakrap°∏i,  further,  ci tes the Buddhist  logicians ·°ntarak¿ita

(annotated by Kamalaøila) who refute Caraka's view of yukti. Referring to

Caraka, ·°ntarak¿ita says that, yukti consists in the observation that, ""since,

"when this is there, that happens', and, since, "when this is not there, that

does not happen'. Hence ""this is the cause of that''. Those who conceive

yukti as an independent source of knowledge may argue that, this is not a

case of inference. But yukti is a different source knowledge for in this case

there is no proposition equivalent to the proposition with an example to

prove it.121 Interpreting this viewpoint, Kamalaøila expresses the view that

there is no other idea than cause-effect notion (k°rya-k°ra∏at°) in the

conception of ""that happens when this is there'', (tadbh°va-bh°vit°) and if

any particular example is suggested, then that would demand another

example, and after that another and it will end in regressus ad infinitum
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(anavasth°). That is why Caraka consider it as a separate source of

knowledge.122 Thus, construing Caraka's conception of yukti, they refute it.

They point out that there is no separate cognitive process which links up the

relation of ""this is there, that happens'' with the cause and effect relation,

because both these convey the same concept. The cause and effect relation

is the same as ""this is there, that happens'' and so yukti is not different

from anum°na.

Cakrap°∏i, though opines that yukti is anum°na, does not agree with

ø°ntarak¿ita and Kamalaøila. He points out that their criticisms are all beside

the point, for yukti according to Caraka, is not the deriving of cause and

effect from ""this is there that happens''.  It is drawing up of a conclusion as

a result of series of reasoning.123 In fact Caraka's idea of yukti is the logic

of probability. That is, when from a number of events, circumstances or

observations one comes to regard a particular judgment as probable, it is

called yukti and it is different from inference or any other accepted

pram°∏a124.

 Other sources of knowledge referred to in CarakasaΔhit°

Analogy (aupamya), presumption (arth°patti), and tradition (aitihya)

are the other sources of knowledge described in the CarakasaΔhit°. One of

the most important things to be noted in this connection is that Caraka does

not consider them as means of examination.

Analogy (aupamya)

Analogy is that which brings about cognition by way of the similarity

of one object with the other. For instance, the disease da∏∑aka (a disease
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characterized by the rigidity of muscles) is similar to of da∏∑a.125 The usual

name used in Darøanas for aupamya is upam°na. The Naiy°yikas,126 the

M¢m°Δsakas,127and the Ved°ntins128, who accept upam°na as an independent

source of valid knowledge, have defined it as the knowledge of a thing

through its similarity to another thing previously well-known. The

S°Δkhyas do not accept upam°na as a distinct source of knowledge. In the

view of S°Δkhyas, upam°na is a case of perception.129 The Vaiøe¿ikas

include upam°na in inference since it comes under verbal testimony.130

Presumption (arthapr°pti)

Presumption (arthapr°pti)131 means to grasp a thing or a fact on the

basis of another thing or fact. Caraka defines it as the knowledge of a thing

or fact implied by another thing or fact expressed by an assertion.132 For

instance, when a person asserts that a given disease cannot be cured by

nourishing therapy, it evidently implies that the disease is curable by

emaciating therapy. For the Naiy°yikas, presumption is not different from

inference133. The Vaiøe¿ikas also include presumption in inference.  For them,

the presumptive cognition of a thing based on a fact of perception is a case

of ""inference per contraries'', and that based on verbal cognition is a case

of ""inference per inference''.134  The M¢m°msakas describe it as thus:   When

some general valid knowledge is in conflict with a special one, the cognition

of the non-conflicting element is accepted as presumption.135  For instance,

from the conflicting knowledge that a person is alive with the knowledge of

his absence from his house, it is assumed that the person is outside.
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Tradition (aitihya)

Tradition stands for long standing beliefs in other Indian systems of

philosophy136. At the same time tradition (aitihya) including the Vedas is

included in verbal testimony.137

Probability (saΔbhava)

Probability is being defined as the cognition of that from which

something originates.138 For example, the six dh°tus constitute the

originating cause of foetus in the womb. What is intended is that the thing

originated is already present in the source. Thus, probability is nothing but

only a manifested form. Here, in the present example the embryo is present

in the six dh°tus.139

In the philosophical systems saΔbhava is seen to have been given a

more refined definition. There it is treated in the nature of inclusion. Thus

saΔbhava consists in cognizing the existence of a thing from that of another

thing in which it is included. For instance, the cognition of the measure of

an °∑haka from that of dro∏a of which it is one fourth part. Here, in a sense,

the former gives rise to the cognition of the latter and so Ak¿ap°da includes

it in inference.140

It is an accepted fact that epistemology is the main concern of

philosophy and not science. Most particularly, it is not customary to a

practical science like the science of medicine to deal with the methods of

knowing, thinking and expressing. But, it is quite contrary to this conception

that we see in CarakasaΔhit°  a detailed account of almost all the sources
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of knowledge that are being discussed in the classical darøanic realm. This

is not the only thing. The uniqueness of CarakasaΔhit°, in this matter, lies

in the fact that it is the earliest book which codifies almost all different

sources of knowledge dealt with in various philosophical systems. ce¿∂a

and anupalabdhi are the only two pram°∏as which are not found discussed

in the CarakasaΔhit°. Another important thing is the recognition of yukti

as a separate source of knowledge. Probably, it is the only book that deals

with such a source of knowledge revealing the idea of logic of probability.

From this, we can conclude that the CarakasaΔhit° is not only a compendium

limited to the discussion of maintenance of positive health and cure but

extends its attention to theoretical thinking. Caraka had great concern for

deriving a proper methodology for theoretical formulations. CarakasaΔhit°

has played a significant role in the formative stage of the history of

epistemological and logical reflection in India.
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ucyate''.  NSMK, pp. 360.

61 M¢m°Δs°-s£tra, I. i. 5.

62 indriy°rthasannikar¿ajaΔ jμ°naΔ pratyak¿aΔ, MM, p. 9.

63 saksatpratiti≈ pratyak¿aΔ, Ibid., p. 24.

64 MK. p. 37.

65 Ibid, 36.

66 t a t ra  pra tyak¿apram°y°≈ kara∏aΔ pra tyak¿apram°∏aΔ.

pratyak¿apram° c°tra caitanyameva, "yat sak¿°daparok¿°d bra≈ma'

iti ørute≈. VP, p. 8. see also. MK, p. 36.

67 ""pratvi¿y°dhyavas°yo d§¿∂aΔ'', SK. 5.

68 atmendriyamanorthanam sannikar¿°t pravartate.

vyakta tad°tve y° buddhi≈ pratyak¿aΔ sa nirucyate, CS, Su, XI, 20.
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69 pratyak¿aΔ tu khalu tadyat svayamindriyairmanas° copalabhyate. CS,

Vi, IV. 4; etena sukh°divi¿ayamapi pratyak¿aΔ grh¢taΔ bhavati,

Cakrap°∏i on ibid, p. 71.

70 pratyak¿aΔ tu khalu tadyat svayamindriyairmanas° copalabhyate. CS,

Vi, IV, 4; etena sukh°divi¿ayamapi pratyak¿aΔ grh¢taΔ bhavati,

Cakrap°∏i on CS,Su, XI, 20, p. 71.

71 pratyak¿aΔ n°ma tadyad°tman° cendriyaiøca svayamupalabhyate;

tatr°tma pratyak¿°≈  sukhadu≈khecch°dve¿°daya≈, øabd°dayast-

vindriyapratyak¿°≈. , Vi, VIII. 39.

72 See Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XI, 20.

73 ""s° ca buddhirdarpa∏avannirmal°, tasy°øca bahirindriyapra∏°∑ikay°

vi¿y°k°ro ya≈ pari∏atibhedo gha∂a iti pa∂a ity°dy°k°rastajμ°naΔ

v§ttiriti ca °khy°yate.....'' ·a¥karamiøra on VS, VIII. i. 1, VU, pp.

448- 449.

74 up°ttavi¿ay°∏°mindriy°∏°Δ v§ttau saty°Δ, buddhestamo'bhibh°ve

sati ya≈ sattvasamudreka≈ so'dhyavs°ya iti  v§ttiriti  jμ°namiti

c°khy°yate, V°caspatimiøra on  SK, 5, STK, p. 46.

75 The buddh¢ndriyas are not the same as their physiological sites or end

organs (adhi¿∂°n°s). For the  S°Δkhy°s they mean the psychophysical

impulses which go out to the external objects and receive impressions

from them. IP, pp, 4-5.

76 V°caspatimiøra on  SK, 36. STK, pp, 214-15.
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77 ""svacch°y°Δ buddhau vartam°nena jμ°nena caitanyasya puru¿asya

bhed°grah°dahaΔ j°n°m¢ti yo'bhim°naviøe¿a≈ saivopalbdhi≈'' .

·a¥karamiøra on VS, VIII. i. 1, VU, p. 449.

78 See N. Bh, p. 34

79 NV, p. 82.

80 ·a¥karamiøra on VS, VIII, i. 1, VU, p. 449.

81 IP, p. 114.

82 y° yadindriyam°øritya jantorbuddhi≈ pravartate .

y°ti s° tena nirdeøaΔ manas° ca manobhav°.

bhed°t k°ryendriy°rth°n°Δ bahvayo vai buddhaya≈ sm§t°≈.

°tmendriyamanorth°n°mekaik° sannikar¿aj°, CS, Sa, I. 32-33; See

also Cakrap°∏i on ibid.,  pp. 290-91.

83 saΔbaddhaΔ bhavat saΔbadhavastv°k°radh°ri bhavati yadvijμ°naΔ

buddhiv§ttistat pratyak¿aΔ pram°∏amityartha≈, Vijμ°nabhik¿u on

S.Su, 1, 89, SSV. p. 57.

84 tatr°num°n°gam°bhy°n°Δ paμcamah°bh£tavik°rasamud°y°tmak°-

n°mapi sat°mindry°∏°Δ tejaøcakøu¿i, khaΔ srotre, ghra∏e k¿iti≈, °po

rasane sparøane 'nilo viøe¿e∏opapadyate.  tatra yadyad°tmaka-

mindriyaΔ viøe¿°ttatad°tmakamevarthaΔ anugrh∏°ti, tatsvabh°v°t

vibhutv°cca, CS, Su, VIII. 14.

85 MK, p. 115.

86 sat°Δ ca r£p°∏°matisannikar¿°dativiprakar¿°d°vara∏°t, kara∏adaur-

baly°nmanovasth°n°t sam°n°bhih°r°datisauk¿my°cca pratyak¿°-
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nupalabdhi≈. CS, Su, XI. 8; According to the S°Δkhyas,  perception is

not possible if the object is too far away or too close. Inability of sense

organs, lack of presence of mind, intervention of other objects between

the sense organ and the object to be perceived, concealment and

intermixing with similar object also obstructs perception. SK, 7.

87 86. anum°naΔ- mitena lingenarthasya paøc°nm°namanum°naΔ, N. Bh,

pp. 17-18.

88 SK. 5.

89 Ibid.

90 JJL, p.158.

91 For details see  V°caspatimiøra on SK, 5, STK,  pp.55-58.

92 a tha  ta tp£rvakaΔ  t r iv idhamanum°naΔ --  p£rvava t  øeøava t

s°m°nyatod§¿∂aΔ ca, NS, I. i. 5.

93 tatp£rvakamityanena li¥gali¥gino≈........., sm§ty° li¥gadarøanena

c°pratyak¿o'rtho'num¢yate. V°tsy°yana on NS, 1, i, 5, N. Bh, p.24.

94 p£rvavaditi yatra k°ra∏ena k°ryamanum¢yate. Ibid.

95 adhav° -- p£rvavaditi  yatra yadh°p£rvaΔ pratyak¿abh£tayora-

nyataradarøanen°nyatarasy°pra tyak¿asya  anum°naΔ yath°

dh£men°gniriti. Ibid., p. 25.

96  øe¿avat -- tad yatra k°rye∏a k°ra∏amanum¢yate, Ibid, p. 24

97 øe¿avat n°ma pariøe¿a≈ sa ca prasaktaprati¿edhe'nyatr°prasa¥g°t

øi¿yam°∏e saΔpratyaya≈......, Ibid, p. 25.
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98 s°manyatod§¿∂aΔ - -  vra jy°p£rvakamanyat ra  d§¿∂asy°nyat ra

darøanamiti tath° ca °dityasya, tasm°dastyapraty°k¿°py°dityasya

vrajyeti. Ibid, p. 24.

99 s°m°nyatod§¿∂aΔ n°ma yatr° pratyak¿e li¥gali¥gino≈ saΔbandhe

kenacidarthe∏a li¥gasya s°m°ny°d apratyak¿o li¥g¢ gamyate.... Ibid,

p. 25.

100 asyedaΔ k°ryΔ k°ra∏aΔ samyogi virodhi samav°yi ceti lai¥gikaΔ,

VS. IX. ii. 1; li¥gadarøan°t saμj°yam°naΔ lai¥gikaΔ. PBNK, p. 476.

101 yadanumeyena saΔbadhaΔ prasiddhaΔ ca tadanvite tadabh°ve ca

n°styeva tatl i¥gamanum°pakaΔ.Ibid,  p.  478. p.  480. see also

Ny°yakandal¢ on Ibid.

102 PBNK, p. 480.

103 vy°ptidarøan°dasannik§¿∂°rthajμ°namanum°naΔ. MM, P. 27.

104 tacc°num°naΔ dvividaΔ sv°rthaΔ par°rthaΔ cet i ,  svar thaΔ

svapratipattihetu≈............. paraΔ bodhayituΔ paμc°vayavav°kyaΔ

pray¥kte tat par°rth°num°naΔ. T.Bh, pp. 79-80;  tadapi li¥gaΔ

dvividhaΔ sv°rthaΔ par°rthaΔ ca, SP. p. 31. See also the commentary

by Jinavardhana S£ri on Ibid; TSA, p. 37.

105 tacc°num°naΔ par°rthaΔ ny°yas°dhyamiti ny°yastadavyav°øca

pratijμ°het£d°hara∏opanayanigaman°ni nir£pyante. TC, Vol. II,

p. 540. see infra syllogism.

106 CS, Su , XI. 7.

107 anum°naΔ n°ma tarko yuktyapek¿a≈. CS,Vi, IV. 4; Vi, VIII. 40.
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108 yuktiøca saΔbandho'vin°bh°va ityartha≈. Cakrap°∏i on CS,Vi, IV. 4.

109 pratyak¿ap£rvaΔ trividhaΔ trik°laΔ c°num¢yate. vahnirnig£∑ho

dh£mena maithunaΔ garbhadarøan°t. .CS, Su, XI. 21.

110 pratyak¿agraha∏aΔ vy°ptigr°hakapram°∏opalak¿a∏°rthaΔ, tena

pratyak¿p£rvakamiti vy°ptigr°hakapram°∏ap£rvakaΔ, Cakrap°∏i on

ibid., p.71. pratyak¿ap£rvakamityanena khy°pitaΔ yad yasya k°ra∏aΔ

yasya ca k°ryasya yat k°ra∏aΔ yasya ca s°m°nyaΔ yatra tayostayo≈

saΔbandhayorniyatasaΔbandhasya pratyak¿e∏a jμ°naΔ li¥ga

jμ°naΔ. . . . . ,  Jalpakalpataru on CS, ,  Su,  XI.  21,  CSJ,  Vol.  I ,

pp. 514-15.

111 yatra yatra dh£mastatr°gniriti s°hacaryaniyamo vy°pti≈, TSA, p. 35.

vy°parastu par°marøa≈ kara∏aΔ v°ptidh¢rbhavet anum°y°Δ, NSMK,

p. 218.

112 CS, Su, XI. 22.

113 NEC, p. 40.

114 See Jalpakalpataru on CS, Su, XI,  CSJ,  Vol. I, p. 515.

115 see infra Dialectical terms

116 yukte≈ pram°∏asy°nyaø°s t r°pras iddhatvenod°hara∏°nyeva

t°vaddarøayati.  Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XI. 24.

117 buddhi≈ paøyati y° bhav°n bahuk°ra∏ayogaj°n yuktistrik°l°  s° jμey°

trivarg° sadhyate  yay°, CS, Su, XI. 25.

118 lbid., 23.
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119 "s° ca param°rthato'pram°∏abh£to'pi vastuparicchede pram°∏a-

sah°yatvena vy°priyam°∏atv°t......... tataøca trik°leti par°hataΔ sy°t.,

Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

120 PVS, p.164.

121 See Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XI. 25.The exact words of ·°ntarak¿ita are

as follows: tasmin sati bhavati eva na bhavaty asat¢ti ca tasm°d ato

bhavaty eva yuktire¿°bhid¢yate pram°∏antaraΔ eveyaΔ ity°ha carako

muni≈ n°num°naΔ iyaΔ yasm°d d§¿∂°nto'tra na labhyate' Quoted in

HIPS, Vol. II, p.376, F. Notes.

122 Cakrap°∏i on CS, Su, XI. 25.

123 Ibid .

124 HIPS, Vol. II, p.376, F. Notes.

125 atha aupamyaΔ n°ma yadanyonyasya s°d§øyamadhik§tya  prak°øanaΔ;

yath° da∏dena da∏dakasya, CS, Vi, VIII. 42.

126 prasiddhas°dharmy°t s°dhyas°dhanamupam°naΔ. NS, I. i. 6; also see

N.Bh on ibid,  p. 27;

127 d§syam°n°rthasad§øy°t smaryam°∏°rthagocaraΔ asan∏ik§¿∂a-

s°d§øyajμ°naΔ hyupamitirmat°. MM, p. 110.

128 s°d§syapram°kara∏aΔupam°naΔ, VP, p. 83.

129 For details see V°caspatimiøra, on SK. 5, STK, p. 66

130 °pten°prasiddhasya gavayasya gav° gavayaprat ip°dan°dupa-

m°nam°ptavacanameva, PBNK, p. 530.
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131 Instead of arthapraptti the term arth°ptti is used in all philosophical

systems.

132 arthapr°ptirn°ma yatraiken°rthenokten°parasy°rthasy°nuktasy°pi

siddhi≈; CS,Vi, VIII. 48.

133 NS, II. ii. 2; vaky°rthasaΔpratyayen°nabhihit°rthasya pratyan¢ka-

bhv°d graha∏aΔ arth°pattiranum°nameva, N.Bh, p. 166.

134 darøan°rth°darth°pattirvirodhyeva, ørava∏°danumit°num°naΔ. PBNK,

534.

135 anyath°nupapaty° yadupap°dakakalpanaΔ tadarth°pattirityevaΔ

lak¿a∏aΔ bh°¿yabh°¿itaΔ. MM, P. 120.

136 HIPS, Vol. II, p.377.

137 athaitihyaΔ - aitihyaΔ n°m°ptopadeøo ved°di≈. CS,Vi, VIII.41.

138 yo yata≈ saΔbhavati sa tasya saΔbhava≈, Ibid., 48.

139 See Cakrap°∏i on ibid.

140 N.Bh, p.166.



Chapter - VII

LOGIC AND DIALECTICAL SPECULATIONS

It is only through critical investigation of modes and sources of

knowledge that the world of experience and human destiny can be truly met.

Science of reasoning is a general plan and method of analytic investigation

to solve the problems in both science and philosophy. The investigators make

use of logic and dialectics embedded in the science of reasoning as a method

for arriving at right judgments. Science of reasoning as a methodology of

critical enquiry may be called as the science of sciences.1 The Indian art of

debate that has been exhaustively dealt with in the CarakasaΔhit° and found

systematically explicated in the Ny°ya philosophy is a universal model of

such a methodology for critical enquiry.

Council of debate (pari¿ad)

Debating councils occupy a prominent position in the hierarchy of the

educational system in Indian intellectual tradition. The councils which carry

out the art of debate are called Pari¿ads. These councils of debate are

primarily classified into two: (l) assembly of the learned and (2) assembly

of the ignorant. Further, each one is subdivided into three: friendly

(suh§tpari¿ad), indifferent (ud°s¢napari¿ad), and hostile (pratinivi¿∂a-

pari¿ad).2
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Colloquy (tadvidy°saΔbh°¿a)

In CarakasaΔhit°, a colloquy (tadvidy°saΔbh°¿a) is visualized as one

of the most genuine methods of the acquisition of right medical knowledge

colloquies. Colloquies (saΔbh°¿as) have got their own merits since they

enables one to arrive at correct judgments by interrogating his cognitive

achievements and to redeem him from socially stagnant and intellectually

dogmatic state of affairs. Caraka says that medical men should engage in a

discussion with other medical men because such discussions will increase

the fervour for knowledge and contributes to the clarity of knowledge. They

increases dialectical skill and thereby dispel doubts relating to the previously

acquired knowledge and confirm the knowledge devoid of doubts. One may

come to know of many new things. Sometimes there may be propitious

occasions during the course of discussions on which one can hear from the

opponents the most cherished secret teachings.3 The Ny°ya school also

regards tadvidy°saΔbh°¿a as the best means of perfecting one's knowledge.4

Since scrutiny reveals that knowledge is incomplete, a colloquy will help

us to improve our life- situations by making innovative knowledge through

continuous reflection, exploration, and interpretation.

Colloquies are mainly of two types, namely friendly colloquy

(sandh°ya saΔbh°¿°) and hostile colloquy (vig§hya sambh°¿a).5  The

discussion among wise and learned persons, who have the argumentative

power and tolerance is called friendly debate.   He must be devoid of jealousy,

and should have good communicative ability. In a friendly discussion, the

participants discuss problems and express their opinions frankly and
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sincerely without fear of being defeated or of the fallacies of their arguments

being exposed. One is not worried when he is defeated or feels proud of

defeating his opponent in such a discussion. One should neither make an

attempt to misinterpret the others view nor hold extreme views and should

behave politely with the opponents.6

Meanwhile, a hostile colloquy always aims at victory. So Caraka gives

instructions regarding the line of approach to be adopted in a hostile debate.

Before entering into a hostile colloquy one must be confident of his

superiority. He must also examine the method proposed to be adopted by

the opponent, the difference between the abilities of himself and those of

his opponents and the dispositions of the members of the assembly. He is to

be judged from the intellectual and moral points. The good qualities of the

participants are knowledge of the text, capacity to remember, presence of

mind, and eloquence. Bad qualities are irritation, lack of skill, capacity to

remember, cowardice, and carelessness.7  Based on this criteria, the

opponents are classified into three namely, (1) superior (pravara), (2)

inferior (pratyavara), and (3) equal (sama).8  However, factors like the family

status and religion are not taken into account in assessing the opponent.

The strategies (v°dop°ya) to be adopted in the debate

It is not sensible to enter into a debate in a hostile council even if it

consists of the learned or the ignorant. But one can enter into a discussion

with the ignorant that is friendly or indifferent even if they neither possess

blazing fame, erudition, wisdom, and eloquence nor are held in high esteem
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by reputed persons. When one gets engaged in a debate with such opponents,

he should use difficult sentences composed of complicated aphorisms.

Assuming a cheerful countenance and ridiculing the opponent, one should

engage the assembly without giving an opportunity for the opponent to speak.

If the opponent says some unusual word, he should be immediately told that

such a word is never used or that his proposition failed. If he further

challenges, he must be stopped by ridiculing him.9

In brief, Caraka gives a conspicuous and diplomatic description of   the

nature and function of a debating council, taking into consideration the

divergent attitudes and dispositions of the participants. The instructions

about the procedures that are to be adopted by the disputant are suggestive

of how they would be helpful in the successful functioning of the Pari¿ads

in engendering faultless and precise knowledge. When compared with a

hostile discussion, a friendly discussion is an unbiased one. On the contrary,

a hostile discussion always aims at either ones own victory or the defeat of

the opponent. The most important aspect is that it reflects a secular outlook.

His goalpost is true knowledge that contributes to human betterment and

happiness. So he does not emphasize religion and family status of the

participants. The two main things that he insists are intellectual ability and

moral strength.

Dialectical terms

Caraka was circumspect about the fact that it is essential for every

medical man to be conversant with logic and dialectical terms. The awareness

of logic and dialectical terms are needed not only for becoming an efficient
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physician with ability discretion but also for engendering dialectical

competency that would enable one to take active part in academic activities.

In fact dialectics is the soul of Àyurveda which makes it innovative as in

the case of any other discipline.

Caraka speaks of forty-four dialectical terms in connection with the

discussion of the procedure of a debate. The dialectical terms discussed here

are not seen in any literature other than in the Ny°ya-s£tras. The dialectical

terms thus enumerated are:

(1) debate (v°da), (2) substance (dravya), (3) quality (gu∏a), (4) action

(karma), (5) universal (s°manya), (6) particularity (viøe¿°), (7) inherence

(samav°ya), (8) proposition (pratijμ°), (9) demonstration (sth°pan°),

(10) counter argument (pratisth°pana), (11) reason (hetu), (12) example

(d§¿∂°nta), (13) application (upanaya), (14) conclusion (nigamana),

(15) false rejoinder (uttara), (16) tenet (siddh°nta), (17) word (øabda),

(18) perception (pratyak¿a), (19) inference (anum°na), (20) historical

tradition (aitihya), (21) analogy (aupamya), (22) doubt (saΔøaya) ,

(23) purpose (prayojana), (24) inconclusive reason (savyabhic°ra),

(25)  inves t iga t ion  ( j i jμ°sa) ,  (26)  de terminat ion  (vyavas°ya ) ,

(27) presumption (arth°patti), (28) probability (saΔbhava), (29) imperfect

statement (anuyojya), (30) infallible statement (ananuyojya), (31) question

(anuyoga), (32) counter question (pratyanuyoga), (33) defective statement

(v°kyado¿a), (34) excellent assertion (v°kyapraøaΔsa), (35) quibble

(cchala), (36) fallacy of reason (ahetu), (37) illogical order (at¢tak°la),

(38) criticism (up°laΔbha), (39) resolve (parih°ra), (40) violating the
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proposition (pratijμ°h°ni), (41) criticism (abhyanujμ°), (42) dodging with

a wrong reason (hetv°ntara), (43) offering irrelevant statement (arth°ntara),

and (44) point of defeat (nigrahasth°na).10

These terms cover almost all the topics of logic and dialectics. But

they are not arranged in a systematic way as we see in the Ny°ya-s£tra. The

first category v°da, refers to the unbiased discussion which aims at

discerning how things really are and all the other categories are its related

items in one way or the other. The six fundamental categories discussed in

the second chapter constitute the subject of debate and hence they are included

in the list. Similarly the seven sources of knowledge are also included in

the list .  Proposition (pratijμa),  reason (hetu),  example (d§¿∂°nta),

application (upanaya), and conclusion (nigamana) form the integral part of

an argument designed to establish a point in debate. The procedure of

establishing a thesis by the subsequent members of syllogism is called

sth°pana and the attempt to refute a sth°pana by a counter syllogism is called

prati¿∂°pana. Doubt (saΔøaya) and purpose (prayojana) are the prerequisites

for an argument. Thus the actual number of logical terms other than the

fundamental categories and source of knowledge is thirty-one. The six

fundamental categories and all kinds of the source of knowledge included in

the enumeration were explained earlier in detail. So their description is

excluded in the present context. A rearrangement is also made here for the

convenience of description.
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Debate (v°da):

A debate (v°da) is defined as an argumentative discussion with an

opponent based on  scriptures (ø°stras).11  It presupposes two opposite sides

called disputants and opponents. Debate is of two types: (l) wrangling

(jalpa) and (2) cavil (vita∏∑°). Wrangling is the advancement of arguments

in support of establishing one's own views. For instance, if the disputant

puts forth an argument in support of his proposition that there is rebirth

(punarjanma), the opponent then advances argument in favour of his

proposition that there is no rebirth, which is antagonistic to the first. The

inner motive behind such counter argument is nothing but victory. A

wrangler always aims at victory. A cavil is just the opposite of this. It is a

destructive criticism. It is a perverse debate. The person engaged in a cavil

is not bothered about his point of view. On the contrary, he confines himself

to demurring against the opponent.12 Ak¿ap°da, in his Ny°ya-s£tra, does not

consider wrangling and cavil as the two divisions of v°da. On the other

hand, he considers discussion (v°da), wrangle (jalpa), and a cavil (vita∏∑a)

as the three fold division of a debate. They are collectively known as katha.13

V°caspatimiøra defines katha as a chain of arguments and refutations by

many disputants and opponents.14  The Ny°ya-s£tra defines discussion (v°da)

as the establishment of a thesis by a disputant and its refutation and the

establishment of an antithesis by an opponent by means of five-member

syllogism and hypothetical reasoning (tarka), without deviating from the

established tenets.15 The main characteristics of discussion is that it

maintains a friendly spirit on either side. The aim of discussion is neither

victory nor fame. It aims at bringing truth to light through communication.16
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It is through discussion that one clarifies his old convictions and arrives at

new insights. A wrangle is also a kind of discussion. But the difference is

that it employs quibbles (cchala), futile rejoinders (j°ti), and processes

worthy of points of defeat (nigrahasth°na) which are not employed in

discussion (v°da) with the intention of victory.17 Similarly, a cavil is a kind

of wrangle in which an opponent attacks the disputant's thesis, but does not

establish his tenet.18 A caviller also makes use of quibbles, futile rejoinders,

and points of defeat to refute the disputant. But he neither enunciates his

thesis nor proves it by a reason. Even though wrangling and cavil are hostile

in nature, they are justified on the ground that they may ward off attacks of

skeptics, and protect the right doctrine like the thorny fence to guard the

seed-beds.19

From the above details it can be conceded that the v°da described in

the Ny°ya-s£tra corresponds to the friendly discussion (sandh°ya saΔbh°¿a)

of Caraka.20 Similarly, jalpa and vita∏∑a described in the Ny°ya-s£tra are

hostile in nature and hence they can be identified with the jalpa and vita∏∑a

of the CarakasaΔhit°. In fact, these two divisions subsumed under v°da are

hostile discussions. So v°da and saΔbh°¿a can be considered as alternative

names used in the CarakasaΔhit°. Thus,  we can conclude that the

ratiocinative procedure adopted in the CarakasaΔhit°  and the Ny°ya-s£tra

are fundamentally the same.21

Concept of syllogistic reasoning:

CarakasaΔhit° is the earliest book which gives a comprehensive

knowledge of syllogistic reasoning with all five members systematically
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arranged. Syllogism consists of (1) proposition (pratijμ°), (2) reason (hetu),

(3) example (d§¿∂°nta), (4) application (upanaya), and (5) conclusion

(nigamana). The procedure of establishing a thesis in debate by the

subsequent four members of the syllogism is called sth°pana. Refutation

and establishment of the antithesis by antagonistic members of syllogism

is named prati¿∂°pana.

Demonstration (sth°pan°):

Demonstration is the establishment of the proposition in a debate by

the operation of reason (hetu),  example, application, and conclusion.22 In

fact, pratijμ° together with sth°pan° represents the five-member syllogism.

CarakasaΔhit° is the first available source in which the five member

inferential statement is exemplified.23 The following is the example given

by him:

1. Proposition (pratijμ° ) - - the self is eternal

2. Reason (hetu) - - because it is not a product.

3. Example (d§¿∂°nta) - - just like ether.

4. Application (upanaya) -- the self is eternal like the ""non-

product'' °k°øa.

5. Conclusion (nigamana) -- therefore, is eternal.

This five- member syllogism is referred to by the category avayava in

the Ny°ya-s£tra.24 V°tsy°yana calls it ""the great Ny°ya''. 25 However,

Ka∏°da does not speak of the five member syllogism.  But later on, almost
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all the thinkers of the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika system accepted it, and it came to

be called ""inference for others'' (par°rth°num°na).26 It is also called by

the appellation Ny°ya.27 V°tsy°yana mentions certain schools of thought

which admit a ten-member syllogism by including jijμ°sa, saΔøaya,

øakyapr°pti, prayojana and samøayavyud°sa.28 The M¢m°Δsakas accept the

first three members;29 the Ved°ntins three -- either the first or the last three,30

and the Buddhists two: example (ud°hara∏a) and application (upanaya).31

Counter syllogistic reasoning (prati¿∂°pana):

Counter syllogistic reasoning consists in the opponent's effort to

establish a counter proposition by employing the other four members of the

syllogism in order to contradict the disputant.32

Thus, for the above mentioned syllogism the following is the counter

syllogism.

1. Proposition -- The self is non-eternal

2. Reason -- because it is perceivable

3. Example -- just like a pitcher

4. Application -- the self is perceivable like the pitcher

5. Conclusion -- therefore, is ephemeral.

Proposition (pratijμ°):

Proposition is the declaration of a thing that is to be proved.33  This is

further attested by  Ak¿ap°da.34 V°tsy°yana says that it is the pronouncement
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of an ""object qualified by a property''  which is to be ascertained.35

Praøastap°da defines it as an assertion of what is to be proved by means of

inference and should be devoid of contradiction.36

Reason (hetu):

Caraka defines reason as the cause of valid knowledge.37 In syllogism,

reason is the second statement consisting of the grounds for inference. The

causes thus stated for such inferential knowledge are the pram°∏as of

perception, (2) inference, (3) tradition and (4) anology.38 Here, what Caraka

implies is that a cause can be perceived, inferred, or known by analogy, or

from scriptures. That is, when one says that the mountain possesses fire

because it possesses smoke (parvato vahnim°n dh£mavatv°t), the reason is

smoke and it is a directly perceived one. But when one says that he is ill

because of poor digestion (ayam°turo mand°gnitv°t), the reason is not

directly perceived but inferred. Similarly, when it is said that puru¿a is

eternal because it is ""not created'' (nitya≈ puru¿o ak§tatv°t), the reason

""not created'' is neither perceived nor inferred. On the other hand, it is

known by tradition (aitihya). Again, in cases like his face is beautiful because

it resembles moon (asya mukhaΔ k°ntatamaΔ candropamatv°t), the reason

resemblance of moon is an analogical one.39

Ak¿ap°da explains that it as the reason for proving what it is to be

proved, on the basis of the homogeneity or the heterogeneity of the

examples.40 V°tsy°yana says that it is the means of demonstration of the

attribute in question through the generic nature of the attributes shown by

its existence in the examples.41 He adds that reason is inference.42
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Ka∏°da, who considers it as instrumental cause of inference, uses

apadeøa (description), li¥ga (design), pram°∏a (proof), and k°ra∏a

(instrumental cause) as synonymous to reason (hetu)43 and calls the

inferential knowledge  lai¥gikaΔ.  Praøastap°da calls reason by the name

apadeøa and defines it as the statement about the inferential reason.44

According to the Buddhists, valid reason must fulfill three conditions

such as, existence of ""major term'' (s°dhya) in the minor term (pak¿a),

existence in the locus where the presence of the major term has been

ascertained (sapak¿°tvaΔ), and non-existence in the locus where the

nonexistence of the major term is decidedly known (vipak¿°tvaΔ).45  Reason

helps to prove what is to be proved. In other words, inferential knowledge

owes to the knowledge of reason. It has got an important place among the

members of syllogism because inferential cognition mainly depends on it.

Example:  (d§¿∂°nta)

An example is the third statement setting forth an illustration. It is

being defined as an explanation of a universal truth comprehensible by both

the lay man and the learned. It demonstrates the thing under investigation.46

This definition actually does not make apparent its function in syllogism,

but only reveals the characteristics desired for an example.

In syllogism, an example has to serve the purpose of demonstrating

the presence of invariable concomitance (vy°pti) of what is to be proved --

the major term (s°dhya) and what proves it -- the middle term (hetu). Taking

into account of this fact, a two fold definition is given in the Ny°ya-s£tras.
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The first one gives the general characteristics most wanted of an example

to be cited as an illustration as given by Caraka,47 while the second one

depicts its role as a member of  syllogism.  In a syllogism, an example

serves the means of the demonstration of the attribute in question through

the generic nature of the attribute as shown by the example, or through the

dissimilarity to what is to be established.48 V°tsy°yana further clarifies

that an example illustrates the relation of invariable concomitance of the

thing that is to be proved or the major term (s°dhya) and the sign or the

middle term (hetu).49 To be precise, the basic difference between the

CarakasaΔhit° and Ny°ya-s£tra is that demonstration of invariable

concomitance (vy°pti) is not clearly expressed  in the syllogism of the

former while it is performed by the example in the latter.50

Praøastap°da, who presupposes the ascertainment of the invariable

concomitance of the major term (s°dhya) and the middle term (s°dhana) in

the example, divides example into two: positive example (s°dharmya

nidarøana) and negative example (vaidharmya nidarøana) on the basis of the

s imi lar i ty  and  d iss imi lar i ty . 51 He  a lso  expla ins  fake  examples

(nidarøan°bh°sa), where the example adduced is inadequate to substantiate

the concomitance of the minor term and the major term.52

Application (upanaya):

Application (upanaya) is the fourth member of the syllogism. Caraka

does not give a definition of application beyond exemplifying it. We can

conclude from the given illustration that application is a statement showing
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that the minor term (pak¿a) of inference has the reason of inference which

is invariably related to the thing that is sought to be established. It is in

conformity with this that   Ak¿ap°da defines it  as wrapping up with

reference to the example of what is to be proved in the form of  ""as being

so'' or ""as being not so''. 53 This is further attested by Praøastap°da who

calls it anusandheya.54

Conclusion (nigamana):

In the case of conclusion also Caraka does not give any definition. From

the nomenclature of the example it can be inferred that his conception does

not materially differ from its concept in the Ny°ya-s£tra which holds that

conclusion serves the purpose of excluding contradicting suggestions against

the establishment of that which is to be proved.55 Ak¿ap°da defines it as the

restatement of the proposition after stating the reason.56  Praøastap°da calls

it by the term praty°mn°ya.  He also holds that it is the reiteration of the

reason . 57  According  to  the  most  per fec ted  def in i t ion  g iven  by

Gangeøop°dhy°ya, conclusion is a sentence that generates the verbal

cognition referring to the presence of the major term (s°dhya) in the minor

term (pak¿a) of inference, which fact is arrived at by the cognition of the

presence of reason in the minor term of inference.58 In conclusion, Caraka

gives an outline of the five member syllogistic expressions that gives rise

to the verbal cognition conductive to the rise of inferential cognition which

was further clearly and judiciously accounted by the Naiy°yikas.
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False rejoinder (uttara)

False  Rejoinder  i s  the  opposi t ion  tha t  occurs  in  a  counter -

demonstration. It is being defined as an attempt of the opposition to upset

the endeavor to establish a thesis by showing a dissimilarity of the reason

where a similarity of the subject of the thesis with the example is stated or

by showing the similarity of the reason where the dissimilarity of the subject

of the thesis with the example is stated.59 Thus, when it is said that diseases

are caused by factors having identical properties, for instance cold fever is

caused by factors having identical properties such as snow and chilly air,

the contention is that effects are dissimilar from their causes because burning

and heating sensation and inflammation of organs of the body are caused by

exposure to snow and cold wind.60

The category named j°ti of the Ny°ya-s£tras serves the very same

purpose of uttara in debate.61 There, it is defined as a sophistical refutation

of an argument based on similarity or dissimilarity.62 Ak¿ap°da enumerates

twenty-four kinds of futile rejoinders63 which Caraka was unaware of. If

this elaborate list had been known to Caraka, he would not have passed them

with out referring to them.64

Tenet (siddh°nta):

Tenet is the affirmation of an idea as a truth after examination and

demonstration by various methods of proper reasoning.65  There are four

kinds of tenets. They are:

(1)  Tenet  accepted  unanimously  by  a l l  the  schools

(sarvatantrasiddh°nta).
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Example: There are causes of diseases, there are diseases, and curable

diseases can cured.66

(2)  Different tenets accepted by different systems of thought regarding

one and the same thing (pratitantrasiddh°nta).

Example: Some people say that there are eight rasas; while in

CarakasaΔhit° it is said there are six rasas. Similarly CarakasaΔhit°

accepts five sense capacities while some others say that there are six sense

capacities.67

(3)Tenets implied by accepting another tenet (adhik°ra∏asiddh°nta)68

Example: If it is established that liberated self does not enjoy the fruit

of karma since they are devoid of desires, then the doctrine of the suffering

of the fruit of karma, liberation, and rebirth are to be accepted.69

(4) The tenet accepted for the sake of argument with out proper

examination or proper reason (abhyupagama-siddh°nta).70

Example: Sometimes substance is accepted as the most important; on

some other occasions quality is accepted as the chief one; and at times potency

is accepted as the most important one. 71

Ak¿ap°da, who shares almost the very same view of Caraka, defines

tenet as a postulation resting on either the authority of a certain school,

hypothesis, or implication.72 Then he classifies it into four as the  above73.

Udyotakara defines tenet as a conviction with regard to the exact nature of a

thing.74 Keøavamiøra defines it as something which is authoritatively settled
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true.75  The conception of both Caraka and Ak¿ap°da regarding tenet is one

and the same.

Doubt (saΔøaya):

Doubt about a thing occurs when its certainty is not ascertained. It is

want of judgment about things of uncertainty.76  For instance, when persons

endowed with the signs of long life, persons without such signs and active,

and inactive persons are seen to live a long life or succumb to sudden death,

there arises the doubt whether death is timely or untimely. Accordingly,

doubt is an erroneous cognition which consists in attributing two recalled

contradictory characteristics to a single substratum.

Ak¿ap°da gives second priority to doubt in his categorial scheme,

because it is regarded as a prerequisite for the employment of syllogistic

reasoning (Ny°ya) for arriving at correct judgments. He defines doubt as

an indefinite knowledge, which seeks to know the identifying characteristic

of an object, and ascribes its occurrence to five different causes.77

V°tsy°yana says that there is no need of applying the Ny°ya to an object

which is unknown or which has been ascertained. It is only when there exists

doubt regarding an object there occurs the need of examination by the

instrument of knowledge called Ny°ya.78 Further he explains the five causes

of doubt. Accordingly, the doubt arising from the perception of common

charactereristcs of many objects in a single object (sam°nadharmopapatti)

is the first one . The doubt occurring from the apprehension of properties

of  homogeneous  and  he terogeneous  th ings  in  a  subs t ra tum
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(anekadhrmopapatti) is the second.  The third originates from the knowledge

of contradictory views (vipratipatti) .  Doubt taking place from the

irregularity of cognition (upalabdhyavyavasth°), and doubt cropping up from

irregularity of non-cognition (anupalabdyavyavastha) are the fourth and fifth

respectively.79  Doubt, according to Ka∏°da, is an erroneous cognition that

originates from the perception of the common characteristics of many objects

in a thing followed by the recollection of the specific characteristics of  such

objects.80 To Praøastap°da, doubt is an indefinite cognition in the form of

""either this or that''. It arises from the recollection of the peculiarities of

the two objects consequent on the perception of an object having the

similarities of those objects whose distinct characteristics have formerly

been cognized.81 Siv°ditya conceives doubt as indefinite cognition 82and

includes false assumption (£ha) and error (anadhyavas°ya) in it.83

If we look at the whole explanations, we can see that doubt is an

erroneous cognition which originates from uncertainty because of attributing

contradictory characteristics to an object. Thus, in essence, all the later

explanat ions make no difference in  the explanat ion given in  the

CarakasaΔhit°. In fact, if Caraka explained the nature of doubt, Ak¿ap°da

and others focused on its cause.

Purpose (prayojana):

Every voluntary action is motivated. Every one acts to obtain the

desired object or to avoid an undesirable object.84 Purpose is that for which

an action is begun.85 It is the motivating object of an action86 or it is that

which goads one in to action.87
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Inconclusive reason (savyabhic°ra):

A cause must be consistently concomitant with the effect. If it is

inconsistent, it cannot be accepted as a cause. This ""inconsistency'' is called

inconclusiveness.88  For example, when a medicine is prescribed for a

particular disease, the medicine suggested may or may not be suited to cure

the disease. Hence, the medicine which is stated as the cause has no invariable

concomitance with the effect. Savybhic°ra is treated as a division of fallacies

of reason by Ak¿ap°da. He calls it anaik°ntika.89   When a reason or the

middle term (hetu) stated   is found to be concomitant with neither the major

term (s°dhya) only nor the negation of the major term only, but with both ,

then it is called is said to be tainted by indecision.90  Such a reason has the

tendency to prove both the major term and its negation due to its connection

with both the major term and its negation. Hence it raises doubt about the

major term. Taking note of this nature Ka∏°da calls it ""the doubtful''

(sandigdha).91 AnnaΔbha∂∂a, Viøvan°tha and others call it by the name

savyabhic°ra itself and classifies it into three, namely general (s°dh°ra∏a),

peculiar (as°dh°ra∏a), and non-exclusive (anupasaΔh°ri).92

Whatever might be the division, the lack of invariable concomitance

leading to inconclusiveness is the key concept of savyabhic°ra. Hence the

knowledge of savyabhic°ra has got a prominent role in ascertaining accurate

reason.

Investigation (jijμ°s°):

Investigation (jijμ°s°) means a deliberate examination (par¢k¿a). For

instance, a medicine is prescribed for a disease only after a proper
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examination.93 Ak¿ap°da does not refer to jijμ°s° in his categorical

discussion. But V°tsy°yana uses it in a different sense. He considers it as

one of the five factors which initiate discussion.94

Determination (vyavas°ya):

Vyavas°ya means determinate cognition in the form of ""this is a disease

due to predominance of v°yu'' or ""this is the particular medicine for a

particular disease''.95 Ak¿ap°da uses this term in the definition of perception

in order to characterize it as determinate.96

Imperfect statement (anuyojya)  and Infallible statement

(ananuyojya):

An imperfect statement (anuyojya) is a faulty assertion in the form of

making only general statements leaving out essential details in such contexts

where it is needed.

Example: Some one makes a statement that a given disease is curable

by elimination therapy instead of saying  that it is curable by emetic or

purgation therapy.97 An infallible statement (ananuyojya) is just the opposite

of  an imperfect statement.

Example: The given disease is incurable. 98 It is a perfect and reliable

statement.

Question (anuyoga) and counter question (pratyanuyoga)

A question (anuyoga) is a query advanced by a learned person to another

in a debate on the basis of the thesis that he puts forward.
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Example: When one scholar makes the assertion ""puru¿a is eternal''

the another scholar asks ""What is the reason?''. 99 If a question like ""why

do you ask such a question?'' ensues as a response from the first person,

then it is called a counter question.100

Defective statement (v°kyado¿a):

Defective statement (v°kyado¿a) is the imperfection of a statement due

to (1) inadequacy (ny£na), (2) redundancy (adhika), (3) meaninglessness

(anarthaka), (4) incoherence (ap°rthaka), and (5) contradiction (viruddha).101

1.   Inadequacy means the lack of any one of the five members of the

syllogism. Giving only one reason where it is necessary to give more reasons

is also inadequacy. That is, when a statement has to be supported by a number

of reasons, only one is offered and the others are omitted, substantially

affecting the strength of support for the establishment of the thesis.102 This

explanation is further confirmed by Ak¿ap°da and V°tsy°yana, who consider

it as  a division of nigrahasth°na.103

(2) Redundancy is contradictory to inadequacy. It consists in referring

to topics which are not relevant to discussion. If the opponent speaks of

B°rhaspatya and ·ukran¢ti in a context where Àyurveda is being debated, it

is an instance of redundancy. It also denotes needless repetition. This type

of redundancy is of two types: verbal repetition (øabdapunarukta) and

semantic repetition (artha- punarukta).Verbal repetition is the repetition of

words and semantic repetition is giving more than one synonym to denote

one and the same meaning.104  Ak¿ap°da makes difference in this regard. He
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construes redundancy as the repetition of reason or an example cited in a

syllogism.105 Moreover he considers the above-mentioned two divisions as

two separate divisions of  another nigrahasth°na  cal led repeti t ion

(punarukta) and suggests that they  become  faults in places where they  have

no specific sense to convey.106

3. The meaningless means a collection of letters with out any

signification.107. It is called nirarthaka by Ak¿ap°da.108

4. Incoherence is a combinations of words which do not convey a

connected meaning.109

Example: ""whey wheel thunder race morning''. Ak¿ap°da defines it

as a statement which does not give a complete sense due to the lack of

syntactical relation. 110

5. A contradictory statement means making a statement which is

contradictory to the example (d§¿∂°∏tavirudha), to the conclusion, to an

established tenet (sidh°ntavirudha), or to tradition (samayaviruddha).

The example of the first is the statement that fever produces heat as

cold water produces heat and that of the second is a physician's statement

that medicine does not cure diseases.

Contradiction of tradition (samayaviruddha) is the making of

statements against the tenets of a particular ø°stra. It is of three kinds: (1)

contradictory statement against tenets of Àyurvedic tradition, (2) against

the tenets of ritual tradition, and (3) against tenets concerning liberation in
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spiritual tradition. Thus, the assertion that a therapy has four constituents

is a statement against the recognized tenet of Àyurveda. Similarly, the

statement that animals should not be killed in rituals is contradictory to the

established tenet of the ritual tradition and the statement regarding violence

towards living beings is against the spiritual tradition.111

Excellent assertion (v°kyapraøaΔs°):

An excellent assertion (v°kyapraøaΔs°) is a brilliant statement which

is  f ree  f rom the  aforesa id  defec ts  of  inadequacy,  redundancy,

meaninglessness, incoherence, contradiction and  is well expressive of the

sense . 112 I t  i s  to  be  noted  here  tha t  Ak¿ap°da  does  not  re fer  to

v°kyapraøaΔs° though he deals with the four divisions of v°kyado¿as under

the category nigrahasth°na.

Quibble (cchala) :

A quibble (chala) signifies a response in which the statement of the

opponent is intentionally misinterpreted to defeat him. It is a speech

consisting of mere words creating the sense that it is meaningful while it is

actually fraught with irrelevant and improper meanings.113  It has got two

divisions: (1)  verbal quibble (v°kchala), and (2) generalizing quibble

(s°m°nyachala).114 Ak¿ap°da, who recognises quibble as a category, defines

it as an assail on one's speech by a deliberate misinterpretation of it,115  and

adds one more to the division called  figurative quibble (upac°rachala). This

is further attested by V°tsy°yana116 and Udyotakara.117
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 Though Caraka classifies quibbles, he does not define each one of them.

He only illustrates them.  However, the examples given for the two types of

quibbles agree with the definitions given for them by Ak¿ap°da.

1. Verbal quibble (v°kchala).

A verbal quibble (v°kchala), according to Ak¿ap°da, is the assuming

of a meaning by the opponent other than that intended by the speaker since

he has not specified his meaning.118

Example: The word navatantra has got two meanings: one who has

learned his new books and one who has learned nine books. Thus, when a

person says about his opponent: ""This is a navatantra'' with the intention

that he has learned new books, the opponent takes the second meaning and

replies, ""1 haven't nine books; I have only one book''. Then the former

objects: ""I did not say, you have nine books; 1 say that you have newly

learned the books (navabhyastatantra)'' and then the opponent retorts:  ""I

have read the book many times''. 119 A similar example is cited by V°tsy°yana

also. The word navakaΔbala has the meaning one who weares nine cloth and

also one who wears new blanket. Thus, when one says ""navakaΔbalo'sya''

to mean the young boy bears new blanket, the opponent replies: ""This boy

has only one blanket; where are the nine blankets?''  Here also the opponent

misinterprets the word navakaΔbala as intended by the speaker.120

2. Generalizing quibble (s°m°nyachala):

A quibble in respect of generalities (s°m°nyachala ) is  giving  an

absurd meaning which is rendered possible by generalising the terms where
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a particularised meaning  is intended.121 When a person says that medicine

cures diseases the opponent takes the most general characteristic of the

words and asks whether he intends to say that an existing entity cures another

existing entity, and, if so, the disease bronchitis (k°sa) being an existing

entity must cure the disease consumption (k¿°ya), for it is also an existing

entity.122 Here also the quibbler is fully aware of the intended meaning of

the speaker. But he deliberately tries to find fault with the speaker.

V°tsy°yana also cites a similar example.123

3. Figurative quibble (upac°racchala):

Ak¿ap°da adds  one  more  d iv is ion  ca l led  f igura t ive  quibble

(upac°rachala) as a third division. Accordingly, upac°rachala consists in

discarding one's statement as senseless by taking its primary sense where

the secondary sense is intended.124 It is notable that Ak¿ap°da himself raises

the objection that v°kchala is upac°rachala itself because alteration in

meaning is a common feature in both the cases.125  Further, he himself clears

out the objection by pointing out that there exists specific differences

between the two beyond their minor similarities.126  Referring to this,

Dasgupta suggests that the objection raised reveals his disagreement with

the classification given in CarakasaΔhit°.127 However, Ak¿ap°da is found

to be very weak to establish his argument. The hair splitting specific

difference that he claims for them to have is not convincing.

Fallacies of reason (ahetu):

The validity of inference depends upon the validity of each and every

member of the syllogism. Hence it is necessary to identify a valid reason
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and for that it is essential to have an accurate knowledge of fallacies of

reason to ensure accuracy of reasoning. Caraka does not evolve a general

definition of the fallacies of reason. Ak¿ap°da, who calls fallacies of reason

by the term hetv°bh°sa, treats it as one of the categories. But he also does

not give a general definition of it. V°tsy°yana, at the same time, describes

fallacies of reason as ahetu which appears as if it were a reason and which

is devoid of the characteristics that is essential for a reason.128 Udyotakara

also calls it  ahetu  which means deficient in one or other characteristics of

the valid reason.129

AnnaΔbha∂∂a defines fallacies of reason as the object of valid cognition

which obstructs a judgment.130 Cakrap°∏i says that ahetu is a reason which

is incapable of generating inferential knowledge.131

Caraka classifies fallacies of reason into three: Equalizing the minor

term (prak°ra∏asama), doubtful reason (saΔøayasama), and equalizing the

proposition (var∏yasama).132  Ak¿ap°da describes five fallacies of reason.

They are (1) savyabhic°ra, (2) viruddha, (3) prakara∏asama, (4) s°dhyasama,

and (5) (k°l°t¢ta).133 Ka∏°da, enumerates three134  and AnnaΔbha∂∂a five135.

Thus, there is a divergence of opinion regarding the number of fallacies of

reason. Savyabhic°ra, which is a common division of fallacies of reason in

the Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ika classification, has been excluded by Caraka in his

enumeration and is described independently. It is because savyabhic°ra is

not only an erroneous reason in inference but can also be a defective cause.

Similary, viruddha and at¢tak°la are also described independently since they

are common defects.136
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(1) Equalising the controversy (prakara∏asama): If  a  reason (hetu)

remains unproved and the controversy continues, it is called prakara∏asama.

Example: When the proponent states that the self is eternal since it is

different from the body, then the opponent refutes it by pointing out the

fallacy underlying the assertion. The opponent argues that if the soul is

eternal just because it is different from the body which is ephemeral, then

the reason different from the body will not lead to a final judgment that

""the self is eternal'', because the middle term or reason (hetu) ""different

from the body'' remains unascertained like the unproved major term

(s°dhya), that is the "eternity of the self'.137 Thus, the controversy remains

unsolved.

Prakara∏asama, according to Ak¿ap°da, is a reason that does not help

to ascertain the major term (s°dhya) for which it is proposed,  but only

generates doubt about it.138 He also speaks of another prakara∏asama which

is a division of false rejoinder (j°ti).  It consists in opposing an argument

on the strength of similarity of the minor term (pak¿a) with the examples

having contradictory characters. 139 For instance, when it is argued with equal

force that sound is ephemeral because its property of eternity is not cognized

in things like vessels, the opponent challenges it by saying that sound is

eternal because its property of   being ephemeral is not known in objects

like °k°øa . No conclusion can be arrived at from either of the two reasons

mentioned or   from the two propositions due to the equal strength of

contradiction. Hence it leads to the unsettlement of the contradiction. 140

It  is to be noted in this connection that the fallacy of reason

prak°ra∏asama conceived  by  Caraka  i s  d i f fe rent  f rom both  the
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prak°ra∏asamas of the Ny°yas£tra. If the reason or the minor term equalises

the middle term, it is called prak°ra∏asama in the CarakasaΔhit°. But in

the Ny°ya-s£tra, the fallacy of reason prak°ra∏asama refers to a reason

which creates only doubt. Similarly the false rejoinder prak°ra∏asama

refers to the existence of two contradictory reasons in the middle term or

stating of two contradictory propositions which leads to the unsettlement

of the contradiction.

2. Doubtful reason (saΔøayasama): If the reason offered for the

deduction is doubtful, it is called saΔøayasama.141  Thus a person quotes a

passage from Àyurveda: ""Is he a physician or not?''  This doubtful

statement can even be quoted by a person who is not a physician simply

after hearing from somewhere else. So quoting a passage from Àyurveda

leaves behind the doubt whether the man who has quoted the passage is a

physician or not. If this itself is offered as a reason for clearing doubt by

saying ""he is a physician because he has quoted the Àyurvedic passage'',

then it becomes the fallacy of reason called saΔøayasama.142  In Ny°yas-

s£tra, saΔøayasama is regarded as a false rejoinder. There, saΔøayasama

is confined to opposing a proposition of the proponent by urging that the

existence of a major term (s°dhya) in the minor term (pak¿a) is doubtful

due to its similarity with one example in which the major term is present

and wi th  another  example  in  which the  major  term is  absent . 143

Thus, the difference with regard to false rejoinder in the CarakasaΔhit°

and Ny°yas-s£tra is that in the former it is used in the sense of a doubtful

reason  adduced   for a particular conclusion while in the latter it is a case in

which doubt is not removed on account of the fact that the major term

possesses two opposite characteristics in two different examples.
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3.  Equalizing the major term (var∏yasama):  If the example cited to

confirm a major term is an unproved one and makes no difference to the

major term, it is called var∏yasama. For instance, when it is stated that

intellect is ephemeral like sound since intellect is untouchable like the latter,

the non-eternity of sound remains as much in need of a proof as the intellect

for its confirmation. Hence, the proposition intellect is eternal also remains

unproved on the basis of the example ""sound''.144  This fallacy of reason is

similar to the false rejoinder called s°dhyasama of the Ny°ya-s£tra.

Revealing this idea, Jayantabha∂∂a describes s°dhyasama as the equalising

nature of the example and the major term in respect of provability.145

Illogical order (at¢tak°la):

Illogical order (at¢tak°la) is a fallacy which occurs when something

which should be stated first in the order of priority is stated later or when

there is an occasion for a point of defeat if one keeps silence in due time and

applies it afterwards to some other point breaking the logical sequence.146

The first part of the explanation given for at¢tak°la corresponds to a

division of point of defeat (nigrahasth°na) called apr°ptak°la of the Ny°ya-

s£tra. There, it is being defined as the making of an alteration in the sequence

of a syllogism.147 The common feature in both the cases is the illogical

sequence of the members of syllogism and so they cannot convey any

connected meaning. Taking account of this fact, Cakrap°∏i cites an example

pertaining to syllogism in which the proposition which should be said first

is stated last and the conclusion which should be said last is stated first.148
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But it is to be noted that the second part of the definition given by Caraka

vindicates that he does not restrict the alteration to the sequence of the

members of syllogism but to the point of defeat also.

Criticism (up°laΔbha):

Criticism (up°laΔbha) denotes the act of pointing out the fallacies of

reason in a debate.149

Resolve (parih°ra):

Resolve (parih°ra) is the resolution given as reply to the objections

raised by pointing out the fallacies of reason by the opponent.150

For instance, the following is the resolution given in reply to the

objection raised against establishing that the self is eternal. ""The self is

eternal. It shows signs as long as it remains in the body and when it leaves

the body there will be no signs in the body even if it is there. Therefore, the

self is different form the body and is eternal''.151

Violating the proposition (pratijμ°h°ni) :

When one is forced to forsake his preposition due to the attack of the

opponent, it is called violating the proposition.152  For instance, when one

begins with his assertion that the self is eternal, but being contradicted by

the opponent by a counter thesis that the self is ephemeral, he is forced to

give up his original proposition that the self is eternal.

A quite different definition of pratijμ°h°ni is given by Ak¿ap°da who

considers it as a division of the point of defeat. Accordingly, violating the
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proposition occurs when one admits in his example that there is the character

of a counter example.153 A person says that sound is ephemeral because it is

perceptible by a sense capacity like a jar and the opponent refutes it by saying

that sound is eternal because it is perceptible by a sense organ like a genus

which is eternal. Then the disputant replies that if a perceptible genus is

eternal, a jar also must be eternal. Here the disputant admits that in his

example jar, there is the character of eternity which is a property of genus,

the counter example. Thus, he denies the ephemeral nature of a jar proposed

by him and admits its eternity which is the character of a counter example

and hurts the disputant's  proposition.154 Even though the definition given

by Caraka is different from the definition given in Ny°ya-s£tra, he agrees

with the core point that the disputant has to forsake his original thesis. As

such, it can be treated as a point of defeat.

Confessional retort (abhyanujμ°):

A confessional retort (abhynujμ°) consists in charging the opponent

with a defect by admitting the defect in oneself.155 This corresponds to the

point of defeat called mat°nujμ° of Ny°ya-s£tra.156

Dodging with a wrong reason (hetvantara):

If the disputant dodges a genuine  reason by giving a wrong reason, it

is called hetvantara.157 The Ny°ya-s£tra describes it in a different way from

this. There, it consists in investing the reason with a particular character,

when the reason of general character is opposed.158
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Offering irrelevant statement (arth°ntara) :

Offering irrelevant statement (arth°ntara) consists in setting aside the

relevant topic and introducing the irrelevant one.159

Example: When the disputant is expected to give the-definition of

fever, he gives the definition of diabetes (prameha).This is also given in the

Ny°ya-s£tra.160

Points of defeat (nigrahasth°na):

Points of defeat are the grounds of defeat. Caraka says that it occurs

when an argument of the disputant is not understood by the assembly

constituted by learned members. Caraka has already discussed the various

types of points of defeat in the course of his discussion. The Ny°ya-s£tra

describes it as the inability to refute an opponent's thesis or to establish

one's own thesis refuted by the opponent.161 Twenty-two  kinds of such

nigrahasth°nas are enumerated in the Ny°ya-s£tra.162

Apart from these forty-four categories, Caraka describes another group

of ten technical terms which have precise relevance within the context of

Àyurveda .163 It is inevitable for a physician to know them for becoming a

competent person in treatment. They are the following:

1. The agent or the one who initiates an action (k°ra∏a).

2. The instrument that helps the agent to perform his action (kara∏a).

3. The substantial cause that is being modified into an effect by the

action (k°ryayoni).
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4. The effect for which the agent performs his action (k°rya).

5. The purpose intended of the effect by the agent (k°ryaphala).

6. The good or bad which binds the doer as a result of the production

of the particular effect (anubandha).

7. Location or site of the action  (deøa).

8. Time or duration for transformation (k°la).

9. The effort needed for the production of the desired effect

(prav§tti).

10. The compliance and also the excellence in the proper setting of

the agent,  instrument, and the material cause to accomplish the

desired effect.164

Similarities and dissimilarities of dialectical terms in CarakasaΔhit°

and Ny°ya-s£tra:

The following are some of the basic similarities and differences of the

dialectical terms in the  CarakasaΔhit° and the Ny°ya-s£tras. Debate, the

five membered syllogism, example, false rejoinder, tenet, the source of

knowledge, doubt, purpose, quibble, fallacies of reason, doubt, and point of

defeat  explained in CarakasaΔhit° are given independent categorical status

in the Ny°yas£tras. Sth°pana of CarakasaΔhit° is represented by the

category avayava of the Ny°ya-s£tras. Similarly, false rejoinder (uttara) of

Caraka corresponds to the category j°ti of Ak¿ap°da. The peculiarity of the

Ny°ya-s£tra is that it enumerates twenty-four divisions of false rejoinders
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(j°ti) which are found lacking in Caraka. Caraka  recognizes pratijμ°h°ni,

abhyanujμ°, k°lat¢tavacana, ahetu, ny£na, adhika, vyartha, anarthaka,

punarukta, viruddha, hetvantara, and arth°ntara as of points of defeat.165

Ahetu  is regaded as a point of defeat in Caraka. Ak¿ap°da calls it by the

name hetv°bh°sa. Moreover, he treates it as an independent category and as

a division of the point of defeat. Even though the points of defeat

pratijμ°h°ni and hetvantara are described in Ny°ya-s£tra and Caraka, they

are different in both. Caraka speaks of twelve kinds of points of defeat.

Ak¿ap°da increases the number to twenty-two. Savyabhic°ra, which is treated

distinctly by Caraka is conceived as a division of fallacies of reason in the

Ny°ya-s£tra. The fallacy of reason prak°ra∏asama and saΔø°yasama given

in Caraka and the Ny°ya-s£tras are different. Var∏yasama of the SaΔhit°

corresponds to the false rejoinder s°dhyasama in the Ny°ya-s£tra. Jijμ°sa,

vavas°ya. anuyojya, ananuyojya,, anuyoga, pratyanuyoga, v°kyapraøaΔs°,

upalaΔbhah, parih°ra discussed in Caraka  are not given catagorial

importance in the Ny°ya-s£tras.

The historicity of   logic  and dialect ical  speculations of

CarakasaΔhit°

In India, ""science of  demonstration or reasoning'' has been struggling

in vain for more than two thousand years to extricate itself from religion

and to make  itself independent of faith in the scriptures.166 Though we can

consider the earliest references of debates, dialogues, and formal legal

councils in the early Upani¿ads,167  Sm§tis,168  Buddhistic and other secular

literatures as the precursors  of science of  search,  they do not give an idea
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of the formal type of disputation or the system of dialectics. Kau∂ilya (about

327 BC) recognized science of search or demonstration as a distinct branch

among the four branches of study.169  He calls it anv¢k¿iki and associates it

with S°Δkhya, Yoga and Lokayata.170 It is enjoined in a verse that it is the

lamp for all sciences, means of all affairs, and basis for all that is to be

done.171

CarakasaΔhit° and the Ny°ya-s£tra are the two available early books

which give us an attention-grabbing account of the science of reasoning.

It is CarakasaΔhit° which gives an elaborate exposition of the science

of reasoning in relation to the description of the debate. Details regarding

the types of councils (pari¿ats), the different kinds of partaking opponents,

the nature of debates, the procedure that is to be followed in a debating

council, and a long list of dialectical terms including the fundamental

categories and the source of knowledge are discussed in the CarakasaΔhit°.

But it does not receive as much attention as the Ny°ya-s£tra does. It may be

because of the following reasons. CarakasaΔhit° is not an independent treaty

on the science of reasoning. On the other hand, it is a compendium of  science

of life. Moreover, it is not rendered in a systematic form. As far as the

Ny°ya-s£tra is concerned, its main purpose has been the discussion of the

science of reason. Ny°ya, as a philosophical system, primarily deals with

epistomolgy and logic, and secondarily with ontology, psychology, ethics,

and theology.172 Of these, epistemology and logic are considered to have been

the greatest contribution of the Ny°ya-s£tra to the Indian system of

philosophy. It is on the basis of this that it is called pram°∏asastra. Placing
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primacy on the science of reasoning, it gives a meticulous account of logic

and dialectics. Above all, it enters into the act of refuting the epistemological

as well as the metaphysical theories of the rival schools giving it the nature

of a full fledged philosophical system.

Now the question arises as to whether CarakasaΔhit° is the precursor

of Ny°ya - s£tra or whether Caraka has incorporated the the Ny°ya tenets

into it.  With regard to the origin of the science of reasoning, Mahadev

Rajaram Bodas suggests that P£rva¢m°Δs° developes sundry rules of logic

in philosophical disquisitions connected with sacrifices from the exegetical

necessity and called them the  Ny°yas. The science of reasoning (°nv¢k¿k¢)

took shape by the secularization of these exegetical rules.173 Based on this

hypothesis, he concludes that Gotama174 developed a philosophical system

from the secular art called °nv¢¿ik¢. Thus, it acquired the new appellation

Ny°ya and became the rival of the two M¢m°Δsas.175

However, this theory is not tenable.  The main reason is that the period

of development that preceded the composition of the Ny°ya-s£tra has been

left out by him . The important thing to be taken into consideration is that

he does not speak of anything about CarakasaΔhit° in this regard.  If it is

admitted that Gotama has evolved the Ny°ya philosophy from the secularized

form of the M¢m°Δs°-ny°y°s then the Ny°ya system cannot become a rival

system to the M¢m°Δsas.   Moreover, he does not give due importance to

what Kau∂ilya says.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhushana gives a different theory. According to

him, °nv¢k¿ik¢ was formerly a spiritual science (atmavidy°)176  and
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CarakasaΔhit° as well as Ny°ya-s£tra of Ak¿ap°da embodies doctrines

propounded by Medhatihi Gautama. He says that Caraka has accepted them

in the crude form and Ak¿ap°da in the refined form.177 He has also stated

that the doctrines of °nv¢k¿ik¢ did not evidently constitute a part of the

original Àyurveda of Punarvasu Àtreya.  But it was incorporated into the

CarakasaΔhit° by the redactor Caraka.178

It is some thing remarkable that there are scholars who consider that

Caraka-saΔhit° is the forerunner of the Nyay-s£tra. Winternitz is of the

opinion that CarakasaΔhit° is older than the redacted Ny°ya-s£tra.179 Though

there are many other scholars who admit this point of view, it is Dasgupta

who gives a precise and authentic opinion in this regard. He vehemently

opposes the theory of Vidyabhusana as baseless. He says that Meth°tithi

Gautama is a mythical person who has not written anything and that Caraka

has not borrowed from Meth°tithi  Gautama.  He argues on the ground that

the evidences cited by Vidyabhusana to substantiate his theory are

irrelevant.180  He considers that the Ny°ya-s£tras was composed by Ak¿ap°da

in the second or the third century A.D.181 The most significant part of his

investigative report consists of  the concluding remarks. He says: ""since

there is no mention of the development of art of debate in any other literature

it is reasonable to suppose that the art of debate and its other accessories

developed from early times in the traditional medical schools, whence they

are found collected in the CarakasaΔhit°.''182 He adds that the illustrations

of the mode of dispute and the categories of the art of debate belong to the

medical field and so the logical portion of CarakasaΔhit° was not collected

from non-medical literature and grafted into it.183
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The following are some of the main points that Dasgupta puts forward

to substantiate his finalization. The half mythical account of the origin of

Àyurveda  given at the beginning of the first chapter of s£trasth°na bears

testimony to the fact that Àyurveda  was occupied from the beginning with

the investigation of the nature of causes (hetu) and reason (li¥ga) for

legitimate inferences in connection with the enquiry into the causes of

diseases and the apprehension of signs of the same.184  We find no work of

an earlier date, Hindu, Buddhist or Jaina, which treats of the logical subjects

found in the CarakasaΔhit° . So we have to assume that Caraka has got his

materials regarding logic and dialectics from Agniveøa. More over these

logical discussions seems to be inextricably connected with medical

discussions of diagnosis of diseases and the ascertainment of their causes.185

In addition to this, determination of cause and effects and the inference of

facts or events of invariable concomitance are an indispensable necessity

for Àyurveda physicians in  the diagnosis of diseases and the ascertainment

of their causes and cures.186

The definition of perception given by Caraka seems to be the earliest

model,  because i ts  definit ion in the Ny°ya-s£tra adds three more

qualifications to make the meaning more complex and  precise.187  However,

the findings of Dasgupta that debate and its accessories explained in the

CarakasaΔhit° have developed in the early medical realm is more reasonable

and tenable. It is significant to note in this connection that scholars like

Pradeep P. Gokhale also say: ""Caraka is perhaps the first thinker, whose

discussion on the nature and possible faults of controversy is possible''.188
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In addition to this, he again suggests that Caraka's account of the method of

debate appeared some three centuries before Ak¿ap°da.189   One of the

difficulties is that he ascribes Ny°ya-s£tra to Ak¿ap°da of the second

century BC, which has only a partial recognition. The original authorship

of Ny°ya-s£tra is a controversial one. Some scholars ascribe the authorship

to Gautama while some others say that it is Ak¿ap°da. Some of them are of

the opinion that both Ak¿ap°da and Gautama are one and the same person.

Still some others, attribute the authorship to Gotama and also  to Medh°tithi

Gautama as shown above.190 These opinions are mainly based on external

evidences. It should be noted that the earliest authoritative books on Ny°ya

which came subsequent to the S£tra namely, Ny°yabhasya191, Ny°yav°rtika192,

Ny°yav°rtika- t°tparyat¢k°193 and Ny°ya Maμjar¢194  ascribe the authorship

to Ak¿ap°da.

There are sufficient internal and external evidences to prove that

CarakasaΔhit° is a precursor of the Ny°ya-s£tra with regard to the science

of debate and reasoning provided Ak¿ap°da is admitted as the author of the

Ny°ya-s£tra. The most striking evidence is that Caraka does not give

definitions of all the dialectical terms. He does it at random; some of the

terms are defined and illustrated, while some others are given definitions

only. Still some others are left with examples only. At the same time, it is

in the Ny°ya-s£tras and its subsequent books that we see a systematic and

meticulous account of these technical terms. He defines them all. But he is

not interested in illustrating them. This shows the premature nature of the

doctrines at the time of the compilation of the CarakasaΔhit°. Moreover,
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the epistemology of the Ny°ya-s£tra covers not only the sources of knowledge

but also the conditions of the validity of knowledge and their sources. It is

typical of the Ny°ya-s£tra that it considers S°Δkhyas as a rival school and

refutes their metaphysical and epistemological doctrines. At the same time,

Caraka pays much veneration to the early S°Δkhyas.  In fact,  the

metaphysical doctrines of the CarakasaΔhit° are of pre-classical origin.

The most conspicuous thing is that Caraka not only outlines methodology

of disputation but also applies it to his own compendium.  The Carakasamhita

is compiled in the very same pattern.

The most reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing

facts is that Caraka gives a methodology of right thinking and the details of

system of logic and dialectics practically complete and more or less

consistent. Yet it has not attained the nature of a full-fledged system. Caraka

addresses logic and dialectical problems not in isolation but as a second

step in the hierarchy of education. In fact, his main objective was not to

propound a cut and dry system of the science of reasoning and theory of

knowledge but to give a complete picture of honest and value oriented medical

education. Caraka expresses his views on all cognate and interdependent

questions on the theory of knowledge so that it would facilitate the medical

realm for clearing doubts and absurdities of what has been apprehended and

thereby updating the medical knowledge. The momentous thing that is to be

remembered is that there is none other than the CarakasaΔhit° in Àyurveda

which gives such a detailed account of the science of reasoning. Perhaps

there are shortcomings and imperfections. It is the one and the only earliest
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book which elaborates the nature of debating council, divisions of debate,

strategies to be adopted in the debate and the dialectical terms including the

fundamental categories that constitute the universe. Above all, the

CarakasaΔhit° itself stands as an icon of the methodology of thought and

expression.  On the contrary, the available Ny°ya-s£tra does not speak about

the nature of the council or the strategies that is to be taken up in a debate.

Based on the similarity and differences described above, we can understand

that, among the sixteen categories of the Ny°ya-s£tra, all the fifteen except

the category prameya (which deals metaphysics) are the extricated and

modified forms of the dialectical terms enumerated by Caraka. Even if we

accept the argument of Vidyabhusana for argument there is sufficient

evidence to substantiate the fact that Caraka's account of the method of debate

has happened some three centuries before Ak¿ap°da .

The novelty of the Ny°ya-s£tra is that it has developed a well knit

theory of epistemology and logic and it led to the acceleration of the

dialectical interaction of the various philosophical systems. In fact, its

influence has been greater in other philosophical systems and thereby

assumed the status of a newly constructed philosophical system. Thus, it

has eclipsed what has been explained in CarakasaΔhit° and henceforth

became the sole standard of posterity. The Ny°ya system as an independent

philosophical school took the lead in applying it  for metaphysical

discussions. Thus, it became an inevitable part of other philosophical

systems also. So,  from the existing data we can concede that the available

work which has pioneered to codify a methodology of rational thought is

CarakasaΔhit°.
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Analytical devices (tantrayukis)

We know that people, grounded in different disciplinary matrices and

affiliated to different cultures, do communicate and interact with one another.

""Our language, with out which we cannot live, makes it impossible for us

not to communicate and interact with one another''.195  So it is essential to

ensure that language doesn't mislead.

Language maps the intention of the speaker, the reality one grasped.

But the haunting question is whether we are successful in communicating

our ideas perfectly. Naturally the answer is not a positive one. Expressions

are context-bound and so there often happens communication breakdown.

Ordinary language, written or uttered is flexible, some what indefinite, and

rich in their connotations. So it creates problems in the way of right

communication in philosophical, scientific discourse, and scriptural

understanding.

Words may undergo the process of deformation and decay in the course

of history due to many reasons. So it is essential to regain the unimpaired

strength of language and words in order to discern the real sense of the

treatises which document  the earliest thoughts,  for words and language are

not wrappings in which thing are packed for the commerce of  those who

write and speak. It is in words and language that things first come into being

and are. For this reason the misuse of words in idle talks, in and phrases

destroy our authentic relation to things.196  Hence thought and expression

needs a well ordered scientific language to communicate.
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The great thinkers of Indian intellectual tradition were fully aware of

the difficulty in maintaining the transparency of the language and the barriers

that stand against proper communication. So they have tried to solve the

crucial problem by formulating rules regarding verbalization and its

decoding. Thus, there evolved different theories on verbal testimony. The

Grammarians, the M¢m°Δsakas and the Naiy°ikas were the pioneers in this

field. Similarly, other system makers also have developed and employed a

well-nit scientific methodology consisting of analytical devices in their

compositions. Such analytical devices are called tantrayuktis.

""Tantraykti' may be defined as the methodology and technique which

enable one to compose and interpret scientific treaties correctly and

intelligently''.197  The knowledge and application of the tantrayuktis will

enable one to know the relevant and intended idea of articulations coherently,

precisely free of inconsistency and contradiction. Caraka, who was

circumspect of this fact says that when conflicting views appear in the text

it should be interpreted on the basis of the contextual, special, and temporal

propriety as well as according to the intention of the speaker and the rules

of interpretation.198 Further in Siddhist°na it has been well expressed by

D§∑habala through a beautiful simile about how it can be achieved by the

employment of tantrayuktis . The tantrayuktis uncover the science completely

just like the sun unfolds the lotus or the lamp that illuminates the house.199

SuørutasaΔhit° states that the purpose of tantrayukti is the proper

unification of sentences and meanings.200 It is also  distinctly stated that a

debater can establish his own points and set aside those of his opponents
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who indulge in unfairness by means of tantrayuktis.201 Referring to this,

Dasgupta points out that these are maxims for the interpretation of textual

topics , and are not point of dispute or logical categories.202 However, it

should be noted that Suøruta is of opinion that the main purpose of

tantrayukis is to help one to ununveil the true meaning of words which are

hidden and partly explained.203

Arthaø°stra,  CarakasaΔhit°,  SuørutasaΔhit°,  A¿∂°ngah§daya,

A¿∂°ngasaΔgraha Vis∏udharmottarapur°∏a,  Tantrayuktivic°ra of

N¢lameghabhicak, and Tantrayukti of an anonymous author are the main

books which provide us with such analytical devices analyzing and grasping

the real sense of the articulations.  Probably, the tantrayuktis might have

emerged and virtually settled before Pa∏ini. Dr. W.K. Lele,  pointing out

the   various devices referred to in P°∏ini's A¿∂°dhy°y¢, has rightly

remarked by that P°∏ini possessed a fair knowledge of about twenty-eight

devices and that he had employed them while writing his aphoristic work.204

However P°∏ini neither codifies nor defines tantrayuktis beyond their

utilization.

Kautilya's Arthaøastra, the greatest work on polity and statecraft,

enumerates, explains and employs tantrayuktis. Kautilya enumerates thirty-

two analytical devices called tantrayuktis.205

CarakasaΔhita, as we have seen, deals with the concepts and theories

on both science and philosophy. Hence, it was essential to speak at different

levels keeping the logical sequence. So he sought to use certain conventional
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method and scientific language for the expression of the well ordered

thought.   He was not only concerned with adequacy, accuracy and economy

of treaty formation, but also wanted to convey the real sense of what has

been told. In order to enable this purpose of right communication of the

treatise D§∑habala has incorporated a list of thirty six analytical devices in

Siddhisth°na.  Even though CarakasaΔhit° can be treated as the first

Àyurvedic treatise that deals with tantrayuktis they appear only in the twelfth

chapter of the final book called Siddhisth°na which is considered as an

addition made by D§∑habala, who made its final recasting.  Another

significant thing to be noted in this connection is that these tantrayuktis are

neither defined nor illustrated by him. So, probably, D§∑habala, the final

redactor of the treatise  must have  formed the table of thirty six tantrayuktis

by adding four more to the thirty-two enumerated  by Kautilya.206

The following are the  thirty-six tantrayuktis:

(1) topic of discussion (adhikara∏a), (2) proper arrangement of words

(yoga), (3) extension of argument (hetvartha),  (4) meaning of a word

(pad°rtha), (5) partial description of a topic (pradeøa), (6) concise statement

(uddeøa), (7) amplification of a statement (nirdeøa), (8) supply of ellipsis

(v°kyøe¿a),  (9) purpose (prayojana),  (10) authoritative instruction

(upadeøa), (11) adducing a reason  for establishing a proposition (apadeøa),

(12) extension of analogous topics (atideøa) ,  (13) presumption or

implication  (arth°patti), (14) conclusion (nir∏aya), (15) reiteration of a

statement  according to the contextual propriety(prasa¥ga), (16) a universal
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statement (ek°nta), (17) acceptance of any one of two assertions (anaik°nta),

(18) a statement regarding exception to a general rule (apavarga),

(19) contrariety (viparyaya), (20) an  objection raised against a proposition

in  debate  (p£rvapak¿a ) ,  (21)   accura te  in terpre ta t ion  (vidh°na ) ,

(22) approval of other's view (anumata), (23) explanatory exposition

(vyakhy°na), (24) doubt (saΔøaya), (25) reference to a previous statement

(atit°vek¿°), (26) reference to an ensuing statement (an°gat°vek¿°),

(27) technical terms coined by the author of treatise  (svasaΔjμ°),

(28)  deduction or an inference by reason (£hya),  (29) combination of entities

independent of one another (samuccaya), (30) an example or illustration

(nidarøana), (31) definition or etymological interpretation (nirvacana),

(32)  injunction (saΔniyoga), (33) option  (vikalpana), (34) rebuttal or

refutation (pratyuts°ra), (35) extrication of ones tenet by refuting the

opponent (uddhara), and (36) probability (saΔbhava).207

Cakrap°∏i  has s tated that  Bhat°rahariøcandra,  the author  of

Carkan°ysa, has enumerated four more yuktis: (1) paripraøna, (2) vy°kara∏a,

(3) vyutkr°nt°bhidh°na, and (4) hetu.208 Suøruta enumerates only  thirty-

two tantrayuktis.209
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Chapter - VIII

ETHICS

Caraka is totally predestined to be a treatise for the whole of humanity.

In that sense its moral obligation is unquestionable. But the problem is to

find out what sort of moral convictions CarakasaΔhit° upholds and how it

undertakes its dissemination.

Beyond our expectations Caraka depicts its moral outlook.  It is not a

stereotyped description of morality or code of conduct that is to be followed

in the medical domain only. But it presents a comprehensive vision of an

integrated ethics for the accomplishment of the supreme good of life, taking

into consideration human nature and the real nature of the world. Perhaps

there may be no other medical treatise in the world which describes moral

values and code of conducts in such an all embracing manner.

General outlook of morality

First of all, let us have a brief description of the conception of ethics

in general and in Indian tradition in particular before going into the details

of the ethical conceptions of Caraka. It would be helpful to understand the

relevance and importance of Caraka in this respect.

""Morality  means  conscious  living  within the  frame  of   certain

principles of conduct laid down by those regarded as authorities.
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In general, therefore, the moral institution of life or moral point

of view consists in the awareness of an important distinction

between what is and what ought to be. For man should live not

merely in the light of what is but also what ought to be. To be

more specific it is the awareness of living based on a distinction

between our animal demands and the demands of the higher

faculties of human worthy of the distinctive nature of man''.1

Morality has mainly got two facets; one is subjective and the other is

objective.2 The subjective dimension refers to the individual ethics or the

ethics in relation to oneself and the objective refers to the social ethics or

the ethics in relation to others. The social ethics prescribes certain

responsibilities and obligations and code of conduct based on which the

individuals ought to behave in a group or society.3 The most significant

aspect of the social ethics is that it emphasizes one's concern for others.

Love, compassion, and brotherhood are some of its identifying features. On

the other hand, individual morality is purely personal. ""It is more a

repository of prudence than morality''.4 It implies the procedure of adopting

ways and methods like the control of senses and the purification of mind so

as to subdue one's lower instincts and to develop the higher values through

proper understanding of one's own inner nature in such a way that the

optimum of life can be  attained. The domain of morality precisely consists

of both the behaviour of a person to others and also his character and conduct

to himself as a man. Thus, while judging a moral point of view or moral

institution these two aspects deserve due attention.
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In the West, generally speaking, morality is understood mainly in the

sense of social reference. ""Outside a society there is no question of

morality. The question of morality involves a necessary reference to some

others in respect of whom one has to adopt a moral point of view or has to

behave either morally in a good manner or bad manner'' .5 Frankena,

emphasizing the social reference, says that morality is a social enterprise.

It is an instrument of society as a whole for the guidance of individuals and

smaller groups because morality is sometimes defined as an instrument of

society as a whole.6 As for as the westerners are concerned, moral principles

are social rules and they are not spun by an individual.

The Indian moral conceptions are referred to by the word dharma.

Dharma combines in it the two distinct concepts of duty and virtue   in

general and is connected with a series of notions frequently called ""the aims

of life''.7   With the exception of the C°rv°kas, it is basically spiritualistic

and is considered as rooted in the Vedas.8  The word dharma is derived

from the root ""dh§'' which means to uphold or support. So dharma is that

which upholds the universe from within is probably the single most

important concept of understanding ""Indian Religion'' and ethics. Even

then, a critical evaluation of the moral teaching of Caraka in terms of  general

ethical ideas in Indian religio-culture represented by the word dharma has

got its own limitations because Indian religio-culture is not a unified creed

as we see in Semitic religions.

From the point of human morality, it is a complex whole comprising

several religious philosophical beliefs, values, and practices which are often
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mutually incompatible. Dharma when prefixed by some such proper noun as

san°tana (Vedic) or bauddha (non-Vedic or øramanic), means the whole of

religion and philosophy and moral code of a given people or community.9

Thus, broadly speaking, the Vedic dharma and ørma∏ic dharma or the

Bauddha-dharma represent the two major streams of thought. Even though

both of them uphold dharma as the cardinal principle of their teachings,

they fundamentally differ in their outlook.

The Vedic dharma combines in it the two facets that we tend to keep

distinct. They are the facets of ""is'' and ""ought'' -- the dimensions of ""how

things actually are'' and ""how things ought to be''. On the one hand it is

righteousness and duty essentially ordained in the Vedic scriptures and the

objective order of the universe. It combines in one concept the description

of the ordering of things and at the same time the prescription for how one

should live to attain the optimum of life.10 Another aspect of morality that

this single term dharma upholds is that it carries with it the sense of both

objective or socio centric as well as subjective or self centric ethical values.

Most often the latter is accentuated.

One of the most important things to be remembered in this connection

is that there came in the Sm§tis, the Upani¿ads, and finally the Vedic

philosophical system as continuation of the Vedas as sources of dharma. Of

them, the Sm§itis provide us with the most important religious beliefs and

practices11. The Sm§tis disseminate external and ritualistic socio-centric

moral i ty .  The Sm§t i  l i te ra ture  i s  genera l ly  taken to  inc lude  the

Dharmas°stras, the Pur°∏as and the two Epics.12 Thus, the Vedas and the
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Sm§tis taken together have been regarded as the source of morality in the

Vedic stream.13 The main concern of the law givers (sm§tik°ras) was often

the stability of the social organization and the advocacy of social morality

conductive to ritualism. Their chief moral concern was social stability. They

seek to protect the various customs and practices of people belonging to

different castes, communities, and professions.14 They also advocated a

scheme of life with detailed instructions of duties at every stage of life.

According to the Vedic belief, another significant thing is that  dharma

is divine. Dharma is not created but discovered by the Œ¿is. It is not a subject

for disagreement or debate. A person should behave in accordance with class

(°ørama) , whether he/she is a student (bra≈mac°rin), a householder

(g§hastha), a forest-dweller (v°naprastha), or renouncer (sanyasin).  Thus,

one behaves as one should behave   as laid down in the Dharmaø°stras.15

Dharma is a cosmic principle and one has to follow it without violating or

questioning it. It is one's duty (karma). Reasoning or logic, however, seems

to be hardly given any recognizable place in the Vedic ethical tradition. There

are rather clear statements of Manu denouncing those who try to asses the

opinions of the Vedas and the Sm§tis on the touchstone of logic and

reasoning.  He says that  such people are to be despised and even

excommunicated.16  Kum°rila, while emphasizing the place of the ø°stra in

matters of morality, denounces the intrusion of logical reasoning. He says,

""For the comprehension of dharma and adharma there is no other means

save the fact of their being enjoined and prohibited. Hence the introduction

of inferential argument is not proper''17 ·ukran¢ti says that theory of
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religion and morality is very complicated, and hence people should practice

the rules of S§uti, Sm§ti, and Pur°∏as.18 ""It is difficult to find out the

reasons on which duties stand.19

The Upani¿hads and the philosophic schools promulgated liberation

directed self-centric morality.  Accordingly,  dharma serves the route to

superior control, to the mastering of attitudes of greater and greater concern

coupled with less and less attachment. The purification of mind and the

control of sense organs are indispensable for the attainment of mok¿a. One

has to subordinate lower impulses to the higher ones through the proper

understanding of ones inner nature and through the observance of some

practical discipline. Subjective process constitutes the moral life of man.

Buddhism and Jainism, which represent the main stream of øramanic

ethics, also preach both subjective and objective moralities. But the points

in which they differ from Hinduism are:  (1) the rejection of an eternal

ultimate reality as the essence of the universe, (2) the firm rejection of the

Vedic  r i tua l i sm,  and  (3)  the  re jec t ion  of  the  c lass i f ica t ion  of

var∏avyavasth°.20  In the teachings of the Buddha, karma was ethicized. For

the Buddha, karma was essentially volition (intention) that leads to the

actions of body, mind, and speech.21 If the Vedic karma refers to is ritualistic

action which calls for external purification, it was a mental event for the

Buddha and so he emphasized internal purification.

The S°Δkhyas believe in three kinds of ethically significant actions:

(1) s°ttvika actions which consist in kindness, restraints of sense organs,
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and freedom from hatred. (2) r°jasika actions which consist in passion,

anger, greed, violence, discontent, faultfinding, and rudeness. (3) t°masika

actions which consist in madness, intoxication, lassitude, drowsiness, lust,

worthlessness, and impurity. Of them, virtues are the first kind of actions

since they lead to liberation. 22

Similarly, in the philosophy, merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma)

are the qualities of the self and they are not the objective act which is

prompted by the self. There is no merit or demerit in the action itself. It is

always the intention which causes merit and demerit.23 The Ny°ya-Vaiøe¿ikas

say that actions are caused by volition (prayatna). ·a¥karamiøra defines

karma as action (prav§tti) and inaction (niv§tti) for acquiring the beneficial

and avoiding the non-beneficial and that such actions and inactions are

produced by peculiar type of volitions springing from desire and aversion.24

Volition in turn is caused by the mental dispositions of desire (icch°) and

aversion (dve¿a). So, according to the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika, it is the intention

that determines whether an action is right or wrong.

Thus, we see a transition in the concept of ethics in the philosophical

systems. Karma was given a new interpretation. In spite of the differences

in their world outlook, they were more or less unanimous in reinterpreting

karma. If karma formerly stood for ritual action and social duties, the new

meaning it acquired was action prompted by intention. Thus, intention

became absolutely essential for constituting rightness and wrongness, and

naturally the purification of mind attained prime position in ethical

conceptions. In spite of the differences, all are unanimous in the basic
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postulation of ultimate values. All of them accept the ethical values of

exclusion of envy, hatred , covetousness, wickedness, and the practice of

humility, charity, love, greatfulness, sympathy, and self sacrifice.

Moral outlook of Caraka

If we analyze the moral outlook of Caraka on the basis of the above

criterion, we can see that the scheme of moral life promulgated by Caraka

is basically Vedic and predominantly philosophical.   But this does not mean

that he discards the non-Vedic   moral values. On the other hand, it follows

a balancing attitude, for the main focus is human happiness. It upholds all

the above mentioned values which are universally acclaimed as the ""right

way of life''.

Caraka adopts a rational attitude. Through the words of Àtreya he

declares that Veda is credible knowledge. Meanwhile the assertions of

eminent persons based on their investigation and substantiation in any field

of knowledge which are not in contradiction with the Veda and which are

approved by virtuous persons and are conductive to human welfare should

be considered authoritative25. This shows that the moral conceptions are

not merely dogmatic but also rational.

If  ""social morality '' is predominantly the morality of doing, and

individual morality is the morality of  ""being '', we see the culmination of

both in the moral conceptions of Caraka. He pays equal importance to worldly

life and liberation. Mundane life is construed as a way to attain the spiritual

optimum. In other words, it is a synthesis of the world- and- life-affirming

moral conceptions of Vedic- tradition.
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Spiritual basis of moral conception

In consonance with the Vedic thought, Caraka believes that the ultimate

reality is the very essence of the universe as well as an inner self of man

and it sets for him a spiritual goal of  ""complete freedom '' from all forms

of suffering as  higher than any other goal to which his mundane inclinations

lead to. The moral conception underpinned is based on the belief of the unity

of everything at the transcendent level. The basic postulates of the mortality

of the self, the law of action (karma), rebirth or transmigration, and

liberation are being discussed with due importance in Caraka. In this sense,

its moral conceptions are directed towards the attainment of individual

liberation (mok¿a.).  But it cannot be interpreted as self-centric for the reason

that it never tolerated the idea of pessimistic sentiments denouncing the

world and exalting   world renunciation as a way of getting liberated from

transmigratory existence by following the way of mendicants. 26

Caraka believes in the world of suffering. But he does not ask to reject

the socio-moral obligations for the sake of liberation.  His ethical outlook

is not life-negating. On the other hand, he puts forth a moral outlook which

is fully world-and-life affirming. Caraka was circumspect of the realty that

all activities of human-beings are directed towards the achievement of

happiness.27 Even though Caraka speaks of the four  ""aims of life'', namely

righteousness (dharma), material prosperity (artha), desires (k°ma), and

liberation (mok¿a),28   he emphasizes the first three which can be construed

more subtly perhaps as attitudes or orientations29  than the final aim of life
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-- liberation (mok¿a).  He says that one should discard unwholesome

attitudes and adopt wholesome ones in regard to righteousness (dharma),

material prosperity (artha), and desire (k°ma), for no happiness or pain can

occur without these three factors.30  It vindicates that his prime concern is

mundane life and  happiness. A happy man is one who is free from all vices

such as physical violence, adultery, theft, and persecution. Such a person

can only relish the fruits of dharma, artha, and k°ma.31

Theory of karma

Caraka did not simply take over a  pre-existing Vedic doctrine of

ritualistic  karma. He interprets karma in a different sense which is more or

less similar to the one in the philosophical systems. His total ethical

conceptions hinges on the doctrine of karma. For Caraka, karma is essentially

the action of the body, the mind, and the speech   prompted by volition or

intention (prayatna). 32 So, according to Caraka, every act is intentional.33

It is the intention that decides whether the action is good or bad. The root of

every action lies in the mind. Actions spring from erroneous knowledge

(moha) and the mental dispositions of desire (icch°) and aversion (dve¿a).34

Elsewhere he states that desire and aversion are the two kinds of craving

(t§¿∏a)35 and declares that  the ultimate healing of all sorts of sufferings

consists in the  elimination of upadh°36 which is synonymous with

t§¿∏a.37

It may be relevant to note in this context that the basic conception of

karma is found reflected in the various classical philosophical systems. The
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Buddha regards craving (t§¿∏a) as the cause of suffering.38 The Ny°ya-s£tra

also gives the very same idea.  There it is stated that defects (do¿as) which

proceed from ignorance are the cause of actions leading to bondage.39 Do¿a

refers to more or less the same concept of t§¿∏a in the CarakasaΔhit°

because erroneous knowledge (moha), desire (icch°), and aversion (dve¿a)

are regarded as the ramifications of do¿a.40    Vaiøe¿ika - s£tra regards upadh°

as the cause of actions leading to adharma and anupadh° as the origin of

dharma.  By upadh° what he means is the impurity of all mental dispositions

as well as external impurity. Similarly, anupadh° refers to both internal

and external purity.41  According to Praøatap°da, volition that impels action

is of two types: (1) that which proceeds from being lively (j¢vanap£rvaka)

and (2) that which proceeds from desire and aversion (icch°dve¿ap£rvaka).42

Whatever one does or whatever one refrains from doing is an action,

and unless it is an act of renunciation, it is bound to breed bondage and

frustration. Wholesome or unwholesome k°rmic intentions bring about in

this life or in the future life happy or painful experiences. For instance, an

action taking place from hatred or greed as response to what is unpleasant

is morally wrong and is not conductive to liberation. In particular, karma

refers to a morally relevant action rather than mere ritual action.

The diversity of the initial circumstances as well as the equipment

with which men are brought into this life is accountable only in terms of

the diversity of the causal actions and tendencies.  Caraka calls the actions

of the previous life which lead to rebirth   as  destiny (daiva) and the  fresh

acts initiated in the present life as puru¿ak°ra.43 If karma is strong and
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dominant, it will certainly wield its effect (death) on time (k°laniyata) and

if it  is weak, it  doesn' t  produce its result on time (ak°laniyata).44

Transmigration is also according to one's accrued fruits of actions.45 The

subtle body, after death, carries with it the merit and demerit of what is

done in the previous life, and it determines the mental traits and thereby the

next life. One takes a new birth according to the potential it of one's actions

of previous life. The good and bad experiences of this life or future life are,

therefore, brought about not by others but by oneself.

Actions are not accidental.  But they are underpinned by certain

fundamental motives or instincts. The three basic instincts from which all

our actions originate are (1) desire for life preservation (pra∏ai¿a∏a),

(2) desire for material wealth (arthai¿a∏a) and (3) desire for afterlife

(paralokai¿a∏a).46 Thus, Caraka construes the three sorts of  biological

instincts as the fundamental motives which serve as the spring of all our

actions and envisages a scheme of well balanced life by harmonizing the

interplay of all the three basic instincts.  The harmonization in turn is

determined by knowledge because, for Caraka, action denotes action impelled

by volition.47 That is, even though the aforesaid three biological instincts

are at the root of every action, all actions are essentially and immediately

initiated by volition. Again, volition (prayatna) is oriented by apprehension

(dh¢), fortitude (dh§ti), and memory (sm§ti).  Thus, in accordance with the

nature of these three factors the basic instincts get manifested in the form

of desire or aversion which gives rise to volition. Volition finally ends in

action.
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Craving arises from erroneous knowledge of objects in the    pursuit

of happiness. So the ignorant people indulge in unwholesome gratification

of the five senses and subject themselves to strain beyond their capacity

and get adapted to unpleasant regimes. They subject themselves to excessive

utilization (atiyoga), non-utilization (ayoga), and wrong utilization

(mithy°yoga) of  the physical, mental, and oral actions 48and thus yield to

all kinds of sufferings.

It is one's knowledge that determines the way of life. One is able to

retain one's identity as long as one retains one's power of discrimination

between right and wrong. The discriminative and judgmental capacity of a

person depends on wisdom (prajμ°) which consists in apprehension (dh¢),

fortitude (dh§ti), and memory (sm§ti).  If the instruments of knowledge,

most particularly the inner instruments, are disciplined and integrated, there

comes in wisdom, the cause of wholesome volitional acts that gives rise to

happiness. So Caraka construes volitional transgression (prajμ°par°dha)

due to the degeneration or derangement of intelligence (dh¢), fortitude

(dh§ti), and memory (sm§ti) 49 as one of the root causes of all sufferings.

All the mental defects such as malice, despair, fear, anger, vanity, and hatred

are also considered as volitional transgression.50  So, annihilation of

volitional transgression, control of sense organs, precise memory and

accurate knowledge of place and time, self awareness,   and good conduct

will promote wholesome actions.51

The conceptions of these three fundamental motives as the basic

instincts of all actions and the classification of karma into daiva and pauru¿a
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are something peculiar to Caraka and it differentiates CarakasaΔhit° from

all other systems of Indian philosophy. Probably it is the daiva that

determines ones basic instincts and so it can be equated with the unseen

(ad§¿∂a / dharma and adharma) in the Vaiøe¿ika - s£tra.

Moral prescriptions for healthy and happy life

As far as Caraka is concerned, an ethically virtuous life will be a

healthy and a happy one.  So he gives elaborate moral prescriptions which

are conductive to good health and happiness. From the point of view of one's

mundane and spiritual well-being, he advocates to hold back from urges

relating to evil deeds. A wise person should refrain from greed, grief, fear,

anger, vanity, shamelessness, jealousy, extreme attachment, and malice. One

should not use harsh and untimely words. One should not engage in violence

or immoral contact with women, theft, and persecution.52 Injury to living

beings (hiΔs°) is a sin and so it will affect one's longevity.  So non-injury

(ahiΔs°)  is  prescr ibed as  a  way of  increasing ones l i fe  (ahims°

pr°∏avardhanaΔ).

One should avoid such sinful persons in character, speech, and mind

as well as those who are quarrelsome and those who make vicious remarks

about others.  The greedy, the envious, the cruel,  the fickle minded as well

as  those who indulge in defaming others,  those who associate with the

enemies, those who are devoid of compassion, and those who do not follow

the virtuous course of life are also to be avoided.  Caraka further advises to

associate with wise, learned, and matured persons as well as with men of
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character, fortitude, and self concentration.  So also one should make

association   with those who know the real nature of things and are full of

equanimity, who direct us in the right path, who are good to all beings, and

who are peaceful and content.53 The better way is to give up the unwholesome

habits and to develop wholesome habits steadily and gradually.54 He must

improve himself  by a  ser ies  of  ideological  and behavioural  se l f

identifications.

One has to maintain the balance of both mind and sense organs. For

this one has to perform one's noble acts with utmost care. Caraka says that

one should respect gods, cows, brahmins, preceptors (gurus), and elderly.

One ought to help other persons, saints, and great teachers (ac°ryas). One

should offer auspicious amulets, wear good herbs, bath twice, and clean all

the pores of the body and feet, and cut hair, beard, and nail three times in a

fortnight. One should wear good apparel, should be pleasant, apply scent,

comb the hair, oil the head, ears, nose, and feet and smoke. One should

perform sacrifices, and pay offerings to the departed ancestors. One should

be self controlled and virtuous. One should be envious of another person's

efficiency, but should not be jealous of the fruits of such efficiency. One

should be firm in decision, fearless, susceptible to the feelings of shame,

be intelligent, energetic, skilful, merciful, virtuous, and a believer (°stika).

One should devote oneself to teachers who are modest, intelligent, learned,

noble, aged, and spiritually perfect. One should acquit oneself as well as

display good manners. One should avoid going to impure and untidy places.

One should be compassionate to all beings and   should root out attachment

and antipathy.55
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It may not be improper to refer to Caraka's opinion of social hierarchy.

In connection with the description of practices that is to be followed for the

procreation of the desired child he describes the due rites that should be

performed by women belonging to each var∏a, namely br°hmin, k¿atriya

and vaiøya. He also reminds us that a  ø£dra woman should offer only

obeiscence to the gods, fire, br°hmins, preceptors, and those who have

attained perfection.56 This shows that Caraka did not dishonour the social

hierarchy.  But it does not in any way harm his humanitarian conceptions. It

is not because of sectarian thoughts that he refers to such customs, but

because he believed in the potency of one's karma to ordain for him pleasure

and pain according to the good or bad actions one does. So the assumption

of inequality of men is sought to be justified on the basis of the law of

karma which traces these inequalities of the present life to the actions of

different selves in their past lives.

Medical ethics

The most striking aspect of Caraka's ethics is that he was highly

conscious of the moral obligations of medical professionals to society. He

cautions them to keep the moral standards intact. He says that a physician

should always be a great humanist. He must primarily possess knowledge,

imagination, comprehension, memory, resourcefulness and promptness;57

must be prudent, must have self-restraint, and must be endowed with

presence of mind.58 A physician must also have a clear knowledge of drugs

and their applications. Even a deadly poison can become an excellent drug if
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properly administered and, on the contrary, if it is not properly administered,

it will be a deadly poison. So, if the physician is not competent in these

aspects, his prescription would be nothing but poison, a weapon, fire or a

thunderbolt to his patient, for it kills him.59 He also warns that even a talk

with a physician who is an impostor devoid of vitruous acts will be the

messenger of death.60

He repeatedly insists on the quality of the head and the heart and the

need to be careful about giving quarter to quacks, imposters and charlatans.

It is better to die rather than to be treated by a quack physician.61   Such

physicians who take away the l i fe  instead of  diseases are cal led

rog°bhis°ras.62  The physician should show compassion towards the ailing;

should have devotion to patients who can be cured, but be detached from the

dying patients.63 Genuine physicians are saviours of life (pr°∏°bhis°ras).64

Compassion as the crowning principle of morality

The greatness of the ethical conceptions of Caraka lies in the fact that

it is dedicated to the well-being of the fellow beings and the world at large.

Caraka dictates to act according to what one's inner conscience says right

(man≈p£taΔ sam°caret). Perhaps, it may be argued that, Àyurveda is

ultimately a healing science which is primarily concerned with human

happiness in the objective world and so naturally be socio-centric. But

beyond our expectations it surpasses the limits of social responsibilities

and obligations to reach the heights of universal love and compassion for

all. The Œ¿is were actually incarnates of love and compassion. Caraka, at
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the opening part itself, affirms that the science is the  most sacred among

the Vedas because it is beneficial to mankind in this world and the world

beyond. He declares that positive health stands at the very root of

accomplishing the four ends of man: dharma, artha, k°ma and mok¿a.65

Diseases are the destroyers of health. So the great loving sage, grasping

everything, engaged in prescribing the Àyurveda to his disciples out of

compassion for all beings.66 Again, it is also said that the disciples, after

acquiring accomplishment, understanding, patience, fame, forbearance, and

pity for the good of all creatures, should dedicate themselves to the well

being of all.67  Finally, Caraka says that scriptures are intended to bring

about happiness to the whole world (lok°nugrahaprav§tta≈ ø°strav°da≈).68

In the moral prescriptions also he repeatedly insists upon compassion and

non injury.

The modern conception of ethical man in Albert Swhweitzer is more

or less the same. He says that man must stress not only men's relations

with his own species but also must learn to establish an ever-living contact

with all other cereatures.69 But the novelty of the humanism envisaged in

Caraka   is not only because it is spun by compassion and love, which may

be said as quite natural to any curative science and other systems of thought

and religion, but also because it has a sound spiritualistic metaphysical basis.

The depth as well as significance of this metaphysical basis is an automatic

offspring from the realization of the micro-macro relationship between man

and the universe as was outlined formerly. He whose self is integrated and

harmonized by such a vision of oneness or equality in life with all sentient
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creatures on the moral plane experiences a profound joy and absolute

compassion.

So, if we look at the whole picture, the ethical conceptions of Caraka

have got its own brevity, elegance, serenity, reasonableness, and catholicity.

The moral conceptions of Caraka are not merely a repository of prudence.

Caraka harmonizes the two types of standards (both social and personal)

mentioned above which, being of opposite nature, should have drifted apart.

The institution of morality has for its basic concern the regulation of

man's lower inclinations and the promotion of the higher ones in realization

of his aspiration as a man.  It is in such a concern that the transition of ""is''

to ""ought'' is involved.    Not only is the conduct to other members of the

society emphasized, but his behaviour to himself is stressed with equal

importance. Purification of mind and control of sense organs and

subordination of lower impulses to the higher ones through a proper

understanding of his inner nature and through the observance of some

practical discipline which are indispensable for the attainment of higher

values of life are repeatedly reminded of.

Even though Caraka gives lengthy moral prescriptions, he does not

consider ethics as a mere study of morals. On the contrary, it is the

acknowledgement of human responsibility to the sentient beings of the

world.  Caraka's ethical system conceives man as an all comprehensive

concept. Man is not considered as a limited being. On the contrary, he is

regarded as the universal link between all humans and non-human animals.
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His   ethical system is allied to the affirmation of both man and the world

as natural. It combines in it both the ""world view'' and ""life view''.

Liberation (mok¿a) as the ultimate moral end

In the modern view, the main concern of medical science is about

psycho-somatic ailments and their cure. From that perspective Caraka, is

expected to look upon man as a biological entity. He is expected to deal

with the worldly life of man. But he surpasses such limited assumptions.

Caraka not only engaged himself in finding the means to free man from his

physiological and psychological tensions but in discovering the path  that

delivers him from the subtle challenges that arise from the habits themselves

and  that cannot  so easily be met by the techniques of science.  He is a true

philosopher and thereby a ""great doctor'' who diagnosed and prescribed

cure for the total human sufferings. For him,  a human being is not a mere

biological product of the evolution controlled by biological drives, motives

and instincts and reflexes. On the other hand, he is a spiritual being. He is

an altruistic humanistic being and a seeker of supreme good. He diagnosed

that   contemplation is the highest aspiration of man. A contemplative life

is rich in its import, manifestation, and realization. A life of contemplation

is exalted. So, in coherence with the philosophical systems, he places

liberation ( mok¿a) as the highest ideal of life and the final end of man. 70

Caraka calls death which terminates the limited life span by the epithets

svabh°va (return to  the former state), prav§tteruparama (cessation of

activities), mara∏a (death),  anitya (ephemeral) and nirodha (obstruction to
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the continuity of life).71 The liberated state which ends the transmigratory

existence is being designated as vip°pa (freed from sinful acts),  viraja (free

f rom a t tachments) ,  ø°nta  (quiescence) ,  par°  (absolu te) ,  ak¿ara

(indistuctible), avyaya (immutable), am§ta (immortal), the Brahman (God),

and nirv°na (the state of extinction of all sufferings).72 This shows that

Caraka constructs his theory of liberation in terms of the Brahman.

Change is the nature of the phenomenal world. Cause (hetu), origin

(utpatti),  growth (v§ddhi), decay  (upaplava), and death (viyoga) are the

five different  stages of change and they constitute  suffering.73 This is

actually the radical unremitting impermanence, the essential ontological

dimension of one's unenlightened state of suffering.

The phenomenal self is never freed from ego, intellect, mind, volitions,

and other defects. Since the mind is enveloped by rajas and tamas,  all kinds

of evils follow the individual until true knowledge occurs.  The tainted mind

and volitions engender powerful positive actions (prav§tti)74 and, thereby,

transmigratory existence.75   Thus, the phenomenal self in bondage undergoes

all kinds of sufferings.

Experiences are in the form of happiness and pain. They are all

sufferings, for they originate from cravings on the one hand and they give

rise to cravings on the other hand. Craving in turn consists of ignorance,

desire, and aversion.76

All kinds of positive actions are sinful.77 The positive actions originate

from prjμ°par°dha which springs from desire and aversion engendered by
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erroneous knowledge and such a person is engulfed in egoistic feelings

(ahaΔk°ra), vocal, mental, and physical actions (sa¥ga), doubt (saΔøaya),

vanity (abhisaΔplava), selfish dispositions (abhyavap°ta), erroneous

knowledge in the form of a beneficial thing as harmful (vipratyaya), lack of

distinction between conscious and unconscious elements, nature and its

modification, attachment and detachment (aviøe¿a), and performance of

rituals, priesthood and begging. (anup°ya).78 Again, volitional transgression

(prjμ°par°dha)  is due to the derangement of apprehension (dh¢), fortitude

(dh§ti), and memory (sm§it).79 The derangement of intellect (dh¢bhraΔøa)

means wrong apprehension like the apprehension of an eternal entity as

ephemeral, a beneficial thing as non-beneficial. The correct apprehension is

the cognition of a thing as it is. The derangement of fortitude (dh§tibhraΔøa)

is the unrestrained mental urge to do harm to worldly objects. The control

of mind is called fortitude. Similarly, the derangement of memory

(sm§tibhraΔøa) is the erroneous apprehension due to the envelopment of

rajas and tamas.80

This vindicates that if ignorance, that is, if the derangement of intellect,

fortitude, and memory are totally eradicated, volitional transgression can

be eliminated, and if volitional transgression is eliminated positive actions

can be relinquished. Then again if positive actions cease, the vicious circle

of craving and suffering in the form of experiences can be completely rooted

out. So the primary thing is to eradicate ignorance. Caraka says that a person

with pure mind and who practices yoga acquires true knowledge and

eliminates ignorance. Thus, one is able to see things ""the way they really
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are''. This insight will help one to renounce everything, thereby all cravings

and suffering can be eradicated and ultimate freedom can be  attained.81

Nature of freedom

Liberation is a transformation from the negative states of unpleasant

experiences to a positive state. It is the state of quiescence (praø°nta) and

immutability (akøara). It is called the Brahman.82 This optimum can be

attained only by complete renouncement.  In the final stage of renunciation

(caramasany°sa) all sense-bound experiences including all determinate and

specific cognitions are completely relinquished.83 One ultimately identifies

oneself with the Brahman. Self awareness ceases and finally the phenomenal

existence itself ceases with out leaving behind any identifying mark.84 In

the liberated state, all volitions get destroyed due to the absence of rajas

and tamas. Thus, one is finally and irrecoverably liberated from the ties of

the phenomenal world, from rebirth.85

Means conducive to liberation

The realization of freedom involves both the knowing process

( jμ°nam°rga)  and the wil l ing process  (yogam°rga) .   Caraka has

emphatically stated that the path of life prescribed is nothing but what has

been dictated by the Yogins and the followers of S°Δkhya.86

Unless the impurities like desire aversion and attachment are removed

by right efforts, there can be no complete freedom. For this one has to raise

from the level of the sense-bound cognition of worldly objects to the level

of intuition ( prajμ° or vidy°)87  The intuitional knowledge, according to
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Caraka, is one of identity or ""knowledge of two in one''.  That is if one

realizes oneself  as the universe and the universe as one i t  is  the

transcendental knowledge. 88

Fundamentally speaking, the way to liberation is the acceleration of

intelligence, fortitude, and memory of ultimate reality.  The continuity of

the psychosomatic relation will be destroyed when these three factors

engender human perfection.89 Among these three factors, the memory of

transcendent reality occupies the prominent place.90 The causal factors that

lead to memory are apprehension of cause and form, similarity, difference,

indulgence of mind, recurrence of cognition, repetitive hearing and

recollection of all former experiences.91  The main factors that catalyze one's

memory capacity are devotion to the nobles, abstinence from the wicked;

observance of  vows and fasts, apprehension of Dharmaø°stras and

performance of duties in accordance with its rules, inclination to live in

solitude, detachment from the worldly objects, right apprehension , supreme

fortitude, desisting from new activities, annihilation of the past actions,

extermination of egoistic dispositions, fear of  attachment, serenity of

mind and consciousness, and meditation.92 To be precise, it  is the

recollection of the ultimate reality that  leads one to ultimate liberation

from sufferings.93

If the ultimate freedom is implicit in the transcendental knowledge,

the psychosomatic spiritual endeavour that brings about the condition of

quiescence is called Yoga.94 Yoga is the awakening of a man into the freedom
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of the self. Yoga is a  self impelled and self initiated effort by which man

ascents from the lower to the higher existence.95  Meditative contemplation

or the  exploration of the deeper reaches of consciousness of a Yogin is

marked by the purity of mind that gives rise to   the eight kinds of divine

strength and powers .Those powers are (1) the capacity of the self to enter

the body of others, (2) the capacity for cognition of mental objects, (3) doing

things at  wil l ,  (4)  supernatural  vision,  (5)  supernatural  audit ion,

(6) miraculous memory, (7) extraordinary brilliance, and (8)the state of

unawareness  when desired. 96

Way of life to liberation

Living in accordance with, but not quite tied up by the laws of nature,

man, through his moral disposition and continuous efforts, is capable of

realizing freedom. So Caraka further dictates elaborately the systematic and

disciplined life of devotion.

The seeker of liberation who has seen the futility of mundane life should

approach a preceptor whose teaching he should put into practice. Thus, he

should study the Dharmaø°stras, and mould his conduct and perform duties

in compliance with the scriptures. He should be devotional to the noble and

refrain from the wicked; should speak that which is conducive to the

wellbeing of all living-beings and the speech should be gentle, reasonable,

and pertinent.  He should regard all living creatures as himself. He should

avoid remembering, thinking about, desiring and talking with women. He

should relinquish all belongings. He should wear a loin cloth and an ochre-
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coloured, garment and a case of needles for mending it. He should also carry

a pot of water for cleaning, a mendicant's staff as a sign of his order of life,

and a bowl for collecting alms. He should take food only once a day in order

to keep his life and may substitute natural food accessible in the forest for

cooked food. He may take rest on a bed improvised with dry leaves and weeds

with out making it a usual habit. He may keep a wooden arm rest as an aid in

meditation. He should live in the forest, but not in a roofed house. He should

control desire and aversion and avoid drowsiness, sleep, and laziness.  He

should treat occasions of honouring, praise, criticism and insult as equal

and should endure hunger thirst, fatigue, strain, cold, heat, wind, rain,

pleasure, and pain. He should not be stimulated by grief, depression, self

conceit, affliction, and arrogance. He should look on ego as the cause of

suffering and view the micro-macro relationship of him to the universe. He

should never hesitate to practice yoga. He should maintain purity of mind;

he should direct all his powers of understanding, fortitude, and recollection

towards final emancipation.  He must restrain all sense organs, the mind,

and self. He should constantly resolve that the entities that constitute

different parts of the body are the dh°tus, should realize that anything that

has a cause is miserable and ephemeral and all activities tainted with evil.

He should regard complete renunciation as real happiness.97 Eventually,  such

a disciplined life enables one to weaken and destroy ignorance, desire, and

aversion underlying physiological urge to do positive acts and promotes one's

cognitive capacities, fortitude, and memory and thereby free oneself from

the ties of the phenomenal world. The way of life as has been suggested is
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nothing but the life of a monk (sany°sin), which asks for complete

renunciation.

Concept of liberation in other philosophical systems

The Buddhists declare that the ultimate freedom is the cessation of all

kinds of knowledge along with  impressions, tendencies, and longings.98

According to the S°Δkhyas, lack of discriminative knowledge is the cause

of all sufferings. The discriminative knowledge, in the final stage, delivers

one from all kinds of pain. 99 For them liberation is the disassociation of the

self (puru¿a) from the psychical states with which it finds itself in

association.100  It is a state of aloofness (kaivalya) . The Yoga school is also

of the same view.  They say that avidya is the cause of all sufferings101 and

the discriminative knowledge is the means to attain freedom.102  They also

suggest the yoga path which consists of eight stages.103

In the Ny°ya - Vaiøe¿ika system the final end of   transmigratory

existence is called niøreyasa or apavarga. Ka∏°da says dharma is what

accompl ishes  wor ld ly  happiness  (abhyudaya )  and  l ibera t ion

(niøreyasa).104He also considers that negative actions (niv§tti) lead to

liberation. The elimination of desires, merits, and demerits, and the absolute

negation of pain are the ends of niv§tti and this can be made possible by the

true knowledge of the six categories (reality).105 According to Sr¢dharac°rya,

liberation is the total annihilation of all the nine qualities of the self namely,

consciousness, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit, demerit, and

impression. Thus, liberation is  the existence of the self in its essential
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nature marked by the destruction of all its qualities.106  In Ny°ya-s£tra

freedom is defined as the absolute deliverance from suffering (du≈kha).107

It can be attained through the elimination of pain, birth, activity, faults

(do¿a), and false knowledge in the reverse order108 by the acquisition of the

true knowledge of the sixteen categories.109 V°tsy°yana has conceived the

concept of apavarga in terms of the Brahman and the bliss and it consists in

the absence of pain. 110  In conformity with the Vaiøe¿ikas, Jayantabha∂∂a

says that liberation is the complete extinction of the nine specific qualities

of the self.111  Udayana defines it as a state of aloofness (kaivalya) to be

attained through discursive knowledge and devotional attitude.  The bondage

and the resulting suffering are due to false knowledge. Rebirth and sorrow

disappear when the urges to act dies down.112 Thus, one attains ultimate

freedom.  However, in spite of the slight differences, the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika

thinkers unanimously hold that liberation is neither pure knowledge nor pure

bliss; it is purely a painless state and the way to liberation is the elimination

of negative states.

In P£rvam¢m°Δsa ""Jaimini and ·avara enjoin the performance of

duties as a means to attain happiness in heaven. They do not attach much

importance to the conception of liberation''.113  Jaimini says that happiness

is the only goal of life.114   Kum°rila conceives liberation as a negative

character, and hence eternal.  It is the negation of  all  experiences of

cognition, pleasure pain, desire aversion, impression, merit, and demerit.115

Liberation is because of the absolute irradiation of merits and demerits.

According to the Prabh°karas, freedom is the state of the self remaining in
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its own nature consequent to the destruction of the specific qualities of the

self .116 Thus l iberation,  in P£rvam¢m°Δsa, is  a state of complete

extermination of pain117. The peculiarity of freedom in the P£rvam¢m°Δsa

discipline is that it emphasizes karma rather than jμ°na.

Advaita Ved°nta recognizes that the individual self (j¢va) is none other

than the Brahman, but identical in nature (j¢vo bra≈maiva n°para≈). One is

deluded in the world of m°ya due to avidy° which has no beginning. Right

knowledge at one stroke abolishes the sense of finitude together with the

sense of duality.118 Ontologically, freedom is the identification of oneself

with the transcendental consciousness or the Brahman which is ""pure

Bliss''.119

Among the non-Vedic schools, Jainism recognizes deliverance as the

freedom of the self from k°rmic matter which covers i ts inherent

qualities.120

If we look at the various view points described above, it can be

understood that Caraka agrees with all the philosophical systems on the basic

issues regarding freedom.  He recognizes the phenomenal life as one of

suffering and freedom from suffering as the goal of spiritual endeavour. He

is of the opinion that the vision or insight into the reality of things will

dispel one's illusion and ignorance and thus one can be liberated eternally

and irrecoverably from all negative aspects of phenomenal existence by

psycho-somatic spiritual endeavour.

Liberation has two aspects: (1) the liberating process and (2) the state

of being liberated. The liberating process is a negative one which involves
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the eradication of suffering, and being liberated, by contrast, is a positive

state. Emphasizing the negative phase of eradication, Caraka calls it by the

epithets nirv°∏a and niv§tti which echo the Buddhists, the S°Δkhya-Yoga

and the Ny°ya- Vaiøe¿ika . At the same time, with regard to the final state

of freedom he agrees with the Ved°ntins who hold that freedom is the

attainment of oneness with the Brahman.
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Chapter - IX

CONCLUSION

CarakasaΔhit° is the first and foremost compendium which has laid a

systematic, comprehensive, and consistent theoretical foundation for

Àyurveda. It was mainly on the basis of Caraka's theoretical propositions

that Àyurveda had its later development. Even though a number of treatises

originated in the later period, Caraka outshines all of them since it is revered

for its meticulous account of the fundamental principles. The unique

characteristics of the fundamental principles lie in the fact that they are

basically dependent on a fabulously interwoven philosophy. If we take away

the philosophical speculations, then the fundamental principles of Àyurveda

will become baseless. The following are some of the important aspects which

add to the excellence of Caraka's philosophy.

1. Practical orientation of philosophical tenets

The main characteristic of Caraka's philosophy is the practical

orientation of philosophical tenets.   Caraka evolved the philosophy with

the purpose of the conceptualization and practice of Àyurveda in a jubilant

historical context in which the classical philosophical systems were in the

making. He made use of the philosophical systems then existed. Even then

it was neither a replica of any one of the philosophical systems nor an
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insulation of fragments of philosophical concepts. It does not also appear

as a fringe to the mainstream of pragmatic theories of medicine. On the

contrary, it serves as the source of deriving theoretical propositions for the

maintenance of heath. In fact, science and philosophy appear as co-ordinate

species in CarakasaΔhit°.  The distinction between par° vidy° and apr°

vidy° is dissolved.

The six categories enumerated in the beginning presume Ka∏°da's

categories only for developing the tenets concerning health and cure. He

makes a paradigm shift for this. Based on the concept of universal and

particularity in the Vaiøe¿ika-s£tra he successfully explains the basic cause

of equipoise.   His new conjecture was that universal and particularity are

objective realities which function as the causal determinants of increase

and decrease respectively.  This ingenious doctrine became the cardinal

principle of treatment. The important point to be noted in this connection is

that this conceptual transformation does not contradict Vaiøe¿ika theory

because Caraka takes into account only the ""universal particularities''.

Neither the highest universal called ""beingness'' (satta) nor the ultimate

particularity (viøe¿a) is taken into account.

It is a fact that Caraka defines substance in conformity with Ka∏°da.

But he does not accept the atoms as the substantial cause of the world. On

the other hand, in coherence with the pre-classical S°Δkhyas, he postulates

a conscious entity called cetan°dh°tu at the ground level. This foundational

""Self'' enveloped by the adjuncts rajas and tamas is called avyakta. It is
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conceived as the cosmological substrate. In the case of attributes also, he

has elaborated the list of K°∏°da by including many more in the list. The

remarkable thing is the addition of the twenty physical qualities. They are

common to the five physical substances and have high therapeutic value.

The categories of time and space are also described in such a way as to suit

the purpose of maintaining of health. Again the idea of inherence refer to

the relation of ""identity in difference'' in the substratum and super stratum

The postulation of the trido¿a theory which is cardinal to Àyurveda is

an original and unique discovery of Caraka. In order to conceptualize this

theory he successfully makes use of the theory of five physical elements

which is derived from the harmonization the Vaiøe¿ika's concepts with the

concepts of pre-classical S°Δkhya. In brief, the enumeration of the six

categories is mainly intended to formulate the fundamental principles. He

achieves this without contradicting the Vaiøe¿ika categories and his own

philosophical vision.

2. Theoretical proposition of man

The excellence of Caraka's philosophical speculations lies in the

theoretical proposition of man. It is without the subordination or super

ordination of scientific methods of empirical verification and philosophical

consciousness that Caraka constructs his theoretical propositions of man.

Human beings are not conceived as  mere constitutions of material elements

or as  body-mind complex.  They are  regarded as combinations of body,

mind, and sense capacities owned by the conscious self.  The conscious self
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is regarded as responsible for everything. The very existence of the Universe

is explained on the basis of consciousness. Without consciousness there is

no existence. Even the pulses of the heart, which are the dear ones of science,

are determined by consciousness.  Without addressing consciousness, the

propositions about man would be incomplete.  So he valued consciousness

more since the whole human complex is governed by consciousness.  The

relation of the body and mind to the self is also not regarded as extraneous

or accidental. But there is a causal nexus which binds them together. Above

all, he envisages the inner self responsible for the very human existence.

The self is bound to a particular body and the mind in a particular birth due

to causal and moral reasons. It is the inherent k°rmic impressions of the

self carried from the previous life that decide it and it accounts for the birth,

death, transmigration, and liberation.  No science of the world has given us

such an all embracing concept of man as Caraka has given.

3. Philosophical vision

In the discrete task of theoretical construction, Caraka naturally

transcends the limited sphere of objects and their isolated empirical relations

to their innermost unity and the ultimate ground. The entire conceptualization

and practice had been shaped on the vision that the manifold world has a

true, efficient, and absolute continuance in relation to the enfoldment in the

ultimate cause.

Caraka's philosophy is a representation of extreme realism and

monism.  The world is a reality and not an illusion. It is a transformation of
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the ultimate reality. Unity in diversity is a plan of ""s§¿∂i'' and it is the one

that becomes the many and explains the many.  Ultimate reality is self

existent (sat).  It is without a second at the pralaya state also. That is, pralaya

is not the dissolution but the involution of the multitudinous variety of forms

and names.  Similarly, the origin of the universe is also a real occurence. It

is the renewal of the  cosmic life and activity, ""Being becomes''.  The world

is a living process sustained by an infinite series of periodic pause and repose

alternating with activity.   Unity and distinction co-exist and are in intimate

relation in his philosophy. There exists no incompatibility of substance,

quality, universal, particularity, and  part and whole which are known and

treated as different or opposed at the empirical level. They can be reconciled

in a unity which pervades the diversity.

Caraka's philosophy can be equated to or called as the philosophy of

"" identity in difference'' (bhed°bheda) or as theory of development

(brahmapari∏°mav°da) according to which the ultimate reality is not static

but is continually changing and yet maintaining its identity throughout. It

has got its own fascination for certain temperament interested in the meeting

of the extremes of pluralism and monism.

4. Methodological excellence

Methodological  compactness is another aspect that adds to the

excellence of Caraka. With equal importance to conceptualization and

practice, he describes a well planned methodology that is to be followed for

cognizing and practice.  In other words, epistemology, which is the main
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concern of philosophy, is discussed with utmost care.   He has presented a

well structured account of the means of knowledge, logic, and dialectical

terms capable of generating comprehensive and thorough proficiency in

Àyurveda. Even though there exists a dispute regarding the discovery stage

of the epistemological concepts, what we see in Ny°ya-s£tra is often

regarded as a refined form of Caraka's epistemology. The descriptions of

different kinds of source of valid knowledge and dialectical speculations

are more or less similar. Still there are differences.  With the exception of

ce¿∂° and anupalabdhi, Caraka refers to almost all means of knowledge

without any disregard. At the same time, only verbal cognition, perception,

inference, and heuristic reasoning (yukti) are recognized as investigative

means.  The five member syllogism first appears in CarakasaΔhit°.

The introduction of heuristic reasoning as a distinct source of

knowledge  is one of the most striking features of CarakasaΔhit°. In no

other systems of knowledge yukti is found to be accepted as a distinct source

of knowledge. It is the method of arriving at the right judgment of things by

an intellectual exercise which involves the right combination of manifold

causes or reasons.

There exists a difference in the basic issues concerning the transaction

of the instruments of knowledge and the effects of cognizing process on the

knower. The conception of the self, mind, and consciousness as spiritual

substances and of sense capacities as physical are something peculiar to

Caraka. It is Caraka who puts forth the innovative idea that the sense
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capacities are different from the end organs which serve as the sites

(adhi¿∂°nas). He locates the centre of the sense organs   as the head. Caraka's

epistemology is not limited to the mere description of the different sources

of knowledge and defining them. On the contrary, it is one of the deepest

thoughts which extends to the association of consciousness. Beyond that,

he analyses the basic issues of the relation of awareness and consciousness

to the self. He also discusses in detail the transaction of the instruments of

apprehension, namely consciousness, ""I-consciousness'', mind, sense

faculties, the role of the inner self as the co-ordinator, the way in which

knowledge affects the knower with respect to ordinary experience causing

pain, and also the final knowledge that culminates in ultimate freedom.

Caraka always relies on discursive reason in formulating his thesis.

But he avoids v°da seen in the form of hair-splitting jugglery which often

leads us ultimately to nothing creative. The symposia found preserved in

CarakasaΔhit° exemplify the healthy application of dialectics that

contributes to the clarity of understanding and dispelling doubts. Observation

and intuition were also given equal importance.

5. Vision of life and ethics

Caraka puts forth a unique perspective of life. He gives due importance

to material persuits and places spiritual goal at their apex. The spirituality

envisaged is not in any way opposed to material life.  It is counted as an

inevitable continuity of the material life. He gives emphasis to the fact that

the attitudes and behavoiur of man to his fellow beings, to nature and to
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himself, must be such that it will not disturb the cohesion of the universe

while trying to satisfy the material needs. Otherwise it  will cause

impediments even in maintaining the positive health of man which is

essential for him to contemplate the ultimate goal of life.

Caraka envisages a noble ethical code based on a non-prejudicial holistic

outlook. His moral thoughts hinge on the basic idea of micro-macro

relationship of man and as such they are enshrined in compassion and non-

injury to all living beings.  The compassion advocated by Caraka is not to

be understood in the limited sense of consideration for human beings and

their ""well-being'' , but the concern for everything, both animate and

inanimate, that has evolved from the non-dualistic vision of man and

universe. It is the compassion which is the result of the eradication of

egoism, the root cause of dual thought leading to love and hate tendencies.

Caraka's unbiased approach and compassion is reflected even in his

explanation of the nature of ultimate freedom. Caraka declares that the

attainment of ultimate freedom is possible only through the realization of

the micro-macro relationship of man and nature. Caraka has used almost all

the terms which connote specific ideas of freedom used in different

philosophical systems without prejudice and affirms that the nature of final

state of freedom is inexplicable. The philosophy of Caraka is a representation

of true intellectual freedom unfettered by the dogmas and doctrines of

sectarianism.

Caraka philosophised not for the sake of philosophy nor for personal

liberation, but for the well-being of humanity and the world in total. Usually,
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the concerns sparked by philosophical systems are general in nature. But

Caraka has obviously and successfully employed them for the specific and

complicated empirical issue of maintenance of human health without

ignoring the ultimate goal of life. It has got its own brilliance.

In  br ief ,  CarakasaΔhit°  is  a  complete  book which conta ins

deliberations and insightful knowledge of the complex man and his

environment in its totality. Caraka construes man as a somatic being and

spiritual being. It is a compendium in which Philosophical abstractions and

scientific observations are found interlocked. It is a synthesis of the

subjective and the objective, the two cornerstones of epistemology.

In concluding the thesis, it would not be improper to point out that at

least some among the Àyurvedic community too frequently take the attitude

of comparing the therapeutic principles with those in the Western medical

science which is purely experimental and objective oriented. Consequently,

they often forget to give due attention to the philosophical concepts in which

the fundamental principles of treatment are rooted.  It is unfortunate. If the

reason is the risk factor of probability and precision, plausibility and

demonstrability in the practice of Àyurvada, it is the same for Western

medicine also.  So it is not the actual reason. The actual reason is that we

are prone to think whatever that is contributed by Western science is

faultless. What is needed is that the physicians who are willing to push the

limit of the theoretical constructs of Àyurveda have to work along original

lines either to show the flaws or to justify them. At any rate, it is essential
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to address the philosophical abstractions. It would at least help us to bridge

the gulf between ethical reasoning and scientific reasoning.  Correct

philosophical  pursuit  creates the way for  entering the domain of

consciousness. A fuller grasp of the philosophy of Caraka could possibly

provide improved interpretative perspectives for the understanding of the

underlying complex systems of knowledge, archaic notions and values. It

offers insights in understanding Àyurveda as a whole.
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